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Back in the
1970s, trendy
designers used
to hang Quad
Electrostatics
flat against
the wall, not
realising that
the speakers
couldn't
possibly work
in that
position. Now
there will be a
flat speaker
that will work
perfectly well
against the
wall, or almost
anywhere else
you put it

E-MAIL

You can
contact us via
e-mail on
101574.223(W
comptaterveuen
Please specify
`HiFi News' in
the subject field of
your message

n 27 September, Verity
Group plc announced its
annual results, with pre-tax
profits up to £2.63m in the year to
June 1996. The group also launched
a new venture based on what is,
without shadow of a doubt, an
epochal breakthrough in speaker
design. ' NXT' is anew technology
which solves the classic problems of
flat speakers at astroke [see 'News',
page 11, for the technical story].
At its press conference, Verity
gave an outstandingly convincing
demonstration of some working
NXT prototypes. Henry Azima,
head of Verity's V- Labs research
establishment (and technical director
of the new NXT company) held
aloft what looked like an ordinary
flat board acouple of feet across and
about a quarter of an inch thick,
with aconnecting lead at one comer.
Turning it around above his head,
then placing it behind his back, he
proved that this thin panel was
indeed afull-range loudspeaker.
A stereo music demonstration was
then given on apair of large NXT
units looking not unlike conventional
American- style high- end panel
speakers, using aWarren Bernhardt
CD [ DMP). For me, sitting near a
back corner in the large and
crowded lecture theatre, the piano
sound was excellent, natural and
unforced, while the overall effect was
very relaxed and enjoyable. The
piano certainly appeared between
the speakers but I wasn't in a
position to comment on the stereo
imaging. Admittedly, this CD is an
exceptional recording, inscrutably
smooth and glossy-sounding in the
best manner of American digital
audiophile discs. Other listeners were
more critical, particularly of the
imaging, which they thought vague.
An NXT home cinema system
followed, using the same stereo pair
of main front speakers (which,
incidentally, did have conventional
woofers), the amazing ScreenVu
centre/projection speaker, plus two
rear panels. An excerpt from Stargate
(Dolby Pro-Logic) proved that NXT
speakers could produce abalanced
if diffused sound across a wide
listening area. On Terminator 2, with
Dolby AC3 sound, Idid become
too conscious of one rear speaker,
but this was hardly surprising as I
was sitting right next to it. Another
listener Ispoke to felt the sound
lacked attack compared with the
usual result from abig home cinema
system, but this was probably why
Iliked it! It didn't have the harsh

aggressiveness which often makes me
glad to escape from AV systems.
Speaking
on
the
research
background
to
NXT,
Denis
Morecroft, founder of the DNM
electronics brand and now a key
figure at V-Labs, answered his own
rhetorical question, ' why hadn't it
been done before?' by saying that
firstly, the mathematical tools had
not been available; and secondly,
that the way the panel operates ` is
by no means intuitive'.
Of course, the possible specialist
hi-fi market will be a drop in the
ocean of applications for NXT
worldwide. Verity CEO Farad Azima
touched on the possibility of the
concept being ' reverse engineered'
by Far East competitors. ' In Japan,'
he said, ' it will be a battle of wits
and technology to stay ahead, but
we are confident that we will stay
ahead. We have such alead that noone else can get in the running.' The
only downside, he hinted, could be
the possibility of wasteful legal battles
over patent issues.
NXT as demonstrated by Verity
was ' not a done and finished
technology', and the impressive
results already obtained will be
improved on. It seems possible that,
by their nature, NXT speakers may
never satisfy hi-fi enthusiasts who
place ' pinpoint stereo imagery' high
on the list of priortities. But for most
applications, I'm sure that Farad
Azima was right when he summed
up by saying that: ' In the next
century, we'll look back at our great
big MDF boxes as prehistoric!'
Commercial realisation of NXT
may be some way off: ' Idon't see a
wide range of viable commercial
products from our group of
companies within the next two
years,' said Farad Azima. If they
were available, I'd order apair now!
Meanwhile, there will be a public
demonstration of NXT on the first
day of the Scottish Hi-Fi Show,
Friday, 15 November.
LOST LOWTHERS
At the Hi Fi Show, a Lowther
Master Control Mk II pre-amplifier
and a Lowther SCU pre-/LL15S
power-amp combination (along with
the tubes from an RCA amp, packed
in one of the boxes) went missing en
route from the hotel entrance to the
'Hi Fi Heritage' exhibit in the
Wessex ballroom. Anyone who might
have seen these items or been offered
them for sale is asked to call Alan
Ainslie
at ATC
Loudspeaker
Technology, 01285 760561.
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subjective review of Wilson
Benesch's vinyl replay system:
the Turntable, Tonearm, Analog
m-ccartridge and Tripych
support table
Ken Kessler

30 MY OLD
MATRIX
B&W's familiar
Matrix 801
loudspeaker is back
in Series 3 form
Peter J Comeau

32 BACK TO THE FUTURE

26 POWER TO
THE PEOPLE
the Krell FPB-300 stereo power
amplifier promises revolutionary
improvements
Martin Colloms

the Epos ES12 loudspeaker
seeks to improve on aclassic
Martin Colloms

35 TEN OF THE BEST
full technical review of ten hot
new CD players for between
£500 and £ 1200: the Arcam
Alpha 8, Denon DCD-3000,
Linn Mimik, Mission Cyrus
dAD3, Musical Fidelity E601,
Myryad MC- 100, Quad 77,
Sherwood CD1, Thule CD100
and Trichord Genesis
Paul Miller

four integrated amplifiers from
£200 to £500. The Arcam
Alpha 7, Onix 0A32, Sony
TAF-448E and Technics àJA600Mk3
Peter J Comeau
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21 WIN OVER £5000
WORTH OF CASTLE SPEAKERS
the complete current range of Castle
speakers are on offer this month's
grand competition, with eight lucky
winners

62 THE BEST SHOW IN
TOWN: HI-FI SHOW REPORT
part one of an epic two part report on
this year's HiFi Show
Ken Kessler

103 THE GOOD HI-FI GUIDE
in-depth selective guide to the best
products under £2000 which have
been reviewed in our pages. Lists
features and offers ratings and
comment summaries on over 200
components

58 HEAD START
Sennheiser HD565 Ovation and
HD445, and Grado SR225
headphones on test
Martin
Colloms
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blow away the

neighbours with Krell's
improved powerhouse
amplifier
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CDs to ponder
over
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REAL PERFORMANCE— Bringing

down the cost of true high-end

is that spine tingling feeling ott get listening to reproduced music
that's so close to the real thing. Audio Research has always held back

perfOrmance Audio Research launches the
alye 1.522. Ili, line
stage preamplifier is designed for use with the i'113 lo brid plum stage

from offering aiti•ference quality product. But at last believing that

and underlines acontinuing commitment to ititai j
K unI reproduc-

its valve technoloy can now deliver atrue reference sound quality

tion. The combination offers the deep. vivid soundstaging with bass

it presents the Am110 REFERENCE amplifier.

impact and rhythmic clarity to restore life to cherished 1.1's.

Sixteen power output valves run with
50% partial cathiule coupling and ahigh
efficiency, tight coupled output transformer in each mono chassis deliver an
effortless 600watts for anaturalness and

VIRTUAL

REAL SOUND FOR 11011E CINEMA— Home

cinema enthusiasts are demanding better and
better so uml quality. In answer. Audio
Research has launched the Spatial Definition
Processor SDPI. Designed to enhance existing

REALM'
ease of dynamics only associate with live

performance. And because of the cathode coupling and low imped-

ance design the valves do not need critical adjustment before use

this even permits use of any of the popular initput valves of the
6550. KT88/90/99/100 families.
The staggering VT150 all-valve monoblocs
based on rugged. high performance 6550
valves were reviewed in February

audiophile standard two-channel systems the

SDP! builds a5-channel matrix from stereo information—it does not
use DolhyTM noise reduction or steering logic yet sets new standards
in low noise, low distortion and increased intelligibility. Its
hallmark is in the coherence of the sound envelope'. A partnering
4-channel amplifier. the SUAI.
is based on the popular D200.
HE IL ('OMMITMENT—The

SI") preamplifier lci ici.et one one

1994 ( Hi Fi News eti Record
Review. Martin CoHorns)
as "unquestionably the best

of the few high-end best sellers.
When production moved to
MIMI status an update became

et... the classic Audio
Research 'High Definition'

available for existing Mk11
users. To fully up date the SI'9

sound, highlv revealing
and satisfyingly detailed,
all this seemed achieved

better capacitors, better 1° oser
supply performatu.e. Ietter
internal grounding. better valve

without effort:* Stereophile
magazine agrees—having

bases and new dual triodes are
used—aline package of impro% eto an affordable classic.

just made the VT150SE
AMPLIFIER OF THE )( c.mt

ments

REAL QUALITV--Audio Research
now produces outstanding source

1994. "Instead of hearing a
hi-fi representation qf the
niusic, fill Iwas hearing

4.•

components with the classic Audio
Research transparency anal fidelity

the music itself.: iStereophile.

enjoyed in its pre and power amps.

Robert Hartley August 1991)
For sonic resulls near tIuis ultimate level Audio Research offers a

The single box CDl compact disc player features both balanci41 and

lower price -Acre(' Sctstiill of its masterpiece VT I
50s. The VTI30 is

single-ended working. With patented circuitry and highly regulated

housed in asingle massive VT150 chassis poulucing 110 watts of
compelling sound from four matched pairs of 6550. SF: versions

power supplies the CD1 honestly advances the state of the digital

feature frimilianel biasing meters and the classic Audio Research

outboard digital converter. The new all valve-output DAC3 citn‘ viler

fascia:, starulard versions will attract buyers on tighter budgets

is the ideal choice and is now joined by the entry level DAC5.

looking for uncompromised sound without cosmetic refinement.
REAL VALUE—Consiller

pairing an Audio Research LS3 preamplifier

with a02011solid-state power amplifier. The 1.53 is already awinner,
combined with the easy 100 watt power of the D200 it produces a

art. The CDT1 transport is also available for those wishing to mate!' an

Both CD! and

curl offer 1It remote control as standard, an

option now available on any new IS preamp and on the SIR/ MkIll
without compromising sound quality.. \ 5L about remote control
retrofits for older IS preamplifiers.

partnership with transparency and explosive dynamics for less than

TIME TO SI.MPLE A LITTLE MUSEUM. HE uns

£5000. Higher powered D300 and 1)400Mk11 solid-state amps are
available for larger installations.

can experience the musical reality of Audio Research.

AS

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Telephone

0181-947 5047

Facsimile

0181-879 7962
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HOME MENA
WUND AND IISION
ROM DM EMITS

Up,olute Sounds

Ici full information and alist of dealers where you
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views
we react like Pavlov's dogs to new
recordings. There's also adifference
between auditioning 'blind' three short
excerpts in different interpretations and
reacting to acomplete performance,
possibly then making selected
comparisons. In any case, Mr
Burmajster's suggestion is impractical for
avariety of reasons — incidentally, Isee
the booklet as an integral part of the
product under review. — Music Ed.

'Several
weeks ago
whilst
browsing in
my local
secondhandcumpawnbroker's
shop Icame
across a
pair of
largish
1950-1960s
style Tygan
grilled
speakers.
On closer
inspection, I
found the
minute blue
label of
Beam Echo
Ltd...'

IN THE COUNTRY OF THE BLIND
Dear Sir, Having listened to Radio
3's Summer programme on
Saturdays, Off the Record', with
its blind review of records, Iam
prompted to ask why you do not
review records blind too? This
system has many advantages: it
significantly reduces the effects of
the reviewers' prejudices against
certain artists, record companies
and recording techniques that they
might personally dislike if aware of
them. This would make for amore
honest, interesting and better
quality review. And it will help
readers to realise that areview is
just one person's opinion, and
therefore will help them to form
their own opinions rather than
retaining the holy deference in
which some people hold reviews.
This system is easy to put into
practice. All it needs is for a
member of staff not concerned with
reviews to put alabel that
completely covers the face of the
CD and writes on it areference
number (so that he or she knows
what the disc is) and the music and
track listings only. This is then sent
on to the reviewer. After the review
has been written, the box and notes
can be sent to the reviewer.
Iam not for one minute
suggesting that all records should
be given good reviews to save jobs
in record companies, far from it,
but amore honest approach to
reviewing would at least make
things fairer.
As I'm sure I'm not the first
person to suggest such ascheme,
the cynic in me says that this
system will never be introduced
because complacent reviewers will
lose the easy life that they have now
and music itself will be the poorer.
C Burmajster,
Buckinghamshire
The complaint that reviewers merely
recycle their prejudices is an old one, and
while Iagree that hearing music, say, on
Radio 3but not knowing the performers
can often surprise, Isimply don't believe
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AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE IN LONDON
Dear Sir, Volume 2, Issue 2of The
Audiophile Voice was my first
introduction to the Audiophile
Society and its periodical. Ipicked
it up as Iwas leaving White Plains,
NY for my tenure in London (yet
another yank in London!).
Obviously Inoticed Ken
Kessler's article and particularly his
desire for an Audiophile Societylike organisation in Southeast
England. Itoo share this desire.
Being new to Britain (I've been
here for two months now), Iam
just getting to know the better hi-fi
shops, record stores, periodicals,
and, of course, music venues. I
would, however, like to offer my
dedicated involvement and
enthusiasm towards the formation
of an audiophile organisation. Ido
not know enough about hi-fi circles
in Britain to do this on my own but
Ioffer myself as the first active
member.
Icertainly understand that KK's
schedule may not allow a
leadership role in the formation of
an organisation. If this is the case,
perhaps you could pass my name
on to someone who is willing and
capable of such atask. If, of course,
such aperson exists.
In any case, Iam finding it great
fun discovering the world of hi-fi
outside New York. Will Isell my
Martin Logans for good old Quads?
Ido look forward to the next few
years of new products, new tweaks,
and hopefully agood audiophile
debate or two along the way.
Kurt Morgan, London
If anyone would like to write to Mr
Morgan, HFNIRR will be happy to
forward the correspondence — Ed.
BLAST FROM THE PAST
Dear Sir, With the growing interest
in vintage hi-fi equipment I
thought you might be interested in
my story. Several weeks ago whilst
browsing in my local secondhandcum-pawnbroker's shop Icame
across apair of largish 1950-1960s
style Tygan grilled speakers. On
closer inspection, Ifound the
minute blue label of Beam Echo
Ltd Model SL12-21 S/Ns 16001
and 16003. My interest grew and

by this time the sales assistant was
at my side. We fired them up in
the shop and threy blew away
anything else he had in stock
speakerwise. With abit of
bartering Iobtained them for $ 45
Aust (about £22.50 Sterling).
Having got them home they were
dismantled and inspected. Designwise they are approximately 3.8
cu. ft volume, with avertical vent
of some 54 square inches opening
out onto arear baffle for
dispersion. The drive units were in
good condition but bore no name.
The 12 inch bass looks like
Goodmans (impedance 10 ohms)
while the treble units are possibly
Goodmans or Leak with three 2.0
pf capacitors in parallel for the
crossover. A family of mice had at
one time taken up residence in one
cabinet and devoured the damping
material, the bases had been
subjected to some dampness in
their lifetime, and the sides and
baffles were made out of very
coarse chipboard compared with
today's MDF, so the decision was
made to rebuild.
Some 20mm ply for the sides
and 25m craftwood for baffles and
bases to replace the original 5/8in
chipboard was obtained from the
salvage yard, abag of screws, some
glue and woodstain, and handmade spikes fabricated from
5/16in set-screws, new capacitors,
and Iwent into hi-fi speaker
recycle mode. Some weeks and
one frustrated wife later, they now
sit in our lounge performing as
good as any speaker as good as any
speaker I've heard in recent times.
Any information on the driveunits and year of manufacture
would be appreciated.
And, not forgetting,
congratulations on your 40th year
and June issue supplement!
If anyone cares to donate apair
of Beam Echo amps to complete
the system Iwould gladly accept.
(Just kidding but living in hope).
Peter Kehl, Australia
Stuart Perry of Beam Echo
responds:
We are delighted to have news of similar
sightings from as far afield as Singapore,
japan (amps) and Canada (more
speakers) and we are happy to provide
finders with copies of original product
information and reviews. The SL12-21
consisted of a12M Goodman's woofer
and a2M moving coil pressure unit. It
was reviewed in the Gramophone,
September 1959, by the famous Percy
Wilson, who concluded: The best we
have come across at that price'. (The
price being 22 guineas each!) As for a
complimentary set of amplifiers: not on
your nelly, I'm afraid.
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

ATONE FOR YOUR SINS
Dear Sir, Ifelt it high time that
some commonsense was breathed
into your excellent but misguided
magazine. From apsychophysics
point of view, with reference to the
vast amount of research available on
the subject of auditory
psychophysics, it is clear to me that
hi-fi buffs and the industry as a
whole have lost sight of asimple but
certain fact. Perception of sound
differs greatly between individuals.
Our sensitivity to frequency
between 20Hz-20kHz is not linear
within individuals, let alone between
individuals. To complicate matters
further, age affects perception of
sound — particularly higher
frequencies to agreat extent. Many
of us exhibit peaks and troughs in
our own personal frequency
perception response, as can be
measured using the Bekesy tracking
procedure. Additionally, perception
of frequency alters with intensity.
All these problems, dear reader,
even before we get to our listening
room and its acoustics or the type of
hi-fi we have.
Now, let us consider the sound
recording procedure with its myriad
of sound engineers, acoustical
environments, studios and multitrack digital recorders and pressing
plants. Of the 500 or so CDs in my
collection (rock, jazz, classical),
most vary hugely in the type and
presentation of the sound they offer;
for example, some are bright (even
'tinny'), some are dull and lifeless,
some have good solid bass and some
don't. Some have powerful
overbearing midrange whilst others
lack presence.
Rest assured that many contain
far too much high-frequency
intensity, resulting in unpleasant
listening, even when Iam
particularly fond of the piece of
music concerned. At low volumes
my current £25,000 hi-fi (Imention
no names) sounds like sh*t. Why?
Because it has no tone controls.
Recorded sound needs balancing
to its (home listening environment)
and the listener. Show me a
recording studio without tone
controls! Replacing my oh-so
expensive pre-/power amp with a
cheap Yamaha tuner amp with bass,
treble and variable loudness was
truly arevelation.
Before any of you start saying
'You haven't heard areally good
system', 22 years ago Ibegan my
working career in ahi-fi shop. Since
then Ihave spent more money and
time than Ishould like to admit on
hi-fi components, numerous and
various. Ihave seen alot and heard
even more. Iwas brought up to the
sounds of my father playing Chopin

and Rachmaninov on our Steinway
concert grand at home, Iplayed a
violin badly. Later Ideveloped a
fondness for Deep Purple and Pink
Floyd. The old home music-box
consisted of apair of MordauntShort floor standing speakers with
Kelly ribbon horn tweeters powered
by aQuad 22 pre-amp and power
amps; Idimly recall aGoldring
record deck with Shure cartridge
and Tandberg tape deck. My
hearing is average to normal.
The point is this: Icannot listen
to the CD in the studio in which it
was produced; that is, Icannot
duplicate the original recording
environment. Even if Icould, my
hearing would not be the same as
the engineer's who produced it,
since auditory perception is
individual at this level. Ilike much
of the music in my CD collection
but in order to enjoy it at various
levels in my listening room Ineed
tone controls.
The sound is naked and horrible
on many CDs in many of our
homes with tone control-less amps.
It needs 'new clothes'. The joke is
that, like the tale of the emperor
and his new clothes, sooner or later
everyone is going to realise, and
then all these toneless pre-amps will
end up in the bin.
JBehrman, Hertfordshire
FOXED
Dear Sir, Barry Fox ['Technology',
August] does avery thorough
demolition-job on Russ Andrews's
explanation of what his CD cleaner
is designed to do, but this is not by
any means the only tweak which
works but for which there is no
apparent explanation.
Iremoved anew CD from its
cellophane packet — hence
presumably it could be assumed to
be unplayed — and listened to it.
Then Icarried out the ritual with
the RATA cleaner and played it
again. Iwas left in no doubt that in
all the ways claimed, the sound was
improved. At that time Ihad not
read the ' explanation' of what the
cleaner was then thought to do.
Iwonder if Barry Fox has done
the same thing, and actually listened
to adisc before and after using the
RATA cleaner. If he has aclosed
mind, and is convinced that it
cannot and therefore does not work,
he may hear no difference between
the uncleaned and cleaned disc.
What matters is whether the cleaner
works, not why — interesting as
that is.
Peter Turner, Gloucestershire
For more on the debate over the RATA
CD cleaner, please turn to ` Views Too'
on page 121 in this issue— Ed.
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Dynamics PANELS
The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
pair of small bookshelf

DECEMBER 1996

apair of Tannoy 6's.

0

and at least 6panels

L.

for larger cabinets

Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet,
remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker ( if fitted)

Place the flexible Defies
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound, and far less
distortion when
played loud

What the eltp6PUS have to way."...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."

HI-F1 Stews& Record Review - Merch1994
"...Defies panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."

"...But one things for sure - the Defies panels
are no gimmick. They work. ."
Atiell Video - December 1994
"..Ahe result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and amorrenatural sound..."
NIA Choir CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality
Value far money
Standard Panel

MUNI'
unman

£7.95 ( 28cm x 21cm)

Medium Panel

£ 6.95 ( 28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£ 5.95 ( 24cm x 13cm)

Sub-Woofer Panel £14.95 ( 34cm diameter)
Adhesive £3.50

Delivery £ 5.110

Spectra Dyne's,
Ice a range oty
is to
.it the cerinoiuseur end DIY enthusiast
Products Inclisde ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SI.AUNG STRIP, GASKETS, etc.

For aFe:eEE Information pack &
details of other products from
:;PECTRA DYNAMICS

Tel

(
01745) 571600

Fax (
01745) 570194
ACCESS •
AMEX • C.O.D.
Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)
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The Listening Rooms
London SW5
0171 244 7759
Musical Images
London WC2H
0171 497 1346
99
London NW6
0171 624 8855
StUdiO

Grahams HiFi
London N1
0171 226 5500
l-hFi Experience
London W1P
0171 580 3535
Audio T
Enfield
0181 367 3132
Aude T
London NW6
0171 794 7848
PJ Hi-Fi
Guildford
01483 504801
Jeffries HiFi
Portsmouth
01705 663604
Audio Excellence
Bristol
01179 264975
Audio Excellence
Cardiff
01222 228565
Paul Green Hi-Fi
Bath
01225 316197
Chelston HiFi
Torquay
01803 606863
«Audio T
Cheltenham
01242 583960
Audio T
Swindon
01793 538222:
'University Audio
Cambridge
01223 354237
Audio T
Oxford
01865 65961
Leicester HiFi
Leicester

0116 2539753
Technosound
Milton Keynes
01908 604949

One affair worth having...
LIFE AND YOUR ABILITY TO CRAFT

Tne HiFi Room
Manchester
0161 832 0888

IT, will have rewarded you with astatus that creates an

Manden HiFi
Grimsby
08472 351391

intoxicating cocktail of pleasures. In your dreams and reflections of life's experiences,
there remains but one pure affair, an affair of the heart, the mind and the soul, an
ultimate passion that surpasses all others...
THE PURITY OF SOUND

Vickers HiFi
York
01904 629659

generated by AE Reference Series loudspeakers seduced the

audio industry and hi-fi press into rapturous worldwide acclaim, awards and accolades.
Conceived in the late 80's, the range was soon heralded as the industry benchmark.
IN THE RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE,

Acoustic Energy has once again raised the

threshold. The new AE1 and AE2 Series n have been acoustically re-engireered with
'no compromise' design objectives and the latest technological advances. Completing
the range, the new flagship AE5 is afloor-standing, multiple drive unit design; proven
technology of the Reference Series, coupled with significant new developments, creates
asophisticated full-range loudspeaker of breathtaking sonic ability.
THESE NEW LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE,

Gilson' Audio
Middlesborough
04642 248793

dynamic range and clarity will be arevelation.

ISTIC ENERGY
TIII

NLW REFERENCE SERIES

Corner
Cassgow
0141 2482840

ACOUSTIC ENERGY LIMITED
16 Bridge Road, Cirencester
Gloucestershire Gil 1N/I
Telephone: 01285 654432
Facsimile:

01285 654430

Whatever your aspirations, pursue your ultimate passion, contact us direct or through

Web sit....

www.acoustic-IMergy.co.uk

one of our carefully selected exclusive dealers, for an uncoloured audition.

Email:

Info@acoustic-energy.co.uk

•
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FLAT SPEAKER DREAM COMES TRUE!
V

erity Group plc, which incorporates
Mission, Cyrus, Quad, Roksan and
Wharfedale, has developed and
successfully demonstrated arevolutionary
new loudspeaker technology, apparently
bringing to reality the industry's dream of a
perfect flat loudspeaker.
The new technology, known as NXT (for
New Transducer Technology), makes it
possible to produce thin, flat loudspeaker
panels as little as 3mm thick, which will
produce high-quality, wide bandwidth sound
and will work in virtually any location or
application. Unlike previous ' flat' speakers
using conventional drive techniques, the NXT
panels need no enclosures, and can be hung
like apicture, or built into walls or ceilings.
NXT Ltd has been launched as aseparate
company to exploit the new technology
through license agreements throughout the
world. Verity companies Mission, Wharfedale
and Quad have already applied for licenses.
NXT technology is based on a
breakthrough idea pioneered by the Defence

Engineering & Research Agency (the research
arm of the Ministry of Defence) in 1994.
The original intended application was for
noise isolation in aircraft cockpits. As the
exclusive licensee of DERA, Verity embarked
on a two-year research programme which
resulted in ' significant progress in both
theoretical and practical aspects of the
technology'. More than 20 further NXT
patents relate to loudspeaker applications.
The concept is most simply described as
adistributed mode loudspeaker, and differs
fundamentally from the principles used in
existing loudspeaker designs.
In conventional loudspeakers, asuspended
diaphragm (whether cone, dome or flat
membrane) functions as apiston, moving air
to produce awave-front, which pressurewave reaches the listener as sound. Hitherto,
to quote the NXT technical white paper, ` all
flat loudspeaker attempts have been directed
NM NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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at making a flat diaphragm work
conventionally using electromagnetic or
electrostatic driving methods. These therefore,
behave as large monophase diaphragms and
suffer from amyriad of problems associated
with large pistonic area, including "beaming"
and uncontrolled vibrations.'
The NXT speaker concept abandons the
idea of piston movement completely. Instead,
the NXT speaker functions by making positive
use of the vibrational possibilities of astiff
panel, the very aspect which has to be
discouraged in aconventional loudspeaker
cabinet. The operating principle for NXT
speakers is bending motion, in which a
suitable transducer is used to create bending
waves in the panel. (In asense the operation
of adistributed mode loudspeaker bears more
resemblance to an acoustic musical instrument
than to aconventional loudspeaker.)
Any panel made of stiff material will
Verity CEO Farad Azima with an NXT panel
exhibit resonant modes, in other words it
the panel is placed against awall, but the
can easily be excited into vibration and act
speaker's operation is not otherwise impaired.
as asounding board' at certain frequencies.
Obstructions between speaker and listener
However, by using very advanced computer
do not cause much loss of sound quality.
modelling to control the design parameters,
For multi-channel home theatre use, DML
it is possible to design apanel which can
speakers can provide well-balanced sound
radiate acoustic energy evenly across awide
frequency range, and thus act as a over an extremely large listening area, and
the diffuse character of the soundfield can
loudspeaker. NXT's technical white paper
says: The behaviour of bending waves in a become agreat advantage.
NXT panels can operate in arange of sizes
distributed mode loudspeaker depends on
from 25 sq cm to over 100 sq m according to
many interrelated factors which can be
application and materials technology. Custom
summarised as: surface density, bending
finishes can be applied to the panels without
stiffness, geometry of the panel, surface area,
impairment. Prototypes have been built and
location of drive point, drive unit parameters,
demonstrated for anumber of applications. These
shear modulus of core, internal damping,
include audio noticeboards, suitable for public
and method of suspending the panel. The
address, museums and exhibitions; the SonTile
correct blend of these parameters will specify
ceiling-tile speaker, Laptop 'wing' speakers for
apanel construction that will result in good
multimedia and other computer users; stereo
distributed mode behaviour. Should one get
audio speakers, aSoundField ambient speaker
this wrong, the panel will of course radiate
acoustic energy, but it will not be a and the SoundVu, acentre-channel speaker panel
loudspeaker any more.' In practice, the DML
which is also aprojection screen.
NXT speakers are not expected to be more
panel is acomposite contruction, with an
expensive than conventional equivalents, and
electromagnetic or piezo `bender' drive unit
in many instances will be cheaper. However,
attached or buried in the panel surface. As
production of affordable commercial designs
the whole of the panel's surface area
is not expected to be in full swing before 1998.
contributes to sound production, the
amplitude of movement is small, in the order
of microns.
14XT saezaen rarepralea * th rear rawer earl of aas' Irehng al a eauclurer
nun.
IT 1,11 sauna prove., redone eaurKI &Maya. en h'
Sound radiation from an
enwomen1 *Morn any Ivraoola
NXT speaker is diffuse, which
leads to several advantages. Directivity
is uniform across the frequency band,
so tonality remains consistent
regardless of listening angle. Also in
contrast with conventional ' point
source' speakers, which obey an
inverse square law for power loss
with
distance,
the
sound
propagation drops almost linearly.
The speaker will thus fill aroom
more effectively without the usual
'hot spot'. When used in free space,
the NXT panel's front-plus-rear
radiation gives an effective 3dB increase
4.18>ce
in sensitivity. This advantage is lost when
TIC nature
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THE

NEW

SERIES

FROM

KEF

When one of the best loudspeaker

From bookshelf to 3- way iloorstander,

engineering teams in the world advances its

the entire range is magnetically shielded

state-of-the-art technology, you'd expect

for Home Theatre use. And because

the result to outperform the competition.

aesthetics are integral to good design,

It does.

the two largest models incorporate

KEF's new Q Series, with its distinctive

KEF's new ' racetrack' bass unit. With

clear cone Uni Q5 drivers, delivers amore

the performance of an 8 inch driver in

precise stereo image, over awider

the space of a 6 inch, it

listening

preserves the slim, elegant

area,

than

any

conventional loudspeaker can.
This latest advance in KEF's

Q Series design.
With

the

new

patented technology delivers

Q Series, the competition

even smoother midrange

have been decisively out

response and clarity that's
simply stunning.

11

classed.
The difference is clear.

SERIES

Il

The experience
of sound

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE 0 SERIES COMPRISING THE 015, 035, 055, 065, 075 AND 095C. KEF AND UNI 0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI 0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929. U.S. PAT. NC. 5,548,657.
WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING. FOR DETAILS ON KEF 0 SERIES PLEASE CONTACT: KEF AUDIO ( UK) LIM'TED, DEPT HFN4. FREEPOST MA 1332. ECCLESTON ROAD. TOVIL, MAIDSTONE. KENT ME15 6BR. TELEPHONE ( 01622) 672261.
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COPLAND BEATS
£1000 BARRIER

its first fully solid state
amplifier the CSA 8. Based on

'ENTRY
LEVEL'
DENON
PRO
LOGIC

Copland's hybrid CSA 14

Three discrete

design, the new 60W per
channel amplifier is fitted with
a one-piece circuit board, track

50W power
amps drive the
front channels

layout developed using CAD.

of Denon's

Key elements include a power
supply containing custom

latest entry
level Pro Logic

C

opland has beaten the £ 1000
price barrier in the form of

designed, fully shielded 300VA
toroidal transformer, and
20,000e per channel reservoir.
Like Copland's more exclusive
models, the CSA 8 has a steel
chassis and alloy control knobs.
The CSA 8 retails at £ 946. For
more details, contact Absolute
Sounds Ltd on 0181 947 5047.

MCPS GETS
TOUGH
Raids by the South East
Regional Crime Squad and
other enforcement agencies
have resulted in four arrests,
following an MCPS

receiver, the
AVR-600RD.

UK SPECIAL FROM TEAC
EAC's first Special Edition CD
player, the CD-P3450SE CD

loading cassette deck and CD
player, an RDS-equipped PLL

player is the fruit of acomprehensive
UK/Far East multi- disciplinary

AM/FM tuner and a 50W per

collaboration. The player is unusual
for its price in featuring astringently
specified analogue output stage
designed to make the most of
its digital electronics. The CDP3450SE retails for £ 200.
TEAC has also developed a
'lifestyle' system, the Reference
\. Mini

Series featuring a front-

Two 15W
amps drive the
rear channels.

channel integrated amplifier. The
system package price is £ 800,
though each item may be bought

Featuring an
EON-RDS
AM/FM tuner,
the AVR-

individually. TEAC plans to add a
VRDS CD player, Pro Logic
amplifier and Mini Disc recorder

600RD has a
pre-out for an

to the lineup during the first half

active
subwoofer, two

of 1997.
For more details contact TEAC
UK Ltd, 01923 819699.

in/out video
sockets and
three audio

DAWN OF SILVERADO RAIDER

inputs
including one

(Mechanical Copyright
Protection Society)
crackdown on dance cassette

M

orel and Dynaudio drivers are
combined in Silverado's new,
Raider
two-way
loudspeaker.

to help the speaker simulate apoint

piracy. MCPS believes

Finished in Piano Black lacquer, the

hundreds of thousands of
pounds have been changing

Raider

hardwired

£695. Lapis Lazuli, piano lacquer

Laboratories

crossover designed for phase and

real wood and other veneers are also
available, at a higher price.Contact

Ltd, 01753
880109.

hands illegally, as criminals
continue to profit from
creative artists' work.
In a separate case, heard
at Bow Street Magistrates'
Court, fines of £ 10,000 were
imposed on Screen
Multimedia Ltd and its owner
Carey Budnick, for
convictions involving karaoke
video piracy.

VALVE IKONS
Vintage Radio Restoration has
launched the Ikon range of midisized valve amplifiers. There is a
phono stage along with a line level
pre- amp. and two class A.

contains

a

frequency integrity using iron-cored
inductors and plastic film capacitors

source sound. Each Raider weighs

for phono.
Retail price is

10kg and measures 200 x 400 x

£300. Contact

236mm (whd). Price per pair is

Hayden

Silverado on 0181 5670260.

TECHNICS OFFERS HOME THEATRE FOR ALL
op

model

Technics

in

a five- strong lineup

home

theatre

of

receivers

is

the Home THX accredited SA-TX50. All
models feature an RDS tuner
and a Class H
amplifier circuit
for high instantaneous power on

The SAT-X50 has Home THX accreditation
and the capability to accept Dolby Digital
(AC3) processed signals. Prices range from
£200 for the SA-EX100 to
£1000 for the SATX50 (illustrated).
All
models
except

the

demand. The SA-

EX100

feature a

EX300

Dolby

can

be

bought for £ 380
including apackage
of five

loudspeakers.

Pro

decoder.

SALogic

Contact

Panasonic UK Ltd,
on 0990 357357.

monoblock. single-ended power
amps. One is pentode and the other
triode connected. Prices start at
£1645 for the line level pre- amp.
Contact Vintage Radio Restoration
on 1903 501158.

7-10 NOVEMBER Malaysia Audio Show
'96, The Legend Hotel, Kuala Lumpur.
15-17 NOVEMBER Scottish Hi Fi
Exhibition. Royal Scot Hotel. Glasgow Road.
Edinburgh. organised by Hi Fi Corner/Ray

Bristol Marriott Hotel, Bristol.
Ccntact 01865 60844.
SPRING 1997 SIM-SHOW (Milan).

Smith. Admission free. Contact 0131 556
7901. Special NXT demonstration 15th only.

Dates to be announced. Tel +39 ( 2)4815541
8-11 MAY High End 97. Frankfurt.

9-12 JANUARY 1997 Consumer

Germany. Organised by The

Electronics Show, Las Vegas.

Society, + 49 202 70 20 22.
1I - 14 SEPTEMBER The Hi-F9 Show.

Contact + 1 703 907 7600.
1-2 FEBRUARY The High Fidelity Show
'97, Holiday Inn, Crown Plaza. Manchester.
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Ccntact 01829 770884.
2 I - 23 FEBRUARY Sound & Vision.

High End

Ramada Hotel Heathrow, London. sponsored by
HFN/RR. Call Janet Belton. 0181 686 2599.

I

Irresistible F0me
Meets
Immovable

k

Object(s)
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LEVEL. AMPLIF

' CATION

Audio Note has long propounded the sonic superiority of Single Ended Triode
amplification which forms the cornerstone of our product range.
These definitive products are now increasingly sold in over 40 countries worldwide,
establishing Audio Note and it's systems philosophy as the irresistible force in
high end audio.
The Ailleorti Parallel Single Ended 845 Triode Pure Class A power amplifier is
Audio Note UK's Statement product', designed to destroy the notion that such
sonic excellence is only achievable at the expense of low output power.
At 70 watts per channel this amplifier will drive almost any loudspeaker,
making it the most widely usable Single Ended Triode amplifier in the world.
Delivering a performance which places them firmly at the top of the audio tree
and weighing around a colossal 45 kilos per mono block, the ,\

is

in every sense an immovable object(s).
FURTHER

INFORMATION

IS

AVAILABLE

FROM

AA
Audio Note

Music's Finest Conductor
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, -Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-1 27 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498

news
BOULDER TARGETS EUROPE

DIAMONDS
ROCK ON

A

fter appearing at hi-fi shows in Germany, New York
and the UK, the Boulder Series 2000 high end
isolated pre-amplifier, dia convertor and CD transport
are now ready to ship to Europe. Jeff Nelson, Boulder's
president, devoted three years to developing Series 2000.
Refinements include a 1000 step, 100dB range,
proprietary volume control for the 2010 Isolated preamp; and five convertor ICs per channel to ensure low
distortion and noise performance for the balanced 2020
digital-to-analogue converter. Contact UK distributor
Sound Image Ltd, 0181 2556869.

D

CELESTION AT A PREMIUM
hree new prestige loudspeakers from
Celestion are designed to give ease of
loudness, wide-ranging dynamics and an
extended frequency range. Each model
features aFaraday ring to counteract
rising impedance in the tweeter voice

structure on which floats a
cabinet isolated by means of
compliant gaskets. Wharfedale
has also introduced the Modus
powered
sub- bass
active
subwoofer, primarily targeted
at home cinema users. For
more
information
contact
Wharfedale International Ltd
on 0113 260 1222.

coil, and ensure extended, flat treble
output. A new 25 mm Titanium
dome tweeter is common to the Al,
A2 and A3 models, as are purpose
designed injection moulded main/bass
drivers. The Al has one 175mm unit; the
A2 apair; and the A3 three 200nun units and
one 175mm unit. Prices range from £699 to £ 1999.
Call Celestion International Ltd on 01473 322222.

MORE MOSFETS
FROM AURA

W

ith the launch of a
new PA100 power

amplifier. Aura aims to
meet demand from VA100 Evolution upgraders and
those seeking acompetitively priced power amp to
match the CA200 pre- amplifier. Based originally on the
VA100. the 100W per channel PA100 contains 12
mosfets compared to four fitted to the VA100. Power
supply rail voltage and reservoir capacitance are also
rated substantially higher. Symmetrical left and right
track layout, revised loudspeaker grounding and new
Burr Brown op amps are additional attractions. Retail
price is £ 699 for units finished in mirror black, or £ 749
for chrome polished models. For more details contact
B&W UK Ltd on 01903 750750.

MARQUE
OF A
CLASSIC

REVOX RETURNS

B

y the end of 1996 Revox is
due to reappear in the UK,
under the aegis of The Musical
Design Company.
The award-winning Evolution
and Emotion systems have been
tweaked for improved sonics.
Elegance, anew AV system
including afull set of
loudspeakers, extends the Revox
range. Both CD player and
tuner retail for £499, while the
integrated amplifier is priced at
£599. The Elegance
floorstanding column
loudspeakers sell for £799 per
pair and apair of compacts
retails for £449. Contact The
Musical Design Company on
0181 502 1439.

ATC POWERS PASSIVE MONITORS

M

ordaunt-Short
has created a
turbo-charged version
of its baby MS10i
loudspeaker.The new
MS10i Classic boastss
a host of audiophile
credentials including
gold-plated, bi-wire connections, hard-wired first order
crossover network containing exotic filter componentry,
moulded cone surround (MCS) main drive unit and
25mm anodised aluminium, gold dome tweeter. A real
wood veneered, braced, high density particle board cabinet
completes the newly bass tuned loudspeaker which retails
for £280. For more information, contact MordauntShort Ltd on 01705 407722.
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iamonds are forever - or in
Wharfedale's case, after 14
years, we can now welcome the
seventh generation of Diamond
loudspeakers! In fact, the bestselling Diamond has become a
range of four models. Models
7.1
and 7.2 are two-way
bookshelf designs, priced £ 99
and £ 139 respectively; they
were launched in September.
A floorstander and an active
design are in the pipeline. The
latest
models
combine
acoustically inert ground rock
polymer front and rear baffles
bolted together to form a rigid

DEMMER US

A

TC has reworked the
classic SCM20
loudspeaker and launched a
new 200W per channel power
amplifier, the SPA2-150. ATC
claims reduced eddy current
distortion for the new
SCM20s1 loudspeaker, thanks
to construction of its front
plate annulus and revised pole
tip geometry using a purposed
developed Super Linear
Magnetic Material. ATC says
third harmonic distortion is
reduced by as much as 15dB.

The ' grounded source'
output stage of the new SPA2150 power amp is a
development from the power
amp stage used in ATC's
EC23 active loudspeaker.
Continuous microprocessor
monitoring and a
programmed limiter system is
designed to prevent amplifier
clipping.
Price of the SPA2-150 is
£2,500. More details from
ATC ( Loudspeaker
Technology Ltd) 01285 760561.
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The Jamo Concert Series.
HEAR—SEE—REI—AJC&ENJOY...
Advanced technology, innovative design and refined
workmanship is not always the perfect recipe for success, we believe alittle more is required.
The Concert series has enabled Jamo to produce a
range of loudspeakers which will reproduce music that
is clean and neutral. The dynamic range transparency
and sound stage are all raised to ahigher dimension.

ire

The successes attained by thefamo development team
is the result of efforts to design high-quality loudspeaker components which are critically
matched to one another
It is an honour for us to introduce this new generation of loudspeakers to you...

jamas

Jamo Concert 11, Jamo Concert 8and Jamo Concert Center.
HE SOUND () F ENCE.1.1,ENCE
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OF
EXCELLENCE"
JAMO UK Ltd, 5Faraday Close, Drayton Fields, Daventry, Northants NN II 5RD Phone: 111327 / 301 300, Fax: 01327 / 300 311
International enquiries: JAMO A/S, P.O. Box 220, DK-7870 Glyngoere, Denmark, Phone: +45 99 76 76 76, Fax: +45 97 73 20 73
Web page: http://wfflv.jamospeakers.com

E-mail: speakers@jamo.dk
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technology
September, as planned. A grand
launch party scheduled that month
for Abbey Road studios was
cancelled.
The
launch
was
rescheduled for October. Philips put
out a statement promising ' a fullscale introduction well before the
Christmas selling season'.
DCC was conceived as alow cost
simple system because DAT had
been too complex and expensive.
Learning from past unhappy

Could the
promoters of
DVD learn a
lesson from
the fate of
other
formats?
They should
certainly try
to...

T

he last ten years of hi-fi teach
very valuable lessons for the
launch of high density DVD.
A product will flop if it is promoted
too far ahead of availability and then
rushed onto the market, half-baked
and over-priced. The same product
cannot then be launched again. The
only hope is to reposition it second
time round. Philips failed to
reposition DCC and it is dead;
Sony is having some success with
Mini Disc, but at the painful cost of
encouraging the public to pirate
CDs. The parallels with DVD are
already coming clear.
News of DCC first leaked from
Philips' laboratory in Eindhoven in
Spring 1990. Philips was telling the
record companies that they needed
anew format to take over from the
analogue musicassette, sales of
which were already starting to dip.
The record industry never could
keep a secret for more than five
minutes, so garbled reports soon
circulated. Philips released the first
hard technical details of DCC in
January 1991, promising to launch

experience with Laservision, Video
2000 and CD Video, Philips
pledged that it would only be
launched when there was full
software support.
When the first DCC 900 tabletop players hit the shops in
November, they were bulky, clumsy
beasts that cost £ 550. Most of the
thousand stockists sold none, others
sold only one or two. After
producing the launch catalogue,
EMI's duplication machines stood
idle. In November 1993, Philips
talked again with the record
companies. But they had lost
confidence and nothing happened.
In October 1994 Philips ran aweek
of briefings on DCC, at the Decca

•-•=1..11. 11

Despite its early promise, DCC never became a

in November, Philips was clearly
starting to roll.
Sony hired a Night Club in
London's West End, to ' unleash'
Mini Disc onto European high
streets in December. Said Sony's
MD David Pearson: ' The future
starts now'. There would be aroad
show, and window displays in the
465 hardware and 150 . music
retailers stocking MD from
December onwards. Mini Disc,
explained Pearson, was aimed at the
'Nintendo generation'. But the
prices were way out of the Nintendo
generation's league. The MZ-1
MiniDisc Recording Walkman was
priced at £ 500; the playback only
MZ-2P £400. Blank 60m discs cost
£8.99.
The rush to get MD on the
market alongside DCC showed only
too clearly. The recorder was so big
and clumsy it would fit only in an
overcoat pocket and the electronics
were so power-hungry that the unit
ran for only 60 minutes while
recording, and 75 minutes for
playback.
As asop to the record companies,
there was no digital input, making it
impossible to dub digitally from
CD, to make compilation discs.
Hardly suprisingly, sales were slow
— verging on non-existent. Discs
and players gathered dust. The next
year both Sharp and Sony
introduced
smaller,
lighter
portables, with more efficient
batteries. But they came too late.

You would now be hard put to find
aMini Disc recorder or disc in any
Western shop.
Studios in West Hampstead, to
But MD has started to sell well in
demonstrate its 18-bit capability.
There was much frank talk of Japan because it has been
'lessons learned' and promises of a completely re-positioned. The idea
of selling pre-recorded discs has
it in April 1992. EMI had relaunch with a ' small price
been sacrificed to commercial
committed to DCC duplication in premium over a good analogue
expediency. MD is now arecorder,
1990, after the management deck'. But the lessons had been
an alternative to blank tape, and
learned too late, and the relaunch
'decided to lead the industry rather
ideal for dubbing CDs digitally.
than follow others'. EMI built a looked too much like desperate
Sony recently started a test
price cutting on an end- of- bin
DCC duplication plant in Illinois.
market drive in the USA to see if
In Germany, BASF ramped up to product. System support from
the format warranted relaunch over
Panasonic melted away. A relaunch
mass-production of blank cassettes.
there. JVC and Sharp are looking at
in the USA was cancelled. In
In Europe, Philips and PolyGram
the European market, along with
Europe, DCC has limped into
duplicated the cassettes for local
Sony. The American advertising
oblivion.
sale.
slogan says it all: 'Why make acopy
Until Spring 1990, Philips
The April launch date slipped by,
of your CD when you can make a
thought that Sony would be backing
and in July Philips finally confirmed
clone?', with blank Mini Discs in
DCC. Then the Dutch company
trade rumours that the project was
cut-price packs.
got wind of the fact that Sony was
being delayed. After faults in the
DVD has been heralded as alow
planning to record as much music
prototype players had been fixed,
cost
system that only plays pressed
on
a
64mm
disc
as
a
12cm
CD.
It
mass production would start in
discs. Even before the launch, the
August,
with
a launch
in was this discovery that drove Philips
to develop DCC at breakneck companies which promised a subSeptember, in time for the
$500 player are trying to re-write
speed. In turn this prompted Sony
Christmas selling season. Worried
their price points.
about quality control, Philips then to accelerate development of Mini
The computer industry already
decided to put each player on soak Disc.
recognises the need to make DVD
The Japanese watched as Philips
test before sale. This meant abuildrecordable. The repositioning of
scheduled and rescheduled launches
up of many thousands of players in
DVD has begun, even before the
during 1992, simply promising an
the factory.
format has flopped first time round.
MD launch ' before Christmas'.
It also meant that Philips could
Barry Fox
Sony left it as long as possible, but
not get players in the shops by
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TURN IT ON

ROKSÁN
Stonehill, Huntingdon, PE18 6ED, England. Telephone: +44 (0) 1480-431577 Fax: +44 ( 0) 1480-432777
Email: info@roksan.co.uk
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Some
impressively
huge new
chassismount
binding
posts and
spade lugs
from
America —
and some of
them could
even be CE
approved

SUPPLIER
For the
impatient,
information on
either Monopoles
or Top Hats
can be obtained
ont Audio
Advancements,
PO Box 100,
Lincoln Park,
New Jersey
07035, USA.
Tel: 001-201633-1151; •
FAX: 001-201633-0172

claiming current capacity up to
prices are positively heart±600A. As for low power signals,
stopping: $45 for the smaller, $ 50 for
the larger. So you can see we're into well, ` face-to-face resistance' along
accessories unlikely to be soldered to the shortest path is less than 35 ohms.
But wait: what's this? A CEbell wire. Let's call it proof that a
approved Monopole? Meaning one
spade isn't necessarily aspade.
And just what mighty binding that we can use? M13 is effectively an
M14 costing $ 120, with abig, fat,
posts will do justice to these
connectors? The Monopole M14 plastic, highly-protective grip, so we
(sounds like aweapon, doesn't it?) is stupid, clumsy, self-destructing Eurothe baby of the range and it measures schmucks can't hurt ourselves. When
58mm long, with 21mm of that unscrewed, the gap is only 5mm, so
you can only use it with spade
exposed to the end-user.
the

...

jr2e.amming

I

111

iir

his CE lark is starting to
cheese me off big-time. Ted
Heath will have alot to answer
for in the hereafter. In future, British
schoolkids will learn of him when
they study the cause of this country's
decline in the last quarter of the 20th
Century. Before this anti- Europe
tirade looks too hificentric, note
that European car-makers are trying
to modify car parts pricing in such
away that only the rich will be able
to afford anew oil-filter, the entire
continent is lying about BSE, the
British still can't buy bootlegs which
are quite legal in Italy, ad nauseum.
And now, from the USA, come
some hi-fi toys which we'll be
denied, because the dreaded ' C' and
`E' do not appear to be on the cards.
Audio
Advancements,
US
distributor for EarMax, sent me
samples of their new chassis-mount
binding posts and spade lugs,
launched at the Stereophik show, but
as one- offs so Ican't actually use
them to find out if they sound better
or just look cool. Isuppose the idea
is not to get punters like you and me
to take chainsavi.-s to our hi-fi
systems, but to get manufacturers to
fit these products to their amps,
speakers and cables as standard.
When you see the prices, you'll

The diameter of the knurled collar
is 24mm, so if you can't get agood
grip on that when you're tightening
it up then maybe you should
seriously consider arc-welding your
wires to your amps. It's amusing to
note the teensy-weensy hole in the
top actually accepts abanana plug,
but it looks so insignificantly small
just because the rest of the terminal
is so huge.
Not macho enough? Then how
about the M11? This sucker is the
same diameter as the M14, but its
exposed section measures 48mm, to
allow for side entry of bare wire

connectors, though there is an opening
in the top for abanana plug...

rather than just aspade lug. And the
hole in the side? Icould stick my
little finger in it: it measures 15mm
across. Now check out the prices:

In the same parcel were Right-Way
Audio Products' intriguing Top Hat
Tube Dampers, sold in pairs and just
begging the valve sceptic to glue, yes,
glue — something to one's tube tops.
By my reckoning, these are the ninth
form of tube damper to come don
the pike since we started wrapping
heated glassware with rubbery rings

t.„,

Who'll be the first manufacturer
to
adopt
these
Gargantuan
connectors? They'd look silly on the
back of LS3/5As, Sutherland 2000s,
any small integrateds and the like,
but they're just begging to be fitted
to monster amps wearing huge tubes,
or loudspeakers taller than their
owners. And they prevent fat cables
from looking daft when they
terminate in connectors smaller than
the wire's own diameter.

WATCH THIS SPACE.

that melt into the circuitry. Like the
various metal and kevlar and carbon
fibre and sorbothane dampers
mo
designed not to turn to liquid, Top
e
4
> r•
Hats are not going to change their
Ce •,.... 004s...I
structural composition.
A Top Hat is a disc measuring
Only connect: the latest in connector
22mm across and 7mm tall, scooped
technology from Audio Advancements
out and drilled to fit on the top of
the M14 costs $ 100, the Mll costs an ECC82/83/88-sized tube. Only
$125. Do you see how prices they're glued in place with awhite
escalate in this industry? But a glue known to Yanks as ' Elmer's'.
Each kit of two comes with atube
breakdown might suggest that the
of the stuff, so you won't have to
wonder who in the sub-Gaku-On prices are spot-on.
picket Ryman's or Smith's, and the
Monopoles
are
made
from
market would even consider them.
Tellurium copper, then plated with instructions for both fitting and
But nowadays nothing surprises me,
removal are so thorough that only
like UPS and the government several microns of pure silver,
an utter klutz, which, according to
grabbing £22 for 'handling' acouple followed by gold. The spades are
Brussels, includes everyone in
made
from
cast
sterling
silver,
which
of photographs sent from the USA.
Before we go any further, put is then gold-plated. (Jewellery Europe, will make amess of it. Iwas
down the magazine and find aruler enthusiasts will recognise this as told to glue them on to acold valve
or tape measure. The photo running what's called 'silver-gilt', for jewellery and leave them for 18 hours; as I'm
that's better than cheap, plated base- leaving for the Ramada in two days,
alongside this unfortunately lacks the
Iwon't actually have time to report
inclusion of something like a metal but not quite so costly as solid
on the sonic benefits. But, as a
gold.)
Everything
about
them
bolts
matchbox or apencil to give you a
teaser, here's something that will
sense of scale. Now, check out the firmly into place.
please ye of little tolerance: they're
The
workmanship
is
staggering.
following dimensions: Monopole's
FM2 spade connector measures The size speaks for itself. Spec-wise, the least daft-looking of all the
dampers on the market.
the Monopoles can handle up to
25mm across, 40mm from top to
By the time the Hi-fi Show is over,
1200A continuous, or 2400A on
bottom, and has aslot which will fit
they'll have cured and Ican try them
transients
lasting
up
to
1
sec.
For
a binding post 9mm in diameter.
manufacturers piqued by the in the GRAAF 5050 or the Unison
Not big enough? Then go for the
Research Mystery One. As before,
existence of Goliath's own terminals,
FM3. Its dimensions are 27mm
company
suggests
that watch this space.
across and 50mm long. Hell, each the
Ken Kessler
one weighs over aquarter ounce. But Monopoles are worthy of amplifiers
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La Dolce Vita

To build a better loudspeaker, you must first build a better loudspeaker cabinet.
So why do most manufacturers use
MDF

for

their

cabinets?

The answer, in case you didn't
know, is that MDF is cheap. But
unfortunately, as acoustic materials
go, it's also rather mediocre.
At UKD we do things differently.
Every model in our Opera range is
made by our own craftsmen from
acoustically

inert,

beautiful

hardwood. Take alook at our latest
creation,
Opera
Terza.
Slim
floorstanders made from one inch
thick solid mahogany*, the cabinet
is as dense and resonance-free as
you can get. That is the right way to
build cabinets, and the only way to
allow the drive units to give their
best performance.
The result, you can be sure, is a
loudspeaker that sounds every bit as
good as it looks, with all the grace,
speed and clarity you would expect.
Deep and powerful bass is provided
by twin 13cm drivers, and the
imaging is excellent thanks to the
slim frontal design.
You might expect to pay alot for all
this luxury, but here's another surprise.
As well as being afine loudspeaker,
Opera Terza is also abargain.
Just £999 for areal piece of La Dolce Vita.

OPERA TERZA

UKD

23 RICHINGS WAY,
IVER, SLO 9DA, BUCKS, ENGLAND
TEL: 01753-652669 FAX: 01753-654531
*From sustainable sources, naturally.

COMPETITION

Castle Acoustics speakers worth over

£5000

Clock:eV: irom top 1,n, top-obthe-range quarter-wave floorstander, Castle

T

here are eight chances to win in this month's
grand prize competition, which consists of a •sualL'rb assortment of

Ilmeard; Bade,

n,ovpipe quarter-wave floor:nand...1,iIsis, a compact reflex

/WO— f

, 111.111c ,

........ floorssando”?

loudspeakers ---- one pair of each model in
Castle's speaker range in a mixture of this
Yorkshire-based company's nine stunning
real wood finishes, both standard and
deluxe. ( Standard finishes include
Mahogany, Walnut, Cherry and Black,
with Antique, Natural and Medium Oak.
Deluxe finishes are Rosewood and Yew.)
The prizes in full are: the Howard,
Harlech, Severn and Avon Iloorstanders
(£1400, £980, £839 and £(13()) and the
Eden, Tay and Isis standrnount models
(LW, £ 380 and £270) and, lastly, the
Keep centre channel speaker (OM.
This brings the total prize value to
£5299.
Castle is unique among British
loudspeaker manufacturers in that it
makes its own cabinets, does its
own veneering and assembles its
own drive units all under roof.
Exciting technological
innovations include the use of
woven carbon fibre for the drive
unit diaphragms in the Avon
and Eden, while the Harlech
and Howard are quarter wave
bass loading designs.

1

modal in the Castle range; .4von, new carbon-fibre-

r.vo-way; Eden, new carbon-fibre-cotwd stand-mount
tbro-way; Keep, Castle's centre-channel loudspeaker
re,

recentfv-iraroduced two-tsar narul-mount,

lecond up in the Castle range; and finally, the
Severn, Castle's hugely successful eoIssae5
,floorstander. A grand total of ‘5000 worth
of wp-çuality British hi-fi speakers!

•

•

1

1. The Severn is what kind
speaker?
a) subwoofe b) floorstander
c) s'andmount
d) centre channel

a)
b)
c)
d)

2. Which woods does Castle use for
its deluxe finishes?
mahogany and walnut
mahogany and rosewood
rosewood and cherry
rosewood and yew

3. Which speakers in the competition use
quarter wave bass loading?
a) Eden and Isis
b) Howard and Severn
c) Harlech and Howard
d) Harlech and Severn
4. Which speakers use woven carbon fibre
for the drive unit diaphragms?
a) Eden and Isis
b) Avon and Eden
c) Avon and lay
d) Tay and Eden

HOW TO ENTER: To
win one of this superb
prizes, just answer the
questions and send your
completed entry form to:
Castle Competition,
Hi-fi News & Record
Review, Link House
Magazines, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, to
arrive by the closing
date of Friday 20
December 1996.
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Castle Acoustics Competition
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xymorons, non-sequiturs,
juxtapositions: all wonderful
things which make life
interesting. What I find so
fascinating about Wilson Benesch
are
just
such
seeming
incompatibilities: for instance, the
company's inability to decide
whether or not its model names use
numbers or spelt-out words, yet an
attention to detail that wins it
Product of the Year Awards in
Japan and Germany.
Wilson Benesch also has the
unusual
combination
of
a
commitment to analogue along with
afetish for space-age materials. So I
wasn't surprised to find that the
complete WB front-end was a
diverse and fascinating beast.
Lord knows it took long enough.
The pieces have appeared in dribs
and drabs over the 1990s, with a
turntable, then a gap, then a

canniness, the WB boys have
stretched it to a third review, this
latest report covering the top-ofthe- range cartridge, turntable
support, head-amp/equaliser and
the newer tonearm.
The platform around which the
above is assembled remains exactly
as per the turntable Ireviewed and
loved nearly four years ago, and
which MC used for his tonearm
review. But the difference between

What makes
the £990
Triptych so
novel is that,
unlike the
majority of
turntable
supports,
it's gorgeous
rather than
Medusa-level
ugly

the arm that MC reviewed and the
ACT 2? An arm- rest and a new
arm- tube made from a superior
grade of carbon fibre. The
difference is in the fineness of the
carbon-fibre strands, in this case
resulting in an arm tube with 15%
lower mass compared with the
ACT 1, and with superior damping
characteristics. The review sample
is wired with Cardas throughout,
and it sells for £ 1199 versus £ 1050

The 'totally analogue'
Wilson Benesch front end
is complete at last
by KEN KESSLER

urlrABII,
tonearm, then a gap, then another
tonearm, then agap, then adetour
in the form of aspeaker, aturntable
support and — finally — not one
but four cartridges. Oh, and aheadamp, a power supply, and
(launched at The HiFi Show, but
too late for inclusion here) abattery
power supply. I looked at the
Wilson Benesch Turntable (to give
it its formal, number- less model
identification) on its own in
February 1993, while MC enjoyed
an interim-stage assembly back in
November 1994, consisting of the
turntable and the ACT One (ONE,
or 1) tonearm, concentrating on the
latter.
So what does this Stephen Kinglike review-by-instalments leave us
with now? With legendary Northern

22

for aCardaswired ACT 1. (Deduct
£100 for the latter without Cardas
inside.)
At the working end of the ACT 2
is the flagship moving- coil
cartridge, the Analog [see box].
The Stage One Head Amplifier,
at £995 one of the least expensive
parts of the system (add £990 for
the battery power supply), provides
total user adjustability, so it's not
limited to use with WB cartridges.
A bank of six DIP switches per
channel allows the user to select
capacitance values of 220, 690, 10k
or 47k pF, and impedances of 500,
1000, 10k or 47k ohms. It actually
fits inside the WB Turntable,
powered by the same black box
which drives the deck. WB believes
in short signal paths, and there isn't

much to criticise in insisting on a
line level signal coming out of the
ass-end of arecord deck.
Stage One's low noise input stage
is a pure Class A, single- ended
amplifier with zero feedback; the
low distortion is mainly (euphonic)
second-order, at 0.01 percent, with
noise at -80dB. In the best overkill
manner possible, its power FET
can deliver 100W RMS. A simple
circuit provides automatic muting
in the event of apower loss (which
means Idon't have to worry about
the absence of acostly UPS should
my rural habitation suffer abrownout). The RIAA equalisation is of
the precision monolithic type;
there's double filtering in the mains
section, and this stage is easily the
most quiet outboard phono section
I've used. Dynamically? The
absence of noise ensures the free
passage of low level information,
and it copes with swings in the
manner of aKrell power amp.
Perhaps the most unusual item in
the WB ' front end', now that the
turntable and the arm are so
familiar, is the Triptych table. It's
no ordinary table and Iwas visibly
and audibly relieved when Milnes
set it up for me. Though it's
compact and holds only the WB
Turntable ( and, on a sub shelf
below, the power supply), its
construction is complex and its setup an 11-step procedure.
At the top, the record deck rests
on a layer of glass, which in turn
rests on three balls which look like
BBs. These are positioned on a
second sheet of glass, which is also
positioned on three BBs, which fit
into the screws at the top of the trio
of — yep, you guessed it — carbon
fibre legs. Each of these 50mm
tubes is fitted with a very serious
spike down below. Steel and the
same cherry wood used for the
plinth ( and
the
company's
speakers) form the crosspieces, all
of it fine-tuned for resonance
cancellation. What makes the £990
Triptych so novel is that, unlike the
majority of turntable supports, it's
gorgeous rather than Medusa-level
ugly. Indeed, so drop- dead
delicious is the Triptych that WB
bowed to pressure and launched a
multi- shelved equipment- rack
version and amplifier stands at The
HiFi Show.
Wait aminute: Ifigured out why
WB launched this system in stages,
again possibly a result of Northern
stereotype behaviour. If, that is,
Northerners are as careful with
their money as Southerners like to
believe. It turns out, after you add
up the cost of the Turntable, the
ACT 2 arm, an Analog, aTriptych
and aStage One Head amp, you're
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At first glance, sitting in the path of a 2 mile high tornado isn't the smartest thing to do. Unless
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it's like actually being there. There are

3T.V.s with SRS available, each one providing an affordable alternative to home cinema systems.
So do the intelligent thing. Surround yourself with sound, not speakers. Ask for a demo at any
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leading electrical store or call 0800 262 958 quoting SRS/HFN/T for further information.
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TURNTABLES
dealing with a front-end selling for
£6709. Yes, just three Cs short of
seven grand. And that's without
adding options like piano finishes or
a balanced ACT 2, or deducting
£100 for an m- c trade-in. All of
which makes for one very serious
record player. But I was not

In Craig Milnes's
words, 'Silver is
overrated in terms
of what it actually
does. Besides, it has
higher mass than
copper'

disappointed.
And yet it's so unlike what I'm
using, my Garrard 401 and
Thorens TD- 124 presenting quite
opposite approaches to the ultratransparent, analytical, squeakyclean sound of aWB front-end. But
hold on if you think we're heading
for Migraine No. 202. The Analog
has as much influence over the
sound as any other part of this
optimised- from- front- to- back
package, and it is so utterly
Koetsu-like that you're gonna
wonder who slipped in an
Urushi.
Driving Nirvana
interconnects into aSutherland
2000 pre-amp/power amps, in
turn feeding the Wilson
WATT/Puppy System 5.1,
the WB simply sang.
Maybe this Wilson
Benesch system was
destined to work as
well as it did, picking
up awards along the
way
for
its
constituent parts.
The company took so
damned long to complete it that
they had nearly two-thirds of a
decade to do the refining. And
refinement is what it's all about.
What links the previous instalments
is the company's commitment to
eradicating the ill effects of
resonance and vibration, and
increasing the system's precision by
controlling as much of the package
as possible. Indeed, the only part of
the front end, up to the pre- amp
inputs, which didn't wear a WB
logo were the interconnects.
Dimensionally, it was almost a
case of ' small, but perfectly
formed', the WB eschewing
anything ' larger than life' and
producing an uncannily ' authentic'
soundstage,
with
life-sized
performers. This extended to the
nature of the bass, which was
perfectly proportioned rather than
exaggerated in the manner of
certain British turntables; no single
part overwhelmed any other. And
that doesn't apply just to the
various elements of the sound — it
applies
to
the
components
themselves, a conglomeration as
ideally matched as any analogue
front-end I've ever heard.
Where the WB analogue source
saves itself from sounding like lab
equipment is in the midband, the
zone where warmth is most crucial,
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he re
voices dwell and
richness is imparted. Whatever
the company's thoughts about valve
amplification, they've succeeded in
aping the ` human-ness' of tubes, so
much so that the effect on the
Sutherland amplification reminded
me of what happens when you
insert a Musical Fidelity XIO-D

SUPPLIER
Wilson Benesch,
Falccm House,
Limestone
Cottage Lane,
Sheffield
S6 l
NJ
Tel: V/ ;4'
285 2656

tonearms or record
decks where mass
is a key design
feature. Although
possessing
probably the fastest
transient behaviour
I've
experienced
from LP, the WB
doesn't ' lose' crackles
or pops by virtue of
rapid dispersal as some
seem to do. These
unwanted clicks seem to
float in front of the
soundstage. This, though,
isn't an indictment of the
WB, but more a warning
about taking care of your
LPs. But if you live on adiet
of second-hand vinyl of
dubious health, or you've
been listening to CDs for so
long that you must have a
Guinness-black background, try
to audition the WB front-end
with your worst rather than your
best records to see if you can live
with its handling of surface noise.
Other than that, it's all good
news for those with seven grand to
spend. The Wilson Benesch
package has fulfilled its promise,
retaining its rank with the very best
arms and decks, and now with
cartridges
and
pre- pre amplification. And tables, too. As a
system, then, it must be regarded as
of reference level, worthy of joining
the ranks of Basis, Versa, Rockport
and the like. So Iwill not be taking
calls from WB, hoping to put off as
long as possible their retrieval of the
review set-up.
Maybe there's something to be
said for growing up on a diet of
mushy peas.

buffer stage in-between aCD player
and pre- amp. With golden era
Capitol LPs, mono Mickey Katz
and the like, the WB player did
nothing to harm the
`glow' those legendary
TASTY PICK-UP
pressings possess. And
While Wilson Benesch's Matrix, Hybrid and Carbon cartridges
yet, with modern 12were made for the company by Benz, all three sharing the
inchers of the club
same stylus and cantilever but different bodies or motor cores,
variety, the WB could
the Analog is made to WB spec in Japan by one of the most
crunch with the best of
respected m- cmakers in the world. What makes the Analog a
them. Blending modern
technclogical stand- out is its structure, bodyshell and frame,
technoid impact with
which is fashioned completely from carbon fibre ( surprise,
pre-tranny lushness is a
surprise). With the exception of parts in the motor assembly
tough juggling act, but
which must be made from metals, for instance the soft-iron former,
the WB system managed
the Analog is ametal-free zone. And its reckoned that this use of
it without dropping the
carbon fibre precludes the need for tinkerers to remove the body
ball even once.
as its self-shielding, non- resonant and of negligible mass.
There's only one fly in
Weighing 6.5g and tracking at an ideal 1.8g, the £ 1750 Analog Is
the ointment, lest this
aclassic m-cwith cross-coil layout, samarium-cobalt rare-earth
sound like the ultimate
magnets, an aluminium-clad beryllium pipe cantilever and an
LP-spinning system. For
elliptical stylus measuring 0.3x0.7mm. Output is low at 0.37mV,
whatever reason, the WB
and the impedance is probably in the 40-100 ohm region. But this
is not as forgiving of
probably won't cause too much concern anyway, as most will
vinyl whoosh and minor
probably end up looking at aWilson Benesch phono stage. By the
surface imperfections as
way, the Analog uses pure copper coils; along with apreference for
other systems, especially
carbon fibre, WE has aloathing of silver. In Craig Milnes's words.
those
using certain
'Silver is overrated in terms of what it actually does. Besides, it has
Denon m-cs, one or two
higher mass than copper.'
heavily ( fluid) damped
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as 'bridged') output is available into
the whole range of allowed load
impedances, including 2ohms.
Most balanced- output power
amplifiers are essentially stereo
chassis fitted with a mono bridge
option for increased output, usually
detrimental to load driving ability as
well as load tolerance, but offering
the benefit of large increases in
(£6490); next comes our review rated power if specified for the
model, the ' 300 (,C9500); and higher impedances. But Krell is
finally FPB 600 (£ 12,900).
saying that in these new models,
The 300 is supposedly a middle balanced technology is a wholly
weight performer but by any normal positive feature, executed without
person's standards it's a already a compromise thanks to the use of
monster. Undoubtedly a two-man Krell's traditional heavy duty
lift, as yet Ido not want to think output stage design. On the rear
about the still larger 600, adoubled panel is a combined
depth stereo chassis of huge
weight. The type
numbers refer to the
nominal 8 ohm per
The Krell FPB-300
channel power rating,
whilst the ` FPB' part
stereo power amplifier
proclaims that Full
Power Balanced ( in
Offers revolutionary
some quarters known
fter abrief hiatus the prime
Krell power amplifier range
returns to the UK in CE
specified form, and this new ` FPB'
series is radically different from the
older nonCEmarked ` KSA' line.
These are very serious amplifiers
indeed despite their stereo (rather
than monoblock) formation. The
range starts with the FPB 200

provemen ts
by

MARTIN COLLOM

Krell designers
have, at a
stroke,
shattered the
ranking order
of big power
amps

input power switch and protective
circuit breaker. Input connections
are normal via gold plated phonos
and balanced via XLR ( pin 1
ground, 2 positive and 3 negative).
Shorting links provide correct humfree operation in normal mode,
jumping the XLR pins 1to 3.
Krell also notes that substantial
noise transients or other DC offsets
may damage the amplifier, which is
DC- coupled throughout; and so,
for use with some older errant tube
pre- amps, the company recommends setting the internal coupling
capacitor provided. Ididn't have to
use this with the tubed

AMPLIFIERS
Conrad-Johnson PV12/1 or Premier
14, or with the capacitor- coupled
FET Conrad Johnson PFR. Audio
Research pre-amps were also OK.
Power input is via a high power
30A detachable cord, the type with
horizontal spade connectors.
Speaker cable connection is via
heavy duty insulated binding posts
with finger torqued winged heads
designed to only accept properly
made spade connections.
Regarding placement for this
heavy unit, the floor is a definite
option though thick carpet pile will
obstruct ventilation. A mineral slab
is a better suggestion. A spiked
platform was also suggested by the
importers (perhaps granite from
HNE or slate from Slate Audio).

TECHNOLOGY
Conventional power supplies are
generally of the capacitor input
type, and the larger the supply, the
larger the current peaks drawn from
the mains to charge the large
reservoir capacitors; tens of amps or
more. Legislation regarding the
allowable distortion which may be
imposed on the mains supply has
caused increasing difficulty for the
designers of larger power amplifiers.
So, with the ` FPB' series, Krell
has chosen to design anew range of
amplifiers which offers lowered line
distortion, combining this with full

internal regulation, a feature
previously only seen in the Krell
'Audio Standard'. The regulation of
the internal power rails is no
afterthought, because if a full
power, mixed load performance is
the design objective, then the
regulators must be almost as
complex and power capable as the
power amplifiers themselves. This
usually results in higher prices.
In the case of the FPB series the
regulation aspect is also seen as a
bonus for sound quality, stabilising
the DC power rails and greatly
reducing their levels of noise, both
from outside sources and amplifiergenerated. The ' 300's UK price is
actually very close to that of its
predecessor the KSA 300-S.
A solid-state design with low-drift
and low-noise FET input sections,
this amplifier is fully balanced from
input to output and therefore
doesn't have grounded or common
connection for the negative speaker
outputs. These must not be
commoned either on test or by
headphone adapters or by common
ground switch boxes. Fully
complementary at the output,
running in enriched Class A with a
more
complex
multi- level
refinement of the established, Krell
'plateau biasing' Class A technique.
A single
very large
and
mechanically quiet toroid provides
AC power to the supply section
while the electronic regulation
allows for fast rectifier diodes and
smaller, faster reservoir capacitors
than previously used. Separated
secondary
windings
in
the
transformer feed individual supplies
integrated on the power amplifier
boards.
Electronic protection systems
guard against DC failures, short
circuits and overheating. Each
channel board has its own powerful
microprocessor and control system,
including auto alignment and auto
calibration. Very wide bandwidth
current mode circuitry is used in
the primary sections, leading to the
current feedback output stage,
configured as separately unified
balanced pairs with integral drive
circuitry, each an amplifier unto
itself and with zero negative
feedback for the amplifier as a
whole.
A very wide bandwidth of
0.3MHz is claimed for this fast,
distributed circuit technique.

SOUND QUALITY
Preliminary trials showed that the
FPB-300 had to be taken very
seriously, and this was also true of
the of the KAS-2 which Iassessed
last year. A veritable galaxy of
comparative models were arranged
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Half an hour
served to partcook those
raw, freshly
manufactured
electronic
components
and the mists
began to clear
away

SUPPLIER
Absolute
Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road
London
S'W20 ODE
Tel: 0181
947 5047

including aKSA200-S, aKAS2, an
Audio Research VT150SE ( the
latter itself carefully referenced to a
Conrad-Johnson Premiere 8a in a
previous session) plus aML No 333.
Smaller models showing interesting
variations included the Meridian 605
an the Naim NAP 250.
Control,
where
required,
included the latest Krell KRC HR,
the Conrad-Johnson Premiere 14,
ML No 38s, the XTC PRE- 1, a
Conrad-Johnson Premiere I2/L,
balanced and unbalanced Audio
Synthesis Passions and in the digital
domain, a Meridian 518 digital
processor/control unit.
On various occasions I have
heard the FPB-300 drive the
Wilson X-1 Grand SLAMM, the
Wilson System V, and on this
occasion the Wilson WITT, the
Mordaunt Short Performance 880
and both the KEF Reference Four
and Quad 63.
Cables were selected from the
transparent Siltech and van den
Hul, both speaker and line types,
balanced and normal connections.
Sources included the Linn LP12Naim Aro/Koetsu RSII ( the
Grasshopper is on a service trip)
plus a Krell KPS20i/1 and the
Audio Synthesis DAX-2.
Iwas the first to unpack this
amplifier and Itried it straight out
of the box. Talk about first
impressions; frankly, this one was
dire, and Iwondered whether it was
faulty, it sounded so bland, glazed
and dark compared with my earlier
experiences with the well run-in
demonstrators.
Ineedn't have worried. Half an
hour served to part-cook those raw,
freshly manufactured electronic
components and the mists began to
clear away. A week's solid use
showed what was possible;
thereafter a few minutes power up
from standby served put this
amplifier in musical fighting trim.
KAS -2 was and is a great
amplifier,
showing
all
the
advantages of regulation in a
medium sized reference power
amplifier. All who have used or
heard
it
acknowledge
its
achievement. KAS -2 delivered a
significant upgrade over lesser
mortals such as the similarly
powered KSA200-S, at aprice.
Three years after the introduction
of the KAS2, Krell designers have,
at a stroke, shattered the ranking
order of big power amps. Ican say
with increasing confidence that the
FPB-300 has become its own
reference, rewardingly superior to
the legendary KAS -2, all this
achieved at near half the price and
with 100% more power available.
Up till now the KAS2 has been
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AMPLIFIERS
the all round reference while the
Conrad-Johnson Premiere 8a took
the honours for articulation,
transparency and air in the mid and
treble, nonetheless mindful of its
less tolerant attitude to the more
difficult speaker loads and a less
apocalyptic low end.
With the FPB-300 Krell has
lifted the performance to a point
where the overall standard, and in
particular the mid and treble, both
closely approach the Premiere 8a
paragon, while at the same time
managing to achieve still better
dynamics, clarity, reach and slam in
the bass. This is done in a stereo
chassis.
Noting
that
my
comparisons have mainly involved
more costly monoblock amplifiers,
the 300 has to be heard to be
believed, and yes, Iknow Isaid that
about the KAS2!
It sounds punchy, quick,
articulate and effortless. It reached
deep, seemingly adding low
frequency extension
to my
loudspeakers. In the bass it had a
vice-like grip, dictating terms to the
bass drivers. Bass tunes were
clearer, more positive and more
harmonically differentiated.
Continuing the Krell trend in
recent years, the 300 mid was still
less solid state — purer, more
neutral. This was also reflected in
the treble which was devoid of
emphasis. It blended beautifully
with the midrange and here adirect
connection to the 20i/I proved that
the 300 seriously outclassed the
quality available even from the
KRC-HR pre-amp.
This
Krell
was
seriously
transparent from top to bottom, a
standard which only the very finest
tube amplifiers can exceed, and
then only in particular regions,
notably the midrange.
Sound stages were very well
focused,
showing
excellent,
consistent perspectives and depth,
regardless
of
programme
complexity, speaker loading or
loudness. And could it play loud!
That 300w + 300W rating sounds
very conservative; you can hardly tell
when it clipped, and by then
orchestral peaks were magnificently
powerful. It would play at
substantially higher levels than either
the KSA-200s or the KAS -2 and
this is as big an amplifier as anyone
could conceivably need, even for pro
monitoring applications.
In recent years Krell has been
making of the faster and more
rhythmic of the US solid state
heavyweights.
While not delivering the same
neutrality or depth of bass, the
Naim NAP 250 continues to show
these references athing or two.
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Yet even in this contentious area
the FPB-300 has made substantial
gains. Both bass to mid and mid to
treble timing were state of the art
for this power class and it left much
of the competition far behind. Only
the Premiere 8a's mid/treble agility
proved harder to match.
FPB 300 exuded class, sounding
solid, secure, powerful, very
detailed and yet smooth and subtle
as well as musical. The more Iused
it the more Iliked it and Iquickly
came to rely on it. By the time the
test was complete, its sound quality
rating was secure at a state of the
art 35 points on my usual
subjective listening scale.
Two other aspects were explored,
namely balanced versus normal
inputs, and power line quality. I
admired the consistency of sound
quality for both types of input
signal feed, while balanced drive
gave just a hint of greater
spaciousness and a more airy
treble.
Normal connection was a tad
tighter and faster in the bass — so
you can take your pick.
Traditionally big Krells need a
good mains power line. This one
isn't quite so fussy but the
improvement delivered by a
dedicated spur was unmistakable,
worth 3-5 marks.

CONCLUSION
Although Ihaven't heard them all,
I have auditioned most of the
serious contenders in the £6000 to
£20,000, 200W to 400W per
channel category. To date I
consider the Krell FPB-300 to be
the all round champion.
For its class, it substantially
improves on prior art and must be
regarded as a reference, regardless
of considerations of power or price.
With its zero feedback design,
which seems to carry with it greater
neutrality and musicality, Krell has
made no concession at all to its
traditional amplifier virtues of
blockbuster bass, huge power and
adverse load driving muscle.
Equally at home on medieval
plain chant, string quartet, acoustic
jazz, one-man blues, heavy rock
and full-scale orchestral material,
Krell has shown that creative
electronic design is still a powerful
force in the solid state arena.
Taking its place as my reference
power amplifier for 1996-7, the
Krell
FPB-300
carries
my
enthusiastic recommendation.
Build quality, lab performance and
finish were all excellent; one soon
accepted its bluff grey appearance,
grateful that so powerful a stereo
amplifier could be built in a
convenient single chassis form. +

KRELL FPB 300
LAB REPORT
The 300 easily
met its power
spec, providing a
huge 455W
(26.6dBM; it
could do this
over awide
bandwidth, and
maintain the
rated level into
low impedances
without loss or
significant
distortion. It
`sounded bigger'
than the KAS2
[HFNIRR, Sept
'95] and in
practice offers
more than double
the power. Short
term continuous
working into 2
ohms was
possible (before
my test load blew
up!) at 1.5kW
per channel! On
music-rated
pulses it went on
to sink 2.4kW
into 1ohm with
apeak current of
+70A. Ididn't
dare to go
higher. Together
with avery low
0.04 ohm output
impedance, this
indicates a
complete
indifference to
speaker load
variations. At
normal
temperatures, the
THD heads on
down to -80dB
at 20kHz
(including noise)
and - 100dB

Fig I. Krell FPB-300: distortion spectrum at
100m V, 8 ohms

Fig 2. Krell FPB-300: distortion (including
noise) at full power and at 100w, 8ohms

(0.001%) at
lower frequencies.
When well cooked
on continuous
power testing, the
altered bias mode
lifts full-power
distortion to
59dB (0.11%)
at 20kHz, - 79dB
(0.011%)
midband
Distortion was
low-order,
essentially second
and third. At full
power the high
frequency
distortion was
-102dB, with a
still excellent
99dB at 1W.
At the
instrumentation
noise limits, the
simple THD
figures for 1W
86dB, 0.05%
over the frequency
Krell FPB-300

Test results
Rated Power 8 ohms

300W; 25dBW*

4 ohms

600W; 25dBW

Measured power (
dBW) 20Hz 1.104z 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms 1ch
26.5 26.6
26.5
26.5 26.5
Continuous 4ohms both
26.5
Burst 10ms
8 ohms
26.7
4 ohms
26.3
2 ohms
25.7
Output Impedance(ohms)0.040 0.040 0.041
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms -80 -79
59
At OdBW 8 ohms -86 -86 -86
Channel separation(dB)
>100 > 114
89
intemodulation distortion
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated -99dB
OdBW 102dB
Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.2uF
2m sec pulse
70A -70A
Signal-to-noise (
full gain) rai OdBW rai full level
22Hz-22kHz -72dB -110d8
'A' vitd
-78dB -118d8
Channel balance
<0.02dB
Input impedance
85K ohm
0.12nF
Input sensitivity
142mV MF, OdBW
3V for programme clip
DC offset, L/R
<1mV/<1mV
Frequency response
-0.5dB < 2Hz to 97.4kHz;
-3dB < 1Hz to 300kHz
Dimensions, (whd)
482x260x508mm
Typical price (inc VAT)
£9500
*where (
Mew .2.83V, or 1W/8ohms

range while
spectrum analysis
actually indicated
better than
-100dB
performance,
great for azero
loop feedback
design. Channel
separation was
excellent, better
than 110dB at
low and mid
frequencies, and
still near 90dB by
20kHz.
Signal to noise
ratios were
excellent, while
channel balance
was very accurate
and DC offset
was held to ¡ mV.
Tested at 400W
into 4ohms, the
supply intrusion
or modulation for
a37.5Hz bass
fundamental was
quite negligible,
at better than
-100dB.
Perfectly flat
over the audio
bandpass the bass
response extended
well below ¡ Hz
while the high
frequency 0.5dB
point measured at
97.4kHz with the
3cIB at 300kHz
as claimed.
3V input was
required for full
power (balanced
and normal) with
I42mV providing
1W; on the low
side for passive
controllers. The
active input
impedance was a
high 85k ohm,
shunted by
120Pf.
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he £ 3800 Matrix 801 Series 3
has been brought up to date
internally with advances on the
Series 2, mainly in terms of the
crossover. Series 2 was the major
uplift in design, incorporating B&W's
Matrix enclosure bracing and changes
to the drive unit complement.
For those not familiar with Matrix,
the enclosure is braced internally by a
latticework of interlocking horizontal
and vertical sheets of MDF. This
provides ahigh level of stiffness and
damps panel vibration far more
successfully than loading with
bitumen pads. This was very
necessary for the 801 bass. cabinet
which has large exposed panel areas.
Sitting atop the cubic bass
enclosure are two vertically aligned
pods — one octagonal section `head'
is made of Fibrecrete and filled with
long hair wool, again affording
optimal damping, and houses a
woven 126mm Kevlar cone midrange
unit. Atop this a small semicircular
projection carries B&W's 26 mm
metal dome treble unit. This
assembly can be swivelled to align
listening axes with respect to the
listeners, and also allows the three
drive units to be time aligned for
accurate stereo imagery.

TECHNOLOGY
Built around a substantial cast
chassis, the 300mm Cobex cone bass
unit has arubber surround and long
throw utilising apowerful magnet
and symmetrical field to reduce
distortion at high power levels.
Thankfully, the power handling of
the units is now such that the APOC
protection, with its invasive relays,
can be discarded. The midrange and
treble ` head' is now a solid unit,
more firmly affixed to the main
cabinet, and is wired directly to the
crossover without the need for the
XLR connections of the S2.
For the crossover, further listening
work has resulted in the division of
signal paths for each drive unit,
including the separation of the bass
and mid/treble circuit boards.
Crossover components have also been
uprated with polypropylene capacitors
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B&W's familiar Matrix 801
speaker is back in
Series 3form
by PETER 1 COMEAU

in the treble section and pure iron
dust cores for the bass inductors.
Crossover frequencies are 380Hz and
3kHz, both aligned for fourth order
acoustic Butterworth responses.
Port output from the flared exit
below the bass unit extends low
frequency output to a useful 25Hz
with a - 9dB cut off at 19Hz that
might be reinforced by your room.
This is just enough to achieve the air
fluttering sensations so beloved of
organ enthusiasts, though the full
power of the larger pipes is somewhat
diminished. Bass control is excellent,
and this helps the power handling.
Somewhat
surprisingly
the
enclosure is mounted on castors
rather than floor spikes. Such is the
weight of the speakers that castors are
certainly welcome for moving them
around, though hardly audiophile as
far as support is concerned. B&W's
view is that the enclosures are heavy
enough to avoid the rocking modes
that are usually induced via this type
of rolling support. Similarly the mass
of the bass unit is meant to stabilise
chassis movement even though it is
coupled to the cabinet via bolts
through rubber bung supports.
Despite an average sensitivity of
87dB for 1W, the recommended
amplifier range is 100W to 600W;
the minimum figure is dictated by
optimal control over this passive
speaker system. Any amplifier with
less than 100W would be doing the
801 adisservice, and though it is not
too difficult to drive, the speaker only
starts to come on song when used
with a highly competent amplifier
with good current delivery. Not that
you have to spend afortune on the
latter as my test AVI S2000MP/MM
pre-/ power combination worked
brilliantly with the 801s.

SOUND QUALITY
Vaughan Williams's Fantasia on a
Theme by Thomas Tanis [
EMI
Classics: English String Music played
by the City of London Sinfonia
under Richard Hickox] swam into
the room in simply glorious fashion,
full-bodied, warm, with romantic,
soaring strings. I fell in love
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LOUDSPEAKERS
immediately. Only later did Inotice
the fine print inside the CD sleeve:
'Monitored using B&W — no doubt
these were 801s too.
Luckily, these positive aspects of
the B&Ws do not just come across
only with B&W-monitored discs.
Piano is wonderfully full-bodied, no
matter what the recording, and one is
thus treated to asonic image of asolid
grand of proper dimensions and
weight, not the cut-down version that
lesser speakers present. For best
results over awide listening area I
found that aligning the midrange/
treble head assembly so that the axes
crossed in front of acentral listener
gave the most convincing instrument
and vocal presence.
Bass is of the floor-shaking, air
moving type, well controlled but with
plenty of weight and authority and a
high degree of slam. If you are in a
position to remove the castors and
replace them with spikes, the bass
becomes even cleaner and tighter.
This is a subtle effect, with the
drawback that on wooden floors
more energy is pushed into the
floorboards, and results in a more
transparent lower midrange.
Such is the bass power that the
801s will be overpowering in asmall
room. They must be positioned well
clear of walls and corners, though the
castors mean they can be pushed
back when not in use. You also need
to be a fair distance from the
speakers before the images start to
coalesce into something solid.
Around 3 metres and you will find
that the soundstage seems to form in
a plane behind the speakers with a
huge width and height effect, where
the recording allows.
You could swear sometimes that
images lie in the corners of the room
or in the far distance, so clear is the
3D construction of imaging. This
catches you out on all sorts of discs.
For instance the opening noises-off on
'Another day in Paradise' [Phil Collins
...But Seriously, Virgin CDV2620] are
way, way outside the plane of the
speakers. The intro beat here is nicely
weighted too, with ahard slam that is
exciting if you turn the volume up,
and you can hear how the synthesised
percussion has been programmed to
slide across between the speakers on
the decay. All this perks up the ears so
you are ready and waiting for the
vocals when they come. OK, so the
EQ applied in the studio is a bit
heavy-handed, making the voice hard
and bright, but the words shine out
thanks to the sonic encouragement.
These speakers play loud, but not
in the usual speakerish way. You can
keep turning up the volume without
hurting your ears, but hit the pause
button on the CD player mid track,
go away and make acup of tea, and
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when you come back again another
hit of the pause button will make you
drop the cup — it is that loud. This
characteristic is highly useful as you
can select the right listening level for
every piece of music without
worrying about distortion or power
handling, providing your amplifier
can handle it.
This does not mean that the 801s
have to be played loud to sound
good, far from it. They sound sweet
and cuddly at low levels, just right for
background listening if you must
indulge in such a thing. Late night
listening at these low sound levels is
rewarding with regard to tonality, but
somewhat cool in terms of emotional
inspiration.
This is where Ihad the most trouble
with the 801s. Constantly impressed
by their tonal accuracy and detailing, I
nevertheless found myself slightly
distanced from the music, as if Iwas
not completely in touch with the
performer's vitality of playing.
When the right listening level is
found (and it frequently has to be a
realistic one), the 801s spring to life
with avivid rendition of what is on the
disc. Both recording quality and
musical detail are laid bare in typical
studio monitor fashion, but the cunning
aspect of these B&Ws is that they do
not sound at all clinical but manage to
combine that elusive warmth of nature
with stunning openness.
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LAB REPORT
Turn to the
Impedance plot
in Fig 3and you
see why the 801
requires a
powerful
amplifier. The
bass unit's
natural resonance
in enclosure is at
adramatically
low 33Hz, with
the port tuned
even lower at
around 17Hz,
but features a
sharp, high Q,
peak that
indicates ahigh
moving mass on a
free suspension.
This is going to
require high
current delivery
from the amplifier
(fit is not going to
get out of control.
Dropping to a
low of 4.8 ohms
at 600Hz, then
rising sharply
before the upper
crossover, the
impedance
variations create
no major problems
for awell behaved
amplifier.
Frequency
responses, as
might be expected
from aspeaker
designed for
monitoring
accuracy, are
exemplary on the
one-metre plots.
Falling within
+1dB limits from
100-15kHz, the
on-axis midrange
and treble output
is exceptionally
smooth and well
integrated. All
that happens as
the microphone
moves below the
midrange is that
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Fig I. B&W 801 Series 3: response family at
1metre: on-axis (top trace); 15° above
vertical axis (middle trace); 15° below vertical
axis (lower (race); 30° horizontal (bottom
(race)

Fig 2. B&W 801 Series 3: AlLSSA waterfall
of delayed resonance

Fig 3. B&W 801 Series 3: Room Averaged
Response (top (race); impedance, 4ohms per
division (bottom trace)

the treble level
shelves down.
Excellent dispersion
Perhaps the most outstanding feature
is shown by the offof the 801 Series 3 is the speaker's
axis plot which
control. There seem to be no
very gently slopes
speakerish effects, no sharp, bright or
downwards but
grating elements in midrange or
maintains its
treble, no bands of coloration to upset
smooth, integrated
the ear. Suddenly those difficult-topurpose.
manage discs become playable, those
The delayed
horrors with over-equalised treble
resonance plot
somehow sound tamer and more
shows afew ripples
approachable. Heavy bass is still
spreading from
heavy bass, but it no longer
upper midrange
overpowers the room, nor does it
and treble but
destroy the rest of the sonic spectrum.
dying away
For these reasons, as well as its
quickly. The
monitoring capabilities, the 801 has
midrange proper
become aclassic. In Series 3we find
shows acontrolled
à studio monitor that is equally at
pattern which is a
home in the domestic listening
characteristic of the
room. If the 801 is a little cool in
woven Kevlar cone
subjective emotional response
designed to fade
compared to brighter, more forward
away into an
and attention grabbing speakers, you
unbroken
have to offset that
Test results
B&W Matrix 801 Sedes 3
output without
against
the
utter
hwd, mm)
1008x432x560 undesirable
neutrality and out- Dimensions (
Recommended amplifier power
standing
control, per channel
100-600W ripples.
The Room
whatever the listening Recommended placement
free space
Averaged
level. Match the 801s Bass frequency rolloff
17Hz Response
to agood amplifier and (-3dB point in room)
Voltage sensitivity
you have a recipe for (ref 2.83V) at lin
87dB/W shows how the
room
sonic harmony that Impedance minirrum/typical/ease of drive
4.8/8 ohms/fair
will bring you alot of Forward response uniformity
excellent boundaries
Typical price per pair roc VAT) £3800 increase bass
enjoyment.

CONCLUSION

level. This speaker
is better suited to
large rooms where
it can be kept well
clear of walls and
corners. Taken at
two metres, the
response is less
smooth than the 1
metre traces, but
still falls within
+2dB limits.
Other than the
bass, the notable
rise is in the
midrange output
compared to the
treble showing
slightly more
energy in this area
throughout the
room. Compared
to the ¡ kHz level a
-3dB point of
I7Hz is easily
achieved!

B&W UK,
Churchill
Ind. Est.
Marlborough
Road
Lancing
BN15 8TR
Tel: 01903
750 750
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bass driver magnet! The team
conceded that the speaker needed a
new name, and so the £ 500 ES12
was born. So what's new?
For a start, the enclosure design
has matured, with rounded front
edges, better badge and improved
(ES22 type) gold-plated 4mm
sockets. The new, shorter port tube
is flared to minimise the noises due
to air turbulence at high volume
musicality and communicative levels. Massively constructed in
power. On paper a simple product,
24mm MDF, the new enclosure has
its design was in fact far from trivial
substantially less unwanted acoustic
and extensive development was output than before, aided by both
required to achieve a good balance
circumferential and cross bracing.
from asystem with adirect-coupled
The cabinet still includes
bass mid range driver and a mineral-filled structural polyprop
minimalist, first order, single panels for front and back, clamped
element treble crossover [see box].
in position by carefully-torqued
A year or so ago the Epos team, steel rods concealed beneath the
no longer under the guidance of front panel cover studs. As before,
Marshall, started the daunting task internal absorption is by a single
of attempting to improve on a sheet of low density bonded
classic, to produce an 'ES11 Mk II'.
polyester fibre.
It turned out to be a very tough
Finally the specification remains
proposition; minor revisions the same, the team admitting that
produced subtle changes but didn't they had tried to gain greater
get to the heart of the matter, so
sensitivity but to little avail. Moves
well-balanced was the acoustic in this direction were met by
engineering of the original.
unacceptable shifts in tonal balance.
As development proceeded, it
Given the vagaries of inflation,
was found that only two parts were the new model's price is broadly
actually left unaltered from the equivalent to the ES! l's £ 350 price
original, the front driver panel and tag. For that you get a 75W peak
esigned more than six years
ago by Epos founder Robin
Marshall (his company had
already become part of the
Mordaunt Short group), the ESII
compact has endured very well and
still remains awholly valid example
of the art. This small, high-quality,
two-way speaker inherited the
crown of the Celestion SL6 ( or
SL6S) and became a reference for
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A year or so
ago the Epos
team, no
longer under
the guidance
of Rabin
Marshall,
stared the
daunting task
of attempting
to improve on
a classic, to
procuce an
'ES11 Mk II'. It
turned out to
be a very tough
proposition...

programme power handling, a
60Hz to 20kHz nominal frequency
response, an 88dB/W sensitivity
spec (still alittle optimistic) all in a
box 375mm x 200mm x 250mm
(hwd), but now significantly heavier
than before at 8.8kg. The 150mm
bass/mid driver is integrated into
the moulded driver baffle, and now
has a mica- reinforced injection moulded cone with matched voicecoil, alower leakage, extended pole
piece and a separately fitted nitrile
rubber surround. A fixed phase
plug is fitted to the open pole.
The in-house tweeter (replacing
the previous German-sourced type)
is a unique plain aluminium dome
with injection moulded suspension,
matching the single selected
polypropylene film capacitor
forming the crossover. This tweeter
does not suffer from the usual
ultrasonic peak.

SOUND QUALITY
SUPPLIER
Epos Acoustics
3Ridgway
Havant
Hans
P09 le
Tel: 91705
407 722

For speaker support Ihad the use
of the HNE granite pillars, an
Acoustic Energy AE1 platform and
a spare SL700 stand. Reference
speakers obviously included the
ES11 as well as a Spendor SP2-2
and an old LS3/5A.
Compatible and upmarket audio
components were used, from an
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Audiolab 8000S driven by a
Micromega Stage Four to a Naim
NAP250, and Meridian 605, and
finally aKrell FPB300, which costs
18 times the price of the ES12!
With good bi-wire cable this
exercise proved that the ES12
wasn't self limiting except so far as
maximum loudness and base
extension were concerned. The
better the sources, the better the
sound. About 30 watts of good
valve power also worked very well;
this speaker is akinder than average
load for an amplifier. Signals
emanated from a Linn LP12/Naim
Aro/Koetsu RS II feeding aConrad
Johnson PV12. In the main CD was
generated by a Marantz CD63SE,
Naim CD-2and aKrell KPS20i/l.
Make no mistake, the Epos ES12
is an audiophile speaker; small, yes
but what tremendous quality! No
speaker this inexpensive or this
small has any right to produce such
big, clear sound stages, such detail,
such involving musicality.
Much of its attainment compared
well with far more expensive
speakers, if so exploited by the
matching system. Conversely, with
an inadequate set-up the sound
becomes scaled down, closer to that
expected from a small two-way
reflex loudspeaker.
In absolute terms the ES- 12 is
well balanced with good bass for its
size, tuneful and quite powerful
down to 45Hz in a typical room
and showing good rhythm even
when pushed hard.
The midrange sounded a little
closed in, richer than current
fashion and somewhat less open as
well as less obviously articulate than
its predecessor, though detail and
transparency were still very good
and the new certainly beats the old
for eveness, detail and lowered box
coloration in the lower mid range.
As before there's a smooth
transition to the treble, the join
devoid of hardness, sounding very
neutral on strings and orchestral

brass. Vocal sibilants were nicely
judged, with an essentially grainless
treble, pure, sweet, airy and
remarkably transparent; the kind of
treble which is kind to rougher
sources but has no trouble revealing
subtle differences such as those
between speaker cables.
Despite the ' darker' mid,
dynamics
were
realistically
portrayed. As before the overall
presentation was lively, involving
and likeable.
Bi -wiring
with
properly
terminated connections was well
worthwhile, with van den Hul
Snowline or Snowtrack or Cyrus bi
wire cable for example). Valuable
gains in speed, focus and clarity
were provided. Comparing directly
with ES- 11 the new model didn't
quite match the vocal life and
neutrality in the upper mid range of
the old but in recompense it
delivered
lowered
overall
coloration, better sensitivity, deeper
and more even bass, plus greater
power handling and improved
treble.

CONCLUSION
An existing ES11 owner might
think twice about changing to the
ES12 which in itself is aremarkable
tribute to the enduring qualities of
the ' 11. Nevertheless this new
speaker has pushed the standard
forward in many areas while
maintaining those vital qualities of
transparency, good rhythm and
timing, and natural dynamic
expression present in the original.
Given its own space, the ES12 is
avery fine, compact speaker where
sound quality and involving musical
expression both run deep. It's easy
to miss its subtlety and revealing
analysis on a casual hearing. While
modest size imposes certain
inevitable constraints the ES12 has
abig heart and offers the promise of
lasting satisfaction; it has real
audiophile
class
and
is
enthusiastically recommended. '1-

DIRECT- COUPLED DESIGN
At the heart of this speaker engineering design is the decision to use a
direct coupled bass/midrange driver, operating without any crossover or
frequency-shaping network. In atop-quality design this isn't simply a
matter of making sure that this driver's response rolls off naturally where
the tweeter section rolls in. The whole character and balance of the sound
is decided by the detailed design of the driver, for example, magnet
strength has to be right for a natural balance to be achieved between the
correct, cabinet loaded bass and the midrange.
As for the treble range, the use of a simple, single-capacitor crossover
requires that the tweeter unit be adjusted for agood match in such an
implementation. A smoother response and good damping in the lower range
is essential since there is almost no scope for response adjustment.
Such simplicity rewards the designer and listener with great clarity, fine
rhythm and natural dynamics, qualities which many more expensive and
more complex designs find hard to achieve.
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EPOS ES12
LAB REPORT
Sensitivity was
around 1dB up
on the £S1 I, at
86. 5dB1W, fair
in view of the
low-frequency
bandwidth, if
below spec. Igot
figures of 48Hz
for - 6dB, with a
useful extension
in-room to 40Hz.
Port resonance
was aclean 55Hz,
upper resonances
well-suppressed
(worst-case 20dB, 2kHz).
The reference
(im) response
was similarly
lumpy to the '11,
in part due to the
single first order
crossover. The
notch at 2.5kHz
was seen as a
mild phase effect
rather than an
energy `hole' in
the upper mid.
Above 3kHz, the
integration was
commendable,
+I.5dB up to
22kHz, and with
the final peak
held to just afew
dB rather than
the usual + 10 or
I5dB. There was
astep (the first
mild resonance of
the bass mid cone
at 650Hz, held to
amoderate
2.5dB), audible
but by no means
adisaster, the
treble now better
matched than in
the original.
Off-axis [Fig
2], the response
above the speaker
was phasey so
don't make your
first assessment
while standing
up! But closer to
axis and as up to
15° below (sitting
on the floor) the
integration was
good. There was
very little change
at 30° to the side,
and even at 45°
all you see is a
progressive loss of
upper mid and
treble. This is a
good result which
correlates well
with the room
energy curve [Fig
3]. A mild upper

Fig I. Epos ESI2: frequency response on axis
at 1m, with LE nearfield correction (dashed)

Fig 2. Epos ES12: response family at 2m,
axial (solid trace), 15° vertically off-axis
(dotted), 30° laterally off-axis (short dash),
45° lateral (long dash)

Fig 3. Epos ESI2: room averaged response
(top)and impedance (lower trace, 2ohmsldiv)

Fig 4. Epos ES12: MLSSA waterfall of
energy decay, 0.2ms rise time
mid plateau of
2dB was still
evident, countered
in practice by
judicious
placement with
respect to side and
back walls,
Essentially an 8
ohm speaker (with
amidband
minimum of 6.3
ohms and one
inconsequential dip
to 4.8 ohms), the
'12 is an easy
Test results

load, suited to tube
and solid-state
amplification. Pair
matching was
excellent at
+0.25dB over the
entire range
indicating good
production controls
for those in-house
drivers. Very good
results for energy
decay were seen
reflecting afast,
clean transient
response.
Epos ES12

Dimensions (
hwd. mm)
375x200x250
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
20-100W
Recommended placement
on 45 - 55cm stands. 0.3-0.6m from wall
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
53Hz-22kHz
Bass frequency rolioff (-6dB) at 1m 48Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
40Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
86.5dB/VV
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
102dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4.8/8 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
good
Typical price per pair linc VAT)
£ 500
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van den Hul Carbon Cables

interconnects

...experience the extraordinary
The Ultimate reference
Uses pure Linear Structured Carbon conductor for
use in normal unbalanced systems where only
the best will do. £ 199.99/0.8m stereo pair ( Phono).

*

****

WHAT HI-FIT

*

****

HI-F1 Choice (sound quality)

* ** **

The Ultimate reference
Uses pure Linear Structured Carbon conductor
with a LSC/ Silver coated Copper screen.
Use in balanced and unbalanced systems.
£214.99/0.8m stereo pair ( XLR balanced or Phono).

HI•Fi Choice (sound quality)

Superb New Linear Structured Carbon/ Silver/
Copper Hybrid introduces a new level of performance
to this price sector.
£59.99/0.8m stereo pair ( phono)
£79.99/0.8m stereo pair ( XLR balanced)

Linear Structured Carbon/ Silver/ Copper
Hybrid - multiple layered construction the affordable reference standard.
£119.98/m

...a reference is set.

Hi Fi News & RR

Reference performance low resistance
heavy duty Silver/Copper conductor with
Special Linear Structured Carbon Layer.
£39.98/ m.

Linear Structured Carbon/ Silver/ Copper
Hybrid - by far the best cable in it's class.
£11.99/m.
£21.99/m bi-wire version (
TEATRACK)

£3450.00.

£1700.00.

£800.00.

The Ultimate Cartridge

Jump for joy - this latest van den Hul
cartridge is simply superb.

cartridge repairs

A magnificently transparent cable.

HiFi News & RR

Mr van
Hul can personally
refurbish almost any make of cartridge.
He will bring any van den Hul cartridge
up to the latest specification.
Retip from £210.00
New Boron cantilever and tip
£315.00

The Classic High Performance
Moving Coil Cartridge.

Fact not Fiction
has no crystal boundaries so
there are virtually no obstacles in the path of the electron flow
which carries the signal The result is greater signal purity and
much improved system sound quality

van den Hul information line: 0181 810 9388
van

den Hul UK. Unit 12, IMEX House, 6Wadsworth Road, Perivale, Middx UB6 7JJ. Fax: 0181 810 9365

CD PLAYERS

Looking for an upgrade? This test
covers ten promising CD players
ranging from £500 to £1200

by PAUL MILLER

On test:
Arcam Alpha 8, Denon DCD-3000,
Linn Mimik, Mission Cyrus dAD3,
.11usical Htlelity E601, Myryad
MC- I00, Quad
77, Sherwood
TEMA CD-1,
Thule CD100
and Trichord
Genesis

OF THE BEST
L
b
ast

month's HFNIRR saw a
plucky group of CD players
lazing ten very individual
paths
through
the
digital
undergrowth, a feat attempted this
month by ten further models —
many very hot off the production
line — and each with the advantage
that comes from some £ 500-£1000
of dedicated engineering.
And these players need every bit
of advantage they can lay their
hands on, particularly when ' lossleading' wonders like the Arcam
Alpha 7, Marantz CD-67 and Rotel
RCD-970BX [
HFNIRR, Nov ' 96]
are setting the pace at more modest
asking price of. Above £ 1000, the
CD market evolves into yet another
incarnation, leaving this month's
group as some sort of binary filling,
sandwiched between two very
distinct areas of the CD scene.
Naturally, manufacturers will
justify the high cost of these players
— which are neither budget nor
strictly ' high- end' — by
ensuring the ingredients of
the digital sandwich are

)

especially tasty. Plastic
moulded fascias, chassis,
transport mechanisms and
handsets
are
typically
replaced by chunky alloy
casework, alloy trays and
appropriately robust remote
controls while extra resources are
ploughed into improving the
quality ( and quantity) of internal
power supplies, clock circuitry,
board layout, analogue filter and
output stages and even the selection
of passive components.
And yet these luxury players are
unlikely to offer any significant
advantage in flexibility over their
budget cousins which already play
host to full remote control, direct
track
access,
various
programming and repeat
modes plus index search,
intro scan, peak search,
CD/tape editing options,
fader, auto- cueing and
random play.
A wider choice of topend digital filter and DAC
IC's become available to the
designer, though the choice of
either multi- bit, bitstream or
hybrid technologies remains as it
is for budget players. These extra
resources are destined to improve
the sound quality of the player

even if, in many cases, it is the
player's ' character' or individuality
that
is
enhanced.
Many
manufacturers will attract extra
kudos by deliberately minimising
the numbers of controls on the
player itself preferring, instead, to
defer all but the primary track skip,
play, pause and stop facilities onto a
matching remote control. Digital
outputs are still fitted to service
future upgrades though here, both
coaxial and optical connections are
more likely to be available.
Once again, in terms of internal
technology there's still abroad canvas
of ideas being pursued by different
manufacturers. Data manipulation,
rather
than
straightforward
oversampling and conversion,
remains an attractive option, as
demonstrated by Denon and
Trichord (Pioneer) in this instance. A
few players still deploy conventional
multi- bit converters, other use
variations on the bitstream theme
while more are opting for a hybrid
scheme, attempting to marry the wide
dynamic range of amulti-bit topology
with the low-level linearity and low
distortion of a MASH/ PWM style
bitstream converter.
Whatever
the
technology,
compatibility with your existing CD
collection is assured. But sound
quality? As ever, there's more to
digital audio than ones and zeros.
Each of these CD players was
thoroughly ' warmed-up' and then
auditioned over a period of two
days under strict, blind conditions
and at aprecisely matched listening
level. ( This way the high 2.6V
output of Arcam's Alpha 8 for
example could not secure it any
unfair advantage.)
As before, vocal, folk, pop and
classical CDs were auditioned
before the collective impression of
the two panels ( amounting to six
individuals) was entered directly
into a computer. Each panel was
then asked to award ascore, out of
ten, for each player prior to its
identity being revealed. The
listening system included DPA100S pre and power amplifiers plus

Audio Note AN-E (main) and REL
Stentor (sub) loudspeakers.
[Note: for adetailed explanation of the
lab tests, turn to page 49. Note that the
panel-listening scores are specific to this
group test and are not related to scores
published in other reviews Ed]
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C=12E111
LAB REPORT
Arcam '
suse of a
discrete oscillator
with its own
regulated power
supply and
partitioned ground
all helps reduce
jitter (particularly
hum and PSUinduced
distortions),
leaving but ahint
of data-induced
jitter (1) plus a
930Hz sideband
(2) linked to an
idle pattern,
presumably from
the SM5864's
4th-order noiseshapers.
Disabling the
DAC's digital
mute causes the
'artificial' signalto-noise to fall from
110dB to 94.5dB
though, once
again, this is
compromised by a
spurious idle
pattern tone (3)
that dies from
865Hz-1253Hz
(-97dB re. peak
output). The 'real'
A-wtd SIN is
probably around
102dB.
Interestingly
enough, Arcam 's
Alpha 7also
suffers from a
similar idle pattern
even though it
employs an entirely
different
Test results
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Fig la. Arcam Alpha 8: total jitter spectrum
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Fig Ib. Anam Alpha 8: spurious output
resulting ,from 0-22kHz sweep al -30dB
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Fig lc. Arcam Alpha 8: spurious output
associated with ' kHz tone at - 70dB

PCM1710
converter. Perhaps
this also explains
why low-level
harmonics (rep.
0.002-0.05% at
-30dB) are
modulated (4)
Arcam Alpha 8

1kHz
20kHz
20Hz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
Stereo separation (dB) .05
105
99
O -0.1
Frequency response (c113)0
Distortion ( THD vs level. dB):
-71
At OdB
-95 -93
-66
At -30dB
-93
-78
-40
At -60dB
-60
-40
-20
At -80dB
-29 -26
-5
At -90dB (dithered) -25 - 18
At - 100dB (dithered) -13
At - 110dB (dithered) + 11
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at 60dB
•
O
0.1
Error at -80dB
-0.1 -0.4
Error at -90dB
-0.2 -0.4
Error at - 100dB
Peak output level L/R
2.599/2.602V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) + 2.3
Output Impedance L/R
54 ohms
-100
Intermodulation, CCIR. OdB (dB)
>105
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
+1.1
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
Signal-to-noise (
AMd. dB)
1105
With emphasis, OLSB
110.4
Without emphasis, OLSB
94.5
Without emphasis. 1LSB
228ps
Total correlated jitter
coaxial
Digital output(s)
-14ppm
Crystal clock accuracy
3$
Track access (
to track 99)
£520
Typical price (
inc VAT)

rather than
appearing as single
tracks. Otherwise,
the Alpha 8enjoys
afar superior lowlevel resolution
(+0.41-0.4dB over
a100dB dynamic
range) than either
the Alpha 6or 7
and though levels
of ultrasonic
requantisation
noise (5) are still
high, the 8should
still prove amore
consistent

performer with
different amplifiers
than its cheaper
siblino.
SUPPLIER
A&R
Cambridge Ltd,
Denny Industrial
Centre,
Pembroke
Avenue,
Waterbeach
CBS 9PB
Tel: 01223
203 203

aving suffered one or two
ignominious defeats with its
previous mid-prlced CD
player, the Alpha 6, Arcam
withdrew to its command bunker
before emerging, guns blazing, with
the altogether slicker Alpha 8. This
player bears little technological
resemblance to the Alpha 7
reviewed last month, but its
contoured, matt black casework,
attractive yellow display and
Smarties-like function buttons are
clearly struck from a common
mould.
As amatter of expedience, Arcam
uses the same remote handset
across much of its range offering, in
this case, direct track access, repeat
and program play, shuffle and intro
scan facilities. However, neither the
remote volume or mute facilities are
enabled on the Alpha 8 which is
equipped with two parallel pairs of
fixed,
line- level
outputs.
Incidentally, do remember to
compensate for its high 2.6V output
if the 8 is not to gain some
surreptitious advantage in any A/B
demonstration.
Without wishing to contradict my
opening paragraph, the Alpha 8
does employ the same Sony
transport and motherboard as
Alpha 7, but here the oversampling,
DAC, analogue filtering and clock
circuitry are all ferreted away on a
separate and shielded board. Here
we find a combination of NPC's
superior SM5843 8x oversampling
filter with the same PWM bitstream
DAC used in its earlier Alpha 6, the
SM5864 (which NPC describes as
Sigma- Deco).

SOUND QUALITY
The deep, dark and intricate sound
of the Alpha 8 stimulated plenty of
debate among the panel who came
to view the likes of Steve Earle and
Rebecca Pidgeon with renewed
interest, comparing the former with
styles reminiscent of Tim Buckley's

guitar playing and describing the
latter's lilting vocals as an amalgam
of Bridget St John, Joni Mitchell
and Suzanne Vega.
It may have been the Alpha 8's
ability to portray subtleties of light,
shade
and
expression
that
prompted this recollection of past
artists from our panel, a strength
that is not always so widely
appreciated by the competition.
Otherwise, the clean, clear and
transparent quality of the 8 was
likened to the neutrality of
Myryad's MC 100, especially as
both players shy away from areally
'big sound' in favour of a smallerscale
and
more
discrete
performance.
So the strings from Handel's
'Concerti Grossi' were certainly a
little bunched in perspective and yet
there was no sense of confusion,
just as the busy, bustling and
generally very complex mix of Steve
Earle's IFeel alright' now sounded
uncommonly composed. Stanley
Clarke's ' Goodbye Pork Pie Hat'
elicited much the same reaction, for
though the track failed to build and
burst with unrestrained drama, its
resolution of subtle detail — the
counterplay between Clarke's bass
solo and underlying synth rhythm,
for example — ensured its music
was never less than intriguing.

CONCLUSION
It would be unreasonable to
condemn the Alpha 8 for
remaining unencumbered by the
life and drama of the music at
hand, though its inconspicuous
outlook may still prove a little
too cool, calm and collected for
all musical tastes. Otherwise,
avoiding a strong and characterful
signature is arguably its greatest
asset, erring on the favourable side
of neutrality with a rare ability to
tease out the sub:lest of musical
details. The blind listening panel
scored this player at 8/10.
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DE\ON DCD-3000

DENON DCD-3000
LAB REPORT
.Is

punnised,

U

likened it to ' an Old Master,
cleaned and restored to reveal its
original glory with fresh but natural

Denon's use of
complementary

quantity stowed away aboard a
cross- channel ferry to tickle the
imagination of audiophiles in the

colours'. This is an appropriate
analogy that also embodies the
player's

earned it amassive
II7dB A-wtd SIN
ratio which is

ntil very recently, Denon's
DCD-3000 was destined

solely
for
continental
Europe. That is, until a limited

UK. And you certainly need plenty
of imagination to cope with the
complex twists and turns of
technology that lie beneath the
bonnet of this particular black
battleship.
The first

link

in

Denon's

convoluted digital chain involves its
proprietary ' Alpha processing'.
Here, supplementary bits of data
are interpolated according to the
direction and rate of change of the
incoming 16- bit LSBs ( Least
Significant Bits). By introducing 16
such intermediate quantisation
steps ( 4- bits) between pairs of
existing LSBs, the code's dynamic
range is theoretically extended to
20- bits, reducing noise and

slight

reluctance

to

20-bit DACs has

'experiment' or truly let the music

reflected in its

have its head. After all, the
emphasis is on natural rather than
techni-colour.

visibly superior

Stanley Clarke's ' Goodbye Pork
Pie Hat' proved acase in point, for
though the steel percussion sparkled
with detail and the bass punched
the air with a rare depth and
solidity, the overall ' feel' of the

dynamic range
(1). The use of

DENON DCD-3000. TOTAL -AUER SPECTRUM

E
V
E

FREOUENCY OF JITTER
Fig 2a. DOW?, 1X;D-3000: total jitter spectrum

technology also
ensures that
ultrasonic noise

track remained one of modesty and

(2) is dramatically
suppressed, leaving
stopband

restraint. Then again, such
temperance has its rewards as Steve
Earle's harmonica still failed to tear

images (3)
released at -54dB
by the SM5845

our ears off; this powerful blast of
metallic
colour
sounding
realistically breathy in its presence:
a lively, ` Dvlan-esque' performance
that proved both involving and

filter. huidentally,
this filter utilises
the same

inersampling

Fig 2b. Del1011DCD-3000: spurious output

entertaining.

coefficients as the
More common

distortion en route.
In order to realise this potential,

CONCLUSION

SM5841 found in
Denon's Alpha-

Denon is employing a custom 8timesoversampling filter ( made by
NPC) to derive a differential

Whatever else might be said about
Denon's
DCD-3000,
it
is
undoubtedly a tour- de- force of

datastream which feeds pairs of
Burr- Brown's PCM1702 DACs.
These are sophisticated, 20- bit

advanced digital engineering with a
quality of build, sound and sheer
flexibility to match. Just how many

devices that utilise the same ' Sign
Magnitude' topology as the popular

competing CD players have a
digital input, for example? And yet,

PCM63P converter.
If this were not enough, then the
DCD-3000 also incorporates a
Yamaha S/PDIF receiver — the

however clever it appears on paper,
the efficacy and consistency of

LSB, amountimr
to ahuge + 19dB
noise modulation,

Denon's Alpha processing remains
open to question. Ifeel a technical

though any
audible 'roughness'

+0.3dB 20kHz

ubiquitous

feature coming on...

will be offset by the
restraining effect of

peak under other
signal conditions.

YM3623B

—

to

facilitate its use with an external
CD transport. Digital phase

All of which leaves us with avery
sophisticated

and,

inevitably

inversion, motorised analogue
volume control, fader, peak search,

perhaps, aslightly polite rather than

index skip, tape edit and direct
access facilities are also provided on

one for the upper- crust system
then, but not necessarily for the
listener who's used to walking on

this heavyweight machine. Which,
incidentally,
is
chunky
in
appearance but mighty slick in
operation.

SOUND
QUALITY

eager- sounding player. Certainly

the wild side. Sound quality rating
awarded by the panel was 8 10.

Fig 2c.Denon DCD-3000: spur iou, output
associated with Ikliz tone at - 70,113

the prominent

This variable

data-induced jitter
(4). There's ahint

behaviour seems

ofpeak-level/HF
compression
though, at -30dB,
distortion settles
back to ausefully
low 0.006-0.013"c

in low-level

very big and
graceful

linearity (also seen
in the DCD-

sounding player,

1015) are more

a player that will
happily capture

likely caused by its
Alpha processing,

the grandiose
weight of an

which responds to
certain transient

orchestra in
full flight while
retaining the

signals

delicate touch
normally reserved
for a sober- sounding

-6.3dB roll-off at
20kHz (-20dB at

like
Pioneer's Legato
Link, prompting a
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-30dB

77re flipside of
this multi-bit
technology concerns
its compounding of
errors between each

This is another

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

sweep at

equipped DCD1015.

The surprising
+1.51-2.9d13 errors

string quartet. One listener

resulting from 0-22kHz

31kHz) which
contrasts mill a

unusual,
mind.

to

Test results

ott

SUPPLIER
Hayden
Laboratories Ltd,
Harden House,
Celtent Hill,
Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks SL9 9UG
Tel: 01753
888 447
Denon DCD-3000

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
0.1
Stereo separation ( dE1)133
112
95
Frequency response (dB) 0
see text
Distortion (THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-101 -98
-73
At -30dB
-81 -78
-85
At -60dB
-55 -52
-68
At -80dB
-27 -28
-44
At -90dB (dithered)
17 -21
-32
At - 100dB (citered) - 18
At 110dB (aithered) -8
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
+0.4 +0.4
Error at -90dB
+0.7 -0.7
Error at 10GcB
+ 1.5 -2.9
Peak output level L/R
2.315/2.313V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
+ 1.3
Output impedance L/R
168 ohm
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-99
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
53.5
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
+ 19.4
Signal-to-noise ( A-wfd, dB)
With emphasis. OLSB
116.8
Without emphasis, OLSB
116.7
Without emplasis. 1LSB
116.8
Total correlated Jitter
585ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial and optical
Crystal clock accuracy
+118ppm
Track access ( to track 99)
3s
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£ 1000
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LINN MIMIK

A

Mimik it may be, but there's
rather more to Linn's entrylevel CD player than apale
imitation of the top-flight Karik.
Sure enough, both players share a
common case design but the Mimik
features a more ergonomic keypad,
requiring single strokes for play, skip
and pause, while multiple strokes of
adjacent keys will liberate more
advanced options like search,
program, display, digital output and
repeat modes.
The Mimik is compatible with
the
comprehensive
remote
commander supplied with other
Linn separates but comes complete
with its own ' mini' remote that
offers additional direct track access
facilities. Supplementary remote
commands received by the Mimik
can be relayed to other Linn
separates via its proprietary hardwired ' Remote' bus.
Under the bonnet, both the
Mimik and Karik share asimilar CD
transport
and
motherboard
(including Crystal's
CS4328
bitstream DAC), though the former
makes extensive use of plastic
mouldings for the disc tray and
clamp mechanism and the latter is
stripped of the Karik's fancier items,
including the ' Brilliant' PWM power
supply, screened DAC cage and
dedicated low phase-noise oscillator.

SOUND QUALITY
In much the same fashion as Linn's
top-end Karik CD player, this latest
iteration of the Mimik sounds cool
but not cold, communicating in an
articulate
but
still
slightly
dispassionate manner. Rebecca
Pidgeon, for example, lost alittle of
her surrounding ambience but her
voice sounded neither thick nor
encumbered, just a little blanched.
'Skimming the surface of the music'
it was suggested, ' like patterns of
sunlight dancing across the ripples
of a pond'. All very ephemeral and
quietly seductive but neither quite

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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as electrifying or dynamic as
digitally possible. Handel's Concerti
Grossi were highlighted for the vivid
quality of the strings, even though
the body and weight of the
performance as a whole seemed
secondary. Stanley Clarke's ' Pork
Pie Hat' also sounded a little mild,
bass lacking its customary pungency
as it hung over the performance like
a dark and sombre cloud, hardly
blotting the musical view but still
imposing something of a dark and
down-hearted perspective. And yet
this suited Steve Earle's livesounding ' IFeel Alright' right down
to the ground, the grumbling bass
successfully underpinning the
raucous sound of his voice and
powerful quality of that close-miked
harmonica to release avery familiar,
happy and gutsy sound. This was the
Mimik at its best — very busy
sounding, packed with bustling detail
and yet still marvellously composed.

CONCLUSION
The technical and subjective heritage
of Linn's Mimik is obvious for all to
see and hear, and demonstrates the
strong backbone of consistency that
runs through Linn's comprehensive
system-building approach. Basically,
if the sound of the Mimik appeals
then a later upgrade to the Karik or
KareNumerik is all but guaranteed
to be agrand success.
Outside of its family environment,
however, the Mimik is not all things
to all pieces of music, and only really
gets its musical act together when the
going gets tough. By responding to
the emotional angle of the music at
hand, it may become desperately
depressed with the likes of Stanley
Clarke but, by contrast, almost
gleeful at the prospect of an up-beat
and happy tune. Bear this in mind
when selecting your CD's for
auditioning and you are unlikely to
be wrong-footed.
The sound quality rating awarded
by the blind listening panel was 6/10.

Not only are there
obvious
technological
parallels between
the Mimik and
Karik but also
with Quad's 7712,
all three players
utilising aversion
of Crystal's popular
CS4328 bitstream
converter. A
combination of 64x
oversampling with
(apparently) 5thorder noise-shaping
gives rise to this
very characteristic
pattern of
ultrasonic
requantisation noise
(1) which is
curtailed beyond
75kHz (2) by a
built-in analogue
filter.
The modest
(but perfectly
acceptable) 96dB
signal-to-noise is
¡dB short of that
achieved by Quad
but is still entirely
typical of this
converter. The
claimed I24dB
signal-to-noise is
only achieved by
enabling Crystal's
digital mute
circuit —
something that
would not happen
under ordinary
music-playing
conditions.
Replacing the
Karik's LIVI837
op-amps to Burr
Brown
OPA2604's may
account for the
increase in treble
distortion from
0.0056% to 0.03%
in the Mimik at
peak output and
yet, once again, the
appearance of lone
odd-order
harmonics (3) at
low level (a7th
harmonic in this
instance, 1.5% at 70dB) is a1so pretty
typical. Finally,
but importantly,
Crystal's use of a
mixed
linear/switched-

LIAM LIMIK: TOTAL JITTER SPECTRUM
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Fig 3a. Linn Mimik: total jitter spectrum

Fig 3b. Linn Mimik:

spurious output

resulting

from 0-22kHz sweep at -30d13

Fig 3e.

Linn

Mim i
k: spurious output

associated with IkHz tone at - 70dB

capacitor
architecture offers
great iMMUllity
from clock .
iitter,
exposing simple
idle-pattern
siclebands (4).
Test results

SUPPLIER
Linn Products Ltd,
Floors Road,
Watelfoot,
Eaglesham,
Glasgow G76 OEP
Tel: 0141 307
7777
Unn Mimik

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
0
0
Stereo separation (dB)120
114
88
Frequency response (dB) 0
0 +0.1
Distortion ( THE) vs level, dB):
At OdB
-102
-95 -71
At -30dB
-92 -78 -70
At -60dB
-63 -49 -43
At -80dB
-33
-29 -22
At -90dB (dithered) -18
-20
8
At -100dB (dithered)
-11
At -110dB (dittered)
-6
Resolution (
lWearily, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
-0.1
o
Error at -90dB
+0.3
-0.4
Error at - 100dB
+0.3 +0.3
Peak output level L/R
1.964/1.964V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
-0.2
Output Impedance L/R
208ohm
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-82
Stopband Image suppression (
dB) -96
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+ 1.4
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis. OLSB
115.3
Without emphasis, OLSB
115.2
Without emphasis. 1LSB
96
Total correlated jitter
283ps
Digital output(s)
BNC
Crystal clock accuracy
12ppm
Track access to track 99)
5s
Typical price : inc VAT)
£800

MISSION

cirRus

LAB REPORT

DAD3

LISSOM dADS TOTAL JTTER SPECTRUM

Although both this

dAD3 and Rotel's
RCD-970BX
E
V
both employ the
E
same combination
of Philips'
SAA7345 decoder
and TDA1305
FREOUENCY OF JITTER
BCC
(Bitstreant1Contin
Fig 4a. Mission Cyrus dAD3: total finer
mitts Calibration)
spectrum
oversampling filter
and DAC, the
players are not a
carbon copy of one
another. Sure
enough, the 3D
plots are all but
identical because
these illustrate the
characteristically
rippled stopband
images (1) and
44.1kHz
Fig 4b. Mission Cyrus dAD3: spurious ,'input
sample tone (2)
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB
that emanate from
asingle (i.e. not
dual-differential)
TDA1305.
Nevertheless,
the dAD3 falls a
few dB short of the
RCD-970BX
with its 103dB
SIN ratio,
compromising its
Fig 4c. MiSSi011 Cve•t,
11)3: spurious output
dynamic range
associated with ! kHz tow at - 70dB
very slightly (3)
and influencing
the initial output
the TDAI305's
SUPPLIER
Mission Gron,".
of requantisation
'fingerprint'
Stoneuill,
noise (4). On the
sideband at
Huntingdon,
other hand, the
I296Hz (7) seen
Gates
in
Cambridge's
dAD3 benefits
PE18 6ED.
Tel: 01480
from alower
dual-differential
-55! +10.6dB noise
CD6 last month.
modulation while
Test results
Mission Cyrus dAD3
its robust output
20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
stage maintains a Channel balance (
dB) 0.2
0.2
0.2
Stereo separation (dB)113
114
98
slightly reduced
Frequency response (d8)-0.1
0 -0.4
spray of 3rd/4th
Distortion (
TI10 vs leve), dB):
At OdB
- 100 -91 -90
distortion
At -30dB
-80 -75 -79
harmonics (5)
At -60dB
-60 -55 -48
At -60dB
-25
31
22
(typ. 0.01%
At -90dB (dithered) - 15 -20 -18
instead of 0.04"0 At . 100dB (dithered) - 15
9
at 20kHz1-30dB). At - 110dB (dithered)
Resolution (
linearity. dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Much of the
0 +0.1
Error at -80dB
dAD3 'ssmooth
Error at . 90dB
-.
-0.2
Error at 100dB
-0.4 +0.2
but still vaguely
Peak output level LIB
2.148/2.188V
euphonic character Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +0.7
Output impedance L/R
55ohm
stems from the
Intermodulation, CCIR. OdB ( dB)
-84
residual 617psec of Stopband image suppression (
dB)
62
1Hz noise modulation ( dB)
+ 10.6
PSU and humSignal-to-noise LA-wtd. dB)
induced jitter (6) With emphasis, OLSB
110.9
110.8
which exceeds the Without emphasis, OLSB
Without emphasis, 1LSB
102.6
289psec achieved Total correlated Jitter
617ps
none
Digital
output(s)
by Rote!.
+18ppm
Crystal clock accuracy
Interesting/s', this Track access (to track 99)
3s
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£650
plot also exposes
-11S/I1
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MISSION CYRUS DAD3

V

ery hot off the production
line, Mission's dAD3 is the
first Cyrus- branded player
to feature a conventional frontloading drawing mechanism, in this
instance a ubiquitous CDM12
sourced from Philips. Otherwise the
midi- sized profile of the dAD3 is
destined to compliment the wide
variety of digital, analogue, AV and
multi-room separates that comprise
the current Cyrus range.
In common with Mission's tuner,
AV and other CD-based products,
the dAD3 is graced with a back- lit
liquid- crystal display, providing
essential track and time info
without polluting its interior with
the spurious RF noise often
encountered with conventional
fluorescent panels. Under its sleek
bonnet, we find the very same CD6
chipset utilised by Rotel in its
RCD-970BX, aplayer that received
a very warm welcome in last
month's HF1V/RR. However,
Mission's choice of NE5532 opamps and 4th- order filtering, its
nine individually regulated power
supplies and proprietary board
layout all serve to lend the dAD3 a
unique flavour of its own.
Upgrade options, aside from the
customary optical digital output,
include a facility to accept
Mission's high current PSX-R
external power supply and, latterly,
a DAC revision to the 18- bit
devices previously used with great
success in the dAD7.

SOUND QUALITY
Our first sample of the dAD3
proved to be a warm and cuddlysounding player, rather like a wellrounded and slightly small-scale
version of Musical Fidelity's E601.
This earlier version was able to
conjure a great sense of depth,
creating
a deeply
layered
soundstage populated with plenty of
clean, clear and sharply resolved
detail, even if it did make heavy

weather of the strongest bass.
A second, representative sample,
featuring arevised grounding layout
and substantially lower PSU/huminduced jitter, benefited from an
appropriately leaner and tauter bass
register. The massive bass weight of
Stanley Clarke's guitar and
accompanying drums still prompted
an appropriately heavy response
from the player but it now avoided
the bass overhang heard before. In
similar fashion, the mid and treble
sounds quietly confident, allowing
vocals to slip from the speakers
rather than be protected with great
gusto, charming our listeners with its
guile rather than explosive dynamics.
And so its reproduction of
Handel's Concerti Grossi relied on
the ebb and flow of groups of
instruments more than the florid
character of the strings. And yet the
acoustic developed by the orchestra
is still ably recreated by the player,
giving us the impression of enjoying
the performance from further back
in the auditorium than we had
experienced with other players.

CONCLUSION
Despite something of a wobbly
start, the final production version of
the dAD3 Looks more than apotent
foil for Mission's older and costlier
dAD7 and maintains the flexibility
of both PSX-R and Q- module
upgrades for alater and rainier day.
Build quality and aesthetic style
count for much in the dAD3's
favour and while it may not fully
reveal the light and shade of a
recording, it still launches itself
unashamedly into the attempt.
Perhaps as a result, the dAD3
sounds thoroughly unpretentious, a
quality, if our blind panel is any
guide, likely to endear most
enthusiasts in the longer term. A
player to buy in haste and saviour at
your leisure.
Sound quality rating awarded by
the blind listening panel was 8/10.
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A

nyone looking to put the
colour back into the cheeks
of apallid- sounding system

will not go far wrong with Musical
Fidelity's E601. This is the top dog
in MF's established Elektra series,
players whose glossy, piano-black
finish clearly put aesthetic style on
level pegging with sound quality.
Specifically, the E601 is based on
MF's budget E60 model and uses
the same Sanyo mechanism and
Yamaha YDC103 converter, an
LSI that houses the CD transport
and servo control, digital decoder,
error correction, digital output, 8times oversampling filter, 3rd-order
noise-shaper and bitstream DAC on
a single substrate! Such highly
integrated systems are very costeffective, but Yamaha's YDC103
did prove to be capable of providing
a higher performance than Philips'
competing ' player- on- a- chip', the
SAA7341 .
For the E601, selected E60-series
boards and mechanisms are reequipped with an external crystal
clock fed from its own isolated
supply. In addition, the final output
stage is upgraded with Analogue
Devices'
OP27
op- amps.
Otherwise,
this
is
a
comprehensively equipped player,

of our panel who regretted the
slight lack of bite displayed by the

MUSICAL FIDELITY E601

strings from Handel's Concerti
Grossi while others, by contrast,

LAB REPORT
The last player to

were captivated by the sheer depth,

utilise the

warmth and
performance.

YDC103 'playeron-a-chip' scents

humanity

of

its

Clearly, though the E601 imparts
a certain colour, this seems able to
act in sympathy with most styles of
music. Rebecca Pidgeon sounded
especially vibrant while the
expressive bending of the guitar
notes helped create a flowing,
almost dream-like atmosphere that
proved very compelling indeed.
This said, the tremendously
extended bass of Stanley Clarke's
guitar and Cobham's drums very
nearly tipped the player over the
edge with its immense weight.
Speakers with a dry rather than
resonant bass will be the better
partner, Iwould suggest.
Sweet, without sounding sickly,
the E601 also travelled with
disarming confidence through Steve
Earle's ' IFeel Alright', providing a
thoroughly energetic but also
slightly warped perspective of the
musical event, seemingly holding
the harmonica in check while

to have been
Yamaha's own
CDX-670 in
1993 and
although it has
certain built-in
foibles (including
apeak-level
instability at
8.3kHz,

spectrum

11.5kHz,
I4.3 kHz,
17kHz and
19.5kHz, crosscoupling artifacts
(1), a mild
ripple in its
response and a
smattering of
complex stopband
images (2)),
MF's own
implementation

Fig Sb. Musical Fidelity E601: spurious
output rculting from 0-22kHz sweep at -.?OdB
USICAL FIDELITY EISOI
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The fitter

nor harsh. But then, that's the

spectrum shows
the root cause of
the F601 'swarm
and aide sound
with its profusion
of hum and PSU-

0

20000

40000

60000

FREQUENCY IN Ho

induced sidebands
(3) and
modulated noise
floor (4),
amounting to
2254psec.
so

don't

Disabling the
digital kill circuit
also reveals its

be

fooled by the
standard direct
track access, skip
and
search
facilities dotted about
Turn to the sleek remote control,
and other options, including display
dim, index and intro search,
tape edit and auto space also
become available at the touch of a

CONCLUSION

60dBI ! kHz
where 0.2%
might ordinarily

button. There is no variable output,
but the E601 is otherwise equipped

The ' E' in E601 could well stand
for ' ebullient' or ' effusive' and yet

have been
anticipated.

with both coaxial and Toslink

Musical

(optical) digital outputs to service
future upgrades.

successfully navigates a tricky path,

This cloud of
sidebands and
limited 15-bit

SOUND QUALITY

sounding
detailed
without
appearing unnecessarily analytical
and encouraging a warmth and

dynamic range

Described in very general terms as
'charming', the E601 has arich and

body without sounding thick or

probably serve to
mask the worst

cloudy. A tricky course indeed, and

excesses of any in-

full-bodied sound that succeeds in

one tackled with surprising success

band sampling

remaining confident and robust

by a player that has the uncanny

images (6) while

while also sounding sweet as honey.
This rose-tinted perspective was a

knack of manipulating its music.
Sound quality rating awarded by

little too lush for certain members

the blind listening panel was 8/10.
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low level linearity.
A player with a
wider dynamic
range is unlikely
to have filmd quite

EGO! all over: always rosy, and
always immensely enjoyable.

Elektra

caused by the -31
+2dB errors in

so well....

(5) and afigure
0. 8"1, for THD
+ N at -

taking the 'sting'
out of the 4-5dB
treble boost

socao

spurious

output associated with ' kHz tone at - 70dB

SIN ratio,
leading to a

program, random and repeat play,

Fidelity's

Fig Sc. Musical Fidelity E601:

true 9IdB A-wtd

compromised
dynamic range

the EGO l's glossy fascia.

HI DI D 2. COHERED

all but smothers
their significance.

sounding raunchy, but neither shrill

MUSICAL FIDELITY E601

Fig Sa. Musical Fidelity E601: total jitter

Test results

Fidelit\
Ltd
15 16 Olympic
Trading Estate,
Fulton Road
Trembley
.11iddx HA9
On'
Tel: 0181
900 2866
Musical Fidelity E601

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (
dB) 0.3
0.3
0.4
Stereo separation (
dB)122
89
73
Frequency response (
dB)-0.9
0 -0.1
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-99 -98 .63
At -30d8
-80 -71 - 71
At -60d8
-47 -42 -50
At -80d8
-22 -20 -28
At -90d8 (dithered) - 13 -8
- 14
At - 100dB (dithered) -4
At - 110dB (dithered) -1
Resolution ( linearity, dB):
Error at -60d3
-0.1
0
Error at -80c8
-1 +0.3
Error at -90013
3
+1
Error at - 100d8
-2.4 +2
Peak output level L/R
2.569/2.477V
Relative output level ref 2V OW
+2
Output impedance LIP
1.04k ohm
lntermodulation. CCIR, Od8 (dB) -59.1
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
77
1Hz noise modulation ( dB)
+2.7
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis. OLSB
124.1
Without empnasis, OLSB
124.1
Without emphasis. 1LSB
90.8
Total correlated jitter
2254ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial. optical
Crystal clock accuracy
+ 18ppm
Track access (
to track 99)
3.5s
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£500
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CD PLAYERS

M YRYAD
MC- 100

W

th
the
MI- 120
integrated
amplifier
under its corporate belt,
Myryad Systems has now launched
a matching CD player, the £ 700
MC- 100. There is already acertain
synergy between the two models, as
the MC- 100's differential analogue
filter stage is derived from the MI 120 and the pair may also be co joined via Myryad's proprietary
hard- wired BUS, dubbed ' My Link'.
The player is built onto a rigid
steel chassis and features a plain,
but very attractive, alloy fascia
complete with soft blue fluorescent
display and pushbuttons for track
skip, scan and shuffle play.
Additional widgets, including direct
track access, program, repeat and a
dimmer for the display are located
on Myryad's remote control which,
coincidentally, shares the same case
as Mission's Cyrus handset.
Sony's digital technology features
heavily within the MC- 100, which
kicks- off
with
a
CDM14
mechanism. However, and while
Sony's reputation for producing the
most
sophisticated
oversampling/DAC IC's is not in
doubt, obtaining the most hi-tech
examples by third parties is less
straightforward. As a result, the
CXD-2565, with its combined 8x
oversampling filter and PLM
bitstream DAC was about as far
down the technological line as
Myryad was permitted — achip last
used in Sony's £ 160 CDP-312 in
1994/1995.

SOUND QUALITY
Auditioned immediately after the
full -bloodied rush of Musical
Fidelity's E601, the MC- 100's
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register appeared instantly more
genteel, subtle and, quite frankly,
markedly less coloured. Rebecca
Pidgeon
sounded
especially
articulate, her music developing a
clean and very ' real' sense of
atmosphere despite aslight shortfall
in depth and bass extension.
In similar vein, though its music
ebbs and flows in the most evenhanded manner, there remains a
slight loss of vitality and quickness
in, for example, its almost regal
handling of the strings from
Handel's ' Concerti Grossi'. Its
music remains very elegant, with
individual performers integrated
with delicious poise, and though the
performance may lack the last
degree of detailing and power its
sins are those of omission rather
than annoying colour.
As our blind panel pointed out,
the ripple of cymbals that mark the
opening to Stanley Clarke's ' Pork
Pie Hat' did sound alittle muted on
this occasion. But if this impaired
the development of the track's
atmosphere and sense of tension, it
was equally difficult to criticise the
very composed and mature sound
left in its wake. And after all, it only
takes the powerful sound of atrack
like Steve Earle's ' IFeel Alright' to
punch ahole through the MC100's
sobriety and inject some added
drama into its typically cautious
demeanour.

CONCLUSION
The MC- 100 is Myryad's first CD
player
and
yet
both
its
implementation and fine sound
quality demonstrate a great
maturity borne, no doubt, of the
designer's extensive experience. As
such, the MC- 100 is one player that
adamantly refuses to fly by the seat
of its pants, keeping all four of its
pointed feet planted firmly on the
ground while trading alittle musical
drama for the relative safety of a
neutral and steadfast composure.
Clearly, Myryad is aname to watch
for the future.
The sound quality rating from
the blind listening panel was 8/10.

MYRYAD MC- 100
LAB REPORT
MnRYab DAC-100: TOTAL JITTER SPECTIVE14

Sony may be very

protective of its
latest digital
chipsets, but
Myryad has
demonstrated that
budget IC's like
the CXD-2565
still have plenty of
life in their silicon
substrate.
Specifically,
Myryad's
implementation
boasts significantly
lower distortion at
high frequencies
(0.004% vs.
0.035%),
below the level of
noise at -30dB
(1), ahuge boost
of some 8dB in the
overall SIN ratio
and aten-fold
improvement in
the player's lowlevel linearity (all
compared with
CDP-312).
With errors of
just +0.2I-0.3dB
crver afit!! 100dB
dynamic range,
the MC- 100 is a
match for Sony's
top-flight,
including the
CDP-XA2ES
reviewed last
month. Jitter is
reduced by
Myryad's use of
an off-board clock
with its own lownoise, regulated
PSU, realising a
ntagnificent 191ps
— the lowest in
our survey —
composed of simple
data-induced (2)
and idle-pattern
sidebands (3).
Interestingly,
the latter have also
carried through
into Sony's more
recent players,
including the
CDP-761E and
CDP-XE900.
And if the
characteristic
filtering of
ultrasonic noise
(4) looks similar
to that seen with
NAD's 502, then
this may just be
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Fig 6a. Myryad MC-100: total jitter spectrum

Fig Ob. Myryad MC- 100: spurious output
resulting front 0-22kHz

sweep at -30dB

Fig 6c. Myryad MC- 100: spurious output
associated with lkHz tone at - 70dB

something to do
with the fact that
NAD's previous
Director of
Technology is also
the designer behind
the Myryad MC100 player....
Test results

SUPPLIER
Myryad Systems.
2Pipers Wood
Waterberry
Drive,
Waterlooville,
Hants Po7 7XU
Tel: 01705
265 508
Myryad MC-100

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Stereo separation (dB)135
110
80
Frequency response (dB) 0
O -0.2
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-93
-91 -88
At -30dB
-96
-81 -77
At -60dB
-63
-55 -56
At -80dB
-28
-31 -43
At -90dB (dithered) -18
-22 -30
At -100dB ( dithered)
-14
At -110dB (dithered)
-6
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
o
o
Error at -80dB
o
o
Error at -90dB
-0.2 -0.3
Error at - 100dB
-01 +02
Peak output level L/R
2.231/2.199V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +0.9
Output impedance L/R
253 ohm
Intermodulation, CCIR. OdB (dB)
-99
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
73.5
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+4.5
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis. OLSB
103.5
Without emphasis, OLSB
103.3
Without emphasis. 1LS8
102.7
Total correlated Jitter
191ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy
-21ppm
Track access (
to track 99)
2s
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£700
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QUAD 77
LAB REPORT
Quad's application
of Crystal's
CS4328 converter
(full-sized chip) is
particularly
elegant, boasting a
low 0.0007-0.008
per cent distortion
across the
audioband at peak
output (1.96V).
As with all
applications of the
CS4328, its
THD+N is
compromised at
lower signal lez.els
by SOnle
additional
ultrasonic
requantisation
noise (I) which
climbs away until
Crystal's in-built
filter begins to bite
above 75kHz
(2). Higher-order
odd harmonics a,
also occasionall\
visible below 60dB or so (3).
The available
dynamic range
the player (4) is
limited by its
97dB SIN ratio
(the 123dB
obtained using
Crystal's digital
mute facility has
no practical
significance)
though, with a
low + 1.9dB noise
modulation, good
immunity to
outside
interference and
little or no
emission of RFI,
the PMI op-amps
are not placed
under duress. This
is likely to promote
avery smooth and
composed sound,
as will the very ,
modest 255ps of
jitter which, like
Linn's Mimik, is
dominated by two
lone idle-tone
patterns (5).
The 7712's
standard response
is entirely fiat
though errors of 0.21-0.91-0.3dB
do occur at
IkHz15kHz116k
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Fig 7a. Quad: 77 (mains powered): total jitter
spectrum

QUAD 77
N

Fig 7b. Quad: 77 (mains powered): spurious
output resulting from 0-20kHz sweep at OdB
70
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Hz respectively
with preemphasised
material.
Otherwise the
7712 is a
technological .
1(\..
Test results

SUPPLIER
Quad

Electivcoustics Ltd,
St. Peters Road,
Huntingdon
Cambs,
PE18 7DB
Td: 01480
451 777
Quad 7712

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
Stereo separation (dB)115
113
88
Frequency response (d8)-0.1
O -0.1
Distortion (
TI-ID vs level, dB):
-103 -98
At OdB
-82
At -30d8
-91 -78
-72
At -60de
-60
49
49
At -80dB
-35 -28
-25
At -90d6 (dithered) -20 -19
-8
At - 100aB (dithered) -11
At - 110dB (dithered)
-7
Resolution (
linearity. dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
0 +0.1
Error at -90dB
-0.1 -0.1
Error at - 100dB
-0.1 +0.8
Peak output level L/R
1.961/1.962V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +0.2
Output impedance L/R
119 ohms
Intermodulation. CCIR. OdB (dB)
-80
Stophand image suppression (dB)
95.9
1Hz noise modulation ( dB)
+ 1.9
Signal-to-noise ( A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
122.6
Without emphasis, OLSB
122.6
Without emphasis. 1LSB
97
Total correlated jitter
255ps
Digital output(s)
none
Crystal clock accuracy
33ppm
Track access do track 99)
2s
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£900

ow under the auspices of the
Verity Group, along with
Roksan and Mission, Quad
is benefiting from some fresh capital
and some very fresh marketing. The
'new-look' 77 CD player is a
pertinent example, now boasting an
improved cast alloy casework with
blue/black anodising and aso-called
'carbon' fascia, which looks rather
like astrip of highly polished Kevlar.
The modest array of soft push
buttons still provide the essential
play, stop and track skip fadlities
while a ` make- do' remote control
adds direct track access, repeat,
program and random play. The
equally modest display, however,
has the irritating habit of indicating
the remaining rather than the
elapsed playing time. More logical,
perhaps, but still contrary to every
other player on the planet.
Naturally, anyone investing in the
full Quad 77 system will be
recommended to include the full
System Console remote control at
£300 which opens- up anew level of
flexibility for the 77. Incidentally,
Quad internally designates the
mains-powered CD player 7712, to
differentiate it from to the fullyintegrated 7714, which relies on
Quad's bi-directional bus for
communication of power, control
commands and L/R audio.

SOUND QUALITY
Throughout our blind listening
session. Quad's 77 (7712) emerged
as a clean and tactile- sounding
player and one that, despite its
technological links with Linn's
Mimik, has a readily identifiable
character of its own. Rebecca
Pidgeon's ' Friday Night Crowd'
now possessed an almost ' jazzy
overtone' as opposed to the folky
character heard earlier in the day,
encouraging a generally slicker and
more polished performance. The
strings and winds from Handel's

'Concerti Grossi' maintained this
same theme with adelightfully fresh
and uncoloured performance that
was both detailed, expressive and
interesiing. Auditioning this player
proved genuinely uplifting, its music
is so clean, uncontrived and peaceful
that long term listening comfort
seems almost guaranteed. In
common with other players in our
survey, the 7712 also managed the
intense mix of Steve Earle's ' More
than I can do' with a singular
composure, even though it conveyed
much of the track's vigour — the raw
edge of harmonica and powerful
strumming of guitars — with ahint
of boisterousness.The build-up to
Stanley Clarke's was not in vain, for
though the 7712 does sound a little
short of scale ( possibly due to its
modest bass) the accurate proportion
of all the performers carries its
performance very convincingly
indeed. So the music is not quite as
big, bold or explosive as possible but
it does remain so unusually riveting
that such shortcomings are rendered
unimportant.

CONCLUSION
Anyone who chooses to judge the
Quad 77 on the basis of its
diminutive stature will be doing their
ears agrave dissera ,'. Certainly, the
77 is modestly- prof.‘ rtioned but
then its interior also la. -sthe wideopen spaces typically encountered
under the bonnet of competing
machines. Owners of other 77-series
separates will, no doubt, come to
appreciate this more readily.
Otherwise it is a truly charming
player, lively and fleet of foot and
with alove of detail that only really
cause, it problems with the most
severe of musical styles. If it were
not so intensely patronising to do
so, the Quad 77 could be described,
in almost every respect, as ' cute'.
The panel's sound quality rating
was 7,10.
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CD PLAYERS
ust as Toyota has its Lexus,
Sherwood, master of budget
separates, has TEMA to
represent its entry into what it sees
as the ' high-end'. The TEMA CD1 is hardly beer- budget stuff at
£1100 and yet, even at this price,
value is maintained by a truly
superb quality of finish and
engineering.
This
said,
by
comparison with the cm- thick
champagne-gold alloy fascia, goldanodised bolts and internallybraced chassis, Sherwood's black
plastic remote handset looks atrifle
out of place. Nevertheless, the
direct track access, repeat/program
play and intro search facilities still
operate with faultless efficiency.
A host of connections are offered,
including balanced analogue
outputs for use with the TEMA P-1
preamplifier, coaxial and optical
digital outputs to service future
upgrades and aproprietary ` DigiLink'
control bus for integration with other
TEMA separates.
The familiar Bit Stream logo
decorating its gleaming fascia pays
testament to the full DAC7 chipset

Concerti Grossi sounded especially
detailed, with plenty of entertaining
activity to tickle the ear, but its
faint-hearted attitude gave one
panellist the impression of ' some
very expensive instruments being
played with a little less than 100%
commitment'.This, then, is the
dichotomy of the CD- 1: astand-off
between the mass of detail audible
from each and every instrument and
the acoustic this generates, and the
lack of passion this seems to evoke.
On the one hand, its handling of
Steve Earle's ' IFeel Alright' CD
needs to be heard to be believed,
such is the poise and composure of
the player in conveying such a
wealth of expressive information.
But while the CD- 1may extract the
intermingling layers of bass that
underpin
Stanley
Clarke's
'Goodbye Pork Pie Hat' to great
effect, there's still alack of drive or
'get-up-and-go' to really get the
blood
pounding
and
keep
enthusiasm riding high.
Then again, if your system is
already riding something of a high
then the CD- 1's ability to deliver
the
most
demanding
recordings
in
a
thoroughly
undemanding
fashion could be
just the ticket.

11:111112161111:111:21

SI
IERWOOD
TEMA CD- 1
that lies within, a combination of
Philips' SAA7350 and a TDA1547
Bit- Converter that was once widely
popular. However, Sherwood's use
of
PMI
op- amps,
split
digital/analogue and PSU boards and
choice of NPC's fabulous SM5813
8-times oversampling filter with the
Pro-version of Philips' CDM9 CD
transport (with glass lens and Nextelcoated loading tray) demonstrates a
real commitment to quality.

e
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CONCLUSION

If only all CD players were as
solidly
engineered
and
thoughtfully
turned- out
as
Sherwood's TEMA CD- 1then the
cost of high- end players would
indeed take a gratifying tumble.
And yet, in spite of the obvious
efforts of Sherwood's engineers to
utilise just about the best CD
transport and associated digital
electronics on the planet, plus
scrupulous attention to board
layout and passive componentry,
SOUND QUALITY
In many respects, the TEMA CD- 1 the end result sounds, well, a just
is a tricky player to pigeonhole for, alittle too ' over-engineered' for its
in spite of its fresh and lively own good. A beast of a player,
outlook, its performance can appear nonetheless!
The sound quality rating from
somewhat faceless without lacking
either grace or subtlety. Handel's the blind listening panel was 6/10.
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SHERWOOD TEMA CD- 1
LAB REPORT
Achici.ing

practical signal-tonoise ratio of
106dB is state-ofthe-art for asingle
TDA1547
(matching many
older dualdifferential DAC7
designs) while
midrange
distortion as low as
0.0005% (OdB)
and 0.009% (or
-30dB) is an
equally fabulous
result. The high
quality SM5813
8-times
over-sampling filter
also ensures a
ripple-free response
(the analogue filter
includes a -0.6dB
roll-off at 20kHz)
and anotional
stopband rejection
exceeding 105dB.
However,
implementing the
SAA7350 as a
3rd-order noiseshaper is
notoriously
difficult and often
sparks aplethora
of very high-order
sampling images
(I). Other
players, including
Kenwood's DP7060 and the
TEAC CD-5,
showed similar
artefacts though
both used a
I6.9MHz system
clock. Judging by
the swell of
ultrasonic
requantisation
noise (2) and
familiar sampling
cluster at 88.2kHz
(3), the CD- I
may be tied to a
lower 11.3MHz
clock. The only
other player to
exhibit this same
ultrasonic
'fingerprint' was
the unsuccessful
Fine Arts CD2
from Grundig in
1994. Jitter is not
excessively high at
399ps, but clumps
of data-induced
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Fig 8a. Sherwood GDP total jitter spectrum
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Sherwood CD1:

resulting from 0-20kHz
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spurious output
sweep at OdB

Fig 8c. Sherwood CD1: spurious

output

associated with ¡ kHz tone at - 70dB

patients (4) are
known to suppress
the vivacity of
recorded music [see
last month's
Technics SLPS670 review!.
Test results

SUPPLIER
HiFi Club,
Richer House,
Hanky Race,
London SEI 4B11
0171-827 9827
Sherwood CD1

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Stereo separation (dB)114
109
84
Frequency response (dB) 0
0 -0.6
Distortion ( HI', :slevel, dB):
At OdB
- 113 - 106 -86
At -30dB
-88
-81 -69
At -60dB
-58
-53 -45
At -80dB
-28
-31 -20
At -90dB (dthered) -18
-22 -8
At -100dB (dithered)
-19
At - 110dB (dithered)
-8
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
Error at -80dB
-0.1 +0.2
Error at -90dB
-0.6 -0.2
Error at - 100dB
-0.4 -0.4
Peak output level L/R
1.941/1.958V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
-0.2
Output impedance L/R
529 ohms
lntermodulation, CCIR. OdB (dB)
-110
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
105
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
+6.3
SIgnal-to-nolse (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
113.4
Without emphasis, OLSB
110.2
Without emphasis. 1LSB
105.8
Total correlated Jitter
399ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial and optical
Crystal clock accuracy +45ppm
Track access (to track 99)
3.5s
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£1100
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0121:Value Sound A1/;sion
30 Years Old - Audio T is one of the oldest and most respected hi-fi
retailers in the world.
We're Authorised Dealers for all the products we stock and have
factory trained staff who know what they're talking about.
Demonstrations - All our shops have single speaker dem rooms and
all but two have aseparate Home Cinema studio.
1. PX - We're happy to take your old, working, equipment off your hands if
you don't want to sell it yourself ( although you'll do better if you do).
Exchanges & Upgrades- YOU can change goods within 7days if they
are in perfect condition. You can also upgrade to more expensiVe products
within 30 days at no charge.
Interest Free Credit

is available on selected items.

E. Mail & the Web - We are contactable on " hifi@audio-t.co.uk" and
on the web at " http://www.audio-t.co.uk” where you'll find our full sale list
regularly updated.
Guarantees - a full 3 year guarantee on all new hi-fi separates. Mini
Systems, Viaeo & TV are 2 years.
We're friendly and un -intimidating, we can arrange home dems and
home loans ( subject to status) and we install equipment foc if required.
"See our monthly special offers list on our Web pages
or in What HiFi every month"

CE
ROMISE
•We know VOU won't
find better service.
•We know you won't
hid abetter sound.
•But if you find a
better price, let us
know and as long as we
can verify it well be
happy to match it. l'Ius
you will still get our 3
YEAR Guarantee.
'2Year in TY Video,:%lini
STst ems • 1Year on Portables

OXFORD

Not all products are stocked by
every shop.
Hnek_
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For all enquiries about Cadence hybrid electrostatics, phone Cadence UK on 0171-733 0301

GANTS HILL

QUASAR
19 Old High St.,
Readington
Tel: ( 61865) 65961
Tues-Frr 10-6 Sat 920-6
Thurs ede open late untrl 8
Ea.! parking at rear

LE

442-444 Cranbrook
Rd. Gants Hill, Ilford
Tel: 0181-518 0915
Tues/Thurs/Fri 10.7
Wed/Sat 9.30 - 5.50
Easy Parking Near

BASINGSTOKE

4 Feathers Lane
Tel: (
01256) 24311
Toes- Sat 9-5.30
Easy parking near

Main Brands: Acoustic Energy.
Arum, Atacama. Audiolab. B&W.
Cable Talk. Celestion. Cyrus. Denon.
Dynaudio. KEF. Kenwood. Linn,
Marantz, Meridian. Micrcmega,
Mission. Monitor Audio,
Mordaunt-Short. NAD. Nairn,
Piar eer. Quad. lega. REL. Ratel,
Royi. Sennheisar, brinoy. Technics,
Trionord. Yamaha.

-Steve Harris, Hi Fi News, during his recent visit to the Cadence facility in Pune

4 Queens Walk,
Broad Street Mall
Tel: 0118 958 5463
Tues Sat 9-5 30
Car Park over Broad Street Wall

W. HAMPSTEAD

ENFIELD

190 West End Lane,
Landon NW6
Tel: 0171-794 7848

159a Chase Side,
Enfield, Middy
Tel: 0181-367 3132

IJes-Sat 10.6
Thurs eve open late until 8

Tues Fri 9.30-6 Sat 9.30-5.30
Customer Car Park at rear

CHELTENHAM

SWINDON

for the record player
that is out- of- this- world
please contact
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40/42 Albion Street
Tel: ( 01242) 583960

60 Fleet St., Swindon
Tel: (01793) 538222
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Easy parking near
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Easy Parking Near
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5 Hawthorn Avenue, Glasgow G61 3NG. Tel & Fax 0141 943 2062

THULE CD100
F

amous for Bang & Olufsen and
strong lager, Denmark is also
home to other hi-fi companies
including Thule Audio, a very
specialist outfit with apenchant for
balanced circuitry, both in its amps
and CD100 CD player. And Thule,
like every progressive manufacturer,
'reserves the right to alter design
and specifications without notice'.
Thule's most recent modifications
have gained a three-fold reduction
in jitter, for example, though the
pattern of requantisation noise
emerging from the player has also
adopted a very new ' fingerprint'.
Just two reasons why the current
CD100 sounds different, if not
better, than earlier samples.
None of this well-meaning
activity is evident from the rather
dour black fascia of the CD100
which conceals a Philips CDM12
CD mechanism and Crystal's very
fancy CS4303 bitstream DAC. The
CS4303 is superior to the more
commonly encountered CS4328
and includes a similar total of 64x
oversampling with 5th-order noiseshaping, but lacks the internal
analogue filter and MOSFET
output of its cheaper compatriot.
This endows Thule with greater
flexibility in the design of its
proprietary output stage, where
quality PMI OP275 op- amps are
employed to drive both unbalanced
and balanced analogue outputs.
In true ' minimalist' fashion,
Thule's CD100 sports the bare
minimum of on-board facilities and
even the remote control lacks a
direct access keypad, bringing
simple extras like program and
memory play, plus display dim to
the fold. Incidentally, the up/down
volume keys are inoperative on the
CD100. Then again, as the same is
true of Arcam's remote control,
Thule is in good company!

SOUND QUALITY
At present, the CD100 is abig and
expansive-sounding player even if,
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as one listener suggested ' it's a
little soft about the edges'.
Acoustic material sounds fresh,
fruity and sweet and, on the
whole, encourages a smooth and
very relaxing performance.
Handel's ' Concerti Grossi'
certainly sounded very grand and
pleasant
but,
but
despite
sounding ' awfully nice and
agreeable' was not regarded as
especially
invigorating
or
challenging.
Strings are rounded in texture
rather than bitingly clear and
effervescent, just as Steve Earle's
harmonica was kept firmly in
check and the bass and alto sax
from Stanley Clarke's `... Pork Pie
Hat' tended to fuse together
rather than coexist as two distinct
instruments. The solidity of its
bass, however, is now markedly
improved.
Rebecca Pidgeon also sounded
delicate but slightly veiled, albeit
in a thoroughly agreeable
fashion. So the reverb that
shrouds her voice was clear
enough and the track very polite
and ingratiating as a whole, but
neither would it leap from the
speakers. Likened to a big car, a
Carlton springs to mind, the
CD100 provides a very smooth
and satisfying ride so long as you
don't expect swift bursts of high
performance.

CONCLUSION
In its current incarnation, the
CD100 emerges as a dependable
and big- sounding player that's
unlikely to disgrace itself with any
style of music in the vast majority of
systems. It could sound a little
sleepy with laid-back amps and
speakers but, in the context of
Thule's own balanced system, it
clearly has the capacity to spring
miraculously to life. My advice?
Watch this space for inevitable
updates. The blind panel's sound
quality rating was 6/10.

CD PLAYERS
THULE CD100
LAB REPORT
By separating a
common supply
line that
previously existed
between one of
Thule's many onboard optocouplers and a
rectifier bridge,
the level of PSUinduced jitter (1)
has been reduced
from 1048psec to
just 362psec,
substantially
tidying-up the
CD100's bass
performance en
route.
Crystal claims a
wide 107dB SIN
for its CS4303
DAC, afigure
previously matched
at 107.5dB by
Thule, but now
reduced to
103.7dB in this
latest incarnation.
However, this is
still agood 7-8dB
ahead of the 96 to
97dB achieved by
the cheaper
Crystal DAC used
in the Linn and
Quad players.
Additional
requantisation
noise appears to be
the culprit, avast
wave (2) caused
by unavoidable
truncation errors,
shifted away by
Crystal's 5th-order
noise shaping (but
leaking back into)
the audio band
(3), and ridged by
very high
frequency
harmonic
distortion (5).
Rather like
Arcam's Alpha 7
[HFNIRR, Nov
'96], the
substantial peak of
this noise (4) will
cause some
inconsistency in
the sound of the
CD100 with
different
amplifiers.
Otherwise the
excellent 105dB
suppression of
digital images, the
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Fig 9a. Thule CDI00: total jitter spectrum

Fig 9b. Thule CDI00: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

EREat-ENsn T.

Fig 9c. Thule CDIOO: spurious output
associated with ¡kHz tone at - 70dB

fine +0.11-0.5dB
errors in low-level
resolution and low
0.008% midband
distortion at
-30dB, all bode
well for the
CD100's future.
Test results

SUPPLIER
;
ruiro Systems,
PO Boo. 383,
Brentwood,
Essex
t'.1114 4GB
_
Thule CD100

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)
0
0
0.1
Stereo separation (dB) 122
115
85
Frequency response ( d8)-0.1
0 -0.7
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-100 -98 -72
At -30dB
-92 -82
-52
At -60dB
-62 -55
-18
At -80dB
-28 -31 -11
At -90dB (dithered)
-18 -22 + 10
At -100dB (dithered)
-18
At -110dB (dithered) -5
Resolution (
lineally, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
+0.1 -0.2
Error at -90dB
-0.5 -0.4
Error at - 100d6
-0.3
-0.4
Peak output level L/R
2.199/2.198V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
+0.8
Output impedance L/R
101 ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-99
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
105
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+6.3
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
101.2
Without emphasis, OLSB
100.3
Without emphasis, 1LSB
103.7
Total correlated jitter
362ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy
2ppm
Track access (
to track 99)
4s
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£849
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Comparing these
test results with
data already
downloaded and
stored for Pioneer's
PD-S504 proves
interesting if not a
little predictable.
The principal
advantage of
Trichord's
modification is
revealed in the
accuracy of its
clock whose
fundamental error
has been reduced
from typically
+30ppm to less
than 1ppm.
Overall jitter is
reduced in level
from typically
360psec to
309psec for the
Genesis but its
'fingerprint'
remains identical
in type and
distribution with
aseries of PSUinduced (1) and
complex data +
PSUinduced (2)
sidebands
appearing much
as they did in the
PD-S504.
Trichord's
change of
analogue opamp
has prompted no
appreciable
alteration in its
0.004% peak
level distortion and
typical - I.2dB
errors in linearity,
nor its 100dB SIN
ratio, though the
20kHz channel
separation has
improved by
10dB. Otherwise,
we are looking
solely at the effects
of Pioneer's Legato
Link filter
[HFNIRR July
and Oct '921, from
the subtle rise of
SUPPLIER
:h7chmci Research.
73 Church Street,
Malvern,
Worcs
WR 1 -IME
Tel: 01684
573 524
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Fig 10a. Trichord Genesis: total finer spectrum

H

aving already achieved
considerable success, if not
notoriety, by upgrading a
variety of CD players owned by
enthusiasts across the country,
Trichord has taken the next logical
step with the introduction of its own
'Genesis' machine. The origin of this
player is hardly a State Secret, for
where once Pioneer had its PD-S504
badge, Trichord has stuck its goldcoloured Genesis label. Neither is
there any conflict with Pioneer itself,
for the PD- S504 has been replaced
by the PD-S505 in its current range.
Naturally, the wide range of track

TRICHORD
GENESIS

the Pioneer player on which it is
based, the Genesis is still no more
consistent in approach. For
example, Rebecca Pidgeon's
'Friday Night Crowd' sounded
deliciously smooth and articulate,
her voice like liquid velvet flowing
from the speakers even if, as one
panellist pointed out, ' this was
achieved at the expense of both bass
weight and some finer resolution'.
True enough, the Genesis is
somewhat ' mid orientated' in
overall balance, sacrificing the
weight of double bass and thrill of
strings from Handel's ' Concerti
Grossi' for an emphasis of the
colour and structural resonance of
violins and violas alike. This, in
turn, can lead to a lack of contrast
with busy-sounding recordings like
Stanley Clarke's ' Goodbye Pork Pie
Hat' which was populated with

Fig ¡ Ob. Trichord Genesis: spurious output
resulting front 0-22kHz

sweep

at -30dB

Fig 10c. Yamaha CDX-590: spurious output
associated with ¡ kHz tone at - 70dB

(
3)
to the deliberate
merging of stopband
images (4) with the
gently declining treble
(-4d13 at 20kHz) of
the true audioband
ultrasonic noise

Test results

(5). This, more
than any peripheral
modifzcation,
defines the
performance of both
PD-S504 and
Genesis players.
Trichord Genesis

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance fdB)
0
0
0.1
Stereo separation ( dB) 153
129
109
Frequency response ( dB)0
0
4
Distortion ( THE) vs level, dB):
At OdB
-88
-88
-89
At -30dB
-92 -82 -70
At -60dB
-58 -51 -45
At -80dB
-28 -29 -21
At -90dB (dithered) -18 -21 - 10
At -100dB (dithered) -14
At - 110dB (dithered) -5
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
-0.2 -0.2
Error at -90dB
-0.8 -1.2
Error at - 100dB
-06 -1.2
Peak output level L/R
2.448/2.453V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) + 1.8
Output Impedance LIB
1.07 ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-91
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
6.7
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+2.2
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
123.7
Without emphasis, OLSB
123.8
Without emphasis, 1LSB
100.4
Total correlated jitter
309ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy
0.8ppm
Track access ( to track 99)
4s
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£549

access,
program,
repeat and shuffle play
options plus tape edit, peak search
and variable output facilities
remains uncompromised. Pioneer's
Legato Link filter and DAC also
remain incumbent though Trichord
has elected to replace the original
JRC 4613B op-amps for a superior
dual- channel IC from Analog
Devices, biased heavily into Class A
(using a resistive load) and
equipped with its own heatsink.
Principally,
the
PD- S504
'chassis' is upgraded by replacing its
original master clock with a
superior crystal-based oscillator that
includes its own regulated power
supply. Theoretically, this should
eliminate as much clock noise from
the board as possible while
providing a more stable reference
for Pioneer's PD2029A combined
filter and bitstream DAC. A beefier
version still, ' Revelation', features a
twin power supply, a Clock 2
modification (with additional divider
to synchronise the Master Clock
with the player's display clock), a
significantly enhanced analogue
stage and new paint- job will cost
£800 from Trichord Research.

SOUND QUALITY
Considerably more graceful, fluid
and wholeheartedly integrated than

plenty of detail even if, as the panel
ruefully suggested ' the player seems
to be doing little with it'.
And yet, as if to compound its
Jekyll and Hyde persona, the
Genesis ensured that Steve Earle's
'I Feel Alright' album did not have
to fight its way out into the room,
its natural vibrancy carrying the day
and holding our interest with lively
and up-beat performance.

CONCLUSION
Trichord's clock modification has
certainly
tightened
up
the
performance of Pioneer's PDS504, though it's important to
remember
the
underlying
technology
remains
quite
unchanged and, as a result,
Trichord is no less immune its
unpredictable behaviour with
different
CD
software.
Nevertheless,
if
the
welldocumented foibles of Pioneer's
Legato Link have not proved
troublesome within the confines of
your own system in the past, then
the advantages of this particular
Genesis could well be worth the
extra investment.
Sound quality rating awarded by
the blind listening panel was 5/10.
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GROUP CONCLUSION

I

tdoes seem that the more you
can spend, the greater the
variation in sound quality
becomes, as the interpretation and
flair of the designer is given room to
breathe and flourish. This is
particularly true of models like the
Thule CD100 with its extensive use
of balanced circuitry and choice of
costly Crystal bitstream converter,
behind that self-effacing fascia.
Recent revisions have reduced
PSUinduced jitter and tightened of
its bass performance, but Ifeel its
true ' colour' has yet to emerge. One
to watch for the future. As, Imight

The more you

great popularity in the Far East.

can spend, tie
greater the
variation in
sound quality
becomes, as the
interpretation
an d ha i
r ofth e

Linn and Quad, by contrast, have
made glorious use of Crystal's
bitstream converter, an alternative
that continues to win far greater
support in the West. Of the pair,
Quad's implementation shows the
greater sparkle and solidity, though

designer is given both display a delicacy of touch, a
room t
o brea th e
gossamer- like transparency and
and flourish..,

add, are the best efforts of Trichord
Research, in its campaign to wring
the very best performance from
existing CD players by implanting a
low-jitter clock. It could be argued
that the Pioneer PD-S504 was not
the ideal choice as the basis for the
Genesis, as this model is already
substantially clear of jitter and
relies, instead, on its Legato Link
filtering to carve asubjective niche.
Sherwood's TEMA CD- 1proved
alittle less stimulating than it looks
and yet has the ability to resolve
mere morsels of detail routinely
overlooked
elsewhere.
This

fineness of detail that so often
characterises the best applications
of
Crystal's
CS4328.
The
Lilliputian
appearance
and
relatively high price, however, may
place both at a slight disadvantage
in terms of perceived value.
Mission's Cyrus dAD3 is also
compact but its sound possesses a
greater weight and warmth,
charming our listeners with
a performance that is
laid-back
but
also
intriguing, in a crafty sort
of way. The perfect allround
complement
to
Mission's Cyrus system, and
recommended as such. A
similar sentiment was
voiced once the origin of
the dark and fascinating
sound of Arcam's Alpha
8 was revealed to our
panel, for this is another
player that beguiles with an
expressiveness of light and
C1111:111.131.1

beautifully constructed player is
also one of several upmarket models
using Philips' DAC7 Bit Stream
technology, an option that retain-

shade rather than whisking the
listener off his, or her, feet with a
succession of aural fireworks.
By way of technological contrast,
Denon's ' Alpha Processing', as
utilised in the DCD-3000, bears
some comparison with Pioneer's
Legato Link though its operation
will not be prompted by all CD
software. Either way, the very
intimate and involving performance
of the player as a whole certainly
grabbed our attention and should
stand the ' 3000 in great stead when
it becomes available in the UK.
Where great daubs of musical
colour are in demand, then Musical
Fidelity's E601 will surely fit the
bill, enjoying a bass weight that is
'engineered' to sound both
authoritative and yet incorrigibly
warm. Its avalanche of bass
typically succeeds in maintaining a
tremendous sense of anticipation,
almost regardless of musical style.
This was one player, though
clearly coloured in its perspective,
that our panel was keen to
recommend.
The
steadfast
composure of Myryad's MC- 100
elicited similar praise from our
throng of listeners, albeit for
entirely different reasons. In
its
very
neutral,
practice,
transparent and yet slightly cautious
outlook bears closer comparison
with Arcam's Alpha 8 so, between
them, both the MC- 100 and E601
look destined to satisfy the broadest
possible spectrum of tastes.

UNDERSTANDING THE TESTS AND COLOUR PLOTS
TOTAL JITTER SPECTRUM

new 3D plot. Here an audio frequency sweep from 0Hz-22.05kHz

This test probes fluctuations in the

(5) at -30dB reveals continuous changes in performance rather

timing of digital signals, variations

than at one frequency. Distortion harmonics ( 6) may be seen

caused by interference from the

radiating out towards us and the lower the distortion, the less

player's power supply, interference

obvious such harmonics will appear. In addition, sampling or

from adjacent clocks and even

stopband images are seen as whole or partial V-shaped patterns

cross- modulation via the data itself.

(7) centred on multiples of the 44.1kHz sample rate. These are
especially obvious on the example

Ideally the plot would show a
sharp, central peak ( 1) rising from

Total jitter spectrum (example)

here. along with the rippling pattern

as little background noise ( 2) as

caused by the mathematics of the

possible. In practice, we find jitter represented as sidebands

player's digital filter. Ideally such

alongside this central peak. Computer analysis of these yields a

images will be removed altogether,

weighted figure in picoseconds for the accumulated total jitter.

allowing the noise floor to descend,

The very best players show around 100-140psec — any that

undisturbed, into the darker green

show peaks running into the ' red zone' may suffer audible

region of the graph.
Spurious output associated with

consequences. Low- rate jitter ( 3), seen close- in to the main
sufficient quantity, this may influence the stability and focus of

1kHz AT - 70dB, DITHERED
AND UNDITHERED

peak, is often caused by PSU ripple and diode-switching noise. In

I
kHz tone at - 70dB (example)

stereo images. Jitter caused by interaction with the data itself, or

Dither is a low-level noise, used to randomise the predictable

from other repetitive processes within

quantisation errors that cause harmonic distortion. Ideally, these

the player, are represented by more

harmonics lin red. ( 8)) are then traded for a slight increase in

widely-spaced sidebands ( 4) and may

inaudible hiss lin black, (
9)], though some DACs are better at

be linked to muddling or harshness,

this than others. Also, look out for an accumulation of ultrasonic

particularly where the music contains

noise ( 10) above 20kHz. This is a by-product of some bitstream

sustained treble detail.

converters whose noise-shapers are used to re-distribute huge
levels of re-quantisation noise. Traditional multi- bit DACs produce
less of this noise and so may perform more consistently with

SPURIOUS OUTPUT AT -30dB
Distortion and sampling images are

Spurious output resulting from

different amplifiers. Of the ten players reviewed here, those from

most graphically illustrated on this

0-22kHz sweep, -30dB (example)

Thule and Denon provide the most interesting contrast.
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SURREY &

CALL NOW

MIDDLESEX' S
PREMIERE HI-FI

ON 0181

OUTLET

892 7613

SEE IT. HEAR IT. BELIEVE IT

Looking for asystem, or adding to your existing one? Look no further.

MICROMEGA STAGE 4CD £ 599

COPLAND CDA 288 CD £ 1800

AUDIOLAB 8000 SAmp £ 649

COPLAND CSA 14 Amp £ 1100

TDL STUDIO ONE

B&W 804 Speakers £ 1595

Speakers inc. stand £993

AUDIOLAB 8000 ( DM £ 1399
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC £ 899
AUDIOLAB 8000
Mx 2monoblocks £ 1599

TOTAL PAYABLE

TOTAL PAYABLE

AUDIOLAB 8000 Q Preamp £1100
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO
205E Speakers £2200
TOTAL PAYABLE

There aren't many Hi Fi shops like Riverside when it comes to
offering the perfect sound system. Here are only asmall

SERIOUS SOU
KRELL KPS 30i CD £ 5490
KRELL KAV 300i Amp £ 2490
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 Speakers

f3399

selection of the many systems and individual products, we
can recommend or put together for you. Our combined
knowledge is vast and we keep constantly updated as to what
the latest products are.

TOTAL PAYABLE

Visit Riverside Hi Fi and you'll not only get up to the minute

triS/9

products, air conditioned demo rooms and expert advice on
Multi- room Linking, you'll also get friendly, helpful service
from an established family business.
vE
ARCAM•AUDIO ALCHEMY.ALPHASON•ATACAMA.AUDIOLAB.AUDIO INNOVATIONS.
AUDIO QUEST.AUDIO RESEARCH•AURA•B&O•B&W•BEYER•BOSE.CABLETALK•
CASTLE.COPLAND•DENON•JADIS.KEF•KRELL.MARANTZ•MARTIN LOGAN•MERIDIAN.
MICHELL.MICROMEGA•MITSUBISHI.MISSION•MONITOR AUDIO•MUSICAL FIDELITY.
MUSIC WAVE•NAD.NAKAMICHI•NHT•ONKYO•PIONEER.PROJECT•QED.OLM•
QUAD.REL•ROTEL•SENNHEISER.SONUS FABER•SONY.SOUND STYLE.STANDS UNIQUE*
TANNOY•TDL•TRANSPARENT•VAN DEN HUL•WILSON.YAMAHA

FOR VERY RICH EARS!
JADIS JA 80 Amps £ 9912

FINANCE AT 0% INTEREST and low cost finance subject
to status and fulfilment of certain criteria. Part exchange considered.

THETA DATA BASIC II CD £ 2298

We accept all major cards. Personal Overseas Orders welcome at

THETA PRO PRIME DAC £ 1800

competitive quotes on shipping. BFPO enquiries welcome.

AUDIO RESEARCH LS 2B Pre- amp £ 3398
SONUS FABER GUARNERI HOMAGE
Speakers £ 5500
TOTAL PAYABLE

t.Z190x

e

Riverside Hi Fi
422 Richmond Road,
East Twickenham,
Middlesex TW1 2EB
At the foot of Richmond Bridge

Tel: 0181 892 7613
Fax: 0181 892 7749
Opening hours:
Mon- Sat 10am-5.30pm
Thurs till 7pm

AMPLIFIERS
Two British amplifiers, two Japanese
with `UK input', from £200 to £500:
Arcarn Alpha 7, Onix 0A32, Sony TAF448E and Technics SUA600 Mk3
by PETER 1 COMEAU

PLAY
p

prospective buyers wandering
into a hi-fi shop to audition
equipment are likely to spend

more time on choice of speakers
and source components than on the
unit which does all the hard work.
Amplifiers are often chosen more
by reputation, looks and facilities
than by sound quality. But factors
such as speaker- driving ability,
clarity and smoothness of sound,
and an even tempered nature at all
listening levels should not be
overlooked.
Hi-fi means an approach to
realism in sound reproduction; it
does not mean the plummy bass
and screeching treble than invades
much of the equipment in the
budget area.Though we may talk in
terms of bass, midrange and treble,
it is a mistake to consider
performance in these areas
independent of the whole. We are
looking for a window into the
performance — any obvious
character generated by the amplifier
will cloud the picture. So how do
these four measure up?

ARUM ALPHA 7
Arcam's new Alpha range is an
attempt to bring coherence to the

We are looking
for awindow
irto the
performance —
amps. The £250 Alpha 7is now the any obvious
first in the amplifier line-up being a character
refined and tweaked version of the generated by
Alpha 5 circuit on a brand new the amplifier
will cloud the
board layout.
The front panel is sculpted in an picture

product structure, introducing the
possibilities of upgrading through
bi-amping or a move to AV via an
add-on processor and extra power

even more curvy way than before,
and has as its outstanding feature a
large volume knob. Input selection,
tone and balance controls are
smaller ( the input selector could
have been made larger to make
selection easier), and push buttons
cancel the tone controls and switch
a second pair of speakers. In the
usual Arcam fashion the main
speakers are unswitched for
maximum fidelity and inserting
headphones does not mute them.
Internally, there are several
changes to the previous base Alpha
amplifier that realise an ' improved'
Alpha 7. Probably the most obvious
is the removal of the output fuses in
favour of a protection relay. Not
only did the fuses add a resistance

SOUND QUALITY
Refinements to the circuit layout
and component choice have
brought a surprising improvement
to this basic Alpha unit which now
sounds more transparent and
coherent than its forebears. Gone is
the synthetic edge to sibilance, the
boxy bass and the dominance of the
treble output by a forceful
midrange. The treble is now cleanly
integrated with the midrange and
the bass more extended, probably
thanks to reduced coloration in the
midband.
As a result, the Alpha 7 is

to the output stage, but amodicum
of feedback around them was
necessary to control the non-

On its own: the Onix
0A32 costs rather
more than the other
three integrateds in
this four-way group
test, so how did they
compare?
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linearity of resistance with
temperature. The removal of both
feedback and fuses should improve
speaker driving capabilities.
Changes to the output driver
stages and revised thermal sensing
of the output dev:ces have also
improved linearity and reduced
distortion. A new PCB layout pays
better attention to ground paths,
and the chassis is now floated from
the audio ground to avoid the
possibility of earth loops occurring
with grounded chassis source
equipment. Inputs have new EMC
filtering and a different style of
phono sockets (all nickel plated).

enjoyable as soon as you switch it
on, delivers the music in a smooth
but forthright fashion, and bounces
along convincingly, all without
being heavily affected by speaker
choice. The midrange is still
presented in aforward manner, but
not
to
the
detriment
of
transparency both to musical detail
and ambience retrieval. The stereo

51
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Removal of the
fuses from the
output stage has
enabled the Alpha
7to reach its peak
power potential
under test,
delivering afine
12 amps
indicating good
speaker control.
Power delivery is
maintained well
into the range of
speaker loads,
actually
maintaining the
rated I6dBW
with one channel
driven into 4
ohms, so the
Alpha should
remain
unperturbed by
speaker choice.
Distortion results
centre mainly
around the odd
harmonics with
some second
harmonic to help
even the balance,
and this is
probably the
source of the
amplifier's sudden
hardening and
congestion of
sound as it reaches
the clipping point.
Intermodulation
distortion appears
to have been
reduced in this
latest Alpha
incarnation, and
this seemed to be
just about the
only obvious
measured result
of the design
tuning exercise.

A&R Careibridg,.
Denny Industrial
Centre,
Pembroke Avenu,..,
Waterbeach,
Cambridge
C13.5 9PB
Tel: 0122.?
203203

Fig la. Arcam Alpha 7: response at half
power

Fig lb. Arcam Alpha 7: distortion spectrum at
Mil przer

Fig lc. Arcam Alpha 7: intermodulation
distortion, 19kHz'20kHz tones, full power

Test results

Arcam Alpha 7

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 40W ( 1.6d8W.)
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm load (dBW) 16.7 16.9
16.4
Both channels 4ohrns
14.6 14.8
14.4
One charnel, 2.2 ohms
13.6
Instantaneous peak amant (A)
+ 12/-12
Distortion (
dB)
THD, rated power, aux
- 76
Noise (
dB)
Disc ( m-m) ( IHF, CCIR weighted)
- 72
Aux/CD ( IHF, CCIR weighted)
-96
DC output offset L/R (mV)
2.2/0.4
Input overload (
dB)
Disc ( m-m) ( IHF)
36
35
32
Aux/CD ( IHF)
>28
Stereo separation (
dB)
Disc
65
65
60
Aux
69
69
66
Channel balance, disc, lkHz
0.15
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux (dB)
0.2
0.4 0.85
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity/loading
Disc ( m-m)
phono
1.7mV
47k ohms
Aux
phono
135mV
20k ohms
Outputs, preamp (tape)800mV max 100ohms
Dimensions, (
whd)
430x85x330mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£250
'where

°
dew .2.83V,

or 1W/8 ohms

image is very solid in its placement,
shows alarge soundstage with good
depth and height, and places the
performers in a believable acoustic
environment.
Limitations lie in the area of
power output. You will need
efficient speakers of the order of
89dB/Watt if you want to listen at
realistic levels in a large room,
otherwise the Alpha 7 is provoked
into clipping. Though this happens
rarely it is in the midrange that it
becomes obvious, so a full choral
piece will suddenly hit the
amplifier's
limits
as
the
performance reaches acrescendo.
Compared to more powerful
amplifiers the frequency range of
the Arcam is limited at its extremes,
probably deliberately so. Bass
extension is curtailed below 35Hz
so that trouser/skirt flapping air
movements are missing. This does
not affect bass power higher up,
which enables bass guitar to come
on strong, but can reduce the effect
of acoustic ambience in a natural
recording. Neither of these effects
are likely to worry the owner of
smaller speakers with which the

amplifier. We included the Onix in
this group partly to show what
improvements are obtainable when
you spend alittle more, but also as
a reference against which the other
amplifiers could be rated.
In true minimalist style, the
inputs, all of which are conveyed via
high quality gold plated sockets, are
sent straight to the input switch and
volume control, the latter a high
quality Alps type. The output stage
is an all-discrete transistor design
featuring a differential first and
second stage using current mirror
sources. Low overall feedback is
used with the emphasis on local
feedback for good amplifier control
even when driven into clipping.
Complementary bi-polar output
devices are mounted on an
aluminium block which is screwed
to the base of the all- aluminium
case. This acts as the heatsink with
the added benefit that all internal
components should run at a
consistent temperature once the
amplifier has warmed up.
Output is taken direct to the
heavy-duty speaker terminals
without the intervention of fuses or
coils. Yet the output is protected
against overdriving or short circuit
by a current- sensing trip relay

Alpha 7is likely to be partnered.
At the top end the sizzle of
cymbals is marginally dulled, and
strings produce stronger harmonics which cuts off the drive. Power
in their midband than is absolutely supply is built round a generousaccurate. The end result is the sized toroid, bridge rectifier and
forward projection of midrange four 4,7001.IF reservoir capacitors.
which at its worst can make astring
quartet sound slightly reedy and at SOUND QUALITY
its best gives vocalists an impressive You need to leave the Onix
presence.
permanently powered to get the
A phono input is fitted as
best out of it, as aprotracted warmstandard and delivers a high
up period moved the sound
performance, the character of the
character from bright and edgy
amplifier being well fitted to the towards a smoother and highly
requirements of analogue disc transparent result.
replay. Here the midband is only
Once the working temperature
marginally forward in nature, and a has stabilised, the Onix delivers a
mild treble roll- off suits brighter bright and lively output that is often
cartridges well. The solidity of described as ' fast'. The most
sound and secure presentation of notable feature is an extended and
musical detail is apositive point for powerful bass output that is
turntable users.
unbelievably clear and tight for an
Overall it is the coherence of amplifier in this price range. The
behaviour that allots the Arcam
0A32 has a no- holds- barred
high marks, and this leads to afine attitude to percussion, dealing out
musical rendition of all styles of transients with an impressive kick
music. Whilst not the most and holding rhythms together in
dramatic or dynamic amplifier in
superbly cohesive fashion. The low
hi-fi terms, the Alpha 7succeeds by
not trying too hard to impress but
skilfully manages its compromises
to handle musical input and output
in asatisfying way.

ONIX 0A32
Onix products are generally
regarded as good value, audiophile
status units; the entry level 0A32
starts at £ 479, going up to £ 499
with the optional phono stage,
which was fitted to the review

frequency end is clearly the most
impressively detailed of all these
amplifiers, and is able to pick out
guitar, synthesiser and drums with
ease.
Detail is sharply etched onto the
soundstage, which is projected
forward quite strongly-positioning
performers in between and around
the plane of the speakers. So,
though the image size is large, there
is no great impression of depth even
though ambience retrieval is good.
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AMPLIFIERS
Some instruments catch the 0A32
out, violins occasionally attracting a
wiry tone and sibilance sometimes
trapped with a lispy edge. Emma
Johnson's clarinet [Arnold's Op.87
Fantasy, ASV DCA922] shows
more than the usual whistly
emphasis of breathiness with an
occasional intrusion of troubling
sharpness to the reed in its higher
reaches. These are minor foibles,
not enough to spoil the pleasure of
listening, and their extent depends
on
source
and
speaker
configuration.
In contrast the lower midrange
and bass area of the Onix's
repertoire are so free of coloration
that the detail shines through.
Smaller speakers may well sound a
little thin, such is the tightness of
bass and its relative level to the
upper midband, but transducers
capable of making the most of the
delivery of power at low frequencies
will revel in the output of the
0A32.
An optional phono input was
fitted to the review sample,

of terminals simply provides bi-wire
outputs. Input sockets are gold
plated for phono, tuner and CD —
nickel plated for Aux and tape.
Signals are relay selected and cable
fed to a pre- amplifier board. From
here further wiring leads to and
from the volume control, and
eventually the signal is routed to the
output board.
Sony MOSFETs are used as
output devices, fed from a Class A
driver stage, in twin mono layout
with two Elna 10,000µF reservoir
capacitors at the heart of the circuit.
These feature specially selected
high-purity electrodes for improved
quality of sound. Speaker output is
delivered to a back board
containing the switching and
protection relay via heavy copper
multi- strand wiring. The ground
plane has also been wired back to
the input board, following the
signal path, rather than use the
PCB routing.

competitors, if you are prepared to
concentrate on the performance any
disc becomes highly rewarding.
With no preference for musical
style, the 0A32 perhaps merits the
term ' high fidelity' rather more than
the other, lower priced, amplifiers.

SONY TAF-448E
The result of a UK development
project and complete with slim
toroidal transformer, the £ 250
TAF-448E still belongs to the
traditional Japanese large case type
of design, much of its internal space
dominated by output device
heatsinks.
Sony's fascia is minimalist in
concept with just two knobs — one
for input selection and a handily
large volume control. Small
switches provide tape to tape
dubbing and speaker on- off for
headphone listening.
Despite two sets of speaker
outputs there is no second- pair
speaker switching; the multiplicity
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Fig- 2a. Onix 0,432: response at half power

SOUND QUALITY

The sound of this Sony is
available to order with m- m or m-c impressive in all the standard hi-fi
sensitivity. This mirrored the clarity terms. Bass thuds away powerfully,
midrange shows good projection
of the
CD
input, perhaps
and impact and treble shimmers in
exaggerating the tendency to athin
and wiry characteristic with some a precise manner. Unfortunately, it
seems at times that the three areas
compression of complex passages,
but offsetting this with a powerful have little in common, presenting a
disparate character that breaks up
and extended bass.
In terms of musical enjoyment performances into multi- layered
the Onix fares well, its transparency sonic extravaganzas as though a
helping the
listener to an giant active graphic equaliser is at
understanding of how instruments work.
Detail is displayed in much the
are being played and its lack of
coloration providing the only ' hear same fashion, being highlighted as
though it is suddenly spotlit. The
through' performance of the group.
Though it lacks the sheer gutpounding character of some of its

ONIX 0A32

Sony is certainly attention grabbing,
and presents layer after layer of
musical detail so the mix sounds
very busy. Overall balance across
the sonic spectrum is well handled,
and all types of music are presented
with a richness of sonority that is
very satisfying.
That said, the change in
character as instruments cross the
boundaries between bass, mid and
treble is a little disturbing. Piano,
for example, meanders between a
rich warmth in the left hand and a
cold hardness in the right hand. It is
stringed instruments that suffer
most, especially en masse. The
contrast between the heavy-handed
warmth of the cello, the developing
thinness of the viola and the bright
stridency of the violins in Walton's
Sonata for Strings [ EMI CDC 7
54407 2] reduces the cohesiveness
of the piece so that the listener is
struggling to find a relationship
between the themes carried by each.
To be fair, these aspects of the
Sony's character do vary with the
speakers used. An easy-to- drive two

Fig 2b. Onix 0,432: distortion spectrum at
full

power

rc,ponsc
from the Onix is
deliberately
tailored, perhaps
in order to
achieve the clean
and articulate
bass petformance,
but this is mild in
extent giving
-0.5dB limits at
20Hz and
20kHz. Power
delivery into the
range of
impedance is
generous, the
peak current
result being set
by the protection
relay switching.

Distortion at
full power shows
aclassic
progression
downwards from
second harmonic
onwards which
has often been
Fig 2e. Onix 0.432: intermodulation
thought to be
distortion, 19kHz 20kHz tones, fall power
the ideal result
for good
subjective
results. At lower
levels, and into
lower
impedances, the
distortion
Onix 0A32 artefacts default
Test results
Power output
to dominant
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 40W ( 16d8W -)
even harmonics
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
— afine result.
One channel 8onm at (dBW) 16.8 17.2
16.9
Both dialnels 4ohms
14.8 15.5
15.3
On the other
One charnel. 2.2 ohms
15.2
hand, the
Instantaneous peak current {A)
+8/8
Distortion (
dB)
imennodulation
THD, rated power, aux
69
distortion result is
Noise (
dB)
Disc (m-m) ( IHF, CCIR weighted)
68
not so clean, this
Aux/CD (HF. CCIR weighted)
74
DC output offset L/R (mV)
0/0
being the only
Input overload (
dB)
demerit in an
Disc ( m-m) ( IHF)
32
30
26
Aux/CD ( IHF)
>28
otherwise
Stereo separation (
dB)
excellent
Disc
62
62
54
Aux
65
66
61.
performance.
Channel balance, disc, lkHz
0.3
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux (rill
0.1
0.1
0.2
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity/loading
Disc (mm)
phono
2.2mV47k ohms/100pF
Aux
phono 250mV
>8k ohrrs
Outputs, pre-amp (tape)250mV alas
Dimensions, (
Mid)
430x77x330mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£500

(1480 without phono stage)

'where OdBW .2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
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AMPLIFIERS
way speaker, like the Rogers LS I,
lets the 448E respond in a much
cleaner and smoother fashion. An
example of a more ' difficult'
speaker, the B&W DM603, proved
avery poor match for this amplifier.
An m- m phono input is fitted
which echoes the sound of the CD
input, providing impressive layering
and depth in the soundstage and
apparently good clarity of detail.
Voices, however, are marginally
thinner than a reconstruction of
reality requires, and the disparity
between lower and upper midrange
characteristics is continued.
So the Sony is not an ideal
amplifier for the classical listener,
but does have plus points for the
rock and pop market. Here the firm
bass output is satisfyingly solid and
rich, the midrange projection aids
vocal clarity and cymbals shimmer
in fine fashion. The separation
between instruments in the deeply
layered soundstage moves your
attention around constantly, so
carefully blended studio mixes are
thoroughly entertaining. Even
golden oldies, like Steely Dan's Aja
come up sounding fresh and
inspiring with enough rhythmic
drive to get your foot tapping.

TECHNICS SUA600 MK3
The Technics SUA600 Mk3 retails
for £200. Three years ago Technics
shocked the hi-fi world with its first
SUA600 amplifier. Gone was the
traditional bright, thin Japanese
sound. The SUA600 brought back
the warm, full bodied character that
had been the province of British
designs, yet still managed to hold on
to the detailing and clarity that are
the strengths of Far East electronics.
That first A600 traded bass
tightness for warmth, and in strictly
audiophile terms was a little overthe- top in its low frequency
fullness. At the time this suited
partnering speakers which were
typically small and lacking in low
frequency power. Today's budget
speakers, however, tend to pack a
bigger LF punch and what is
needed is control rather than overblown warmth.
Technics answer is, suprisingly
enough, bamboo. 'Take', or sheets
of bamboo pulp fibre, apparently
make one of the best electrolytic
capacitor separators known to the
engineers. Under heavy vibration it
is possible for the aluminium foil
cathode and anode in acapacitor to
act as a condenser microphone.
This tendency is damped by the
bamboo separators, which also
feature improved conductivity, in
conjunction with a vibration
suppressing outer case used on the
power

capacitors
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Mk3.Vibration suppression has
been applied to the volume control
too. Equally microphonic, the
resistance element is now formed
from ultra-fine carbon particles and
fitted with a gold-plated wiper
brush to reduce noise and
distortion, while the outer case is
cast from zinc with PBT damping.
A brass shaft concludes the
precision feel and specification of
this potentiometer.
Also introduced with the SU A600 was Technics' R- Core
transformer, a competitor to the
traditional
British
toroidal
transformer that is equally as
effective at reducing stray magnetic
fields in aneat physical layout. This
is retained in the Mk3 as is the
MOS Class AA output circuitry; a
variation on ' current- dumping'
techniques, using an FET voltage
stage to drive the speakers through
abridge, one leg of which leads to a
bi-polar current drive stage.
Remote control starts with the
SUA700, but the ' 600 is extremely
easy to use thanks to its clear array
of input switches and huge volume
control knob. Tone controls are
provided, plus a defeat switch for
greater fidelity, and two pairs of
speakers are switched from front
panel push buttons.
At the rear nickel plated phono
sockets accept the inputs and two
tape recorders, while sturdy speaker
terminals accept bare wires or 4mm
plugs. A fan bursts briefly into
action during high current output
to aid heatsink cooling, but stops
immediately the sound level drops
so you never hear it in action.

SOUND QUALITY
The overall characteristic of the
SU A600 has, thankfully, changed
little over the years. The bass still
packs a wallop and is very
extended, while the overall fullbodied character is still in evidence.
The
physical
component
improvements, however, have
resulted in equally intriguing sonic
progress. Bass output is now better
controlled, tighter and cleaner,
though it is still over- heavy with
some ported floor standing
speakers,
and
midrange
is
delightfully open and detailed.
There is little evidence that you
are listening to a budget amplifier
when you link the Technics up to a
high performance system. Speaker
driving capability is good, only the
mild lack of control at low
frequencies betraying the limited
current output. Listening levels can
be set fairly high without running
into apparent distortion or clipping.
Detail and transparency are to a
high grade, even exemplary at this

SONY TAF-448E
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Overall distortion
and noise figures
from the Sony
are very,good,
the distortion
graph showing
just second and
third harmonics,
though the latter
is the dominating
influence.
Similarly
intermodulation
distortion is very
low. Power
response is
sensibly tailored
to 0.5dB limits ci
I2Hz and
20kHz, while the
power output is
excellently
maintained into
the range of
impedances.
There is nothing
on paper, then, to
coincide with the
subjective
findings, but bear
in mind that
these are steady
state
measurements
that do not take
account of the
abrupt phase
changes offered
by real speaker
crossovers. The
peak current limit
as measured is
imposed by the
0141Put protection
relay — the well
rated power
supply could
realise more than
this on short term
transients.

SUPPLIER
Sony United
Kingdom Ltd,
The Heights,
Brooklands,
Weybridge
KT13 OXW.
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816 000
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Fig 3a. Sony TAF-448E: response at half
power

1

Fig 3b. Sony TAF-448E: distortion spectrum
at full power

o

Fig 3e. Sony TAF-448E: intermodulation
distortion, 19kHz.120kHz tones, full power

Test results

Sony TAF-448E

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 50W ( 17d8W*)
20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm ioad (dBe 17.6 17.7
17.4
Both channels 4ohms
16.1 16.3
16.1
One chame), 2.2 ohms
15.6
Instantaneous peak current (A)
+ 11/-11
Distortion (
dB)
THD, rated power. aux
88
Noise (
dB)
Disc ( m-m) UHF. CCIR weighted) -92
Aux/CD ( IHF, CCIR weighted) -102
DC output offset L/R ( mV)
0.1/0.1
Input overload (
dB)
Disc (m-m) HF
32
38
29
Aux/CD ( IHF)
26
26
25
Stereo separation (
dB)
Disc
76
82
69
Aux
88
Channel balance, disc, lkHz
0.1
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux (dB)
0.2
0.1 0.78
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity/loading
Disc (mm)
phono
2mV
50k ohms
Aux
phono 150mV
50k ohms
Outputs, pre-amp (tape)150mV max
1k ohms
Dimensions, (
whd)
430x135x365mm
Typical price (
Inc VAT)
f250
*where Od8W =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
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AMPLIFIERS
price, and the performers give every
impression of playing together as a
band, rather than the artificial
separation which often occurs in
budget amplifiers. Stereo images
are precisely defined and accurately
located in an acoustic between and
behind the plane of the speakers,
which helps believability. Given
suitable speakers the soundstage is
large and extensive too.
It is at the frequency extremes
that the budget price of the SU A600 makes itself known. The low
end has already been described as
rich, yet the full bass helps fill out
percussive instruments and is highly
tuneful. In the area of vocal
sibilance, however, the Technics
begins to smear high frequency
information, adding an unnecessary
stridency to voices. Similarly there
is a metallic touch to guitar and a
wiry edge to brass that emphasises
the electronic nature of the
reproduction.
These
effects
are
hardly
noticeable while the music remains
simple in construction, but the
sound hardens as more instruments
are introduced until, as full
orchestra begins a crescendo, the
sound becomes less refined and
harsher. Still, this is ameliorated by
the warmth and fullness lower
down and is not too noticeable
providing you keep listening levels
within reason.
Surprisingly, the phono input
offers a refined view of black discs,
still majoring on a full and
voluptuous warmth but betraying
none of the brighter treble
characteristics of the CD input.
Bass is, as ever, a very dominant
part of the soundscape and this
input almost demands a bright,
crisp cartridge.
Coherence of performance
throughout most of the sonic range
makes the SU -A600 musically
rewarding to listen to, and it is easy
to be caught up in the fervour and
excitement of agreat theme or song
development. With an extremely
high standard of build quality
thrown in, this is a very difficult
amplifier to beat under £200.

GROUP CONCLUSION
While the true audiophile will look
for transparency and a musical
nature
when
auditioning
equipment, the new hi-fi buyer on a
budget may be more attracted by
the character of asystem along the
lines of ` it's got a good tone'!
Accordingly, if a designer wants .to
make a hit in the budget
marketplace, he may be tempted to
make aproduct stand out by giving
it ' character' and tweaking its tonal
characteristics. None of the
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amplifiers here are so free of
character that they do not hinder
the passage of music from source to
loudspeakers, but some manage
better than others.
The Sony TAF-448E puts its UK
design input to good advantage,
managing a high degree of detail
retrieval coupled to tonal qualities
that are initially very impressive.
Extended listening on classical
music, however, quickly shows up
its failings as massed strings become
hard and cold and, despite the
powerful bass output, there is little
natural warmth to the sound.
Speaker driving ability also seems to
be suspect and, while the rated
power output is generous, users
should be careful of the match to
partnering equipment. With easy
drive speakers and a diet of rock
music the Sony can be hugely
enjoyable.
In its third design generation,
Technics' SUA600 has acquired a
small improvement in transparency.
With a reduction in the original's
bass body, though still plenty here
to satisfy those looking for strong
LF output, the ' 600 has come
closer to an ideal neutrality. At the
same time a tendency to stridency
in the upper frequency range has
become more noticeable, not
enough to spoil one's enjoyment of
classical music thank goodness, but
about the only weakness in an
otherwise rewarding and revealing
exhibition of carefully crafted
design. This is athoroughly likeable
amplifier and very competent in its
music making abilities.
By contrast to the wide dynamic
range and bandwidth of the
Japanese designs, the Arcam Alpha
7seems limited and restricted. Give
yourself a moment to adjust to its
mid-forward output, however, and
its
coherence
of behaviour
throughout its output band is
musically exciting. Its colorations
are such that it can occasionally
come unstuck with difficult to
handle discs, but generally this is
the sort of performance that makes
you want to go on listening.
It is hardly surprising, given the
difference in price, that the Onix
shows the way in this group. The
0A32 is clearly in a different class
to the rest, achieving ahear-through
transparency that communicates
the musical message extremely well.
With the 0A32 you can forget
about tonal qualities, forget about
colorations and ignore the fact that
abunch of electronics is amplifying
the signal. You will need to pay
attention to the quality of sources,
and make sure that the speaker
balance makes the most of the
Onix's performance.

TECHNICS SUA600 Mk3

LAB REPORT

is the
tailoring of the
power response
which gives the
SUA600 its
rich character.
This is nicely
judged in the
bass area
(0.5dB down at
9Hz) but the
treble roll-off
starts alittle
early. Normally
such aslight tilt
is of little
consequence, but
here it may
contribute to the
subjective
dulling of the
treble in relation
to the bass.
Distortion at full
power is mainly
the third and
fifth harmonic,
the latter being
dominant. Drop
down in level
and these odd
harmonics
recede, so it is
possible they are
the contributing
factor to the
progressive
hardening of
sound as
musical levels
increase.
Though the
specification
does not promise
high power, the
output is well
maintained into
differing loads;
the high peak
current indicates
good speaker
driving ability.
Perhaps It

SUPPLIER
Technics/
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Fig 4a. Technics SUA600 Mk3: response at
half power

,
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Fig 46. Technics SUA600 Mk3: distortion
spectrum at full power

Fig 4e. Technics SUA600 Mk3: intennafidation
distortion, 19kHz120kHz tones, full power
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Test results

Technics SUA600 Mk3

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 37W (15.7dBW* ,
20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm load (clE(W) 16.6 16.8
16.5
Both channels 4ohms
14.6 14.7
14.6
One channel, 2.2 ohms
14.3
Instantaneous peak curterr. (A)
+12/-12
Distortion (dB)
THD, rated power, aux
-78
Noise (dB)
Disc (m-m) ( IFIF, CCIR weighted)
73
Aux/CD ( IHF, CCIR weighted)
89
DC output offset L/R ( mV)
0.1/0.1
Input overload (dB)
Disc ( m-m) (
IHF)
36
36
32
Aux/CD (
IHF)
> 28
Stereo separation (dB)
Disc
66
68
59
Aux
72
Channel balance, disc, lkHz
0.08
Volume/ balance tracking OdEl -20dB -60dB
Aux (dB)
0.05 0.05 0.15
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity/loading
Disc ( m-m)
phono
2,5mV
47k ohms
Aux
phono 150mV
22k ohms
Outputs, pre-amp (tape)150V max
Dimensions, (
whd)
430x125x318mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£200
*where OdBW =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
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HEADS TART
In search of an outstanding
pair of headphones, we examine
Sennheiser's HD565 Ovation and
HD445 and Grrado's SR225
by

111 n Grado's pricey range of headphones, the SR225 come in at
mid level, £ 200. There's not
much to choose between the various models in terms of their appearance, and they all look quite like the
classic Stax SRX even though the
latter was machined in light alloy
and used the electrostatic principle.
Meanwhile, the £ 140 Sennheiser
HD565 is an inexpensive-looking
headphone, whose large scale and
well-finished surfaces belie its moderate weight (210g). It is an ' open'

MARTIN

COLLOMS

headphone design, while the generous ear pads engage the skull
around the ear, circumaural, and
don't squash your pinnae. So how
do these two fairly costly new
'phones compare?

GRADO SR225
The casings of the SR225s are
moulded in black plastic, the active
mechanism is a full range moving
coil driver much like a small
loudspeaker driver unit. These cans

Using
appropriate
material, the
Grado ' phones
gave an
uncanny
impression
that a
subwoofer was
also operating!

rest on the ear (' supra aural') and

...AND A BUDGET OPTION
I've long used the Sony MDR-V3 as a budget headphone, a light, comfortable and sensitive model
which Ihave favoured for Walkman duty. Looking for a more up to date equivalent from the
Sennheiser range, the importer suggested the HD445 (£40).
A lightweight model, just 125g, these supra-aural headphones are pretty comfortable, the ear
pressure sufficient to stop them falling off too easily. However, less pressure would be preferable for
prolonged sedentary use, and ajudicious reverse bending of the headphone band did the trick for for
me. By the way don't adjust the headband ' length' with the capsules on your ears, the inbulit
ratchet mechanism guarantees adeafening rattle! A detachable 3m cable is supplied which fits both
3.5 and 6.3mm sockets. These cans worked well with a Walkman, having agood 94dB sensitivity,
and they also significantly improve on the sound which is
normally provided with portables, just as
Sennheiser claims. The measured impedance of
this single-foil moving-coil insert was 54 ohms.
When compared with the old Sony MDR-V3
and the more costly HD565 Ovation, Ifelt
that the HD445 didn't do so well. There was
some emphasis and related coloration
evident, just enough to remind me of how
headphones such as the 25 year old HD414
used to sound ( nonetheless good in its day!)
The upper mid had a moderate ' nasal' quality
plus some metallic coloration in the middle of the
treble range. The precise tonal balance depended on

These cans do
significantly
improve on the
sound normally
provided with
portables...

are fairly light at 170g, with agood
range of adjustment, thanks to the
effective two-axis gimbal design.
The cable is quite thick and heavy,
doesn't suffer from self-noise and if
left to hang free, does add
additional weight to that already
worn. A gold plated jack is fitted
(full size 6.3mm type). Use with a
Walkman requires an adapter and
with these headphones' moderate
92dB sensitivity plus lowish 32 ohm
impedance, a powerful Walkman
would be required. For the
enthusiast, consider a good quality
auxiliary headphone amplifier. The
effective cable length is 1.5 metres
so you need to sit pretty close to
your sound source.

SOUND QUALITY
These are open backed phones
which by definition have no
isolation from stray noise and do
emit some audio leakage of their
own. A special foam is used for the
ear pads which Ifound rather itchy.
For long term listening use Iwould
be tempted to stick or sew very light
rings of chamois leather or similarly
light cloth over the contact region.
They weren't felt to be
particularly impressive on
first hearing; but after
further use, the

its exact placement on the ear; just a little adrift and
the accuracy was degraded. Carefully balanced placement
helped to get the best sound and the best stereo.
Deep bass was attenuated but the mid bass was quite good, and
the general midrange was found to be both clean and clear. The treble
was not as sweet as the more costly examples showing some roughness
and smearing of sibilants.
This headphone design was nicely turned out and built with high quality
mouldings, showing excellent finish. Aural comfort rated highly and reliability,
sensitivity and serviceability are all plus points in this sector.
For me it was not the best-sounding phone in its class, but Iknow different ears react
differently, certainly to loudspeakers and even more so to headphones, due to anatomical
variations!
Iwould encourage you to try them our for yourself as taken overall. this Sennheiser model

•

is still a pretty fine example of the species.

.•
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HEADPHONES
SR225 claimed aplace close to the
top of the moving-coil headphone
stack. They provided significantly
deeper bass than the competition;
using appropriate material, they
gave an uncanny impression that a
sub woofer was also operating,
acoustically blending via the open
back of the cans. The bass was
powerful, deep, tuneful and
enjoyable. It proved valuable in
conveying a fine sense of scale to
the replay. A mite distant, the
midrange avoided the over-punchy,
'right in your head' effect of some
of the more raucous headphones, In
fact the very fine recovery of
ambience and offstage imaging gave
asurprisingly spacious sound effect.
Large stereo stages could be easily
imagined. No boxy or nasal
colorations affected the mid which
leads smoothly to the lively, open
treble, sounding clean both on
sibilants and crisper, more complex
percussion, reaching confidently to
the edge of audibility.
Transparency was a key attribute
of the SR225; ahigh end quality for
the recovery of low level detail and
an easy clarity were both in
evidence.
Sounding very good at both low
and high levels, these headphones
are of reference quality both for the
classical virtues of neutral frequency
response and low coloration, as well
as for their clarity and the high
degree of listener involvement
invoked.

CONCLUSION
While the build, finish and comfort
didn't match the equivalents in the
Sennheiser range, the standard was
more than satisfactory. The results
were exceptionally good for sound
quality, with a particularly clean,
extended bass; this is a costly
moving coil headphone, but Ifeel
that it provides a commensurately
standard of music replay and is
firmly recommended.

SENNHEISER HD565 OVATION
Here, Sennheiser's long experience
shows, for example in the excellent
choice of materials including fabrics
for head contact. They can be worn
for long periods with only minor
discomfort. Those old steel braid
leads have long been discarded for
OFC copper of comparable
durability (and yes, the cables are
still easily interchangeable for
service or repair).
A high 155 ohm impedance and
good sensitivity ( 96dB), plus 3.5
and 6.3mm adapted jack facilities
means good versatility and
adaptability for both Walkmans and
back-at-base hi-fi. The cable run is
a useful 3m. The technology
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includes a ` Duofoil' laminated
diaphragm, laser analysed for best
resonance,
energised
by
a
neodymium alloy magnet driving a
light alloy voice- coil winding.
Sennheiser also offers near relatives
to this £ 140 model in the form of
the HD545 (£ 120) and HD535
(£100) [ reveiwed by AG in
HFNIRR, Aug '96]

SOUND QUALITY
I used these phones over
extended periods and Icame
to
respect
their
unexaggerated,
consistent,
evenhanded sound quality
on all classes of
music. The sound
was refined and well
balanced with avery
satisfactory
extension to the
outer reaches of
audibility, both in
the low bass and in
the high treble.
Relaxed, and clearly of
low distortion you would
pay £ 1000 or more for a
speaker system of this quality,
though admittedly the latter would
be capable of serving more than one
listener.
There were no significant
irregularities of response or
coloration; the bass was dry and
tuneful, yet had pace and precision.
Through the midrange the timbre
was natural, cellos were given their
rightful richness while violins were
placed in proper perspective.
Vocals were articulate and not
over present, nasal or
excessively sibilant. Out
into the high treble range
the sound remained
transparent and airy, but
natural; the treble was
not exploited here for
either excess brilliance
or false excitement.
Spatial effects and
low level ambience
were indeed captured
well; this Ovation design
reproduced a very great
deal of the detail of top
class recordings.
Sennheiser was the
pioneer of the ' open'
style of headphone
design and in the
achievement of an
'open' sound quality
from
moving- coil
transducers. Here, the
delightfully unboxy flavour
of these headphones proved
comparable with costly
electrostatic types; the only
significant losses in such a

comparison, and ones which were
held to a very moderate degree,
were in speed and transparency.

CONCLUSION
Irate the Sennheiser Ovation 565
as a a fine headphone. Build and
finish are excellent, as is the up-todate industrial design. Ifound it
compatible with both Walkman and
hi-fi separates; indeed a number of
the more powerful pre- amplifiers
and volume controlled CD players
(such as aKrell KPS20i/l) will drive
them, given asuitable adapter.
Offering a wide, even frequency
response, with very low coloration
and a neutral timbre, these cans
are also good enough for
professional
programme
monitoring.
By speaker standards, the
sound is audiophile quality. I
can
recomMend
them
unhesitatingly for âll aspects of
their design and performance,
and not least on grounds of fine
value for money.
10SUPPLIER
Goldring Products (Grado),
8Greyfriars Road
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 7DX
Tel: 01284 701 101
Sennheiser UK Ltd,
3Century Point,Halifax Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HPI 23SL
Tel: 01494 551550
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"It's tantamount to a miracle"
-Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News

If that sounds like an extravagant claim,
consider the following: You know how
magical the single-ended triode sound can
be. But you have probably always thought
of SETs as quirky, unreliable and expensive.
Perhaps ugly. too.
Not any more. With the Smart 845
Unison Research has redefined the pure
triode single-ended valve amplifier.
Not only do the Smart 845s sound superb,
they are beautifully made, they can drive
almost any loudspeaker you care to name.
they are dependable, user-friendly and.
yes, they are abargain too*.
Now isn't that tantamount to amiracle?

SMART 845

by Unison Research

*Indeed they are. All this hand-crafted glory costs only 0250
or the pair. For full information on the Smart 845 monohlocks
and the full range of superb Unison Research products, plus the
name of your nearest stockist. call:

UKD

23 Richings Way, Iver, SLO 9DA Bucks. England
Tel: 01753-652669

Fax: 01753-654531

loudspeakers
THE PETITE:

'..sounds anything
but petite;
it's stupendous!'

PETITE

Il

THE MYSTI QUE:

W HAT HI
FI

musical floorstanders
that never sound

`..loudspeakers with
a sound that

hurried or tiresome..

positively trounces

they play with heart
and soul..'

the opposition.'

W HAT HI- FI

HI- FIW ORLD

acoustics

tel: 01833 631021

fax: 01833 630022

e-mail: johncarrington@NEAT.octacon.co.uk

http://www.cdtec.co.uk/ext/neatacoustics/
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black box
as having a significance audibly
deleterious
effect
on
music
reproduction 1, 2 .
The
audio
consequences of jitter are downband
interrnodulation products — across
the audio band — even (particularly)
in the low bass. Hence loss of detail,
dissonance, and other effects well
known to sensitive listeners.

NOISINESS: CLOSE TO
UNCERTAINTY

A fresh look
at the art of
highperformance
digital
connections

I

n the early days of digital audio,
experts told us that ` digits were
digits'. The implication was that
digital audio's binary data was highly
robust. If some approximately
square-shaped voltage wiggle arrived,
then perfect audio could be
reconstructed. It is common for
digital conversion devices to have
error counting and recording
facilities, and these have been used
to demonstrate that ordinary CD
pressings or DA tapes played on
ordinary, even low price players, say,
have few (or no) data errors most of
the time. This is the summit of the
fallacious ' bits are bits' argument,
long used by hard objectivists, and
even by respected cocolumnists.

TIME: DIGITAVS UNCERTAIN
UNDERBELLY

References:
1. R Fourré,
jitter & the Digital
Interface,
Stereophile, Oct '93.
2. C Dunn &
M Hascksford, 'Bits
is Bits'. Stereophile,
March '96. Also
93rd AES preprint
3360, Oct '92,
'Is the AES1EBUt
SPDIF interface
flawed ?".
3. N Mnncy,
Noise susceptibility
in analog & digital
signal processing
systems,
J. AES, June 1995.
4. B Duncan,
'Black Box',
April'96.
5. "'env,* UK:
Tel/Fax 0181 330
1555. International:
Fax +46 522 231
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The reality that has been slow to
dawn is that digital audio quality is
highly vulnerable in the ' other'
primary dimension — that of time.
The greatest vulnerability is when
digital audio passes down the wires
between digital devices (for instance
transport
to
DAC).
The
synchronising ' clock' signal that
ideally enables the digital audio signal
to be reconstructed exactly as it
began is embedded within the audio
data stream.
A digital timing uncertainty is
called Jitter. In the past six years, it
has become widely recognised ( at
least by audio's highend community)
as aprincipal cause of ' digital sound
malady'. The amount of jitter needed
to upset signal reconstruction is
minute. The ' Baud' or data rate for
44.1kHz audio is about 5.6MHz. In
other words, each frame ' lasts'
around 178nS, or 0.178 millionths
of asecond. But the edges between
the bits is where the clocking is taken
from, and the operative region of
these is as little as 100th of the data
period, say around 1nS in duration
(a thousandth-millionth of asecond).
This is the baseline period from
which jitter causing deviations of a
little as 1OpS ( ahundredth of one
nanosecond) have been demonstrated
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What is the role of digital gear
connection in all this? First, cables
can pick up ' noise'. Noise ' jiggers'
the critical edges — like trying to
pour wine on a rolling ship. Just
10mV (ahundreth of avolt) of noise
typically causes 500pS of jitter — or
50% timing uncertainty for a 1nS
edge period. The mechanism of noise
pickup is hardly different from that
in analogue links. The SPDIF cables
of ordinary domestic players are
unbalanced and therefore highly
vulnerable when conventionally
wired, particularly in urban areas or
wherever RF levels are high.
Professional AES/EBU connections
are balanced so they should be more
immune — but only if the shield
grounding connections(s) actually
work at RF ! 3 If your system has no
technical RF earth, adding one 4
could reduce jitter. Whether the
cable is balanced ( twisted pair) or
not, the shield should normally be
RF/earth grounded at one end only.
Jitter may also be reduced at little
cost by re-routeing all mains cables
well away from, and orthogonal to,
digital connections. And further, by
using local mains cabling with
shielding against both electrostatic
and magnetic fields. Jenving 5 makes
such a cable . Otherwise, a low
inductance mains cable (
eg Kimber)
is likely to be the most highly
effective — even though it only
shields magnetically.

and CD) cables need to see a 75
ohm impedance all along the line.
This means using true 75 ohm cables
and connectors (this is not 'resistive'
or ' ohmic' but ` characteristic RF'
impedane). Most analogue audio
cables are entirely and direly
unsuited. Kosher cable is something
without a steel core ( madness for
audio), without gold or silver plating
(better solid gold or silver, and then
the coverings must be a benign
plastic, like PTFE aka Teflon), and
ahigh degree of shielding coverage.
High purity copper with tin plating
is ideal, but rare amongst ordinary,
commodity-grade RF cables. Next,
RCA ' phono' connectors are not
rated at 75 ohms, and the mismatch
caused by them is surprisingly
significant. They may be changed to
SMB connectors, which will fit in the
existing holes. Otherwise, 75 ohmrated BNC (or other 75 ohm type)
connectors may be used. Care! 50
ohm BNCs may look identical but
are 100% wrong. For balanced AES
connections, the correct 110 ohm
rated cable and connectors are
required. The loose impedance
tolerance (± 20%) of the AES
specification is unhelpful. For
consistently high sonic quality, with
enough other variables, an impedance
match better than 5% is suggested.
The revised AES3-1992 standard
tightens up the permissible risetime
of inter-cabling, to 14nS.

OPTICAL IS NO ILLUSION

Once jitter is considered, (fibre-)
optical cables are not automatically
superior. Still, 100% ground isolation
and high noise immunity are
intrinsic,
thus
reducing
the
opportunity.
But
the
5MHz
bandwidth of Toshiba's appropriately
named TOS link ( EIAJ optical) is
today seen as grossly inadequate. As
implied earlier, it is today considered
that an ideal audiophilegrade link
GIGAWIDTH REQUIREMENT
should have abandwidth of 50MHz
The path used to transfer digital data or above. Tellingly, the widest
must behave as an immaculate bandwidth version of the AT&T
transmission line. Although the data
glass optical link, which is regarded
stream is nominally at 5MHz, it has by anumber of the high end makers
awavelength of 60 metres and begins
and their purchaser-supporters as
to act as atransmission line at (say)
having better sonics than the best
1/20th of this, namely 3m. A much electronic (alias coaxial) links, is rated
shorter 0.5m length of cable will look at 150MHz.
like a line to the high (> 50MHz)
Good digital sound reproduction
harmonics and critical periods that may, but need not principally,
must be accurately transmitted; at depend on wildly exotic, expensive
250MHz, even conductors of over a cables and connectors. It does
couple of inches begin to act as lines.
depend on stuff that is RF or
In circuits where jitter periods in tens optically matched dead right. Judging
of picoseconds are significant, the any digital device's sonic quality with
fundamental frequencies are ranging anything less good is like evaluating
up to 1OGHz ( 10,000 MHz), into the handling of a Formula 1racing
regions where nothing less than
car after it has been fitted with
fastidious microwave engineering will
random car and truck tyres borrowed
do.
from atyre-fitters' dump.
The unbalanced SPDIF ( RDAT
Ben Duncan

bI

FHE

the sensational HiFi Heritage display, 22
metres of showcase filled with audio
treasures from the past. [There'll be afull
pictorial in next month's Classic Hi-fi
supplement.] Equipment was loaned by
Celestion, Path Premier, Absolute Sounds,
Alan Ainslie of ATC, Naim, Meridian,
readers Chris Clifford and Jim Creed,
Rogers, Beam Echo, Loricraft, Station
Sounds of Italy and even yours truly, in an
attempt at showing (however condensed it
might seem) a reasonable sampling of
some of the hi-fi highlights to appear since
the birth of this magazine. While it packed
'em in, and there were — predictably — a
number of offers to buy the stuff, all it did
for me was reinforce the notion that the UK
hifiloving community desperately needs a
full-scale museum where future generations
can see ( and hear) the history of home
entertainment. Full marks to all those who
supplied equipment for the display, and a
Part one of an epic two part report on
plague of boils to the low-life scum who
nicked Alan's Lowther system.
this year's Hi-Fi show, held at the Ramada hotel
For me, though, if partly for personal
reasons, the live performances by Lori
by KEN KESSLER
Lieberman on Saturday and Sunday ensured
that it would be ashow to remember. A cooperative venture sponsored by Audiophile
International and HFNIRR, it was made
tcrept up on us. OK, so we knew that world and even the odd TV crew.
the 1996 Hi -Fi Show was gonna be
Three special events made the show possible by the assistance of Rogers and
good, but not that good. Imean: more particularly memorable, the first being the especially Harman UK, the latter providing
than 300 brands in over 170 rooms or Awards Dinner at the nearby Hilton Hotel
afull JBL sound system and even the crew
stands? — those are the kind of numbers
[as reported in HFNIRR, Nov ' 96].
to man it. Lori played three sets each day for
you expect of the speciality hotels at aCES
Especially heartwarming was the award for the public, each generously featuring ' Killing
in Las Vegas. To put it into perspective, Greatest Individual Contribution to Hi-fi, Me Softly' — the modern-day standard
the 14th HiFi Show was roughly the same Meridian's Bob Stuart deserving thanks inspired by one of her poems and which she
size as the superb event held by Stereophile
from all of us for helping to ensure
recorded first — plus a selection of songs
magazine in New York, and that's agood
that DVD is aworthy format from her Pope Music CDs. The high point?
enough yardstick for us.
for the future. And there's An emotion- tinged version of Donovan's
Nobody left less than satisfied, and the
no mystery about Rogers
`Catch The Wind', which it is hoped will
satisfaction worked at every level, because
earning the honour of appear on her next CD. And Iwas proud to
HFNIRR did its best to ensure that the
Best Exhibit At the Hi- note that a number of manufacturers, not
show was a worthy marker for our 40th
Fi Show — that just members of the public, returned for her
Anniversary year. Rogers turned up with
McLaren was hard to
shows, proving to this observer at least that
aMcLaren Fi. and parked it in the hotel
top. Next up was some of us are in this business because of the
foyer. The remarkable assembly
music. So successful were the live sets that
exhibiting as UNHIFI showed multiwe're hoping to attract other performers for
national co-operation on a grand
next year's show.
scale; I'm still not too sure about
But hi-fi shows are organised mainly to
the fresh-from- Bosnia chic of
showcase new equipment, and for this the
the military personnel
HiFi Show has risen to the top
carrier they parked out
of the Euro heap. Indeed, so
front.
We
were
vast was the amount of
honoured
to
equipment on display that
welcome
audio
we've had to spread this
celebrities
like
coverage over two issues. So,
Steve Hill ( Straight
without further delay, here's a quasiWire), Lew Johnson
alphabetical run-down of the show's
(Conrad-Johnson),
highlights, as much by room as by brand in
Dan D'Agostino
case you're wondering why Jadis comes
(Krell), Bill Low
before Alchemist, or Yamamura Churchill
(AudioQuest), John
before Pioneer. Or maybe it's how the
Grado
(three
brochures were stuffed into my bag. Or
guesses...), AJ van
how they fell onto my desk. Whatever, in
den Hul, Mitch
no sane order, here's what was gathered
Friedman ( NEW).
under the Ramada's roof...
The
show
also
Live at the HiThe UNHIFI room was an interesting
attracted visitors from
Fi Show: US
collaborative venture and, because it was
singer/songwrit
the Pacific Rim, like top
on the ground floor near Rogers'
er Lori
Hong Kong distributor Winston Ma
McLaren, it was one of the first you might
Lieberman
and Dick Tan from Malaysia,
have entered. It grouped together
members of the press from around the
Alchemist Products, Cadence, Pro-ject

BEST
SHOW

IN TOWN

II
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HI-FI SHOW REPORT
Meracus electronics and LFD cables.
Demonstrated for the first time in the UK
were Yamamura Churchill's Millennium
5000 digital, interconnect and speaker
cables, Millennium 9000 and Quantum
mains cables. Visitors heard Audio Physic's
Caldera 3 box loudspeaker driven by a
complete Meracus system consisting of the
Imago CD transport, the Flagfare DAC,
Pretare preamplifier and apair of Tentare
power amplifiers in bi-amp mode, the
Imago featuring a wild new finish which
looked either like paint being mixed or
Robocop's vomit. Strange tastes, those
Germans. Aanvil Audio also offered for
sale a selection of audiophile CDs and
reissued RCA Living Stereo LPs from ARS
in Germany, and accessories from ART
and Yamamura Churchill including QDampers, CD Mats, Q-Rings, Millennium
Anti-Vibration Bearings, M Tubes, contact
and CD cleaning oils.
Absolute Sounds Ltd generated the
Italian-looking, copper-clad hybrid valve usual queues and filled no less than five
amplifier, the VA1.0 (£ 1650). In a rooms with hot new gear. Audiogram of
separate room, a home cinema demo Italy was launched officially as one of the
company's newest brands, staring with the
consisted of the Henley HCC205-6
surround set-up consisting of the BlackBox
Decoder/ Amplifier/ Subwoofer, centrechannel speaker, stereo front speakers, rear
surround speakers and cabling in one box
for just £799. The Alchemist Pre and two
pairs of The Alchemist Mono single-ended
solid state power amps drove the Cadence
ES Mk II hybrid electrostatics in the main
system.
Aanvil Audio's room featured the
improved Audio Physic Avanti 2
floorstanding loudspeaker together with
the Simba Chip tuning accessory from MD
Pioneer demonstrated high quality DVD audio'
Acoustics. The latter caused quite a stir,
polarising observers so much so that Ihad
people coming up to me either praising or MB1 integrated amplifier, delivering
35W/ch and providing full remote control
damning the recent ' Headroom' Iwrote
featuring Simba. ( Good ol' Malcolm for only £493. It also has an m-m phono
Hawksford has come this close to deleting stage, and slick styling. Offering abit more
me from his e-mail list.) These new power is the MB2 delivers 60W/ch for
products were used in combination with £599. From Audio Research came the
LS15 all-tube, line level, remote control
pre- amp ( derived from the Reference
series) and the VT100 power amp good for
100W/ch. The new LS5 Mk III adds
single- ended inputs to the previously
balanced-only version. Also announced for
the upcoming season are the long-awaited
CA50 all-tube remote control integrated
amplifier and the CD2 CD player.
Copland's first solid-state product is the
CSA8 integrated amplifier for under
£1000, producing 60W/ch. It's clean as
can be, wearing only three rotary controls,
it measures atidy 430x125x375mm (whd).
Matching it is a new CD players, the
CDA277 with HDCD and 20-bit BurrBrown processing. For those who prefer
their Copland kit with tubes, there's the
fully remote-controllable tube/transistor
hybrid integrated amplifier, the CSA28.
(Those predictions were right: after the
Krell and the Bow, high-end integrateds
are this year's thing.) It produces 60W/ch
and sells for only £ 1299.
Jadis, instead of concentrating on costBeautiful cabinetry from Monitor Audio

and Ortofon in a multi-national effort —
Britain, Denmark, India and the Czech
Republic — and it beat the United Nations
gags into the ground. But it was certainly
noticeable. The group gave away a prize
system consisting of an Alchemist Nexus
CD Player, Alchemist Maxim Amplifier,
Pro-ject 1 Turntable and Cadence DS
loudspeakers [ more details of this and
other show prizewinners next month —
Ed]. On display was the entire Alchemist
range of amplifiers, including the brand
new Nexus CD player (£ 579) and the
world launch of the sexy Forseti CD player
(£1549). Also on view was the Forseti
phono stage (£ 649). Ortofon was busy
fielding enquiries concerning the MC7500
and the Rohmann moving-coil cartridges.
Cadence returned from India with an
upgraded and superbly restyled versions of
its hybrid electrostatic loudspeaker, the ES
(£3500), and a smaller sibling, the DS
(£950), plus the prototype of a very
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Rogers dB101s in adazzling array offinishes

no- object wares, unveiled the DPL2, a
sub-£ 1800 line stage, and two new power
amplifiers have been added in the price
category under £ 3500. The DA5 is a
40W/ch all-tube stereo power amplifier,
the DA8 an 80W/ch alternative. Krell
earned an award from HFN1RR for the
KAV300i integrated amplifier and brought
along two of the three Full Power
Balanced power amplifiers, the FBP300
and FPB600 power amps, stereo models
rated at 300W/ch and 600W/ch
respectively. To follow is the entry-level
FPB200 (200W/ch), agreat match for the
stunning KRC3 entry level pre-amp.
Martin Logan showed the revised
version of its smallest speaker, the Aerius I,
with improved crossover, the cosmetics of
the SL3 and a new woofer with better
linearity and greater power handling. Just
announced was another revised model, the
brilliantly-named Re-Quest, with an all-new
woofer with adie cast chassis, an advanced
crossover and a size reduction. Sonus
Faber, represented at the show by none
other than Antonio Faber himself, following
the entry-level Concertino with the slightly
larger Concerto. Selling for £ 1098, it's
finished in the same grade of Italian walnut
as the dearer models, and can be ordered in
Black Piano Finish Lacquer. Due later this
year is the Concerto GP, a floor-standing
derivative. Theta Digital's new model
came in at the lower end of the price wale,
the Chroma (replacing the Cobalt) available
with or without HDCD and selling for
under £ 1000. Wilson Audio showed an
even less expensive speaker than the WITT.
The CUB is atwo-way, floor-stander selling
for under £ 5500, and it's as easy to drive
(94dB for 1W) as the WATT/Puppy.
Absolute Sounds' Home Cinema
interests were demonstrated through a
complete Martin- Logan speaker array,
Dwin Electronics LD2-2 NTSC line
doubler and HD500 dam-grade projector,
the Krell KAV-S full-function, remote controllable pre-amp/processor operating
in full 8- channel AC3 mode, and
KAV500/5 five-channel power amp. Yes,
eight channels including subs. Also on
show for film freaks were Angstrom's 200
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processor and the brand-new 205 AC3
decoder,
California
Audio
Labs/Cinevision's IDP950C data-grade
CRT projection system and Theta's
Casablanca. The latter combines a preamp, home- cinema processor, D/A
converter and video switcher in one box,
fully customisable and probably 100%

just new models: the Alpha 7 integrated
amp, CD player and tuner, Alpha 8
integrated amp, power amp, CD player
and tuner, Alpha 9 integrated amp, power
amp and CD player, and the Alpha AV50
integrated home cinema amp. All featured
cleaner styling, and a wee birdie told me
that the hottest models will probably be
resistant to obsolescence. Absolute Sounds
the Alpha 8P power amp and the AV50,
also announced the launch of the new XL- Alchemist's stunning Forseti CD player
the latter selling for £ 649. The swish new
Series cables from Transparent Audio,
brochure wisely exploits the ranges'
some new tuning devices from Harmonix,
cancelling' 24W, 300B- equipped single`upgradeability', so brand loyalty looks like
equipment supports from GM Accessori ended monoblock, selling for £6250.
one of the trends again returning to the
of Italy, and Siltech's stunning new gold
ALR Akustik announced the ' Take'
forefront of hi-fi shopping habits. ( Read:
cables celebrating the firm's tenth
Series, as in, groan..., 'Take 6', 'Take 7'. It Naim, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Krell, ad
anniversary.
starts with the two-way Take 2and uses the
infinitum...) The company's cable The HFNIRR Accessories Club,
English metal drivers conceived by Ted
spinning protégés, Audioquest, showed
represented by Moth Group, featured the Jordan, who is apartner in ALR. These are
its full range of cables and audiophile CDs,
Test LP announced in the October issue of used in conjunction with 29mm fabric dome with interconnects selling from below £30
HFNIRR, and it was probably enough of a tweeters from Scan- Speak and all of the per pair to above £ 500 and speaker cables
hit to chart ( given the small numbers cabinets use a mix of 19mm and 30mm from under £2per metre to over £400.
needed today to make the Top 30).
MDF panels and 50mm sandwich
Arion
Acoustics/
Kronos
Acoustic Energy arrived with the composition front baffles. The
Distribution/ Pyramid
Reference Series AE1 and AE2 Series II
company's goal? To marry
unveiled areference preloudspeakers,
the
company's
old British
sound
with
amp and a 300B
workhorses
having
undergone
a German engineering.
single
ended
revivification procedure, but pride of place Thank goodness it
integrated
goes to the new flagship, enjoying its world
isn't the other way
amplifier. On
debut. The 8000 AE5 is a floorstanding,
around...
demo was the
seven-driver four-way loudspeaker with a
A
1
t
a
Nemesis 300B
precisionengineered alloy baffle and the Tecnologia
power
kind of woodwork which can pass muster in Audio Applicata
amplifier, the
Germany, Hong Kong or Japan. Also on —
Italians, of
Adonis
show were anew Special Edition version of course — showed
integrated kit
the AE100, the AElOOSE, fine-tuned and
a funky
little
amplifier and a
housed in areal wood veneer cabinet, and
monoblock called
number of other
Acoustic Energy's first centre channel
the Acre. It's good for
models including
speaker, the AE107 (£ 149.95) in the entry20W and it uses one of
the Elektra. And I
level 100 Series.
those 63CC3 Russian
have
a Nemesis
Alema gave pride of place to anew CD military triodes, the one with
playing as Iwrite...
player straight out of a steam-punk novel,
the ' nipples' on top, on an
ARO
Performance
the product of the company's new division,
elongated copper chassis with
Systems amazing- looking
Appealing woodwork in the
the Digital Analogue Company. ( DAC — rosewood side panels. Also in
ATC room
Tryactiv 321S loudspeaker gets
geddit?) The decidedly Meccano-esque the catalogue are the triode my vote as wildest new product
DAC Valve CD Player uses 20-bit Burr- equipped Aether D/A converter with
of the show. A three-way active
Brown DACs, it's HDCD-equipped, and
HDCD (four E83CCs, Crystal and Burr- loudspeaker system as the name suggest,
the transport comes from TEAC. Price is Brown converters), the Avius Line triode with each driver in its own enclosure and
£4250. Also launched was the ' self- Pre- amp and the Halos RIAA Triode with the bass cabinets containing three
phono pre- amp. The Aether, Avius and separate power amplifiers, it consists of
Halos run off the stand-alone Hyalus two balls on top of a cube. Each channel
triode power supply.
comes with amplification totalling
Arcam released acouple of 600W/ch RMS, plus control unit with five
new ranges — not line inputs and a SCART socket. Overall
dimensions? A compact 405x1010x
440mm (whd).
ART Audio, exhibiting with Loricraft,
showed the SES singled ended amplifier with
Vaic VV300B tubes, featuring no overall
feedback or interstage filtering, very low
output impedance and 18W RMS output. A
neat touch is that they can be internally
switched to accept ' normal' 300B type
valves. (Does this make Vaics ` abnormal'?)
ATC Loudspeaker Technology
arrived with a hot-rodded version of the
SCM20 called the SCM20s1. The extra
letters indicate the use of a new ' Super
Linear Magnetic Material' said to reduce
eddy current distortion. Its beneficial effect
on the SCM20, for example, means a
reduction in third- order harmonic
distortion of 10-15dB. ATC speakers
Ready for the off. HFNIRR staff brace themselves to meet the onslaught of the crowds at the opening of the show
could also be heard in the Mana Acoustic
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include single input, balanced and
unbalanced paths, active buffering and
L
phono EQ, all with remote control. Also
Iii 1h51
announced is arevised Desire power amp.
Audiofreaks was another importer
which could have filled ahotel all by itself.
Seen for the first time in the UK was the
limited edition, anniversary-celebrating
Conrad-Johnson ART tube line preamplifier, Premier 15 tube phono preamplifier, the Muse Model Three remote
line pre- amplifier, Resolution D20 d/a
processor and T30 CD transport, and
Golden Tube Audio's SE100 single
ended stereo power amplifier. The
company was consistent in its continued
use of an analogue front end, the Kuzma
Stabi Reference turntable, and the latest
version of the complex Wheaton Triplanar
Branko Bozic of Audiofreaks
IV tonearm, and Clearaudio cartridges,
with Hales speakers (above)
while also announcing the return of VPI to
and pure retro from Marantz
the fold. Audiofreaks added dynamic
(nkhO
loudspeaker systems from Hales Design
Group to the catalogue, with the top
room, where the collected
model ' Concept Five' on demonstration at
crew tried to head-bang a
the show. Cardas Golden Cross
pair of ATC 100s into
interconnect and loudspeaker cables were
submission. And failed.
used throughout, along with Power Wedge
ATD arrived from Italy
line conditioners and Shun Mook Audio
with — get ready for this
resonance tuning devices. Which you had
— a CD player kit! The
to be careful not to walk into or crush
1.0 CD Player features a
DAC-1
and
CDT- 1.)
Also
underfoot.
centre-mounted drive mechanism and a the
Audiomeca showed the new Ambrosia
Crystal 128 times Sigma-Delta converter, demonstrated were Enlightened Audio
while the 1.1 adds a triode tube analogue Designs, digital and home- cinema DAC along with the Mephisto, Kreatura
section designed by no less than Tim de products and the exotic- looking Kora and Damnation CD transports, the Elixir
Paravicini. This has gotta be one of the valve amplification from France. On show DAC and the Kreatura player, plus the
tube- crazy sleepers of ' 97. ATD also were the mean-looking, jet-black 100SB Talisman two- chassis affair. This
showed its high-tech Kevlar/Nomex/Kevlar 80W triode monoblocks and — afirst for handsome machine is available as either a
honeycomb cone woofers and studio the UK — the Eclipse pre- amp. Audio player or a transport, and features an 18Illusion also demonstrated Mirage bit, 8-times DAC in the former mode, a
Ribbon tweeter and the Patacustica Kappa
loudspeakers.
separate power supply, trap-door style top
3loudspeaker.
Audio Note showed the eagerly awaited loading, three-beam laser pickup, remote
The Audio Consultants co-exhibited
(by me, that is) Ankeru single- ended control and a choice of digital outputs.
with the Veto Group, the latter handling
Tube
audiophile products from Greece, power amplifier, which I'm going to review The
alongside anew range of British amplifiers,
in the near future. This product features Extension is the
called Neo. Said to offer remarkable sound the use of paralleled 845 triode output company's tube
quality at affordable prices, the debut line- valves, making it the most powerful single- output stage for
use with either
up includes the NI- K0 integrated amp ended valve amplifier currently available,
(50W/ch) has six inputs including phono, producing amassive and useable 70W per Talisman or the
stepped controls, headphone output and channel. (How does this square with the Ambrosia and it
pre- amp out. The NR1 is a receiver company's ' Low power good — high adds that wondrous
featuring the NI-K0 plus a digital tuner, power evil' stance?) The updated top of valve sound to
and the flagship system consists of the NP- the line AN SE Silver loudspeakers were either. (Do Ismell
shown, and the DIY enthusiast was served another trend here?
9 pre- amp and NM- 90 power amp, the
latter good for 150W/ch, but bridgeable by the company's range of kit amplifiers And who's gonna
into a 300W monoblock. The Veto
and components. New to Audio Note were be the first to A/B it
some in-car products, including — Ikid with a Musical
Group's speakers included the large
transmission- line and smaller ported you not — an Onga-ku for your boot Fidelity XIO-D?)
Audiophile
selling for £50,000 per pair, asingle-ended
bookshelf models from Audio Spectrum,
plus the familiar Analysis full- range monoblock delivering 18W and built onto Club, Wollaton
and
a solid-copper chassis. Less expensive is Audio
ribbons. A world's first appeared in this
room, courtesy of apre-production sample the baby stereo amp good for 12W/ch, Stereophile looked
of the anachrophilically-named Lexon yours for only £ 3500. More sane is the quite cosy in abooth
integrated amp. It wears a Krell-ish oval new M3 pre-amp for use with the Ankoru crammed to the
edges with neat toys
'window' on the fascia and delivers and the Conquests, for amere £450...
Audio Synthesis is absolutely smokin'
and
such.
150W/ch, and will sell for only £999.
Audio Engineering Systems, known this year because of the cult growing up Stereophile's first « 20
for its Little Mead mains conditioner and around the neat little Passion passive pre- bit' piano recording,
amp. The company also brought along the
'Sonata',
Robert
Blue Moon Interconnects, delivered the
DAX-2SE DAC and the Passion 8 (great Silverman playing
goods with the Carlisle hybrid amplifier,
which made me think of the ( US) Civil name) pre- amp with a signal path
War Ironclads — Monitor or Merrimac, I'm containing only pure silver and bulk-foil Naim's Intro and Credo (seen
here) made their UK debut
not sure which. Its chassis consisted of a Vishay resistors. Versions available now
I
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shallow slab topped by a truncated
pyramid; hopefully, photos will bear this
out. Rated at 80W RMS, it incorporates
ECL86s and sports its own volume
control. The Argisle bookshelf speaker and
Yellow Crystal interconnects were also at
the HiFi Show.
Audio Illusion brought back the
Canadian Classe Audio range for the UK
market, which now starts with the CP-35
remote control line-level pre-amp costing
only £995. (Announced by the company
while the show was taking place is the new
CDP-1 single box CD player, combining
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Leading specialists in valve and vinyl replay systems for those who appreciate
music rather than hi-fi, we carry one of the largest selections of valve amplfication
on permanent demonstration.
The demonstration equipment has been carefully selected
on the basis of sound quality but also offers something special
at their respective price levels.
Auditions are carried out by appointment during which
we help you to select the best sound within your budget.
All our systems provide a natural, open sound with a
f.
Art Audio single-ended amplifier with Vaic valves

realistic musical presentation.

Audio Note and Cary 3008 amplifiers —

Gamma Rhythm amplifier and
Era pre amplifier

Art Audio and Trilogy push-pull amplifiers

Analogue Replay Nottingham Analogue Turntables • Paragon Linear
Tracking Arms • Analogue Tracer Cartridges • Blue Oasis Cartridge •
Benz Micro Cartridge • Cartridge Man's Grado
Digital Replay DPA • Holfi • Parasound • Trichord
Graaf 5050 push-pull amplifier

Amplification Anon • Art Audio • Audio Note • Cary Audio Design •
Gamma Acoustics • Graaf • Parasound • The Vamp • Trilogy •
Unison Research
Speakers Aeon Acoustics • Analysis Ribbons • Cary Audio Design •
Gamma Acoustics • Impulse • Opera • Resolution
Accessories Argenta custom silver cables • Petros granite isolating
platforms • Silver Sounds cables • V- Damp Isolating System

0171 38 o 0866
Unison Research Mystery One and Smart 845

fax:0171 383 5028

Demonstrations by appointment only
e.mail:101650,2424@compuserve.com
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works by Franz Liszt, was available at the
booth, along with a selection of current
and back-issues of Stereophile magazine,
Stereophile's Guide To Home Theatre,
Schwann catalogues and Stereophile's
recordings on CD. Audiophile Club was
demonstrating the cool, er, hot little
EarMax all- tube headphone amp with a
battery-powered transformer announced
for £249; it can run off acar cigar lighter
socket or a selection of rechargeable
batteries. Also shown for the first time
were the Top hat tube dampers (see next
month's ' Headroom').
Audiophile International proved itself
to be offering without challenge the UK's
largest selection of 180gm LPs and 24kt
Gold CDs, regular domestic vinyl new
releases and thousands of out-of-print jazz,
rock, folk and classical LPs. Apparently,
they sold a couple of hundred Lori
Lieberman CDs, sales directly attributable
to Lori's performances at the Show.
Audioprism appeared at aUK show, at
long last and through the Power Supply
Corporation Ltd, with the gorgeous
Mantissa Pre-amp and Debut power amp
I've lusted over at many an American
show. Champagne finished and wearing
curves in the right places, the Mantissa
(£1995 standard or £ 3195 in ' silver
signature' form) is all-tube, line level and
built like something you'd find in Asprey's,
while the equally luxurious 50W/ch Debut
(£1995) wears four EL34s with pride.
With luck, I'll get a set for review in ' 97.
Also in the catalogue is the CD Blacklight,
the CD Stoplight and the Iso-Bearing
'damping globes'.
Audusa & Co brought along anumber
of interesting products, including the
gorgeous Quasar turntable from Sound
By Design, LAT International cables,

electronics was on show in the Sound
Image room.
Bib showed a full range of traditional
audio and video care products, including
every type of cleaner you could desire, and
the full range of Napa Valley and CD
Projects storage unit.
Burmester has anew, top-of-the-range
pre- amp, the 808 Mk III. It uses the
company's familiar, easily upgradeable
modular construction, so users can choose
from an array of input modules, up to six,
including three balanced and three
unbalanced, line level, phono m- c
balanced or unbalanced, m-m unbalanced.
The unit offers adjustable input
sensitivity, two independent
main outputs and a
separate power supply.
The 877 Mk II XLR
Sparkling amp line-up from
is aslightly simpler,
CR Developments
balanced version
featuring (right)
providing four
Greenwall horns
inputs. The 911
AVI Ltd had a
Power amp now
slick room with
enjoys Mk II
vivid displays of
status: it's good
the
S200MC
for 190W/ch into
Reference
CD
eight ohms, or
player,
the
550W in bridged
S2000MM
150W
form. Other goodies
monoblock
power
from
Burmester
amplifiers, the Neutron
include the belt- drive
miniature hi-fi loudspeaker,
916
CD
player,
the
the
S2000MP+P
remote
920DA2 ' 36- bit' converter
controlled pre- amplifier, the award(2x18- bit converters), the 948 power
winning S2000MI 100W/ch integrated conditioner, the 956 dual- mono power
amp and the S2000MT FM tuner.
amp ( 120W/ch) and the 959 integrated
Avantgarde Acoustic is responsible for amp. And what's with this fetish for
teaching the British about Germanic horn Porsche numbering?
design. The Uno and Duo spherical horn
Burton Somervell, aname new to me
systems will just about fit into English
and found in the May Audio room, went
homes, provided the raw drivers (finished straight for the high end with atall bipolar
and Sunrise Audio's Electrostatic in primary colours) don't upset 'er indoors.
speaker, demonstrated using LFD
Research Model II Vista and Vision
Designed for use with SETs, the Electronics components. Burton, by the
electrostatic hybrids with a dynamic Avantgardes boast sensitivities in the way, is Paul Burton, known for his designs
woofers. Sumo products on show included
99db.1W and up region. The flagships are for Sequence, while Somervell is Colin
the Ten/M monoblock Class A ` Flex.FET'
good for 106dB...
Somervell Howard, formerly with Archon
power amplifier good for 240W/ch
Beam Echo revealed the long-awaited and Meridian. The Model 1 — £2995 per
(£4200) and the Artemis pre- amplifier SP- 21 valve pre-amplifier, the rumoured pair — uses European-made drivers and
(£1595) with separate power supply and
mate to the DL7-35 power amplifier. The differs from other designs in that the front
on-board DAC, the latter module adding company demonstrated the HFNIRR prize and rear radiation are in-phase to avoid the
only £ 524 to the cost. The Quasar is a system from the 40th anniversary June nulls of other dipole radiators. It's also said
mouthwatering gem of a belt- drive
1996 issue competition: original Quad to make set-up and positioning much
turntable, novel for having its arm board Electrostatic loudspeakers, a Garrard 301
easier.
and bearing mounted two parallel rails for from Loricraft and the best of Beam-Echo
Cabasse, one of France's largest and
easy adjustments. Process start at £ 1780, valve amplification. And, yes, the SP- 21
best established high- end loudspeaker
up to £2585 for the deluxe model.
was worth the wait; it's as deliciously retro- manufacturers, in a bout of atypical
looking as the power internationalism, has chosen The Hi-Fi
amp. The SA- 50 is Show rather than the Paris show for the
Beam-Echo's new stereo world's first presentation of Goelette 300
power amp, using KT88s and Jonque 300 speakers, which are, along
for 50W/ch, and it can be with the Farella 400, the first two-way
mono'ed
for
100W loudspeakers to employ the company's
usage. The company new high-efficiency large bandwidth dome
bravely announced plans
DOM30 and DOM40 mid-tweeters. The
for 1997, including a Jonque 300 is a slim floorstander, the
1950s- look CD player,
Goelette 300 abit shorter but with alarger
cassette deck, tuner and a footprint.
solid-state amp. (Shurely
Cable Talk came to the Show with
shome
mishtake?)
revised versions of the Concert 2 and 4
Boulder's new 2000 loudspeaker cables, a line-up of new AV
UN71111 , rartled zusztor ,;..
ith this rather warlike exhibit (static, fortunately)
series of high end interconnects ( available with SCART,
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THE VALVE AND VINYL SPECIALISTS
YAMAMURA CHURCHILL MILLENNIUM CABLES

HAVE YOU HEARD WHAT THESE CABLES CAN DO WHEN INSTALLED IN A SYSTEM? THE ONLY WAY OF DESCRIBING IT IS THAT THEY REMOVE THE ELECTRONIC ELEMENT THAT IS ALWAYS PRESENT NO MATTER HOW GOOD
A SYSTEM IS. IN FACT IT'S LIKE LISTENING TO NO CABLES AT ALL. THE MILLENNIUM CABLES ARE PROBABLY
THE BIGGEST UPGRADE YOU CAN MAKE, EVEN MORE SO THAN CHANGING A MAJOR COMPONENT LIKE AN
AMPLIFIER. AS ONE OF OUR CUSTOMERS SAID "THEY ARE SIMPLY THE BEST".
Agents for:- APOLLO, AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALOGUE TRACER CARTRIDGES, CROFT, G.A.T.E. AMPLIFICATION,
GRAAF, G T AUDIO CABLES, LEAK TROUGHLINE TUNERS, MATISSE, MONRIO, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE
TURNTABLES, POSSELT LOUDSPEAKERS, UNISON RESEARCH, UKD OPERA AND YAMAMURA CHURCHILL
ACCESSORIES AND CABLES.
PUBLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE "TUBE AMPLIFIERS" £45 inc P&P. "AUDIO AUDIO" £ 14 inc P&P
Ex-demonstration equipment for sale
Monrio:- MC200S £535, MC205 £900, MC25 £535, Cento £835, UKD Opera Loudspeakers:- Prima's (oak) £350, Divina's ( walnut) inc stands
£999, Nottingham Analogue Illusion ( Space Deck in square plinth) + Space arm (
list £ 1150) £900. Croft:- Series 5 ( chrome) £700.
Pre-owned equipment for sale
Marantz 10B tuner ( The finest valve tuner ever made) £ 1750, Quad ESI 63's (4years old) £ 1500, Oracle Mk3/Koetsu arm ( rare) £750
We are experts in the service and repair of valve equipment including vintage and offer abespoke upgrading service using the finest
components available, for those audiophiles who want to get the very best from their equipment.

[
AL

DEMONSTRATION BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Tel/fax: 01895 833099

We are situated on the outskirts of NW London 4minutes from junction 16 of the M25 ( s12/\I40) or 20 minutes by train from Nlarylebone Railway Station.

For those of you that think
that modern life has been
immeasurably improved by
the advent of nuclear power,
soap operas and the ending
of all wars, you should replace
all your records with CD's.

on
6ti

01753-889949
DECEMBER 1996
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Although all of the new models were
optimised for pure music, they're also said
to work well in ahome cinema context.
Chelmer Valve Co and Glass Audio
Tube Engineering Ltd demonstrating their
range of high- end audio amplifiers,
including the TR201A 22W/ch triode
monoblock (£2820) and the PR101A preamplifier with phono stage (£ 875).
Chelmer Valve Company also displayed its
comprehensive range of high grade
replacement audio valves. Hot News:
Chelmer has announced that it will be
reprinting all six of the legendary Babani
Sound Image offered Boulder amps and Alon speakers
Radio Valve Guide Books for only £ 17.70
the set!
•
BNC, RCA or any other connections you
Chesky Records arrived with their
require) and useful SCART/RCA entire catalogue, including the latest
adaptors.
entries, Paquito D'Rivera's Portraits of
Castle Acoustics returned to the HiFi
Cuba, IChing's Of the Marsh and the
Show after an absence of three years with a Moon and Rebecca Pidgeon's New York
host of new models, including the
Girls Club. Brothers Norm and Dave had
inevitable Castle Keep. This is the such agreat time hitting on English babes
company's first A/V speaker, a centre- that they said they'd be back in ' 97!
channel
design
measuring
China
National
Electronics
475x170x280mm ( whd) and styled to Import/Export Hunan Company gave
complement the rest of the range. Fully
Showgoers an eyeful of those rumoured
shielded, it bears two 130mm mid/bass
Chinese valve amps; trying to keep them
drivers
with
injection- moulded
straight is an impossibility. Depending on
diaphragms, flanking a 25mm polyamide which leaflet you examine, they're either
laminate dome tweeter. Apparently, the VAL or Shenzen products, but all are
rest of the AN set-up — the rear-surround fascinating. Among the models crowding
speakers — will constitute the Castle the room were the JF-854 single- ended
Moat! Also shown was the Castle Eden, a power amplifier, the JD-L1 pre-amplifier,
500mm tall two-way system using the; Z- 300B -parallel single-ended power
components similar to the Avon. Prices amplifier, the MP- 211 MK II power
start at £449 per pair for real wood veneers amplifier, the VP- 100, VP- 110, VP- 200
of cherry, walnut, mahogany, three types and VP-300BD integrated amplifiers and
of oak or black, up to £529 for finishing in
much, much more, most of which I
the deluxe veneers of rosewood or yew.
recalled from the Guangzhou show last
Celestion's new, cost-effective Cl
year. The latest model in the batch, one
Centre Channel loudspeaker joined the which Ididn't see on my Chinese sojourn,
Impact series, shown alongside a brand is the 300B PSE, a parallel single-ended
new range of audiophile loudspeakers,
mono design delivering 20W from apair of
dubbed the A series. Three models kicked
300Bs. This company also represented
off the launch, the Al 2way bookshelf Shuguang, so Iguess that's the source for
system (£699-£799 depending on finish),
the valves.
the A2 compact 2 1/2 -way floorstander
The Chord Company arrived with a
(£1199-£1399 depending on finish), and comprehensive range of new wires,
the A3 large floorstander, a 3way system including the delightfully-named Rumour,
costing between £ 1799 and £ 1999, the Myth and Legend. Iwas told, however,
higher prices in each case providing that they drew the line at the Bold Lie, the
rosewood instead of black or cherry.
Codswallop and the Taking The P**s!

THEVintage Audio (,)
MANUFACTURERS OF 111•END HAND WED ALIE MUM,

f

Vintage Audio offers the customer an assortment of complete valve systems with high-class woodwork
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Chord Electronics Ltd, as ever with a
gigantic room and more new products than
you'd care to count, proudly sought to
prove that British is Best. Among the new
family members were the CPA 1800 preamplifier (£ 1730), a minimalist design
which still manages to feature an
illuminated dot-matrix display and a
phono section, the remote- controllable,
six-input CPA2200 pre-amp (£2298), and
the 130W/ch SPM600 (£ 1680) and
100W/ch SPM 400 (£ 1290) power
amplifiers. Among the company's speakers
were the CEL201 (£ 2840-£3447,
depending on finish), described as a ' big
brother' to the unloved BBC LS5/12A,
and asubwoofer system for the latter, the
LF5/12 (£ 3620-£4305 depending on
finish).
CR Developments didn't actually
launch anything, but this low-key company
reminded us of what a classy line-up they
have. At the show were the Kastor pre-

Samsung showed it was serious about audio!

amplifier with balanced and single ended
inputs and outputs, a new version of
Artemis Class A tube amp, the Kalypso,
Romulus and Remus integrated tube
amps, the Romulus, Remus and Amphion
power amps, the Carmenta pre-amp and
the Orpheus CR324 and CR325 solidstate integrated amplifiers. Most fetching
of all? The Artemis monoblocks with those
Russkie 6C33C tubes, good for 35W per
monoblock. Yummy.
Credo Audio, co- exhibiting with
Townshend Audio, had its usual
bewildering array of models covering every
price category. New to me was the
company's SDC001 ' Centre Woofer' for
AV use, plus the handsome LIM702
DeLuxe Integrated Mosfet Amplifier with
either chrome or brushed aluminium
faceplates. Rated at 70W/ch, it features a
minimum number of controls but manages
to incorporate a neat display. Townshend
Audio launched a radical speaker with an
ion tweeter, with frequency response stated
to run to about 1 MHz, with no ozone
emission. Max T was also chuffed with his
3D Seismic Sinks, 3D standing for
movement in three dimensions: left/right,
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ou walk in to the Hi-Fi shop.

Across acrowded showroom, aHi-Fi
system catches your eye, then seduces your ear.
Infatuated, you pay your money.
Unfortunately, you also take your chances.
On the other hand, once the ear is wooed
by the sumptuous sound quality unique to
Arcam, alife-long love affair usually ensues.
Year after year, our dedication to sonic
excellence is rewarded with top industry awards
and, believe us, luck has nothing to do with it.
All of our Hi-Fi is produced at our
Cambridge HQ, where it must pass the most
rigorous set of tests, checks and double checks.
Then, just when another quality Arcam
product thinks it's safe to go into the loving
arms ola new customer, we check it again.
We work hard to produce Hi-Fi separates
of the highest quality, keeping construction
simple and building in long service and
reliability at every stage of production. So, if
you're about to invest in Hi-Fi, invest in an
Arcam. After all, we don't leave anything to
chance.
Should you?

Or invest in an Arcam

ARCAM
Return the coupon below to: Arcam, Pembroke Ave.
Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB, England.
Or telephone: ( 01223) 203203 (24 hours)
e-mail: custsery

rcam.co.uk

Please send me information on: (Please tick)
Arcam amplifiers _I Arcam CD players J

Arcam tuners J

Arcam DACs J

Arcam home cinema J

all Arcam products J

and the name of my nearest authorised dealer.
First Name(s)
Surname
In Australia: Stolmack Audio Pty. Ltd., P.O. Bon 162. I8 Wolseley Road. Lindlield, N.S.W., 2070. Tel: ( 2) 9416 4799.

Address

In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources, P.C. Box 286. Station P, Toronto, Ontario, MSS 2S8. Tel: ( 416) 596 7657.
In New Zealand: Avalon Audio, 587' Mount Eden Rd.. Mount Eden, Auckland. Tel: ( 649) 638 9000.
In South Africa: Hi -Fi Specialis., Durban Road 155, Renville. 7530. Tel: ( 21) 946 1441.

Postcode
Invest

In USA: Audiophile Systems Ltd, 0700 Castle Pak Drive. Indianapolis. IN 46256. Tel ( 317) 841 4107.
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forwards/backwards, up/down. Something
of a bargain is the 3D Seismic Sink fiveshelf equipment rack (£990), equal to five
Seismic Sinks for the price of two. Also in
use was the revised Rock Mk Ma turntable
with Excalibur tonearm and Oasis
cartridge, and Goertz Interconnects and
Flat Foil Crossover Inductors.
DBS Audio/Audiomatica SRL
provided demonstrations of Sofia, the
computerised valve tester and curve tracer,
with QC and automatic tube matching
programme's, and Clio, the professional
computer- based
electro -acoustics,
measurement system with latest two channel software and Clio QC for
production- line speaker testing. Also
unveiled was the prototype of a
forthcoming HFNIRR kit design by Dave
Berriman.
Densen
Audio
Technologies
introduced its first CD player, the Beat B400, part of the series of affordable
models, including the killer integrated of
the same name. The D/A conversion is
done using a completely new surfacemount converter, and the Beat B-400
(£850) contains an extremely efficient
clock bus to minimise jitter and uses the
analogue stage is based on the circuitry
from Densen's top of the line pre-amp, the
DM- 20. Amusingly, it also employs the
DeMagic demagnetising process every time
the drawer is opened. ( Densen also
revealed that it has its own homepage on
the
following
internet
address,
www.densen.dk, where you can read one
of my articles, reproduced without
permission!)
DPA Digital launched the 500s preamp/power amp combination. The 500s
Reference pre-amplifier (£2000) is remotecontrollable and employs unique
architecture
that
eliminates
the
conventional volume control. The 500s
Reference
Standard
Power
Amplifier
( £ 300 )
features
something
called
Cubed
Class A,
said
to
work by
having a
very highspeed
output
stage
generating
the voltage
followed
by
two

Stunning new
look for the
Cadence
electrostatic
hybrid
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Audio Research launched the LS1.5 pre-amp

cascaded current amplifiers. Reduced
output impedance and increased linearity
are the result, while a very serious 500W
RMS into 4 ohms is the spec you wanted
to read. Also launched at the show was the
Enlightenment pre-/ power, the 100W
replacement for the 200s pre-/power, and
the Enlightenment pre-amp, which, like
the 500s, can be made phono -ready
through aslot-in card.
EAR/Yoshino, which features the
designs from Tim de Paravicini (including
the award- winning 859 amplifier),
launched the EAR 861. Delivering
32W/ch, this stereo amplifier is best
regarded as abigger version of the 859. No
overall feedback is used, it's said to be flat
from 20-20kHz and it uses Tim's
Enhanced Triode Mode push-pull
topology. The styling will find favour with
those who covet the 859.
Electrocompaniet had a couple of
brand-new items alongside the full range of
existing products. Receiving its debut at
the show was a new entry, remote
controlled line level pre-amplifier, the EC
4 1/2. It's housed in a low-profile, 19in
case and it's truly minimalist, though it
enables you to mix single- ended and
balanced sources — just one of each.
Introduced at the same time was the AW
60 FTT, a60W/ch stereo power amplifier,
stable down to 0.5 ohms!
Esoteric Audio USA showed asystem
featuring — naturally — interconnect and
speaker cables from Esoteric Audio USA.
Audiophile
products,
power
line
conditioning and power cords from TIFF
Electronics, speakers from Audio
Artistry, electronics from Jeff Rowland
Design Group, digital playback system
from Mark Levinson and vibration control
from Signal Guard. The Audio Artistry
Dvorak and Vivaldi are the very same
Sigfried Linkwitz-designed floorstanders
which have been wowing people at shows
around the world, and UK observers were
more than willing to concur.
Etalon, arange of high end equipment
from Hungary, is now available in the UK
through Triform (
UK) Ltd. The range,
parts of which I'd seen at the Budapest
shows, includes the Preampli B line level
pre- amp (£ 1470), the Ampli B Class A
Power Amp (£3960), aClass-A integrated
model for £ 1880 and four loudspeakers.
Exposure Electronics helped us
celebrate the best-ever HiFi Show with
the world launch of the company's CD

player, a 16-bit machine using a
Philips
CD12
mechanism. Price is
£1050. Also unveiled
at the Ramada were
the Exposure 25 linelevel,
remotecontrolled integrated
amp (£ 999),
the
Exposure 21 remote controlled line-level pre-amp (£ 1049) and
the Exposure 13 phono pre-amp (£749),
dual-regulated and offering m-m and m-c
settings.
Gamma Acoustics, true to form, had
enough models on display to confuse even
an accountant. The litany of tubewares
included the Rhythm 211 18W/ch singleended integrated amp (£ 2499), the Aeon
211- equipped 20W single- ended mono
amp (£4999), the Space REF 300B 18W
single-ended amp (£ 5999) and the entry
level Gemini 12W/ch single-ended linelevel integrated amp (,C699). Gamma's
loudspeaker line includes the Epoch REF
Five loudspeakers (( 2999) and the Epoch
$1499.
GLL Ltd, or Goodmans in a previous
life, focused on the Imagio and Arena
series for the Hi -Fi Show. Arena, the
aptly-named home cinema line, includes
the AV and HF two-way systems, the SW
subwoofer and the new Arena Centre
Channel, while the ,Imagio line has gained
aCentre Channel speaker as well.
Graafs first visit to the Hi Fi Show
featured the GM13.5B fully-balanced allvalve line level pre- amp, the Graaf GM
100 and GM200 OTL power amps and
the cost-effective GFtAAFiti WFB TWO
pre- amp and 5050 power amp. But the
real treat was the world launch of the
company's first-ever integrated amp, the
Venticinque. This gorgeous unit wears its
valves proudly, viewed through a window
at the top of the fascia. The name is Italian
for ' 25', which is how many watts it
delivers per channel. Expect aprice around
the £2000 mark. It was played through
Diapason Adamante loudspeakers, also
enjoying their first British airing. As we've
come to expect of Italian loudspeakers, the
Diapasons are simply beautiful, featuring
glorious real-wood cabinetry and exquisite
styling.
Grado exhibited its full range of valuefor-money headphones, but the hot news
was a new line of cartridges, using the
company's Optimized Transmission Line
stylus/cantilever assembly and fluxbridger
generator system. Two series were on
show, the Prestige range and the woodenbodied Reference models, and John Grado
made the trip over from New York,
looking just as happy as if he were on his
own turf.
Harbeth Acoustics tenth anniversarycommemorating HLS8 tower is a smart
two-way floorstanding model fitted with a
200mm woofer and an aluminium dome
tweeter, ahandsome beast indeed, but it
was overshadowed for this LS3/5A casualty
by the announcement of the HL-Xtender
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AcousticArts

FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

The new baby Concertino from Sonu Faber
has all the Italian style and knowhow of its
bigger brothers with fabulous Sones Faber
sound at arniniprice of £598

The Chord Company, 30a Sarum Business Park, Portway, Salisbury,
Wiltshire SP4 6EA. Tel: 01722 331674 Fax: 01722 411388

'Lites too short to be boring, try some Darish Gold from Densen"
reviewed Hi Fi News July '96
Krell integrated amplifier
KAV300i - this unit combines
remote control, together with
:he build standard and sonic
cualities so long admired in
Krell products.
An amazing peice of equiprent for less than £2500.00.

The Rohmann cartridge has been developed by
Ortolan to celebrate the memory of the late chairman
of the company . It has been designed to bring much of
the excellence of the MC7500 to awider audience. It is
aserious product commemorating aserious man, so
you will find none of the irreverent puns in this advert
that have become prevalent with our ads.

CALL US FOR ACHAT OR TO ARRANGE ADEMONSTRATION AND DISCOVER
WHY SO MANY PEOPLE CONTINUE TO TRAVEL SO FAR TO BENEFIT FROM
OUR LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE CAPE AND FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS ON SELECTED LINES
4demonstration rooms
Mail order - anything, anywhere. Home Theatre
MONTHLY LIST OF SECOND HAND ITEMS ALWAYS AVAILABLE

CHRISTMAS SALE
COMMENCES FRIDAY 27TH DECEMBER
FROM AUDIOLAB TO WILSON AUDIO. ALL OUR USUAL FANTASTIC
CLEARANCE BARGAINS - PLUS 10% OFF SELECTED ITEMS!!
COMPLETE SALE LIST AVAILABLE FROM 1ST DECEMBER.
PHONE OR FAX FOR A FREE COPY.
Agencies include:
APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIOGRAM, BM, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, CHORD, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN. JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL,
LUMLEY, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, P.S. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK, SOWS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO

So don t • • •• about - go out and buy one

We stock awide range of accessories, cables. header ones and equipment supports from
AUDIO-TECHNICA. APOLLO. GRADO. HARMONIC IXOS, ORTCFON. EENNHEISER. SOUND STYLE, TARGET.
TRANSPARENT AUDIO Fl AIL ITT SILTECH OED »ID MANY OTHERS

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Wattord WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm TuesSat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT
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an LS3/5A (or HLP3) subwoofer! The
speaker sits on top of the HL-Xtender on
spikes, as the subwoofer's vent is mounted
on the top, firing through a shaped
acoustic lens. It crosses over at 150Hz, has
a screened magnet for near- to- TV
positioning and it costs below £ 500 per
pair. This one's gonna rattle afew cages...
Harman UK went wa-a-ay over the top
with REL, using so many of the latter's
subwoofers in its surround-sound demo
that Istopped counting. REL launched
two significant models, the Q-50 — 12in
woofer, 50W amp — replacing the awardwinning Q- Bass and providing greater
power output and deeper, bettercontrolled bass. The Q-100 features a
front-firing 12in drive unit, a 100W amp
and rear- mounted system controls. To
provide full range on all five main channels
in the Lexicon-driven demo, five Q- 100s
worked with the REL Studio II for the
dedicated 0.1 sub effects channel.
Lexicon's new DC1 AC- 3 controller,
Lexicon Amps and 500t touch screen
remote controller completed the set-up,
with JBLs used for main speakers.
Heart is the name of a range of valve
amplifiers from Holland, made by Rik
Stoet High End Audio By. The Control
pre- amplifier (£ 1295) provides remote
control for source select and playback level
and it's designed to work with any of the
four single-ended triode amplifiers in the
range, all of which use 300Bs and are
named with a arterial theme. It starts with
the Rhythm 9W/ch stereo amp (£ 1395),
followed by the Beat 10W monoblock
(£2195) (which begs the question — have
they never heard of Densen?), then the
Double- Beat parallel single- ended 16W
monoblocks (£3350), and finally the Attack
201W parallel single- ended monoblocks
(£4885). Hope they never name anything
the llrook', the 'Ache' or the ' Burn'.
Heybrook's line-up of electronics
looked even better than before, the range
now comprising of the Stereo Control
Amplifier ( six line inputs, three main
outputs), the Stereo Power Amplifier

Dramatic display by Electrocompaniet
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delivering 120W/ch and the Signature CD
player, a chunky beauty with a CEC
transport and hybrid 1-bit/18-bit BurrBrown processing. The home cinema
speaker range now consists of the Tempest
main, centre, surround and subwoofer
models; Ididn't have the heart to tell them
that ESS used that name 25 years ago.
Looking good is the Heylios, aclassy twoway designed for stand- mounting. Its
driver complement consists of a 180mm
damped pulp- cone woofer and a 25mm
soft-dome tweeter, in a cabinet with rearfiring ports. The finish is genuine
rosewood on 16mm MDF panels.
Hynes
Acoustic
showed
some
handsome new products, including the
Vinyl 1 and Line 1 pre- amplifiers —
`

of a button. Just in case you can't afford
the Mirage room equaliser? Also new is the
Fuego speaker (£2795), named, for some
reason, after acrappy Renault.
Jamo, possibly Europe's largest
loudspeaker manufacturer, added araft of
new models to a couple of catalogues
which already run to nearly 50 pages. The
Jamo 8 Series consists of the Centre 18,
Jamo 28, Jamo 38, Jamo 68, Jamo 98 and
Jamo 128 available in black or mahogany.
But it was the ' audiophile' Concert range
which was the subject of amajor launch. It
features the Concert 8 (£ 1300), the
Concert 11 (£ 2000) and the Concert
Centre (£500), available in cherrywood or
Swietenia
mahogany
finish.
The
construction would warm the heart of an
engineer and the styling is nearly Italian. A
newly designed dome tweeter with Sonotex
diaphragm crowns the 8 and the 11, and
both use awoofer with adistinctive, bulletshaped solid copper phase plug. The floorstanding 11 also contains asecond woofer.
JM Lab/Focal filled a room with the
glorious sound of their gigantic Grande
Utopia, a flagship model costing roughly
the same as a well-equipped Mercedes,
driven by Jeff Rowland Model 9 amps and
pre-amps and aWadia 21 CD player. Also
in the room but overshadowed by the
magnificent Grand Utopia were the Daline
Townshend continued to wave the flag for analogue
G.1 and the Micron Carat.
JPW's entire range was on display not a
respectively phono and line-only — and the million millimetres from the HFNIRR
M100 Mosfet power amplifier. Founder Booth. It now features a full range of inPaul Hynes has 20 years experience in wall (custom install) models and shielded
precision audio electronic design, and four AN models, including five different centreyear of intensive research and development channel systems from £ 35 up to £ 129.
went into the preparation of the launch Launched at the show were the new
products. Close-lipped about specifics is
Millennium and Signature Series. The new
Hynes, so we'll have to wait until review Millennium line-up includes nine new
samples reach our grubby little mitts.
products ranging from the small bookshelf
Impulse presented the latest spec
ML210 at £ 79.99 to the four-way
Ta'us, Lali, Kora models, with the Maya floorstanding ML1010 at £ 399.99.
2.5 representing a whole new series. It
Signature is represented by two products,
features a ' unique active labyrinth', asolid the 2-way bookshelf SS551 (£ 199.99) and
wood baffle and fully-veneered cabinet, the 3-way SS553 (£ 399.99).
and 86dB sensitivity. Price will be just
KLH is a world- famous loudspeaker
under the £ 1000 mark. Holfi's range is
name which made its re-appearance at The
growing as if on steroids. New models
HiFi Show this year, with none other than
included the Xara CD player (£990), and
BFA-mainman Gordon Provan on board.
the Audis (£ 750) and Integra amps
KLH Audio Systems virtually kick-started
(£1200). The Xara uses a Philips
the affordable hi-fi scene in the USA
CDM12.1 transport and a 16- bit, x4 through the 1960s and 1970s and has
oversampling chipset, the Audis is a returned with a range of audio, home
35W/ch line level integrated, and the
cinema and multi- media products of
Integra a 45W/ch unit with phono. Note
British design. Particularly captivating are
that Holfi products are designed for those the little pod- like modules called
with athing about wood. Lots of it.
Soundbites which the company has created
Isophon's Coronado is adigital filtering for use with personal hi-fis, computers and
system which eliminates delays between the like, complete with a dinky subwoofer
drive units and ensures that all signals
called the Bassbite and a tiny integrated
reach the listener's ears at the same time,
15W/ch amplifier — the Powerbite —
free of coloration. It has adigital input and that's so cute you'll want to name it.
a digital output, as well as five analogue
Beyond any doubt, KLH had the most
inputs and one analogue output; it fits into
`fun' product at the show.
a system in between source and pre-amp.
But will they develop abig power amp
On-board processing includes an 18-bit called the Overbite?
A/D converter and a 20-bit Burr- Brown
NEXT MONTH:
DAC. Seven programs concerning room
brands L - Z, prizewinners,
acoustics are adapted to suit the listener's
room, and they're accessible at the touch accessories and software...

TONEARMS & moving
coil cartridges
FOR THE

E

To hear the dynamics and explosive power of
Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture, your HiFi system conies
from Audiofreaks.
For your final choice of analogue front end
components we have selected afew of the very best.
The unsurpassed WHEATON TriPlanar IV toneann,
BENZ-MICRO and CLEARAUDIO state -of-the -art
moving-coil cartridges and the latest wonder EXPRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES SU-1step -up
transformer with matching 1C-1 interconnect cable.
Also available - ARCICI dedicated QUAD and MartinLogan speaker stands.
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AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 7QT.
Tel: 0181. 948 4153 Fax: 0181. 948 4250.

FROM AUDIO
RESEARCH CORP ...
Good advice and the best equipment — get
it together at The Listening Rooms. We are the
London specialists for systems' building. Our
3; years of combined experience let us get the
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)
1 • II( ENERGY
AN(

AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOLAB e AURA

details right—down to the last plug and cable.
Our two fully equipped listening rooms
give you the chance to relax and listen to some
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We offer
home installation, full export and credit
fa.cilities and can design and install quality
multi-room and home cinema surround systems.
In keeping with our policy of constant
evaluation and testing of new products, we
have singled out this remarkable combination
that we would urge you to listen to.
At Listening Rooms, we know how to help
you choose exactly the right system equipment
— whatever your budget. Because we only stock
the best — you only get the best.

listenin

‘W'rooin

I
ROM

+ARC:AM

B&W
BOSE e CELESTION
COPIAND
CYRUS
DENON e Ems e REF
KRELL

ITXICON

LINN e M ARANTZ

•

M ARTIN I.OGAN
M ERIDIAN e M ICHELL
MI CROMEGA
M KSION
M ONITOR AUDIO

uxliortsearth

NAKAMICI II
NEAT PE [ IFE
PINK TRIANGIT
PIONEER e Q UAD
REL
RoGERs

SME

SONUS FABER e STAN
TRICHORD RESEARITI
TANNOY e THETA
W ILSON AUDIO
YAMAHA

161 ()Id Brompton Road London SW5OU .Tel 0171-244 7750/59 Fax 0171-370 0192
Monday-Saturday Ittatn-bpin. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Huai

• Audio research LS7 line stage preamplifier and VT60 power amp.
New pure valve designs for £4,300 the pair!
This is true high end performance with asensible price tag,
and enough power to drive all but the most inefficient speakers.
Phone soon to book your demonstration.

sidelines

B

ack in April, areader's letter
(page 107) challenged the
validity of stereo, asserting
that as music is not conceived in the
composer's mind spatially the
placings
of
instruments
are
irrelevant, while stereo, it was said,
simply adds to the distorting effect
which concert halls or studios have
on the sound. It was also suggested
that such ' distortions' can be
avoided or reduced by the use of
properly balanced mono signals, and
that stereo is ' alargely unnecessary
complication having little to do with
true high fidelity'. Arguments of this
sort were commonplace in the early
days of stereo, rather as if the object
of hi-fi should be to short-circuit the
untidy world of musicians occupying
real spaces, and concentrate instead
on presenting pure music ( albeit
with variegated instrumental tonecolours) via the then familiar single
channel.
Having long been an advocate of
the opposite view, believing that a
sense of space and separation aids
musical appreciation, and knowing
that this is now generally agreed, I
quite expected that HFNIRR's
stalwart readers would challenge that
voice from the past in the ' Views'
pages. Yet the only reaction has
been one in support from another
monophile, Bruce Nilson ( Sept,
page 113), who argued the singlechannel case with even greater
vehemence, managing in the process
to drag me into the debate. This
was on the grounds that because in
May I'd discussed some two-channel
shortcomings, it was illogical not to
go the whole hog and conclude that
stereo is actually inferior to mono
— or, as he put it, is ' asham from
beginning to end'.
Well now, Irather suspect that
Mr Nilson was pulling everyone's
leg. But in case he wasn't, I'd like
to point out that it doesn't follow
that because aprocess or artefact is
imperfect, or makes use of a
psychological oddity which has no
separate function in real life, it
should be condemned out of hand.
If afacility offered no clear advance
on its predecessor despite being
posited on such an advance, then
logic would dictate its abandonment.
But the oddity involved in this case
(amplitude differentials between two
otherwise identical spaced sounds
creating perceptions of images
arrayed between the acoustical
sources) works well enough for most
people to make the reproduction of
music more pleasant and seemingly
more realistic than when heard via
asingle channel. Ergo: adopt it.
A minority of listeners, it's true,
cannot perceive viable stereo images,
which may account for those
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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maverick voices crying in the mono
wilderness, rather as some people
with eye problems find colour
reproduction unconvincing. The
analogy is interesting, as stereo's
employment of two sound sources
vis-à-vis our two ears is paralleled
in photography, printing and video
by use of just three colours, because
that's what our eyes employ for
purposes of chromatic coding
despite an infinite range of hues in
the real world. When everything is
just right, apicture can be simulated
very
convincingly
by
using
reductionist tricolour dots. But the
phrase ' just right' is crucial, as in
most practical viewing situations the
conditions are far from optimum.
Thus in the absence of accurately
balanced ambient lighting (avisual
equivalent of the stereo seat) it is
necessary to use six or more basic
colours
to
guarantee
exact
correspondence between apainting
and a full-sized print. Yet most
people seem untroubled by tricolour's departures from perfection,
and don't return in frustration to
black- and- white photography or
confine themselves to art books with
monochrome reproductions.
Similarly,
music- lovers
are
generally content with what purists
might regard as severe distortions of
the
stereo
soundstage.
They
certainly feel no urge to resort to a
stifling mono stranglehold in order
to escape them, while for fastidious
loners there's always that optimal
isoscelean seat. Likewise, the fact
that a relatively long visual timeconstant enables frame and line
sequencing to deceive the eyes into
seeing moving pictures has produced
no noticeable revolt against film and
television. Here, as with two-channel
sound and tri colour vision, clever
compromise is the order of the day.
Imperfect, to be sure, but hardly
deserving summary dismissal.
The shifting and broadening stereo
images believed by Mr Nilson to
support such a dismissal could
perhaps be dispelled for practical
purposes by adoption of the late
Michael Gerzon's stablizing centrechannel scheme (see ' Sidelines' June
1994). Now known commercially as
Trifield', this deserves to be given a
proper hearing before hi-fi/stereo
considerations
are
finally
overwhelmed by Home Theatre. At
least it doesn't require any extra
recording capacity, functioning as it
does by processing ordinary twochannel stereo signals — whose
limitations, Irepeat, argue no case
for monophonic atavism.
John Crabbe
'At present, Meridian's 565 ¡)SI' surround
sound decoder is Me only commercially available
unit to uffer this facility.

compact disc service
Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone ( 01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD Figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each • MID PRICE: £7.75 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Rock/pop - Pet Shop Boys £ 12.95; Imperial Teen £9.95
Kollektions: Sex, America... £25.75; Royal Memphis Soul
£41.45; Dean Martin Capitol Years £ 14.95
Jazz - Ama Jazz £9.95; Barney Kessel £6.99;
David Murray-James Newton Quintet £ 14.25
Jazz Roundup: Spirit Of Light £9.95
Rock/pop reissues - Don Felder, Timothy B Schmit,
Joe Walsh £7.95 each;
Gary Glitter ( Dojo) £7.75, (Carlton) £6.95;
Matthews Southern Comfort, Muddy Waters £9.25
Audiophile LP reissues - all £ 19.95

ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(
pounds sterling)
Cheques should be mode payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
'
Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hotline

Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT- free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE
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hile we like to think of ourselves as one large,
happy family at HFNIRR, we're not so naive as
to think that our reviewers all like the same
things. So when it emerged that MC and AG had fallen in
love with the Musical Fidelity X IO- D, Iwas sitting at home
marvelling at the device, SH thought it was cool,
and the phone calls from the USA
flooded in to confirm the rumours, hey
— we just had to do something about it.
We prefer to keep the offerings in the
Accessories Club under £ 100, but
although the retail price of the XI O-D
goes up from £99.99 to £ 129.99 on 1
December we couldn't resist making 'The
Missing Link' our December issue special. Tht
best news of all, though, is that for astrictly
limited period we're able to offer it to you for just
£99.00 including postage and packing!
And yes, it is that good, as wonderful adevice as the
descriptions in Martin's and Alvin's reviews in October
suggested. To get so worked up about asimple tube buffer
stage, when most of us didn't even know we needed one —
whew! This is one tweak which could alter forever the way
we assemble budget systems. By offering afavourable
impedance match, the X10-D improves the working
relationship between aCD player's ( or DAC's) analogue
outputs and the inputs of apre-amp. (The effect diminishes
as you move up the scale, budget equipment likely to
experience greater gains than high- end ones will.)
The other wheeze, though, is the wholly improper,
politically incorrect, audiophile unapproved way that this
little treasure adds valve amplification's sonic traits to
solid-state systems. Hell, I'm even using one in my
PC set-up, between the Soundblaster sound
card's output and my Hailer preamp, to counter the nastiness of any
sound which originates in a
computer.
So what does the XIO-D offer? I'd
place its accomplishments on apar with a
whole-component upgrade, easily as audible and
desirable as moving from aMarantz CD63 to an SE, or
adding an AB- 1subwoofer to an LS3/5A. The X IO-D
appears to both tidy up the sound and to extract (or
restore) some warmth and sheen. And while its main role is
to sit between aCD player and apre-amp, experimenters
won't be able to resist using it with other sources, or even
between apre-amp and power amp. You'll want to use
them everywhere you can, like trick feet or Flux Dumpers
or better cables. Inspired by the way it's shaped and how it
can be used in more than one part of asystem, Ithink
Musical Fidelity should really offer 'em in asix-pack.
Ken Kessler
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Chesky's
invahtable
demonstration disc

the Wallnut
equipment shell

A limited quantity •'j.
new old stock' means
you can still own this
classic Decca tonearm

Turntable tuning: set up your arm
and cartridge with HFNIRR's
comprehensive test LP
Glassware- take
advantage of our special
prices on Sovtek tubes
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This month's special:
Musical Fidelity's widelyacclaimed XIO-D buffer stage
can smooth the sound of a
budget CD player

Classic cleaner: the Decca record
brush is amust for LP users

▪

IHFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The ' magic brick'
;in ablack-ash box
£22.95 E
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step'up transformer:

Order Form

• -I

£69.95 111

.HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber E steel O
set of 8, inc fixing kit £10.25

CD Savers (pack of 10)
£ 14.95 E
Kontak cleaning kit; new formula: £ 14.95

Decca London tone arm
£99 E I
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95 E •

Tweek: contact enhancer
£16.95 E
Finyl: CD cleaning fluid; starter pack
for 100 discs £ 5.25 7
200 discs £25.95 E

Decca Mk 3Brush
£ 12.95 r
Rockbase Plus CD-ROM
£49.95 ;
BOOKS
Good Sound: Laura Dearbom's paperback,
I

Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95 E

;HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33 1
/, & 45rpm
Ipower supply, for most synchronous turntables
I(specify type); black-ash case
£81.95 E

Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD
XLO/Reference Rec Test CD

£ 12.95 E
£24.95 I:

Densen DeMagic CD

£ 1011

.HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
Iin a40mm travel pack
£8.950
•HFNIRR 009 Headcase headphone amp:

Isopod ceramic cones ( 3)
£32.95 D
Michell Tenderfeet: original ' ally' isolators

I40mW Class A unit allows use of headphones at

Art graphite dampers

iline level; black-ash case; 220/240V £81.95 E
!HFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
Iheadphone output

£19.95

;HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains
Ifilter, 5A rating
£25.95 E
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
.stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
£65.00 LI
£44.00 E
•CD/cassette unit (40/25)

ILP unit ( 120 capacity)
Isingles unit ( 200)

£49.00 Ill
£86.00 L7
£96.00 E

▪4-high
1

CD unit
!CD 4base unit

IHFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting two•level turntable support complete
Iwith two shelves; black finish £ 9.95 E
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75 mins,
!the very latest

£12.95 E

IHFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
•150 x 150 x3mm
£ 12.95 E
IMoth Record Cleaning Machine
;kit £199 E ready built machine
£369 0
▪Ringmat:

2mm £27.50 E 2.4mm £30.00 E
audiophile £47.50 E

•Nagaoka LP inner sleeves:
50, £9.95 E
100, £ 18.95 E 500 £86.95 E

i
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
▪

50, £ 19.95 E

100, £38 LI

500, £ 180

I12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5E 100, £9III 500, £40 O
ICD Jewel Cases (
packs of 10):

i
standard, 5in complete
5in outer

▪
I

£. 50 E
slimline 5in £6.50 LI

double jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.75 LI

• 5in clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) 75p El
Slim Double: 5for £5.45 E
;Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack
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our own reference book

£14.95 L •

High Performance Loudspeakers
4th edition, by Martin Colloms
£33.95 E •
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6

£16.95 each E. I

GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95 L
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £ 16.95 L

(set of 3) small £. 95 E large £8.95 E

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 L
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95

set of 3 £ 4.95
set of 4 £ 9.95 E

Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio

Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £3.95 E
Michell Banana plugs gold on brass

Amplifiers

4-way plugs; 2pairs

The Complete Guide to High-End

£9.95

£ 7.95

Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small pair (4.5mm diameter max) £ 11.95 D
large pair ( 12mm diameter max) £ 12.95

Audio by Bob Harley

£ 19.95 E

Sovtek N'alves:
ECC83 £4.35 E
EL84 £2.60 E GZ34 £ 10.60 E 6L6 £4.50 E
6550 £15.40 E KT66 equivalent £6.70 E

Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert J Reich
£29.95 Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95

Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 L

Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design

EI,84M £6.50 E 6SN7GT £2.60 Ll
EF86 £3.60 E ECC88 £5.35 III

Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95 Ll
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £ 9.95

Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £7.75 each E
Pre-amp ...small signal): all types OM each E
The Tube Checker
£449 El
Dividers: 25 at £11.25 LP Ll CD D Single
Shure Stylus Balance: £ 12.95 each O
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 E

Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1

£49.95 E

Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 E
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Accessories Club library: send for full lists
Power Amp Projects
£19.95 L'
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £ 9.95 L
Kontak cleaning kit, new formula £ 14.95 Li
** THIS MOM'S SPECIAL OFFER **

Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board) £269
Deluxe kit ( inc enclosures) £399
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 0

Musical Fidelity X10-D line buffer £ 9.00 E

Mr/Mrs.'Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode
El Cheque/postal order enclosed for
Accessories Club
CI Please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/A.-nex .

Tel.
(pounds sterling) made payable to HFN/RR

If 1L1E1

My card number is I : II ":
Expiry date

Signature

Please send orcErs to IIFIVItR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 IYH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non-UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non-EEC sales are VAT-free. Accessories Club Tel:
(01234) 741 152 Fax: (01234) 742 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Please ddete as axessary.
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

You can follow the digital
revolution or you can follow the

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

(ALAXIL UP( ,),AH 17.1_1 EWA ,'., T[PEO
GAIN 15 9dB rB 33 / dB
1.1

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D IY. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services. including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 36561 FAX 01582 33686
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

"The sounds from the Pro-ject 1 had the famous engaging bloom and
warmth so characteristic of LP, which is0 either caused by analogue's
inherent superior;ty over digital or a mixture of distortion, crosstalk and
microphony according to your viewpoint. Anyway, Iliked it ...
John BorwicA, Gramophone

Project 1Turntable

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Pro-ject record playing systems are available for between £ 150 and £2,000
For more details and stockists, ' phone ORTOFON UK on 01753-889949

Harbeth: New products
And a new way of thinking
After ten years of fine tuning, Harbeth's new
generation speakers are here.
We're out for new markets, new distributors
and many mort , ,,. isfied customers.
If you're ready to expand with us call Alan Shaw:
Phone: + 44 1444 440955 fax 440688
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HAR BETH
ACOUSTICS

Harbeth Acoustics Ltd.,
Unit 1, Bridge Road, Haywards Heath, RH16 1UA, UK.
Tel: + 1444 440955 Fax: 440688
www: harbeth.com

radio
without some umming and ah-ing

The return
of Rob
McElwee,
and a
need for
'de-umming'

E-MAIL
John Nekon ?ray
be contacted
via e-mail on
100014.6364;
compuserve. COM
or john_nellornii
compuserve.COM.
via Telecom
Gold on
83.1NL601

Below: Rob
McElwee: 'perhaps
he had just been on
holiday after all'

E

l
irst of all, it gives me great
pleasure to say that I was
apparently wrong about Mr
Rob McElwee having been given his
marching orders by Obergrüppenführer Giles [September, page 69].
He turned up on a Radio 4 preWorld at One weather forecast early
in September (and indeed on the
television
the
following day)
sounding none the worse for his
absence. Perhaps he had just been
on holiday after all. Or perhaps the
size
of the
protest
postbag
overwhelmed the Powers That Be at
Television Centre, and Master Giles
was told to reconsider. Who knows?
What Ido know is that mention of
Mr Bill Giles OBE brought about the
largest postbag (and e-mailbag, if that
is the right word) I've ever received
since taking over this column. Let me
make my own position clear first of
all: Ifind him pompous, windy and
full of self-importance, and Ialso
consider that his broadcasting skills
are very moderate. When Iwas a
junior studio manager many years
ago, one of the jobs regularly
allocated to the likes of myself was
the chore usually referred to as ` deumming'. As you might perhaps
imagine, de-umming consists of
replaying arecorded interview and,
with Chinagraph and razor blade at
the ready, snipping out the
extraneous sounds (er, urn, ah,
ertin) made by an interviewee
struggling to assemble cogent
thoughts. You would be
amazed at the amount of
de-umming necessary to
make some very celebrated
people sound as though
they were in possession of
more than one functioning
brain-cell, and Idon't doubt
that the position is very
similar today.
Poor Mr Giles appears to
need an on-line real-time deummer. Idon't think I've ever
heard him produce
more than two
sentences in
succession

taking place at the moments critiques.
The overall effect goes something like
'And as the, er, cold front approaches
there'll be... er, showers and gusty
winds for awhile. Then as the, er,
high pressure dominates the scene in
the course of the next few days, er...
the weather will continue fine and
dry' and so on ad nauseam. The
overall effect is unfortunate, to say
the least. And as for that
dominates the scene', how you hate
it! Several readers wrote with the
intriguing suggestion that perhaps Mr
Giles has an unconscious need to be
dominated, so frequent is his use of
this regrettable expression. The ways
in which such aneed for domination
might be acted out made fascinating
reading but are not alas suitable for
inclusion in this august periodical.
All presenters, if you listen to them
for long enough, display verbal tics if
they are not reading from aprepared
script. That said, our weather
forecasters seem to be apretty duff
lot. Bill Giles's ' dominating the
scene', 'drizzly stuff' (heard four times
in three minutes before The World at
One on 2 September), ' the eastern
side' and ` the western side' are bad
enough. But what of Richard Edgar,
who announces forthcoming bad
weather
with
what
sounds
uncomfortably like relish, and whose
showers always ' rattle through'? In
our household he is now Rattlin'
Richard, of the red waistcoat and
dubious coiffure. Or take John Ketley,
who inevitably appears to conceive of
the timing of meteorological events
in terms of his next meal. Such-andsuch will invariably take place ` by
breakfast time' or ' round about teatime'. And the event is always ` to
come' or rather, in Todmordenspeak, `to cm'. Then there is the elfin
Ms Suzanne Charltèn, whose delivery
is diffident and whose clouds for
some fascinating meteorological
reason always 'topple', as in 'toppling
across the British Isles this afternoon'.
As so often, it is as though concepts
such as lapse rate and instability are
too much for us and everything must
be reduced to bite- size. And as for
Ian McCaskell, Rory Bremner was
quite right to satirise him mercilessly
in his recent television shows.
Listening to him on many car radio
installations with rather uneven lowmidrange frequency response, Mr
McCaskell is simply unintelligible. All
in all, the majority of our forecasters
could do with some lessons in
broadcasting. An astrologer friend
suspects that they all have Mercury
in aspect to Neptune, which sounds
convincing, although Iwould imagine
Uranus is implicated as well.
Rob McElwee has demonstrated
very well that an adult-style weather

forecast (which is actually more like a
professional 'met brief in many ways
than a media event) is highly
acceptable to amajority of listeners.
But there again, he seems to have no
strongly developed need to be aMedia
Figure and has not fallen into that wellknown broadcasters' trap of thinking
that people love you for who you are
rather than what you do. Perhaps Mr
Giles should retire to his Oxfordshire
garden and grow olive trees, which he
recently informed us would be possible
as aresult of global warming.
Irecently discussed the subject of
transference in connection with
announcing
and
presentation
standards, and it was interesting to
receive a letter which raised the
complementary psychological issue of
projection whilst at the same time
illuminating how
some
senior
broadcasters think. The gentleman
concerned
had
better
remain
anonymous, but he was visiting the
BBC Weather Centre at White City
as amember of aprofessional group.
He said `When Imentioned the name
of Mr McElwee as aforecaster who I
thought presented the weather in a
much more informative manner than
others, both Michael Fish and Bill
Giles laughed and dismissed Rob as
an over-eager youngster who liked the
sound of his own voice'. Given that
these meteorological luminaries both
like the sound of their own voices to
aquite remarkable degree — which is
one reason why they are very moderate
broadcasters — Ithough this instance
of projection was quite revealing.
Liking the sound of your own voice
should automatically disqualify you
from being allowed within five
hundred miles of alive microphone,
arguably in the same way as wanting
to own agun or to be aMember of
Parliament should bring about instant,
automatic
and
permanent
disqualification from either prospect.
Iwas going to say something about
John Birt's speech at the Edinburgh
International Television Festival, but
it was so turgid and boring that I
decided not to waste your time or
mine. There is actually agood case for
increasing the BBC's licence fee — it
is the only way in which the
Corporation can stave off the
inexorable advance of Murdoch — but
Messrs Bin and Bland between them
have made the case astonishingly badly.
And finally, all BBC staff at one
establishment recently received a
circular in the internal mail inviting
them to use the services of a very
renowned consultancy firm, who would
be visiting shortly. They would be able
to discuss all aspects of how to obtain
a job, how to conduct oneself at
interview and how to complete aCV
for maximum effect. Words fail me.
John Nelson
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classical REVIEWS
JS BACH:
Violin Concertos: in a, BWV1041 J
in E, BWV1042 J in g, BWV1056 J
Concerto for Oboe & Violin in c,
BWV1060
Viktoria Mu//ova (v1n)1Francois
Lelcux (ob)IMullova Ensemble
Philips 446 675-2

(
52m 09s)

The Ensemble consists of one
musician to apart with a
harpsichord for continuo. It is the
only period instrument here; but
when played by Robert Aldwinckle,
who colours the texture with such
ingenuity and authority, there is no

SMETANA:
String Quartet 1. From my life'!
BORODIN: String Quartet 2
Takacs Qt
Decca 452 239-2

clash of timbres. What of our soloist?
The cover art suggests ahighpowered virtuoso at work. Yes, there
is a lot of virtuosity here but, to use
acliché, it is entirely at the service of
Bach. His music, though virtually
indestructible, is also susceptible to
the recreative powers of an astute
interpreter like Mullova. Her playing
is of afluid, easy immaculacy with a

My initial reaction was that Decca A & R had got together to ' stick a pin in' to
find the two most popular string quartets of 50m+ duration for one CD. I
quickly dismissed any barmy notions that one just doesn't relate to the other
when Istarted to listen. Irrespective of the fact that Czech and Russian
performers hold the key to supreme performances in this repertoire, Ican
truthfully state that Ihave never heard either work better played than here.
New first-violin Edward Dusinberre
and Roger Tapping, aviolist of the
calibre of the late Peter Schidloff
from the Amadeus Qt, have more
than just replaced departed Takacs
members: they have given the
Quartet a completely new sound,
with a fresher, cleaner approach; yet
they merge in with their Hungarian
colleagues as if they had always

mobility of line that never
degenerates into heartless sewing
machine-like inexorability. There is
time for resilient phrasing and lilting
accentuation, for intelligently realised
dynamic gradation, for due
acknowledgement of modulations
like the change to C-sharp-minor in
the middle of B‘XTV1042 (i), for fine-

played together.
Listen to the two Englishmen in
their opening exchanges at the start
of the Smetana. The merging of
second-violin and cello into the
argument is so natural — and the
choice of tempi matches the shaping
of melodies to perfection. The
Allegro moderato sways and glitters to
provocative effect, with the Largo

tuned interacting with colleagues,
including another superb soloist in
BWV1060.
This conjectural restoration from a
two-harpsichord concerto in C-minor
is usually played in D-minor because
it is believed that Bach transposed
his violin concertos down atone for
the keyboard, eg the other restoration
offered here, BWV1056 in G-minor,
is also the harpsichord concerto No
5 in F-minor. Modern scholars
suggest that in the case of
BWV1060, the key remained
the same. Be that as it may,
Bach is not one whit
denigrated and the plangenttoned Leleux perfectly
complements his partner.
Philips provide sound and
balance of comparable
excellence. There is a trace
of congestion in (iii) of the
double concerto, which ought to be
ignored for the sake of an
outstanding set of performances.
Nalen Anthoni

A-B:1* 0

cycle? Listening to the crisp, airborne, ' weightless' finale of the
Fourth (shades of Krips and a
Viennese style quite foreign to the

Viktoria
Munova: the
first recording
with her
Ensemble

BEETHOVEN:
Symphonies 4 & 6 Pastoral'
RLPOIMackeras
EMI Cl) [MX 4255

(59m 42s)

Now that EMI have, in a deplorable
manner, declared as redundant Trish
Byrne, leading light behind the
'Eminence' catalogue (now with a
horribly regressive black-edged
styling to its product), will there be a
complete Mackerras Beethoven
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(53m 27s)

Gardiners and Norringtons operating
today), one hopes so. The
relationship between the Adagio
introduction and bustle of the
ensuing Allegro, 4(i), is beautifully
judged; the Adagio, (
ii), is paced so
that all its characteristics emerge to
delight anew, with lovely cantabile
from the RLPO strings — benefiting
from divided first-second violins,
6(v) too. Beethoven's Menuento was
marked Allegro vivace, to which
Mackerras is true: missing some of
the traditional lumbering weight,
which may not be to everyone's
liking. The sly wit of the trio sections
should make amends though! In
sum: a Fourth for the shortlist.
And, my goodness, Mackerras
really does bring off the ' awakening
of feelings' in 6(i); his tempo for the
slow movt creates a lovely sense of
the brook's gurgling, the secondviolins' trill figures like insects caught

sostenuto then sounding like some
sorrowful love song. The Vivace
finale travels at the speed of light,
straight for that eery high harmonic
that denotes Smetana's oncoming
deafness, then falling into astate of
resigned despair at the close.
Borodin's coaxing Second Quartet
comes as alight relief from the
tensions of the Czech masterwork,
all four players delighting in their
strands of melody that make up the
whole. Rarely have Iheard such
resplendent all-round expertise
where the style of the piece suits the
performers like a glove, with Decca's
recording doing full justice to the
whole enterprise.
Bill Newman

As:1* 0

in the sunlight; (iii) is quick, a
scurrying scherzo with barking horns
and agiddy swirl to the Tempo
d:Allegro (
cheeky tenuti at the return
to Tempo I). Vivaldi's ' Seasons' are
not too distant here. At the repeat,
the allegro is even faster: cf. 1
32s/3m 39s.
A note by Jonathan del Mar lists
several editorial details: most
notably, muted violins in 6(ii), in
line with the two solo cellos (which
creates asoftness not unlike
Furtwângler's readings), and at
(v)117 [ 3m 41s] horns play E not C.
The symphonic grandeur of the
finale is finely realized — although
Mackerras makes one emphatic
momentary slowing [ hm 15s] which
is atypical. False sentiment is cleared
away yet it is by no means unfeeling.
This expertly balanced recording
(Andrew Keener/Mike Hatch) was
done at New Broadcasting House
Manchester in Nov 1994. This is a
rather special disc.
Christopher Bretwig
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BRAHMS:
Symphonies 3 & 4

for refreshingly uncluttered readings
of repertoire which can so easily
become lost in mannered rubato and

LCPINomkgton
EMI CDC 556 1182

(72m 44s)

Odd perhaps to start with the
booklet note, but this one, by
Norrington himself, ought to be read
first. It's a model of its kind. Notice
that the orchestra is smaller than
usual; and before you take in the
whole picture try 3(ü). Wind
chording and phrasing are beyond
criticism. Reach Letter D [ 3m 50s]
and delight in the fact that you can
actually hear the bassoons behind
the string figurations. That's how
Norrington meant it to be, the
'balance restored in favour of the
wind'. Sounds right, as does the
tempo for (iii). Brahms marked it
Allegro and alla breve but many a
conductor, ignoring the instructions,
allows the music to totter. Not
Norrington. He has progressed.
There is a flexibility to his approach
that now speaks of a musician rather
than amachine. And the musician
wants 'plenty of warmth and
passion' in Brahms too. That's not
forthcoming. The Fourth is
Brahms's most passionate symphony
but Norrington doesn't have the full
measure of it. Fine details abound
but tensions dissipate too easily,
particularly in (iv). It doesn't help
that the violins, starved of body
(EMI seem to have altered the
perspective), lack sustaining power
as well. Norrington needs to live
longer with this music, perhaps even
reconsider some of the traditions
behind old-established
interpretations. Admittedly, Mahler
once described tradition as
`schlamperee but that isn't always
true.
Nalen Anthoni
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BRITTEN:
The Holy Sonnets of John Donne J
7 Sonnets of Michelangelo J Winter
Words J 2 Hardy Songs
Philip Langridge (ten)ISteuart
Bedford (pno)
Collins Classics 14662

(66m 37s)

For anyone attempting the Britten
song repertory, especially a tenor,
the shadow of Peter Pears must still
be a monitory presence. Of more
recent singers, both Robert Tear and
Philip Langridge share with Pears
not only a vital and creative
appreciation of the importance of
words, but also acertain similarity
of vocal timbre. Langridge's voice,
however, is arguably a superior
instrument to Pears's, more
rounded, more mellifluous, yet
equally broad in colouristic range. If
now, in his late fifties, he shows a
few signs of age (some of the high
notes are not as easily or
emphatically taken as they once
82

steely-fingered ` Étudery'. So it is
here in these effortlessly poised
concertante readings — nothing is
ever forced, phrases unfold with
extraordinary cogency and finesse,
and Nebolsin's enviably mellifluous

4..
C

F, right-hand makes light of some
u particularly demanding passage
1
;* work. The concerto's slow
movement is magically voiced
(Ashkenazy coaxing some featherlight string textures from his Berlin

tee ,
p

à strings); the finale has impish good
humour and admirable restraint in
t those passages where it is so easy to
z
allow the left-hand to thump away
on auto-pilot (a particular feature of
the Grande Polonaise).

'delight in the fact that you can actually
hear the bassoons behind the string
figurations. That's how Norrington
meant it to be: the balance restored
in favour of the wind'
would have been), his musicianship
remains outstanding, his
interpretative skills undiminished.
And, as always, there are Pears-like
inflections — notably in the final
two Donne sonnets — that seem,
somehow, stylistically inevitable.
Equally steeped in the Britten
performing tradition, Steuart
Bedford's deliberate playing shows a
sure and certain approach to the
piano parts. Their considered
account of Winter Words is
particularly telling. Two Hardy
settings conceived for that cycle, but
not selected for final inclusion in the
edition, are appended (Neil Mackie
and Roger Vignoles have already
recorded these). Both are valuable,
characteristic creations. ' If ever it's
Spring again' is exceptional, while
Langridge clearly enjoys himself in a
vivid account of ' the Children and
Sir Nameless'. The sound quality is
unfortunately a little dull
throughout.
George Hall
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CHOPIN:
Piano Concerto 1 J Variations on ' Là
ci darem la mano' J Andante
spianato & Grande Polonaise brillante
Eldar Nebolsin (pno)IDeutches SO
BerlinlAshkenazy
Decca 448 138-2

(
67m 59s)

Eldar Nebolsin's Chopin credentials
were well established by his debut
recital for Decca a couple of years
back, which included the Third
Sonata and Allegro de concert. An
absolutely rock-solid technique allied
to an interpretative clear-headedness,
completely free of affectation, made

The problem (if so it be) is that
although Nebolsin's restraint and
poetically-charged playing is never
less than admirable, a reluctance in
potentially tempestuous outbursts or
where Chopin's writing cries out for
an extra surge of adrenalin,
consistently leaves an important
facet of this music unspoken.
Chopin composed these works
specifically as showpieces to gain
entry into concert halls outside his
native Poland, the First Concerto
particularly for Vienna. Had he
played them as reticently as this, I'm
not at all sure that he would have
had the desired impact — although
I'm certain he would have gained
pleasure from Nebolsin's sheer poise
and tonal beauty.
Julian Haylock
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GLAZUNOV:
The King of the Jews
Russian State Symphonie Capella/
Russian State SOIRozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 9467

(
51m 53s)

The work consists of eleven
movements for large orchestra and
chorus. It is not an oratorio, but
Glazunov's refashioning for concert
performance of his incidental music
to a play by the Grand Duke
Konstantin Konstantinovich
Romanov. The chorus is used fully
only in (ii) and (xi) and also sings a
sort of substitute Kyrie at the end of
the 10-minute prelude. The
remainder, apart from one
declamatory line in each of (vii) and
(viii) is entirely orchestral.
The eleven disparate movements
are held together through a
'Leitmotiv' (the notes describe it as
the ' Christ theme') announced
evocatively on cor anglais at the start
— one reappearance is placed
distantly but the significance of this
escapes me. In his very informative
notes David Nice makes out an
excellent case for the music, but
concedes that the reappearance of
the theme at the end of (viii) is
DECEMSER 1996
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facile — Iagree entirely.
Under Rozhdestvensky the
orchestral movements come out as a
series of brilliantly played ' fantasias'
incorporating rich colour and long
melodies. The engineering exploits
the sparkling orchestration, but this
combination of skilled musicianship
and good sound cannot disguise the
work's innate lack of impulse. The
'Syrian Dance' is the only music to
contain any significant element of
rhythm or pace (the notes suggest
that interlude was incorporated to
entertain whilst the crucifixion takes
place off-stage!).
This is an adventurous issue for
those who wish to wallow in rich
Russian sound. They will find much
orchestral brilliance, but little shape,
form or forward movement.
Antony Hodgson
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HANDEL:
Suites in E, F, B-flat & fJ
Passacaille in g J Chaconne in G
Bob van Asperen (hpd)
Sony Classical CD 68260

(59m 26s)

Paul Nicholson's recent Hyperion
recording of Handel keyboard suites

HAYDN:
Keyboard Concertos 4 in G _I7 in F
J 11 in D
Mikhail Pletnev (pno)IDeutsche
Kammerphilharmonie
Virgin Classics VC 545 1962

(
61m 35s)

Not a period instrument to be
heard. What's more, the piano is a
fruity-toned grand. But when the
pianist is Pletnev, dogmatism ought
to be shelved. He also directs the
orchestra. And unlike some soloists
who attempt both functions, he has
a far superior idea of what
conducting is about. Pletnev doesn't
join in during the tuttis but,
arguably, such a practice would be
incongruous in these romantically
--s
conceived interpretations. The
violins are, nevertheless,
antiphonally separated and the ad lib
oboe and horn parts are included.
In truth, two of these works (Nos.4
& 7) are slender, and 7 is probably
not by Haydn. But the attention
lavished is gratifying and the
execution excellent. Pletnev plays
his own cadenzas in 4. We are told
that he improvised them on the
spot. We are also told that he plays
Haydn's cadenzas in the best known

and fugues [
HFNIRR Sept ' 95]
remains a sturdy and dependable
version for anyone seeking a
complete set of the so-called ' Great
Suites' published in 1720; but, fine
player though Nicholson is, it has to
be said that in the selection given
here he's outclassed by van Asperen
in authority and bravura. This is
some of the most thrilling Handel
harpsichord playing of my
experience. His instrument, a
modern reconstruction of a 1764
Pascal Taskin, has an exceptional
colour-range, and Sony's recording
of it (in a lively Haarlem church
acoustic) is vivid and sonorous.
For van Asperen this is all great
virtuoso music, and he projects it
with passion, wisdom and sure
technical command. Perhaps the
high point is the B-flat Suite
HWV434, not included by
Nicholson because it is not in the
1720 Walsh publication. Van
Asperen's sovereign mastery of
baroque style is apparent from his
magnificently ornate realization of
the starkly-notated Prelude and
thrilling account of the Aria con
variazioni (
the same Aria that
Brahms took as the theme of his
Handel Variations). The G-minor
Passacaille makes a tumultuous
opening to the disc — presented
here as the separate work it
originally was, and not (as
Nicholson did) as part of the Gminor Suite. The early, rarely-heard
and extravagantly florid G-major
Chaconne makes an equally effective
close to a first-rate recital.
Calum MacDonald
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Paul Spicer
and The Finzi
Singers.
Left: Mikhail
Pletnev

HOWELLS:
Behold, 0 God our defender J Three
Carol-Anthems J Te Deum J The
Scribe J Thee will Ilove J Blessed
are the dead J Even such is time J
Inheritance J Haec dies —IGod is
gone up
Andrew Lumsden (org)IThe Finzi
Singers/Spicer
Chandos CHAN 9458

(60m 21s)

Howells is probably a connoisseur's
composer. Such descriptions as ' the
arch-priest of Impressionism in
English church music' [Kenneth
Long] and ` the last of the English
romantics' [ Christopher Palmer] are
not to be dismissed, not when
Palmer also asserts that Howells's
'harmony is the result of the
blending and coalescing of myriadcoloured strands, liquescent, selfgenerating, kaleidoscopic, a sonority
conceived almost in terms of a
highly resonant cathedral acoustic'.
Strong advocacy; and strongly
supported by these virile, virtuoso
performances. The cathedral

concerto, No.11. Not so.
Presumably, they too are Pletnev's
compositions.
The snag is the recording, close
and studio-bound. The producer
indulges in the tired trick of giving
in-the-room presence to the solo
instrument while trying to balance it
realistically with the orchestra. The
result is phoney. It is worth
tolerating though, because these
slightly oddball performances are
most captivating. But purists
beware.
Nalen Anthoni

B—C:1 0

acoustic of the venue blurs words
(you can't have reverberation and
clarity) but the ambience is apposite
for the liquescent strands. Start with
the moving Carol-Anthems, the
third of which 'A Spotless Rose'
with its changing metres, was
conceived while Howells idly
watched some shunting on the
railway! Continue with the trenchant
Te Deum which rises to a heavenstorming final line ' Let me never be
confounded', with the words
returning as aspectral echo, like the
despairing murmur of a spent force.
Fervent? Exalted? Certainly, and not
bad for an artist who, on his own
admission, was a self-effacing man.
Nalen Anthoni

A:1 0
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MEHUL:
Stratonice

MOZART:
Arias from Le none di Figaro, Don
Giovanni, Die Entführung aus dem

PetibonlBeuronlLescroart1Daymondl
Cappella ColoniensislCorona
ColoniensislChristie
Erato 0630 12714 2

Serail, Die Zauberflote, La finta
giardiniera, Zaide & II sogno di

(
64m 41s)

Scipione J Concert aria — ' Nehmt
meinen Dank'

Stratonice (1792) is a one-act opéra
comique that, on the basis of this
ardent and invigorating performance,
deserves frequent hearings. It is
comique only in the sense that it
contains spoken dialogue in addition
to its varied, powerful and
beautiful set numbers. The
story is of a king who gives
up his fiancée to his son,
who had thought he loved
Stratonice in vain. The
singers, none of them well
known, are all good,
especially Yann Beuron as
the prince. William Christie
directs the chorus and small
orchestra with great
sensitivity to mood and
colour, and with rhythmic
élan. Recording and
presentation are fine, and
we are reminded what an exciting
composer Mehul is.
Peter Branscombe

Renée Fleming (sop)1Orch St Luke 'si
Mackerras
Decca 452 602.2

The deserving cause of Renée
Fleming would be better served
without the first two arias on
this disc. Her crushed-velvet
tones and musicianly, if
occasionally self-conscious
point-making seem worlds
away from the Susanna of
`Deh vieni'. One longs for
Grist's or McNair's apparently
effortless simplicity even while
admiring the new
ornamentations. There is, as it
turns out, apoint to all this:
at Mackerras's urging, we
later have the alternative
Susanna aria composed for
Adriana Ferraresi, (the first
Fiordiligi); its stately and
comparatively unlovable riches are far
more impressively negotiated. Elvira's
`Mi tradi' lacks wings and Fleming

A—B:1 0

MOZART:
Symphonies 23 & 36 ' Linz' J
Sinfonia Concertante K364
Rainer Kussmaul (v1n)1Wolfram
Christ (v1a)1BPOIAbbado
Sony Classical CD 66859

MOZART:
Piano Concertos in A, K414 J in C,
K467'/TURINA: Rapsodia Sinfonica J
encores by Al beniz—Godowsky, Chopin
& Granados
Moura Lympany (ptio)1

(
75m 20s)

The acceptance of period

Ph ilharnionia 1 'Menges1Susskind

instruments and authentic
performance practice is now so
ingrained it makes much of the
classical repertoire ' off limits' to
symphony orchestras playing modern
instruments, or so it seems to me.
However, without trying to sound
like a period band, Abbado and the
BP0 succeed in keeping the textures
of K181 light and open, so that
transparency is maintained. Tempi
are on the fast side, clarity is
excellent, and the playing is keen
and lively with winds nicely audible.
In the sublime Sinfonia Concertante,

Dutton CD CLP 4000

o
E

The Linz Symphony can easily be
made to sound gruff and perhaps
slightly coarse; Abbado's tempi are
brisk and the phrasing crisp, but he
maintains richness and weight, and
the playing has acertain diginified
reserve. Textures stay clear and
transparent, with important bass and
cello lines kept articulate. Sony's
recording is clean and open, with
unspectacular clarity, creating a
solid, homogeneous orchestral sound
with no microphone spotlighting.

84
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(77m 15s) mono

The last in aline of great Tobias
Matthay pupils, Dame Moura
Lympany holds a special affection in
all our hearts. She celebrated her
80th birthday on 18 August with a
special concert organized on her
behalf at the Casa de Mateus in
Oporto, Portugal. To coincide with
the event, these reissues of HMV
recordings made in the late ' 40s/
early ' 50s are representative of some
of her finest achievements.

Kussmaul and Christ play with great
refinement, and are beautifully
matched in terms of tone and
phrasing.

James M Hughes

(
60m 27s)

To mark
her 80th
Dame
Mauro
Lympany
was

E
o

o

the

.;.

••

Portuguese
Cross and
Medallion of Prince Henry the
Navigator ( she is accompanied
by the British Ambassador)

mood; at last, asmile in the voice
brings more forward placement. The
lovely Re pastore aria boasts
steadiness with feeling and agood
ear for what the obbligato violin is up
to. Then comes an interesting, brisk
approach to Pamina's aria — clearly
Mackerras's idea, judging from his
recording of the complete opera —
before we reach solid gold in the two
Finta Giardiniera excerpts: the first
naivety itself, though with very
exposed violin lines superbly well
articulated by the St Luke's players;
the second an extended scene of
astonishing maturity showcasing
Fleming's vivid dramatic range. She
has achance to storm in the Sogno di
Scipione aria, pipping out a G in alt
almost in passing — blink and you'll
miss it.
Ionly hope the recital as awhole
will alert the fans to a true partnership between soprano, conductor and
orchestra, truthfully recorded; the
unconvinced may stop short at track
two, the way it's organised.
David Nice

A:1*-3

The two Mozart Concertos have
been described as her ' most perfect'
recording, and the collaboration of
the Philharmonia Orchestra under
Herbert Menges could not be finer.
The famous Lympany touch is in
evidence throughout: limpid and
graceful in lyrical passages, forthright
and emphatic in dramatic episodes
— with special piquancies from
string and wind principals adding a
further dimension. Turina's Rapsodia
Sinfonica was another Lympany
speciality (also a favourite of Eileen
Joyce's) that brought out the
richness of her tonal colourings; she
evokes tenderness and brilliance in
turn, with Susskind a faithful
supporter.
Dame Moura's penchant for
encores to suit all occasions adds
two other Spaniards to the list Albéniz's Tango in D, and
Granados's Goyescas No.4 'The
Lover and the Nightingale'. Quicksilvered, arpeggiated cadenza
passages, exact wrist control and
finger pressure for harmonised

birthday,

awarded

takes the daunting phrase of the
central section with palpable care.
Then the recital really comes alive.
There's Constanze in rapturous

chordal sequences bring their special
rewards.
Ilike to think of Chopin's
FantaisieImpromptu as her signature
tune. She needed no special
promptings to play it (especially at
her Rasiguères Festivals), and it is
most fitting to end this CD tribute
with it. Superb transfers from Mike
Dutton, seemingly as always.
Bill Newman
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MOZART:
Piano Concerto in C, K503 _Iin Eflat, K482
VPOIEdwin Fischer (pnoldir)
EMI CDH 566 0852
(67m 04s) mono, recorded live
'Mozart is the touchstone of the
heart', wrote Edwin Fischer is an
essay published in the Wiener Kurier
on the day of this concert ( 7 August
1946). Taken from the first postwar
Salzburg Festival, it's the only
example of Fischer and the Vienna
Philharmonic — regular partners
there until 1955. The concert was
recorded by the occupying American
forces and a copy-tape was
discovered recently in asearch of
Salzburg radio archives. ( Symphony
40, also in the programme, is lost,
alas.) There's a good booklet note:
all that is missing is the fact that
Walter Legge made astudio

Edwin Fischer:
newly
discovered
Salzburg
performances
of Mozart
concertos

recording of Fischer in K503 the
following year, but this time a
separate conductor, Josef Krips, was
engaged with the Philharmonia
[EMI ' Références' LP, nia].
K503 is the finer of these two
performances — Fischer sounds
unsteady in K482(i) which is
comparatively patchy in effect. His
first-movt cadenzas are of great
interest in both works, as is the
daringly slow Andante of the E-flat
Concerto ( 10m 51s cf. Brendel
rec.1962 [Vox] 8m 51s), where the
pianist is suddenly inspired, most
notably in the Andantino cantabile
episode in (iii) and the sudden
brilliance with which Fischer reenters the sunlight.
'A simple and noble heart, full of
infinite purity, speaks the divine
language of art' wrote Fischer —
thereby defining his own
performances. (You must see the
booklet note for a profoundly telling
observation on Beethoven vs.
Mozart!)
There is congestion in tuttis but
the solo part is mostly gratifyingly
clean, apart from pitch waver near
the end of K482.
Christopher Breunig
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MUSSORGSKY:
Scherzo in B-flat J Intermezzo ' In
modo classica' J Khovanshchina Solemn March, Entr'acte Act IV &
Dance of the Persian Women J Boris
Godunov - Introduction and Po(sly J
Sorochinsky Fair - Overture, Gopak &
Parassia's Dumka -ISunless ( song
cycle orch. Svetlanov)
Naritalia Gerasimova (sop)IState
SO RussialSvetlanov
RCA 09026 68406 2

(
70m 36s)

Of the nine short works included
here, five were arranged and
orchestrated by Liadov or RimskyKorsakov. Perhaps with many of
these pieces completed by others,
the music sometimes lacks the
powerful, brooding atmosphere one
associates with Mussorgsky. Yet the
Overture and Gopak from
Sorochinsky Fair (
orch. Liadov) are
particularly happy inspirations.
Sunless, a cycle of six sombre poems
set by Mussorgsky in 1874, is said
to be an autobigraphical confession.
Svetlanov's orchestral version adds a
certain warmth to music that is
otherwise cold and bleak — in this
respect the sparer piano original gets
closer to the spirit of the text.
Gerasimova's authentic Russian
timbre sounds idiomatic, but she
wobbles noticeably and RCA's
recessed vocal balance makes diction
unclear. Mariana Lipovsek, with
pianist Graham Johnson [Sony —
see below], sings more positively
than Gerasimova, projecting the
words to create greater intensity.
?
s
4The RCA recording is basically
i• good, but like others in this series it
needs to be played at ahealthy
volume-level to snap into focus.
Orchestral items fare best; the vocal
pieces sound vague and slightly
generalised in my opinion.
James M Hughes
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MUSSORGSKY:
The Nursery J Sunless J Songs &
Dances of Death J 3 Songs
Mariana Lipovsek (mez-sop)I
Graham Johnson (pno)
Sony Classical CD 66858

(
62m 37s)

The Slovene Mariana Lipovsek
brings to her Mussorgsky
interpretations adistinctive voice of
considerable presence, if not always
absolute reliability. Her range of
tone-colour, however, is not broad,
and she lacks that sense of syllableby-syllable, phoneme-by-phoneme
oneness with the Russian language
that certain other performers convey.
There's no earthly reason why a
woman should not sing the Songs
and Dances of Death (
afeminine
noun in Russian: Mussorgsky at one
stage intended calling the cycle
simply She), but Iwouldn't mind
betting that Lipovsek is the first
female singer on disc to tackle 'The

Song of the Flea', apiece eternally
linked in the mind's ear with the
unfathomable basses of Chaliapin
and Christoff. In the event, she
proves an adequately sardonic
Mephistopheles, and a complete
mistress of the ribald laugh. The
Nursery is awork more regularly
assumed by female would-be
children, and Lipovsek personifies a
convincing if somewhat whiny
infant. The gloomy Sunless goes
well. Though his technical command
is ( as ever) formidable, Graham
Johnson's playing tends towards the
circumspect, his limpid textures
registering as atouch dispassionate.
The performances are not flattered
by the acoustic of the Brahmssaal in
Vienna's Musikverein, which sounds
cavernous when empty (as it
presumably is); the resulting lack of
clarity creates a cluttered soundpicture.
[Sony's new type of CD case,
accommodating texts, strikes me as an
extremely ugly mutation! Mus Ed]
George Hall
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PURCELL:
Halcyon Days - Songs from court,
chapel and stage
Nancy Argenta (sop)linstrumentalists
Virgin VC 545 1912

(
77m 41s)

A delightful issue, recorded in the
high summer of the Purcell Year,
and issued at atime when interest in
the English Orpheus might benefit
from a reminder of his marvellous
gifts. Nancy Argenta is in lovely
voice, and she is finely supported by
a small and expert group: Nigel
North with various plucked
instruments, Richard Boothby on
viola da gamba, and John Toll on
harpsichord and organ; there are
excellent additional wind and string
players in some of the items. The 22
numbers cover awide stylistic and
emotional range, moving from such
familiar pieces as ' Nymphs and
shepherds', ` Music for awhile' and
Dido's closing scene to comparative
rarities from Purcell's music for
domestic and court occasions, both
secular and sacred. The recording
and leaflet are as exemplary as the
performances.
Peter Branscombe
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SCHOENBERG:
Gurrelieder
Moser1VoielLarmorelWeiklIRiegell
BrandauerlDresden State Opera Ch!
Leipzig Radio Ch/Prager
MeinnerchorlStaatskapelle Dresden!
Sinopoli
Teldec 4509 98424 2
(2CDs, 113m I5s) recorded live
Having expressed serious misgivings
about Sinopoli's recent DG coupling
of Verkliirte Nacht and Pelleas und
85

Melisande, I'm happy to be able to
grant an altogether warmer reception
to his new Gurrelieder. The set's
main glory is the wonderfully
homogeneous playing of the great
Dresden orchestra, which responds
to its chief with effortless poise,
lustrous transparency and unflagging
commitment throughout. Sinopoli
takes an expansive view, yet one not
lacking in clear-headed purpose or
cumulative tension (only once or
twice early on in Part 1did Isense
any hint of dragging).
As for the soloists, well, perhaps
neither Thomas Moser as Waldemar
nor Deborah Voigt as Tove quite
measure up to the finest, though
Moser can be thrillingly ardent when
required (sample his ' Ross, mein
Ross' or `Jetzt ist's meine Zeit!'
during Part 1). Jennifer Larmore
impresses hugely as the Wood Dove.
Her dramatic, highly involving
contribution is matched by
Sinopoli's accompaniment, which is
full of insight and rich in textural
incident. Smaller roles are certainly

pieces, shaving the phrases and
suggesting agreater degree of
stylisation than the composer as
conductor on his still-unsurpassed
1964 Sony recording. At the same
time, the real heart of the piece
never merely appears in inverted
commas, as one might have

Kent Nagano
and Lyon
Opera:
Stravinsky's
Rake's

reader who has ever fallen under the
spell of Schoenberg's gargantuan,
endlessly rewarding creation will find
this new Teldec set well worth
auditioning.
Andrew Achenbach
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STRAVINSKY:
The Rake's Progress
UpshazolHadley1Ramey1Bumbtyl
Lloyd/Collins/Cole/Lyon Opera Orch
C9' Ch/Nagano
Erato 0630 12715 2

(
2CDs, 137m I8s)

Consistency lies with the conductor
and his Lyon forces, not with the
soloists. Nagano favours asharply,
rather than brilliantly, polished
approach to Stravinsky's faster set86

asense of threat, there's never any
doubt of the opera's dramatic depth
and substance. The chorus is superb:
crisp, personable and clearly boasting
more than a few native English
speakers in its ranks. Its presence
underlines the auction scene as an
entertaining thing of genius before
Steven Cole's weak Sellem lowers
the temperature (why on earth not
have a character- tenor of
experience?).
Indeed, all the principals
disappoint at one stage or another.
Hadley strikes out rather wildly for

vivid diction at the expense of line:
difficult when Stravinsky has set the
text brilliantly but unconventionally.
He doesn't always sing what's
written — a serious flaw in the first
melisma of the graveyard scene
and sometimes departs from the
notes in a speech-song attempt at
1
'
-characterisation (especially ungainly
expected: not from Stravinsky — the
in 'What Caesar', Act 2/Scene I)
lie that much of the Rake is pretty
which might work on the stage but
pastiche no longer holds — but from
falls flat in arecording. And even
the hitherto dispassionate Nagano
though his last two scenes certainly
himself. From Tom's aria of remorse
win him back his credibility, you
in the brothel (one of Hadley's
only have to turn to Langridge
occasiona: moments of glory)
[Decca] to hear how scrupulous style
through the heart-rending trio as
and dramatic intensity can go
Baba waits in her sedan chair, and
together. Upshaw, too, favours
on to the climactic card-game in the
words over open phrases: she sounds

Progress.
Below: Ha Na
Chang

_

e

cast from strength: Bernd Weikl is
the admirable Bauer, Kenneth
Riegel makes a really excellent
showing as Klaus-Narr (with, again,
notably characterful support from
Sinopoli) and
actor Klaus
Maria Brandauer
is just marvellous
as the Speaker.
Fervent,
disciplined choral
work, too. What's
more, the
expertly balanced
recording
(Dresden's
Semperoper,
August 1995)
successfully
preserves the
necessary sense
of occasion.
In the last
resort, Riccardo
Chailly's
stunningly realized Decca version
must remain the touchstone, but any

graveyard, vividly stitched together
with bass-lines immediately carrying

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Rococo Variations/SAINT-SAENS:
Cello Concerto 1 in a/FAURÉ: Élégie/
BRUCH: Kal Nidrei
HanNa Chang (v/c) /LSO/
Rostropovich
(59m 42s)
At 10, HanNa Chang and her
family left Korea for New York, so
that she could study at Juilliard with
-5. Aldo Parisot (she had already
appeared on TV and in concert).
1."-

Mischa Maisky took her under his
wing; she won the Rostropovich
Competition aged 13, and ` Slava'
and his wife became mentors. ` Idid
not play as well at her age,' says
Rostropovich, 'The maturity and
emotion are remarkable'. And
listening, say, to the third variation
(Andante sostenuto) in this Nov ' 95
Abbey Road recording of the
Tchaikovsky one cannot but agree
— real individuality, poise and a
natural fluency with the cello are
abundantly evident. ( She throws it
all aside with nonchalance, moving
on to the courtly Andante grazioso:
fabulous detail!) This is a lovely
performance — what must it be like
to play it, at 13, under the baton of
someone for whom it is almost a
signature tune? It is good, of course,
to hear the maestro directing a

wisely eloquent accompaniment, one
which accommodates the tender
expressiveness of Chang without loss
of overall shape.
For all the firmness of an
incredible ppp, the Fauré emerges
(for me) as slightly ' coached', less
attuned to this elusive aesthetic.
Rostropovich, too, conducts a
generalized ` slow piece': beautiful
sound, but a question-mark hangs
over it. (There are notable EMI
recordings by Tortelier and Starker
on CD, utterly different yet each
with a fittingly grave austerity and
directness.)
Still, Chang, Rostropovich and
the LSO realise the enchantment of
the Saint-Saens Concerto — though
Imiss real bravura in the final
pages. A version to challenge my
affection for the Du Pré/NPO/
Barenboim.
This debut CD establishes many
positive and heartening qualities —
it's arecommendation not just
because Chang is so very young. All
it needed was a silly, showy final
encore to reassure us that Chang's
abilities can encompass more than
the beautifully crafted but
indulgently slow manner so much a
feature of these items.
Christopher Breunig
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WAGNER:
A Faust Overture a Overtures - Das
Liebesverbot a Rienzi a Symphony in
E - Allegro con spirito J
Wesendonck-Lieder ( orch. Henze)
Mariana Lipovsek (mez-sop)/
Philadelphia OrchlSawallisch
EAU CDC 556 1652

(
68m I7s)

What makes Wolfgang Sawallisch
one of the most outstanding
conductors at present? He has the
natural gift of making any orchestra
sound musical immediately, through
his overall knowledge of scores and
their historical backgrounds; and he
never asserts any extrovert overlay
on the music he directs. Players lave
his stick technique, and he can
encompass the most complex gearchange or expressive nuance with
total professional expertise:
something that many of today's
conductors strive for but complicate
through trying too hard, or more
simply because they are carried away
with their own rostrum images.
Wagner's delightfully naive
overture Das Liebesverbot (
about
three times longer than Weber's
comparable Abu Hassan) insistently
weaves away at the same tune, with
decorative triangle backing plus the
occasional key change, yet is utterly
delectable. The Weber-ish
repetitions in Felix Mottl's
reworking of music Wagner left for a
projected E-major Symphony
(omitting the 29 bars of an
incomplete slaw movt) form a
convincing presentation, even when

a little lost in the acoustic (not the
case on her unforgettable, and more
alive, Nonesuch recording of the
aria) but nonetheless achieves some
charming expressive touches —
especially the recitative before her
duet with Trulove towards the end.
Ramey repeats the performance he
gave for Decca, but the voice has
less cut and thrust this time. Bumbry
rises to the challenge of Baba's rage,
but is no match for Sarah Walker's
very English chatter about the lady's
assembled curiosities ( Decca again).
Ifound much to enjoy
throughout, but Ican't pretend that
the finished product adds up to the
experiences offered by Stravinsky the
conductor or Chailly on Decca
(Catherine Pope's questionable Anne
Trulove notwithstanding). The
booklet gives us the Hogarth series
in colour reproductions of the
paintings; a pity Erato couldn't have
printed the name of the piece and
the performance down any side of
the slimline box
David Nice
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the musical content is slender. Iam
not convinced, however, by
annotator Barry Millington's
preference for Henze's chamber
orchestra setting for the Wesendonck
lieder over Mottl's. Perhaps he had
the private performance of Siegfried
Idyll in his mind, but he has
imparted a ' Mediterranean' aura to
the accompaniment that encourages
Mariana Lipovsek to ' sing out' like a
prima-donna!
A Faust Overture and Rienzi are
both performed which controlled
mastery. The first is taken slowly
and builds from quiet snarling
menace to a thunderous outburst
two-thirds way through, before
sinking away. Rienzi makes his
appearance devoid of pomposity, the
proud lines building steadily without
break of pulse to a noble conclusion.
Gloriously rich, clean sound,
Bill Newman

A':1-2

Overtures - Rienzi a Das
Liebesverbot J Tannhauser Bacchanale and Venusberg music J
Parsifal - Prelude and Good Friday
music
Dresden StaatskapellelSinopoli
DC 449 165-2

(
72m 32s)

The enormous distance Wagner
traversed in musical terms between
his earliest works and his last can
readily be appreciated here. Even
the gap between Das Liebesverbot
and Rienzi is enormous, given that

completion of one and the start of
the other. By the time we reach the
ratified atmosphere of Parsifal the
transformation is complete. These
two early overtures are noisy,
extrovert works, and Sinopoli pulls
out all the stops. The Tannhauser
overture is the standard (short)
version, but with the ' Venusberg'
music added as aseparate piece.
The sonorous Dresden brass sound
deep and powerful in the big tune,
making a magnificent impression,
while the ` Bacchanale' introduction
to the 'Venusberg' music is suitably
wild and abandoned — though, alas,
Sinopoli omits the optional chorus.
His Parsifal prelude hasn't perhaps
the spirituality of Karajan's, but it is
impressively ripe and sonorous with
(again) some lovely burnished brass.
In this respect Sinopli's approach to
Wagner emphasises the composer's
romantic, sensual side — witness the
'Good Friday' music.
DG's ' 4D' recording sounds big
and powerful, with tremendous
presence, a full, deep bass, and lots
of bite and impact. With so many
modern CDs transferred at anything
from 2dB to 6dB below maximum
level, it's nice to find one that via
my Meridian 518 actually peaks
about 2dB above without distortion!
Not a CD for small systems
though...
James M Hughes
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only two years separate the

TCHAIKOVSKY:
The Complete Songs ( Vol.1)
Scrgei Leiferkus (bar)ISention Skigin
(pno)
Conifer Classics 75605 51266 2

(
61m 58s)

As in their earlier Mussorgsky issues
on Conifer, the partnership of
Leiferkus and Skigin again impresses
hugely — indeed, Isuspect that
these performances will join a
handful of others on disc (Christoff
and Nina Koshetz among them) as
classics in the field of Russian song.
With his immediate use of words
(outstandingly clear vowels) and
some daringly broad phrasing,
Leiferkus never allows his dramatic
convictions to disturb the purely
musical values of these songs, just as
his vast range of vocal colour rarely
troubles the dark beauty of his
powerful baritone. His pianist's
similarly varied tonal palette is never
unprofitably challenged by
Tchaikovsky's demands, and he is
notably impressive in the quasiorchestral colourings required, for
instance, in ' Reconciliation'. It

Guiseppe
Sinopoli: a
Wagner
orchestral
programme
and
Schoenberg's
Gurrelieder
with the
Dresden
Staatskapelle

would only be aslight exaggeration,
however, to label all the songs here
as gloomy; this most intimate and
confessional of forms drew from
Tchaikovsky his most consistently
melancholy utterances — though the
quality is generally higher than
acknowledged. 'At the Ball' needs
more of the feeling of awaltz about
it, and ' Don Juan's Serenade' is
fairly rattled through, though
Leiferkus's portrait of the great lover
is sharply drawn. Sonically, Icould
have done with the piano a mite
closer, and the voice a mite further
away. But these are minor points.
Overall, this is adistinctly classy
disc.
George Hall
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classical COLLECTIONS
ANCLIFFE: Nights of Gladness/
BAYNES: Destiny/BINGE: The
Watermill J Elizabethan Serenade/
COATES: Calling all Workers/
COLLINS: Vanity Fair/CURZON: The
Boulevardier/ELLIS: Coronation Scot/
FARNON: Jumping Bean/GIBBS:
Dusk/JOYCE: Dreaming/KETELBY:
Bells across the Meadows/LUTZ: Pas
de quatre/TOYE: The Haunted
Ballroom/WHITE: Puffin' Billy/
WILLIAMS: The Devil's Galop J The
Old Clockmaker
New London OrchICotp
Hyperion CDA 66868

FROM THE COURT OF
FREDERICK THE GREAT
Works by F Benda, CH & JG Graun,
Kirnberger, Frederick the Great,
Quantz, Müthel
Barthold Kuifken (flt)1Wieland
Kinjken ( v/e) Bob van Asperen
(hpd)

,14/CreJiC

(.'lijuéed
eda
Theabelhan henenade
Thr Daunted Ilalhenm
Vaniir lair
The Ihnele,ardie.
Denim.
lhe Eillemigl
Dime/ion h.et

Sony Classical CD 66267

Nightie, Clean,'
1hr Muir* t.elor

(66m 23s)

Calling All Wnilkee,
Belk anws. the
Dreaming
TIFF NEW LONDON
ORCRESTRA
RoNAwcoar

(76m 53s)

•

With their continuing success on the
concert scene, it was obvious that
Ronald Corp and his New London
Orchestra would, sooner or later,
produce a new CD that deserves to
be labelled as something rather
special.
The unfortunate demise of Radio
3's ' Matinees musicales' and a rapid
revival of interest in light orchestral
music occurred almost
simultaneously, and Marco Polo's
British Light Music Series, largely
using Czech forces, has effectively
filled several gaps in the recorded
repertoire. Where Corp scores over
his rival Adrian Leaper, however, is
in his deeper understanding of how
the music should really sound.
Rather than concentrating on one
specific composer, we have a subtle
and varied ' mix': something, indeed,
for every taste, with performances
generally slower-paced — all the
better for bringing into relief basic
rhythms and inner colours. You
'hear' the saxophone part in Calling
all Workers; and the dreamy offtones and pastel shadings of Toye's
visionary masterpiece melt the heartstrings. Listen elswhere and you
immediately 'see' the action: Dick
Barton and Snowy chasing the

villains in The Devil's Galop, and
Paul Temple and his continually
concerned Steve off to new exploits
in Coronation Scot. Listeners will
also be aware that Sydney Baines's
Destiny and Archibald Joyce's
Dreaming both lean heavily on Franz
Lehár's Gold and Silver for melodic
inspiration and orchestration, but
are none the worse for that!
The quality and expertise of the
actual programme and order of
items is exemplary (like Puffin Billy
rubbing shoulders with the evocative
Dusk, and Bells across the Meadows,
or the charming Pas de quatre
following on from Curzon's cheeky
The Boulevardier). Ron Corp, a keen

THE AMERICAN ALBUM
Works by Piston, Copland, Ives,
Baker
Anne Akiko Mt.yers Wet»
AndréMichel Schub (pno)

instruction Allegro conslugarocko (
thc
kids would pelt a rock with stones
during the services) and you have
an odd but fascinating piece.
Copland's ' Nocturne' ( from Two
Pieces, 1926) and the AfroAmerican jazz trombonist David

radio listener as well as a first-class
concert planner, is very aware of
what makes sense, keeping the
listener's attention throughout. You
will find enough welcome memories
stirring to fill a dozen chocolate
boxes — music of the ballroom, the
theatre, famous signature tunes —
all belonging to an age when 'Tunesmiths reigned supreme'.
Tony Faulkner's engineering once
more brings it all into perfect
perspective.
Bill .Ver,...utan

A': 1
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In the mid- 18th-century the flute
was the favourite court instrument,
largely because King Frederick the
Great played it. Endlessly. His tutor,
Quantz, wrote at least 185 flute
sonatas for him, and the King
contributed 120 more, while the
Benda brothers, CPE Bach and
other court musicians provided
dozens of their own. Most have not
been catalogued, but F Benda's and
Frederick's have, so it would have
been helpful to tell collectors which
are recorded here. Benda's is Lee
III- 57, and Frederick's is 48 in the
Spitta catalogue. Quantz's have been
listed but the present B- flat Sonata
is not included. Could it be a new
discovery? The notes don't tell us
that either.
Much as Iadmire Kuijken's finely
toned and historically sensitive flute
playing, Idon't advise listening to
more than two works at asitting.
They tend to congeal in the mind,
each being identically designed with
a slow movt followed by two faster
ones. That said, the woody tonal
effect is attractive and the playing
excellent, with aneat swagger in fast
movements. The accompaniment of
harpsichord and ( usually) cello, is
well balanced. The recording is
good, though somewhat neglectful of
the cello.
Robert Dearling

CI]

B:2

THE HEART OF THE POET
Songs by Robert and Clara Schumann
Bo Skovhus (bar) 11-lehnut Deutsch
(pno)

BMG 09026 68114 2

(55m 06.)

Piston offers a semi- jazzy Sonatina
with neat rhythmic tricks and
harmonic sideslips to keep the
listener's ears on their toes, so to
speak. A meditative Adagio is
sensitively played and there is a
high-spirited finale. Copland's
Sonata could only be by him: by
turns spiky, noble, broad and
exciting. The Lento is especially
affecting, and most movingly
interpreted by both artists. Ives's
Violin Sonata 4 is titled ' Children's
Day at the Camp Meeting'. Need
any more? If you do, imagine a
soup of hymns and marches, stir in
some polytonalism and the unique
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Baker's Blues (
inconsequential)
complete the disc.
Anne Akiko Meyers's violin tone
is strong and accurate. She achieves
Copland's imitation of two violins
chasing each other's phrases ( in iii)
with dazzling sleight of bow, and
there is abeautifully graded climax
and tail-off. André-Michel Schub
accompanies well. His is a taxing
job, supporting this intricate
programme without ever stealing
the foreground. The natural
recording brings us close but not
too close for comfort.
Robert Dearling

A:1 0

Sony Classical CD 62372

(70m 48s)

Ilere is an interesting presentation of
eleven songs by Clara, including the
six of Op.1 3 ( 1842-3), followed by
the Liederkreis Op.24 and Dichterliche
Op.48 of Robert. The songs by
Clara will have awide appeal;
despite her reluctance to compose,
she is revealed as a lieder writer of
true skill and imaginative insight;
and some of the pieces are
worthwhile alternatives to more
familiar settings of the poems. Heine
is in the ascendant here. with four
songs by Clara, and the two sets by
Robert. Bo Skovhus is in excellent
voice, with clear diction and
sensitive reponse to the challenges of
musical line and romantic inagery;
Helmut Deutsch brings the piano
parts to vibrant life, and the
recording ( though not the
introductory note or the English

8()

translation of the lyrics) is of high
quality, lacking only the intimacy
appropriate to the lied.
Peter Branscombe

NMI

Eta'

Suisse Romande OrchlAnsermet
Decca
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NETTLE & MARKHAM
IN FRANCE
MILHAUD: Scaramouche/BIZET: Jeux
d'Enfants/IBERT: Little White Donkey/
DEBUSSY: L'Enfant Prodigue/SAT1E:
La Belle Excentrique/CANTELOUBE:
Chants d'Auvergne etc
Nettle & Markham (pnos)
Carlton Classics 30366 00142

(
75m 23s)

From first note to last, this CD is so
immediately enjoyable that it puts
other well-known duos like Vronsky
& Babin or Eden & Tamir in the
shade. The essence lies in the choice
of programme, where works with
contrasting movements feature
alongside short, delectable but less
usual items.
This recital successfully divides up
into four parts: ( i) Milhaud,
followed by Fauré's ' Berceuse' from
Dolly; Satie's Gymnopédie No. 1;
Ibert; then Bizet — all highly
evocative music. ( ii) Poulenc's Élégie
and L'Embarquement pour Cythére;
Debussy; Ravel's ` Laideronnette'
and ' Empress of the Pagodas' —
each personal and descriptive at the
same time. ( iii) Saint-Saëns's
Carnival of the Animals [
excerpts];
Barcellini's Souvenirs de `Mon Onde'
(of Jacques Tati fame); and Satie's
La Belle Excentrique — essentially
fun pieces. ( iv) four movements
from Canteloube's most celebrated
work with its huge, romantic appeal.
Throughout there is a
commitment that brings freshness,
nuance and brilliant virtuosity to the
musical fare. Ican only urge those
who already have Nettle & Markham
in England and America to snap it up
with the utmost alacrity. The whole
enterprise is bathed in the most
brilliant sound.
Bill Newman

As:I*
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RAVEL:
L'enfant et les Sortièges
Wend/De MommollinITourainel
MigliettelDancolBiselBobillierl
CuenodlMollenovanolGeneva
Motet Ch/Suisse Romande Orchl
Ansermet
Decca SXL 2212

R1960

On CD, Maazel [DG] may be
top recommendation, or Bour
[Testament]; Previn [EMI
'Eminence'] is good, too. But my
choice remains this Ansermet —
surprisingly good in the jazzy
writing, nicely paced, and with
unforgettable highlights such as
Hugues Cuenod's teapot (in
croaky English "Om ' syour
mug?'), Pierre Mollet's erratically
chiming grandfather clock, the
scene with Fire, the procession of
Shepherds or the moonlit garden
[Part 2]. The recording was
made at Geneva in October
1954, Victor Olof the resourceful
producer.
My original LP pressing is
probably a collector's item, but it
pales alongside the 180gm vinyl
recut from Speakers Corner. You
only have to compare the
opening, with pitch problems in
the wind voices [40s- lm 085]
resolved, to realize the
rheumaticky-sounding Suisse
Romande wasn't as bad as it
seemed. Rather, frequency
stability in cutting has moved on.
There's an excellent Decca 2CD
transfer with libretto — absent
here — available at around the
price of this LP reissue, with
Ravel's L'heure espagnole and
Debussy's Martyrdom fragments
[433 400-2].
Christopher Breunig

B:1 •

All these LP reissues my be
obtained from our CD Service,
at £ 19.95 each + packing/postage,
or from Vivante London,
74 Heathfield North, Twickenham
TW2 70W. Tel ( 0181) 891 4195
Nettle & Markham

ALBEN1Zs
lberia/TURINA: Danzas Fantasticas

sm. 2243

R

1960

In the UK this was never felt to be
one of Ansermet's better LPs, and as
a result it is quite rare. Ibought a
secondhand copy in the early 1970s
but found the sound disappointingly
thin and lacking in body. However,
this reissue sounds very good indeed:
quite abit better than my Decca
original, being fuller and louder,
with richer midrange and astronger
(but still clean) bass. The playing
lacks the panache and opulence the
music demands yet there is much to
enjoy, and throughout one feels
these are real performances despite
some technical limitations. The
Robert Moon & Michael Gray book
Full Frequency Stereophonic Sound
rates this release as 8 out of 10. I
still don't care for the sound on my
original LP, but this reissue is lovely
and the pressing is excellent.
James M Hughes
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BEETHOVEN:
Violin Concerto Op.61
Wolfgang Schneiderhan (v1n)1BP0/
jochum
De SLPM 138999

*1962

Wolfgang Schneiderhan's third
recording of the Violin Concerto to
be issued on LP by DG, this was the
first to feature cadenzas Beethoven
had written for his Piano Concerto
transcription — in (i), timpani
provide abackground presence and
the music strays into unexpected
(even Stravinsky-ish!) areas. With a
lovely accompaniment from Eugen
Jochum, it is abeautifully shaped
exposition of the work.
Schneiderhan's bowing is always
clean, if with some thinness of tone
—he's a ' conscientious' interpreter
but (for me) he doesn't quite soar
above the text. One or two
colleagues were in disagreement
when Iwrote coolly of the
'Originals' CD transfer, and Ihave
to admit I've enjoyed this vinyl
reissue more.
It was one of Günter Hermanns's
finest analogue productions from the
Jesus Christus-Kirche, Berlin. The
sound is powerful, even ' thick' with
the resonance added to tuttis; the
soloist is blended in with no sense of
separate miking with (exactly as the
original LP) aslight left-of-centre
positioning. There is, alas, more
sense of an empty hall for the
cadenzas, and closer miking for the
soloist, although the lead-back to the
first-movt coda is seamless — the
bassoonist beautifully ' placed'.
There's little real difference from
my earlier German pressing —as it
should be! — yet this re-transfer
offers more realistic violin tone in
DECEMBER INS
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audiophile REISSUES
cadenzas and slightly greater depth/
focus in soundstage presentation. It's
the first Speakers Corner LP Ihave
heard taken from DG/Archiv
masters. Cello equipment and
Neumann VMS 80 cutting lathes
were used, and the total silence of
the Pallas 100% vinyl pressing
makes a fabulous experience!
Christopher Breunig

A-A*: 1 (*)

BORODIN:
Symphonies 2 & 3 J Overture Prince Igor
Suisse Romande OrchlAnsermet
London CS 6126
Decca first began experimenting at
Victoria Hall Geneva with stereo
recording in May 1954. These
Borodin performances were taped in
October-November, thus placing
them among Decca's earliest stereo
productions. The sound is very good
indeed: a trifle raw at treble
extremes, but otherwise vivid and
forward, with excellent presence and
detail plus a lively ' 3D' soundstage.
Moon & Gray rate the original US
issue ( Decca never released it here
as an SXL) very highly, giving it 9
out of 10 for performance and 10
for sound. Ihave aJapanese London
pressing from UK Decca metalwork
(matrix is on both sides), but this
reissue is, Ithink, better: it sounds
cleaner and more evenly balanced
tonally, though some might prefer
the added brilliance of the Japanese
London. Performances are
enthusiastic and committed, with
plenty of energy and life. The start
of Borodin 2 is perhaps lacking in
tautness and discipline, but this is
playing from agentler, less frenetic
age than ours. Excellent pressing.
James M Hughes

A-B:1 ( 2-3)

BOITESI N I:
Allegretto capriccioso J Capriccio di
bravura J Elegie in D J Grande
Allegro di Concert J Introduction &
Gavotte J Melodie in e J Tarantella
in a
Ludwig Streicher (db-bs)INorman
Shetler (pno)
Teldec 6.42230

®1978

'Ludwig Streicher plays Bottesini' —
apleasant enough LP, but Isuspect
it's the sort of thing audiophiles put
on when they want to listen to their
hi-fi systems! The music is attractive
and tuneful, but not very substantial,
and only Streicher's considerable
virtuosity holds one's interest. The
recording is fine but needs agood
system to bring bass and piano into
focus — Ican imagine the sound
being abit woozy on some set-ups.
Good pressing and mastering on
180gm vinyl, but don't blame me if
you fall asleep halfway through!
James M Hughes

A-B:?

[According to our original review, Dec
'78, ` This is more than Dr Johnson's
dog walking on its hind legs... One of
those discs one neglects at one's musical
peril!' - A:11
FALLA:
The Three- cornered Hat
Victoria de los Angeles (sop)!
Philharmonia Trithbeck
EMI ASD 608

®1964

'Ole! Olé! Olé!' — one can but echo
the overdubbed cries of the corps de
ballet of Barcelona Opera House,
with castanets and hand-clapping at
the start of this 1963 Kingsway Hall
recording: producer/engineer Victor
Olof/Christopher Parker. For this is
agramophone classic: just reissued
on EMI ' Matrix' [CD], and here in
an Alto recut on heavy vinyl.

RACHMANINOV:
The Bells J Vocalise
Sheila Armstrong (sop)! Robert Tear
(ten) /John Shirley- Quirk (bar) /LSO
& ChIPrevin
DAI ASO 3284

R

1976

This rich yet passionate performance
of The Bells was acclaimed as
definitive when first released. It was
certainly the first decent recording
technically, and 20 years on it still
sounds spacious and opulent. The
original was one of EMI's SQ issues,
but Iwonder if the present reissue is
pure stereo — the sleeve says
stereo-quad but the LP label says
stereo, and the matrix number has
lost its Q prefix. The reissue sounds
firmer in placement of soloists and
chorus, with less congestion in
climaxes. Previn's approach to the
score is warm and humane, and he
secures some ravishing playing from

(I remember, at the Abbey Road
remastering session, the parlous state
of the old edited tapes as they
passed through the cutting
recorder...) But is it as good as the
original? Using for comparison an
SXLP reissue [matrices 4G/8G], I
thought the Alto transfer was more
'airy', with wider separation. The
final dance of The Three-cornered Hat
is quite demanding, and unlike the
SXLP, there is plenty of space
before the label at the end of Side 2
here. Both versions are remarkably
free of any congestion, but there's a
certain glassiness (try also the
blackbird's ' squeaks' 1cm into Side
1). There's also a loss of bloom; the
mellower EMI original is more
'alive' and lets you hear right into
the acoustic.
Christopher Breunig

A*-B: 1 •

MASSENET:
Scenes Alsaciennes J Scènes
Pittoresques
Pans Cons Orchl Wolff
London CS 6139
Another early Decca never issued in
stereo in the UK as an SXL. It's
hard to understand why: the music
is gorgeous and the performances (if
a little lacking in polish) are very
enjoyable and quite well played. The
sound has clarity and presence with
some nice twin-channel separation,
but the treble is abit grainy during
climaxes. Ihad no LP original to
compare, but feel the sound has not
been compromised by this reissue.
Soundstaging is firm and solid, with
a rich, believable bass-treble balance,
with only slight upper frequency
congestion to worry about. Superb
quiet surfaces and lovely cover art!
James M Hughes

B:2

the LSO. It's poles apart from the
old Kondrashin performance on
Melodiya [now a BMG CD reissue],
with more of a Hollywood glow
perhaps, but it is marvellously
effective.
James M Hughes

A: 1-1 '1
'

In spite of the matrix numbering/
labelling discrepancies, the aural
evidence suggests stereo: the sound
is more solid, with superior
definition of timbres — cg, cleaner
'bells' at the climax of (i) — than
the washier, softer quadraphonic
original. Sheila Armstrong's vocal
image in (ii) is better focused and
more rounded (though, in either
case, quite difficult to track at forte).
JMH finds this performance wholly
idiomatic: to me it all sounds very
English! Nonetheless...
Christopher Breunig

A:1()
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Alb um
in

Focus

PET SHOP BOYS
BILINGUAL
Parlophone COP CSD 170

(
advance tape)

The opening ' Discoteca' and ' Single' provide little in the way
of surprises as PSB disco their way into the clubs. Also
unsurprisingly, they do it in admirable fashion, continuing the
hip-hop club trot with 'Electricity'. But it's with the recent
single, ' Se A Vida E', that the fun starts, as PSB head South
America way, blowing whistles and donating healthy chunks of
percussion as they join the carnival. Elsewhere, it's a softer
kind of samba, Neil Tennant handling ` It Always Comes
As A Surprise' as if he were auditioning for an Astrud
Gilberto sound-alike spot. There's more, far more, but
you'll have to hear that for yourselves, and you will,
won't you?
Fred Dellar

Nice to see Ken's cat among Fred's pigeons, but who did the
rest of the major rock critics agree with? In The Times it was
'an album of innovation and unusual charm'. Q awarded four
stars, describing it as ' abold step which works almost
unreservedly'. Even The Guardian conceded that 'it never fails
to be extravagantly melodic and intelligent', so that's three for
Fred. The Observer, however, felt that 'the mix of hi-tech
anthem and droll love song sounds pretty predictable' while
The Independent On Sunday grumbled about ` the measured and
trebly Euro-disco which we've come to expect'. Two for Ken.
My vote holds the balance then and, for once, I'm with the
majority. It's a corker.
Johnny Black

A: l

.

A:1 •

Never having hidden my hatred for these guys, this
latest display of locked-into-the-'eighties techno-pap
has been assaulting my ears in every record shop I
enter. Yes, they're that big but for an obvious reason.
This stuff is so anodyne, so colourless, so truly bland
that it can't help but enjoy mass acceptance. Will Neil
Tennant — truly the antithesis of Erasure's Andy
Bell in the emotion stakes — ever come
across as anything other than an
android A no-brainer which,
unfortunately for people with
taste, adds an unpleasant
meaning to the term ' Pet
Sounds'. Great packaging
does not agreat CD
make.

ALISHA'S ATTIC
ALISKA RULES THE WORLD
Mercury 5340272

their faultless harmonies, their wacko
arrangements, their nagging,ly
infectious hooks, their sussed and
sassy lyrics and ex-Eurythmic Dave
Stewart's staggeringly smart
production. Ten years hence this will
be appearing in 100 Greatest Albums
Of All Time lists. I'd lay odds on it.
But then, I've been wrong before.

(
advance tape)

Asked to lay odds in 1965 that Brian
Poole's daughters would one day
produce the most stunning debut
album of the 1990s, I'd have
plumped for billions to one. Truth
though, is assuredly stranger than
fiction. If I'd got this in time, it
would have been our featured album,
but all Ican do now is rave on about

WC CLARK
TEXAS SOUL
Black Top BT- 1131

Alisha's Attic:
Faultless
harmonies and
sassy lyrics
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(
45m 08s)

It would be sad if this New Orleans
based singer-guitarist were simply
relegated to the currently bulging
blues file. He is acharismatic vocalist
well able to reach out beyond his fine,
hornbacked r'n'b way of things and
move into the soul ballad area once
frequented by such as Sam Cooke.
The inclusion of Cooke's 'That's
Where It's At' makes the point
forcibly, and Clark's flexible
interpretation of Willie Nelson's
'Funny How Time Slips Away'

further suggests that there's more here
than meets the category. Don't miss.
Fred Dellar

A:1 •

JOE COCKER
ORGANIC
Parlophone CD IESTD-8

(53m 28s)

I've never been a Cocker fan, but it's
hard not to respect his staying power.
Few rockers have survived 30 years
simply as charismatic interpreters,
and fewer yet have managed Cocker's
trick of selling more albums now
than he did at the height of his
singles success. This rootsy, live-ish
Don Was production re-visits several
previous Cocker interpretations (` Bye
Bye Blackbird', 'Delta Lady', 'Many
Rivers To Cross' etc) and throws in
some newies, with afistful of
heavyweight talents — Randy
Newman, Billy Preston, Tony Joe
White, Jim Keltner et al — in
supporting roles. Hardly essential,
but it will keep devotees happy.
Johnny Black

A:1 •
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MARY COUGHLAN
LIVE IN GALWAY

ROBYN HITCHCOCK
MOSS ELIXIR

Big Cat ABB118 CD

(
60m 50s)

Signed to anew label, Ireland's
finest torch lady spans agap with aset
recorded before an enthusiastic
hometown audience. She's Peggy Leelike on Cole Porter's 'Laziest Girl',
Mae West (maybe) while revamping ' I
Wanna Be Seduced' (kitted out with
condom references), and partPiaf on
'Hearts', asong that may owe all to a
French movie. Humorous ditties such
as ' Country Fair Dance' punctuate the
proceedings well enough, but
somehow jar. It's as if Billie Holiday
were suddenly to break into ` Knees
Up Mother Brown'. Otherwise,
Coughlan still sounds tired and
emotional in the best possible manner.
Fred De/lar

A:1-2 •

Steve Harley:
the Cockney
Rebel is sack

merely providing his CV with
'Evesham Boy'.
Fred Dellar

As:1-2 •

with his irst
release in
five years

STEVE HARLEY
POETIC JUSTICE

(45m 53s)

Formerly Mott The Hoople's Ariel
Bender, Grosvenor returns in style,
teaming with former Spooky Tooth
cohort Mike Kellie and ex-Island
Record team leaders Jess Roden and
Jim Capaldi to demonstrate that he
remains aguitarist of quality. Roden
provides his distinctive line of vocals
on areworking of Bob Seger's ' Fire
Down Below' and ' IWanna Be
Free', but otherwise Grosvenor takes
the honours, hitting the jazz button
for `Ninsky Prospect', blues-wailing
on `Loneliest Man In Town' or

(
Sim 43s)

Something about Harley has him
classified, historically, with rock's
assholes, but this latest solo almost
redeems him. His first in five years
(he somehow survived working with
Sarah Brightman with some shred of
dignity) contains acluster of
originals and three seemingly out-ofplace covers which actually work in
the context of his own songs. As
you'd expect, there's little meat to
the work, and it floats by before you
know it, but it has as much
substance as most 'unplugged' sets.
At the very worst, it's innocuous
but, at its best, it's great pop.
Ken Kessler

A:1-2 •

Killer

A:1 •

IMPERIAL TEEN
SEASICK
Slash-London 828728 2

(
advance tape)

This is such apleasantly polished
debut that it seems patronising and
inadequate to dub Imperial Teen
`Faith No More keyboard player
Roddy Bottum's side project', but it
is. Happily, Bottum's collaboration
with former Wrecks Lynn Perko and
Jonc Stebbins plus little known
vocalist Will Schwartz has produced
arecord far removed from his day
job. Engagingly tuneful, Seasick is
crammed with brightly attractive
melodies from which contrasting
dark feelings of angst, frustration
and confusion persistently seep out.
Irresistible, in asubtle kind of way.
Valerie Potter

Kollektions

(
48m 41s)

Maybe Warner can market this
country's quirkiest, post-Kevin Ayers
space-case better than has been
done in the past. If they can't secure
fame for him with this gem, loaded
with catchy tunes, then something's
wrong. A shade more fragile and
delicate than earlier works, Moss
Elixir might benefit from the recent
psychedelic resurgence which allows
hippie-ness to retain some credibility
rather than be laughed out of the
ball-park. (Witness Oasis playing ` I
Am the Walrus' as if they wrote it.)
Any new Hitchcock needs about five
plays for comprehension, but it's
worth it.
Ken Kessler

Transatlantic TRA CD 242

LUTHER GROSVENOR
FLOODGATES
Brilliant RBCD 1007-2

Warner 9362-46302-2

A:1 *,

George Jones:
honky-tonk

hotshots and
ith most of the obvious box sets out of the way
bar- room ballads
mill we ever see the Buddy Holly estate solve its
problems?), we may be left with the special
interest stuff, but we're still some way from the bottom of the
barrel, as this month's selection shows. Cheap Trick, aseminal
band bridging heavy metal and power pop, is served by the
special-priced 4CD ' library book' set, Sex, America, Ch:ap Trick
[Epic-Legacy E4K 64938 •]. And it's astunner, with all the hits,
32 rare or previously unreleased tracks, B-sides, demos, live
material, alternates — you name it. The fans will swoon, as the 40
page booklet leaves nothing to the imagination. Similarly packaged is
the sublime 4CD set Royal Memphis Soul [
Hi L'K-Edsel HiBOOK 11
*), with 95 soul tracks from Al Green, Ann Peebles, OV Wright and the
rest of the Hi crew, conveniently uniform with other great ' label
anthologies', like the SAR Records Story. Special mention for two fine 2CD
sets this month, the first covering the saga of Green Linnet Records. The
Twentieth Anniversary Collection [
Green Linnet GLCD 106 0] is priced as a
single CD, consisting of 38 tracks of the best Celtic music from Ireland,
Scotland, Britanny and the USA, like Altan, the Bothy Band, June Tabor and
others who warrant the cover of Folk Roots Magazine. Lastly, there's aperfect
tribute to the recentlydeparted Dean Martin. The Capitol Years [
Capitol PFtDF
CD2 •] features 40 of his finest for the purple label, recorded between 1950 and
1962. Duets with Peggy Lee, Nat ' King' Cole and Jerry Lewis, hits like 'That's
Amore', arare live medley, six previously unreleased tracks, that glonous Capitol
sound — this one's ahoney.
Ken Kessler
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GEORGE JONES
ILIVED TO TELL IT ALL
MCA MCAD-11478

(32m 27s)

Jones claims this is his finest record
in years, and he's right. It follows no
trends, doesn't attempt to hook into
Nashville's current ways of things,
but allows the Rolls Royce of
Country Music to apply his bluesyboozy vocal chords to honky-tonk
hotshots and bar-room ballads
penned by songwriters (Melba
Montgomery, Red Lane, Richard
Leigh, Hank Cochran etc) who have
95

paid their dues. Add Jones' ability to
send himself up — the opening
`Honky Tonk Song' refers to the
incident when Tammy locked his
cars and he drove into Nashville on
a motorised mower to get a drink and the attractions are obvious

other quartet can match. Buy it for
someone you love. Or need to wean
off Take That.

TYPE 0 NEGATIVE
OCTOBER RUST
Roadrunner RR8874

MAGIC DICK & JAY GEILS
LITTLE CAR BLUES
Rounder CD3141

(50m 04s)

Two years after their Rounder
debut
(as Bluestime), the harmonica and
guitar of the sorely-missed JGeils
Band are back. As with Duke
Robillard, Roomful of Blues and too
many others, these guys have lapsed
deeper into retro, begging a return
to 1946-1955. But what makes this
more than another bluesy yawnfest
is also why the JGeils Band was so
scary: Magic Dick's harp and Jay
Geils' superclean picking. This will
win no awards for originality, and
there are other more purist acts (if
that's what you crave), but these

(73m)
Picking up where Bloody Kisses left
off, this moves further towards
crossover than those repellent first
two albums. It's brimful of the
deepest, darkest, most decadent
Goth-metal. Songs like 'Love You
To Death', ' My Girlfriend's
Girlfriend' and ` Haunted' confirm
the songwriting talents of sometime
Playgirl pin-up Pete Steele and a
cover of Neil Young's ' Cinnamon
Girl' is thrown in for good measure.
Can't see ' Red Water ( Christmas
Mourning)' being this year's
Yuletide Nol though.
,

—

A:1-2 •

(48m 39s)

It starts deceptively simply with the
naggingly insistent ' Sometimes' and
Eddie Vedder singing in his most
desperate, littleboy-lost voice before
speedily plunging into the dense
morass of seething emotions Pearl
Jam fans know and love. As with all
their albums, this needs a few
hearings to get into. Its disjointed
nature may be more difficult to
make sense of than its predecessors
but, once the heart-breaking charm
of melodies like 'Who You Are' and
'Smile' weave their spell, you're
hooked.

FEREILe'r

'111:1

THE PERSUASIONS
SINCERELY
Bullseye Blues CD BB 9576
(41m 43s) dist. Direct Distribution
Still aquartet, still ain't got no
band, so the a cappella kings' second
for this label is exactly the same sort
of vocal feast we've come to cherish
for over three decades. Having
survived the passing of Toubo
Rhoad, the group sounds as strong
as ever.., even minus one voice.
This set is more spiritual than
usual, which begs the question: will
they ever deliver agospel-only set
to top them all? Sincerely is a sonic
delight, a display of voiceworks no
96

Floyd
keyboardist
Rick Wright

ohnny

k

RICK WRIGHT
BROKEN CHINA
EMI EMD 1098

(58m 06s)

When a Floyd (Pink, not Keith)
makes a record, it behoves the
diligent reviewer to sit up and take
note without prejudice. Even when
that Floyd's previous two outings

A: 1 •

WEEZER
PINKERTON
Geffen GED 25007

MARL JAM
NO CODE
Epic 484448

Introspective?

—

guys still swing. If only they had
Messrs Bladd, Wolf, Justman and
Klein to kick ' em up the ass.
Ken Kessler

Sombre?

were pretty dire. Just as well
really, because Floyd fans
could come to cherish
this. By going for a
sombre, dense mood
that almost never
lifts, keyboardist
Wright has wisely
played to his own
strengths, and
creates amurky
ambience that suits
the album's theme
of clinical
depression. With
contributions from
Sinead O'Connor and
lyrics by Anthony Moore,
this is not for everyone but, if
you can relate to the most
introspective aspects of Floyd, it's for
you.

(43m I7s)

In the wake of a storming
performance at this year's
Reading Festival, the
promise of Weezer's
powerful debut album with
its monster single ` Buddy
Holly' is fulfilled here.
Mainman Rivers Cuomo
serves up ten tasty new
entrees flavoured with
muscle and melody, while
side orders of squiffy
humour and aching darkness
make the Weezer mixture
something quite unique in
mainstream pop. Mind you,
quite why Geffen went with
the rambling, charmingly
unfocused ' El Scorcho' as
Pearl Jam No the first single when 'The Good Life'
and 'No Other One' cry out for
Code
daytime airplay, sure beats me.
is up to
standard

Johnny Black

A: 1 •

The Persuasions:
another
vocal feast

jazz REVIEWS
AMA JAZZ
IN ONE BREATH
LEO LAB CD020

AIllectidem-ms
(72m 31s)

Quartet music irom the Urals:
eventful free jazz. Like the Ganelin
Trio and Alexander Rezitsky's
Arkhangelesk Group, Ama are
romantic and expansive. Vladislav
Talabuyev's sax develops a highly
original oriental squawk, while
Anatoly Tlisov's piano spumes up
thunderous climaxes. Devoid of the
high-pressure competition that drives
the best jazz from New York or
London, their unhurried landscape
painting nevertheless has both
vehemence and humour.
Ben Watson

A:1

Joss

Re» writatiwori

F

irst' two US saxophonists. Billy Pierce has played with Art Blakey and Max Roach. Froggin
Around [
CIMP # 107 II] is atrio recording with Chris McCann (drums) and Steve Wallace
(bass): fleet, open-ended Bop. `Epistrophe' misses the rhythmic snap of Monk's original, but
people who admire the convoluted logic of '60s Rollins should check out Pierce — his voice is
his own, and conscientious. Multi-reedist Marty E.hrlich's New York Child [
Enja 9025 0] delivers
clean and proficient modem bop, but the music, only comes alive on 'Time And The Wild
Words', when he plays joyfully messy counterpoint to Stan Stricldand's tenor. Come on, man,
you've got the chops — shed some inhibitions! The veteran German jazzers Rolf and Joachim
Kuhn appear on Brothers [
veraBra vBr2184 lb], clarinet and piano creating adeft weave of Trad
and NeoClassical modernism — abackground tape of sampled strings supplies an ECMstyle hitech polish. To finish off, two British musicians: saxophonist Greg Morgan invokes the muezzin
trance of late Coltrane on Spirit of Light [
Slam SLAM CD221 •]. Cmelody sax (halfway
between tenor and alto) gives it anew twist. Morgan's dialogue with drummer Chas Ambler is
careful and brave, but meagre reed tone is the fatal flaw for Morgan's hubris. On The Top Of His
Head [
Made To Measure MTM21CD
Free' Frith plays the Ambient card: wall-to-wall
digitalecho guitar and environmental samples. This was originally intended as music for afilm in
1989: Frith should have left it there — as an album, it is dire. When employed by John Zorn,
these sounds have expressive direction: this just noodles with the new technology. Readers would
be better advised to check out Frith's work with Alcsak Maboul.
Ben Watson

BILLY BANG QUARTET
SPIRITS GATHERING
CIMP # 109

(66m 04s)

Tender and haunting, the raw
intensity of Billy Bang's violin shrugs
off the instrument's lightweight
connotations. Here, his band (Brett
Allen on guitar, Akira Ando on bass
and veteran master drummer Denis
Charles) cannot quite cope with his
scalding freak-outs, but the ballads
are heartfelt and touching. The
music works best when Bang uses
arabic melismas and oriental modes.
Beginners should seek out The Jazz
Doctors or From The Fire Within if
they want to hear Bang at his most
defiantly creative, but this modest
set has its own scratchy charm. Bang
blows averitable, reflective
melancholy that puts the spotlit
gnats of corporate hype to shame.
Ben Watson

A:1 •

ARNETT COBB
LIVE AT SANDY'S
MUSE MCD5558

(62m 10s)

The archetypical Texas tenor in
great company. Saxophonists
Cleanhead Vinson and Buddy Tate
are on hand too, and rhythm section
is the unbeatable George Duvivier
(bass) and Alan Dawstm (drums).
Ray Bryant contributes rollicking,
bluesy piano. Recorded in 1978, this
demonstrates how much room for
variation vintage jazzers find in
ballads and blues. Cobb's vocalised,
punchy tone pricks up the ears,
drenching the soul in unashamed
emotionalism. Far out. They sure
don't make 'em like this any more.
Ben Watson

A:1 •

ROBERTSON- DU VAL-ROSEN
SOUND IMPLOSION
CIMP # 110

(71m 02s)

In 1988 trumpeter Herb Robertson
released a great record called Shades
of Bud Powell. Good to hear from
H141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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him again. This is
fast-action free
jazz with a
headlong push
that puts it in
another world
from Free
Improvisation or
Ambient. Dominic
Duval (bass) and
Jay Rosen (drums)
are dramatic and
daring players.
S PIRITS G ATHERING
The trio pursue
'out' effects and illusionistic repartee
Jazz violin:
into soundscape territory, but there's
scalding freakalways abluesy humour. Wholeouts along
world exoticism is delivered with
with heartfelt
striking dignity. Full use is made of
CIMP's ' no compression' recording:
and touching
the open space and cliff-face
ballads from
dynamics are exhilarating. Not one
Billy Bang
to play in the car, but if you want
really to test your equipment this is
the one. Magisterial magic that
mutates the ear.

SILLY SANG Q UARTET

Ben Watson

1101113
(
39m 26s)

Welcome digital release of a 1981
album, Kessel's breathily intimate,
swinging guitar in close shuffle with
Bob Maize's bass and Jimmie
Smith's drums. Originally an
Oklahoma western-swinger, Kessel
was turned around by Charlie
Christian: he learned how
amplification can bestow big-band
propulsion on the humble guitar.
'Mermaid', 'Juarez After Dark',
'Shiny Stockings': Kessel's muscular
sense of rhythm saves him from the
blandness of his copyists, while the
infused warmth of his electric tone is
immediate and personal. Quietly
wild: the 'back-to-quality-cocktail'
movement starts here.
Ben Watson

CRAMMED DISCS CRAM002

A:1 •

(
51m 03s)

The sleevenote quite rightly deems
Aksak Maboul's 1977 Onze Danses
Pour Combattre La Migraine a
'classic'. This one from 1979 is good
too, the Belgian pranksters joined by
Fred Frith and Chris Cutler from
Henry Cow. Avant rock with alight
touch, deftly avoiding the whimsy of
too many English exponents. There's
cod Satie, fake Bedouin, bizarre
Dolphyesque squiggles, Zappasansscorn, everything suffused with
surprise and adelicate sense of
swing. If only all jazz was presented
with this amount of playful attention.
Canterbury Rock fans should
investigate.
Ben Watson

A:1 •

DAVID MURRAY-JAMES
NEWTON QUINTET
DAVID MURRAY-JAMES NEWTON
QUINTET
DIW 906

BARNEY KESSEL TRIO
JELLYBEANS
CONCORD JAll CCD4164

AKSAK MABOUL
UN PEU DE LAME DES BANDITS

(55m Ois)

This has languished in the vaults
since 1991, but the music evidently
demanded exposure. Frisco flautist
Newton has asimilar church
background to tenor-titan Murray.
They fuse in helterskelter duets,
forays that dart and glide with
vertiginous energy. Rhythm section
(Fred Hopkins bass, Andrew Cyrille
drums) is nonpareil. Pianist John
Hicks has the open-ended, gospel feel
Mingus ushered in to liberate bop.
Somewhat over-ripe themes
inaugurate the improvising. Murray's
tenor whorls up so many melodic
lines the multi-hued storm is
bewildering, alurid sunset in fastforward. Newton's high-end freaknotes curl off like aluminium swarf
from alathe. Hi-tech instrumentalism
in relief so bold it rivets the ear.
Ben Watson

A:1 •
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Give the
perfect gift
this
Christmas

Link House publishes awide range of special interest
titles, and we believe that we have something for
everyone!

A seasonal
subscription offer
from just

By completing the order form below and returning it to the
FREEPOST (no stamp required) address, asix-month subscription
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good time for Christmas.
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rock/pop REISSUES
efforts, mid-priced and
melodic, in case you can't wait
14 years for another group
effort. The Felder title is the
most Eagle-ish, Schmit sounds
like he's still in Poco and
Walsh is forever nasal.
A:1-2

A:1-2

A:1-2 •

GARY GLITTER
GLITTER
DoJo DC100

(
49m 59,)

TOUCH ME
Doh CD200

(
48m 20s)

THE VERY BEST OF GARY
GUTTER

Glitter and be Gary:
Iwo DoJo reissues and a
Carlton ' Best Or

Carlton Essential Gold 30359 00212
(70m 09)

BROOK BENTON
RAINY NIGHT IN GEORGIA

Need proof of the Glam
Revival? Dojo has released the
sequinned hero's first two
albums, with four bonus tracks
each and packed with posters,
while Carlton has a neardefinitive mid-priced 20tracker. The first two are for
completists who'll love every
second, while the latter
provides just the cream, up to
and including the 1995 rerecording of ' Hello, Hello, I'm
Back Again (Again!)'.

Magnum MSCD31

(
34m 54s)

Thirteen-track career
retrospective from one of the
deepest, richest voices R&B
ever yielded, the title track
alone being worth the price of
the disc. Also featured are
'The Boll Weevil Song', ' It's
Just A Matter of Time'. ' Lie
To Me' and enough others to
convince you that Benton was
one of the greatest.

A-A*: 1*

13(10 8GOCD 306

(
65m 55s)

Essential bluegrass/C&W circa
1972-3 for all Byrdmaniacs.
Following Wheautraw Suite
and Coppetftelds, arguably the
group's best, this pair of
albums found the line-up in a
state of flux. Even so, very few
outfits (possibly the Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band and the
Burritos) ever managed to
mingle pure C&W with rock
so seamlessly.
Arl — 2 •
DON FELDER
AIRBORNE
Bektra 7559 60295 2

(37m 22s)

TIMOTHY B SCHMIT
PLAYIN' IT COOL
Elektra 7559 60359 2

(
33m 12s)

JOE WALSH
YOU BOUGHT IT, YOU NAME IT
Warner 7559 23884 2

(
38m 43s)

Timed to make the most of
the recent touring activity,
here are three Eagles solo
H141 NEWS 11. RECORD REVIEW

BCO 8G(ICD 313

(75m 59s)

British country rock from
1970, featuring an ex-Fairport
Convention founder. The first
album was a solo effort, the
second a result of forming a
band named after the debut
LP. Oddly appealing
transatlantic view of a US
genre, the flipside of Brinsley
Schwarz and the C&Winspired element of the pub
rock movement.
A:1 - 2 •
TIDE RADIATORS
ALIVEALIVE0!
Mari& COVIIK 164

HALL & OATES
THE ATLANTIC COLLECTION
Rhino 8122-72205-2

(
77m 34s)

Twenty-one early H&O tracks,
culled from their first four
Atlantic albums, with the
superstardom to follow. An
eclectic mix and awell-chosen
selection leading up to the
highly polished blue-eyed soul
which would sell in the
millions, but don't let this
dissuade you from buying all
four albums on their own.
A-6:1 - 2 •

Scorching live set from the
Roundhouse in 1978, and
something of aprimer for neopunks. This reissue contains
ten bonus studio tracks,
including two inspired Flaming
Groovies covers, so it's
virtually a 2- on- 1CD. Great
liner notes and acomplete gigography, too.
A-B -C:1 - 2 •
VARIOUS
GS ILOVE YOU
Big Beat-Ace UW180159

RONNIE LANE
SEE ME
Ethel EDO 492

THE BUZZCOCKS
ANOTHER MUSIC IN
A DIFFERENT KITCHEN

With the Small Faces revival
in full swing — a various
artists' tribute album and four
reissues appeared in 1996 —
what better occasion could
there be for re-releasing a
former Face's 1980 solo? This
is the ailing Lane's last release
(so far), again in the gentle,
British country rock vein,
aided and abetted by Eric
Clapton, Ian Stewart and
others.

unholy alliance between the
Ventures, the Beatles, the
Beach Boys and the gang
which dubs the Godailla flicks
and you'll have some idea of
the strangeness. Wait'll you
hear what they do to ' Hold
On, I'm Comin".
A:1 - 2-3-4 •
MUDDY WATIRS
AT NEWPORT-LIVE
IMO 61100314

(
75m 21s)

Two of the bluesmaster's live
sets on one CD, essential gigs
from 1960 and 1971. The first
took place at the legendary
Newport Jazz Festival, the
second at the Chicago club,
Mr Kelly's, and both are
mesmerising.
B:1-1* A- B:1 •
BILL V/YMAN
MONKEY GRIP
Sequel NE= 846

(
36m I8s)

STONE ALONE
Sequel MEMO 847

(
39m 47s)

BILL VVYMAN
Sequel NEMCD 848

(
40m 05s)

Mandy Smith's ex-husband's
three solos, from 1974, ' 76
and ' 82 respectively. Midpriced, collectable and more
poppy than Stonesy, this is
their first appearance on CD
outside of Japan. A pension for
Bill should the restaurant fail.
A-B:1-2 A:2 A:1-2 11
Ken Kessler

THE STRANGLERS
RATTUS NORVEGICUS

EMI Premier PRFCI) 3
(2CDs, 44m 20s)

EMI Premier PRFCD 4
(41m 23s)

(
75m 13s)

Hilarious 28-track collection
of mid- Sixties Japanese pop
from bands aping Western
acts in the way that only the
Japanese can filter one culture
through another. Imagine an

LOVE BITES

DECEMBER 1MIE

(
66m 06s)

A-A*: 1 A:1* •

A— B: 1 • A
THE DILLARDS
ROOTS AND BRANCHES/ .
TRIBUTE TO THE AMERICAN
DUCK

MATTHEWS SOUTHERN
COMFORT
MATTHEWS SOUTHERN
COMFORT-SECOND SPRING

EMI Premier PRIED 5
(2CDs, 50m 50s)
NO MORE HEROES

EMI Premier PRDFCD 6
(46m)
(2CDs, 50m 21s)

Further repackaging for the
punk heroes' first two
albums, but now in stylish
multi-fold cases and
containing bonus CDs with
singles tracks. After the boxsets and other re-releases, it's
hard to get worked up about
still more Buzzcocks reissues,
but collectors wouldn't want
to be without these lavish
gems. High-speed new wave
in case you need to justify
keeping your skinny ties.
B:1 -2 A- B:1 -2 •

Uniform with the Buzzcocks
re-releases and bearing
bonus CDs, here are the
revered punk pioneers' first
two albums lavishly
refurbished and repackaged.
This band always had the
edge on the Pistols; this
method of marking time
shows so much more class
than an embarrassing
reunion. Let's hope that
EMI reissues The Raven with
a 3D cover.
A-B:1

A- B:1-2 •

A—B:2 •
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HIFI-MEDIAX

DESKADEL CONDUCTORS
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PURE SILVER & GOLD

PRODUCTS

INTERCONNECTS

LOWVELD AUDIO
Tel: 27-1311-31485
Fax: 27-1311-50457
Belgium:
DESKADEL INTERNATIONAL BVBA
Tel: 03-899-04-11

Tel/Fax: 41-613616466

U.K.
AUDIO
SYNTHESIS

•SPEAKER CONDUCTORS
: HOOK-UP WIRES
: TONE-ARM CABLES

South Africa:
WHITE RIVER

o

rs (C.) ray

CONDUCTORS :
:

ARBELOS-BASEL

DESKADEL is supplying acomplete set of Hook-up
wires, Interconnects, Speaker Cables for both the
amateur and professional world. Conductor
materials used are silver and gold.
Insulation materials are PTFE
and FLOUROPOLYMERS

IL'KLEY
Tel:
01943-600404
Fax:
01943-600383

INTERNATIONAL
TRADE
ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

Fax: 03-889-32-07

DEFINITIVE AUDIO
IMPORT/EXPORT
Tel/Fax (00 44) (0)115 9813562
Visa Amex Mastercard

TRAVEL ANNOUNCEMENT
Definitive Audio is regarded by many as the premier highend audio dealership in the U.K. In the past year one of
our systems was described as "good enough to represent
the country", another as "staggering...offering something far
above the standards Ihave come to expect from hi-fi".
If we attract comments iike these from seasoned audio
journalists it may be in your interests to look at us alittle
more closely.
We have aholistic system based approach, our products
range from modest to exotic, from mainstream to unusual - all are excellent when used in tle correct context. We
have anational and international market and serve the
first time buyer and seasoned audiophile alike. We are
located at the heart of the U.K. wi:hin 20 minutes of East
Midlands Airport and the MI, junction 24. London St.
Pancras is 1hour 50 minutes - trains every hour.
Some of our less usual items as follows:
Vitavox loudspeakers and components. Living Voice loudspeaker systems. HORNING horn loudspeaker systems.
Lowther drive units. Border Patrol 300B amplification and
regulated power supplies. Art Audio VV 30B Diavolo and
Quintet amplifiers. EMT mc cartridges. The Dali 104 ' MS'
loudspeaker (94 dB £650) Wadia Digital. Monarchy
Digital. Living Voice power cables and i/c Cables.

GOLDEN DRAGON
leading valve technology into the 21st Century

KT8 8

Peeeter 7a/rode

Specifications:
The KT88 is abeam tetrode. Its absolute maximum anode dissipation rating is 42
watts. Its original design brief was for a high quality output valve in an audio amplifier, or as aseries valve in astabilised power supply.

Maximum Ratings

Design

Anode voltage (DC)

800

800

Screen voltage ( DC)

600

600

§Negative DC Grid Voltage

- 15

Absolute

- 50

DC cathode current ( mA)

200

200

Anode dissipation ( watts)

35

42

Screen dissipation ( watts)

6

8

*Anode and screen dissipation

40

46

External grid-cathode resistor ( cathode bias)
pa+g25 35W

470k

pa+g2> 35W

2701d2

External grid-cathode resistor ( fixed bias)
pa+g2≤.

35W

pa+g2> 35W

220k
1001d2

'Triode or Ultralinear operation

5'Normal' use, push-pull pair
The specifications above match exactly the original GEC/MO valve, and can be repro,
Iiced

ni 111V nu\\ Golden Dragon KT88 Classic

The GEC KT88 was ahigher power version of the original KT66. Developed in the heyday of push-pull
working its relatively high output made it ideal for driving difficult loads or current-hungry speakers.
Although it can be used in single-ended circuitry, its most common usage was in apush-pull pair where
its low screen current properties give it high power efficiency
By carefully researching performance characteristics and manufacturing processes, Goldeh Dragon has
now produced aKT88 which is very similar in shape to the original GEC/MO design, and which has
identical operating characteristics.
The Golden Dragon KT88 Classic is alandmark product and sets the standard for others to beat. Its
range of applications is wide, and many will find it sounds superior to other KT88s currently available at
ahighly competitive price.
Golden Dragon
A division of P. M. Components
Springhead Entreprise Park
Springhead Road
Gravesend
Kent
DAll 8HD
Phone + 44 1474 560521. or e-mail: 101650.2424@compuserve.com
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A selection of 'as new pre-owned components
Roksan Xerxes XPS3/RB300 mint £ 649.00: Xerxes XPS3
piano lacquer SME Vmint £1450.00: DP1 classic CD updated
mint £749.00: Naim CDI original with CDS style drive mint
£1395.00: Theta DS Pro-Basic updated to series 2vgc £549.00:
Micromega Drive2 / DAC ex- demo was £1700 now £1150.00:
Audio Research LSI valve hybrid line stage silver mint
£850.00: Castle Chester in yew vgc but no boxes hence
£499.00: Howard in natural oak new but slight cabinet
marks £849.00: Heybrook Sextet black ex-demo were £ 1130
now £849.00: Martin Logan Aerius bi-wire oak trim mint
£1450.00: Sequel 2bi-wire with oak trim mint £ 1750.00:
CLS11z full range electrostatic solid walnut shop owners
pair immaculate light use new £4555 now only £2999.00.
All items remain In-store and are available for

Hynes
,Acoustic

I'VE GOT RHYTHM
I'VE GOT MUSIC
I'VE GOT SOUNDSTAGE
WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE
MCI VALVE MOVING COIL PREAMPLIFIER
V2 VALVE VINYL DISC PREAMPLIFIER
LI VALVE LINE LEVEL PREAMPLIFIER
THE MESSAGE IS IN THE BOTTLE

demonstration until sold

IT'S TIME YOU HEARD IT

The

Sound
Organisation
0Lo ndon
4

Now on demonstration the fantastic
Thiel Coherent Source loudspeakers
Compare and Contrast only at:

202 Findon Road, Findon Valley, Worthing
West Sussex BN14 OEJ
Tel: 01903 872288 or 0860 660001 after hou ,
Fax: 01903 872234
email: heatherdale@aol.com
http://members.aol.com/heatherdal/heatherd.htl
Part exchange welcome - Easy parking
VISA - ACCESS - MASTERCARD - SWITCH

ing - from arange of standard designs to the flexibility to custom create to your own dimensions, a
unit to suit your particular audio/visual system.

• High quality aluminium construction.
• Finishes available to your choice.
• Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving.
• Sound isolation on shelving/feet.
• Made to measure to suit your system.
• Free delivery throughout the UK.
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Hynes Acoustic Ltd
Briggs House
Helsington
Kendal

255

ewe/2e.

Fi -Rau offers anew dimension in audio visual rack-

Call Paul Hynes on 01539 720721

mace to
measure
Fr
RAX

Audio Visual Furniture
For further Information or afree brochure contact'
JEM Distribution, Springfield Mills, Spa Street,
Ossett Wakefield WF5 OHW.
Tel: 01924 277626

Fax: 01924 270759

Cumbria
LA8 8AG

JJ

Loricraft Audio

#
1
--]

SpecialisIs in (;:irrard,Thorens and sN11
Supply and service of Garrard, Thorens and other high quality turntables
using genuine and manufactured parts to original specifications. Also
manufacturers of the worlds finest plinths for Garrard 301/401 and Thorens
TD124
Manufacturer of dedicated power supplies for Garrard 301/401 and
Thorens TD124 (review copies available)
We are happy to quote on any aspect of high quality equipment, electronic,
electrical and mechanical.
Loricraft high quality record cleaning machines as used by the professionals.
Please send for details.
4Big Lane, Goose Green, Lambourn, Berks RG16 7XQ

New 1996 catalogue available. Fax/Ansaplione:

01488 72267
IF AN ADVERT IS
WRONG, WHO PUTS IT
RIGHT?
We do.
The Advertising Standards Authority ensures advertisements
meet with
the strict Code of Advertising Practice.
So if you question an advertiser, they have to answer to us.
To find out more about the ASA,
please write to the address below.
Advertising Standards Authority.
Department X, Brook House,
Torrington Place, London
This space is donated in the interests of7HN
WG1E
high standards in advertisements.
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Welcome to The Good HiFi Guide,
Hi-Fi News & Record Review's selective
directory to the hi-fi products which in our
experience provide the best performance and
value for money.
In the following pages you will find technical
details, review comments on sound quality
and matching, performance and value
ratings and supplier contact numbers for
more than 200 hi-fi separates priced between
£100 and £2000.

Pee Maramz PM16
integrated amp: offers a
generous range of facilities
plus speed and excitement.
See page 110

Turn over to find
10 pages of
essential hi-fi...
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Getting The Best From

The Good HiFi Guide
All products in this guide meet at least a basic
standard of performance. Above average
products are given a rating with up to three stars
for subjective sound quality, without reference to
price. This does not take into account facilities,
cosmetic appeal or convenience. Ratings for
better-than-average value are also given up to
three stars, in terms of sound quality versus

price. Subjective sound quality is the over-riding
consideration. Where the product has been the
subject of a published review in HFN/RR, the
relevant issue date is given. Where no date is
given, the sound quality description and rating is
based on evaluation by HFN/RR staff or
contributors, though no review has
been published.

Each entry in The Good HiFi Guide includes a listing of
the main technical specifications and facilities where appropriate,
as well as a succinct summary of the sound quality,
based on review experience.
CD PLAYERS

DAC type: ' 16', etc = proprietary 16bit DACs etc; BS = Bitstream ( Philips
PDM); PWM = Pulse WidtbModulation
(Matsushita); DS = Delta Sigma
(Crystal); PEM = Pulse Edge
Modulation (JVC); AP = Advanced
Pulse (Sony) RLS = Realtime Linear
Smoothing ( Harman). IDA =
TDA1305T ( Rote)). Note that the CD
audio data is always 16- bit irrespective
of the use of different digital word
lengths in the conversion process.
Remote control: ' key' = numeric
keypad for direct entry of tracks.
Remote volume: almost invariably
actuated by apair of buttons for 'up'
and 'down'. (An exception is Quad's
rotary volume control.)
Separate transport: unit containing
the CD player mechanism and giving
digital signal output. A separate
DAC unit is needed to convert these
to an analogue audio signal for
amplification.
Separate DAC unit: unit providing
digital- to-analogue conversion for
signals from atransport unit. (Where
both are indicated, the entry refers to
acombination of two units: if neither
is indicated, the entry refers to an
ordinary ' single- box' player.)
Programmable: indicates ability to
play tracks in apre- arranged order
or combination. The programming
facilities will inevitably vary in scope
and complexity.
Memory: how many programmed
tracks can be stored in memory.
Phase reverse: indicates provision of
aswitch to invert the polarity of the
output signal, which may give a
subtle improvement of sound on
some recordings.
Optical outputs: refers to Toslink or
other standard connection for optical
transmission of digital data.
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Wired digital outputs: normally via
single RCA phono jacks, these
provide digital signals for conversion
by aseparate DAC unit.

AMPLIFIERS
Power output: figure given is manufacturer's spec for RMS output per
channel into an 8ohm load, both
channels driven.
Line inputs: the number of inputs
available to accommodate CD
player, tape, tuner and other 'line
level' sources.
Phono m- m: LP disc or 'phono' input
for conventional 'moving- magnet'
cartridges. Will also suit ' high-output
moving-coil' models, though
matching may not be ideal.
Phono m- c: Input for normal ( low
output) moving-coil cartridges.
Tape monitor: when recording via
the amp's ' record out' sockets, this
switch allows the user to listen to the
output from the tape itself, not just to
the source being recorded. 'Tape
monitor' can also be used to connect
other processing units between the
amp's input and output.
Pre-amp: indicates aseparate preamplifier or control unit, for
connection to aseparate power
amplifier which in turn can be
connected to the speakers.
Power-amp: aseparate power
amplifier needs apre-amplifier for
input switching and level (volume)
control. Where both are indicated,
the entry refers to apre-/ power
amplifier combination; where neither
is indicated, the entry refers to a
normal single- box ' integrated' amp.
Speaker outlets: the number of pairs
of speakers that may be connected to
the amplifier at once. ( Note that
multiple speakers will make
proportionately greater demands on

the amplifier's power capability.)
Tone controls: indicates presence of
bass/treble controls, often deemed
unnecessary by hi-fi enthusiasts.
Headphones: indicates the presence
of aheadphone socket, usually a
standard 6.5mm ( 1/4in) stereo jack.

LOUDSPEAKERS

Drive units ( number): there may be
advantages in the use of three or
more units, but most hi-fi speakers
are two-way designs using asmall
treble unit or 'tweeter' with alarger
cone unit for bass and midrange.
Bass unit size: bigger driver cones
should produce more powerful or
deeper bass, but the actual result is
dependent on the design as awhole.
Sensitivity: indicates how loud the
speaker will go for agiven power
input. Unusually low sensitivity
means that alarge amplifier will be
necessary for good results.
Nominal impedance: load from the
speaker seen by the amp. Most amps
are designed for 8ohms and may
possibly have trouble with 4ohms.
Amplifier power ( max): normally the
safe maximum input the speaker will
stand continuously, but this need not
rule out the ( sensible) use of
amplifiers of higher rated power.
Recommended position: proximity to
walls (or other room boundaries) will
increase bass output. The bass
response of speakers which are
intended for 'wall' or 'free space'
mounting will have been designed to
account for this. ' NW' = near wall.
Finish: most speakers are built from
particle board veneered with real
wood ('wood') or asynthetic wrap
('vinyl'). MP = moulded plastic and
MR = moulded resin.
Dimensions: do not include stands
where these are separate items.
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Supplier details
are given
for the
manufacturer or
UK distributor
where
appropriate.
The supplier
of any product
should be able to
provide
any further
technical
infimnation
and the
name of your
nearest dealer.
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Arcam Alpha 7

A&R Cambridge Ltd

£320

A highly entertaining performer, though with the wrong amplifier it can
sound aggressive and fatiguing. With the right system, though, it offers
unfettered dynamics, good atmosphere, and is highly recommended.

Audio Alchemy DAC in Box Path Premier

ey

e S Ke

" See

01223 203 203
rp

s e\ '
e

Je** **
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01494 441 736

£300

High levels of transparency give an open and detailed performance. Ideal
upgrade for many CD players. Absurdly good value for money. Anybody
upgrading abudget CD player should check it out.

Audio Alchemy Dacman

Path Premier

£150

Add-on DAC to upgrade abasic CD Oyer (as long as it has adigital output).
Based on Crystal's CS42330 DAC chip, it offers amusical sound which
'boogies; alittle brash but not lacking in detail.

Audio Alchemy DDE v3
£900

Path Premier

Audio Innovations Alto
£450 chrome/£400 black

Richer Sounds

Audio Note DAC 3
£1750

Audio Note Ltd

Audio Synthesis DAX-2
£1995

Audio Synthesis

AVI S2000MC
£1250

AVI

Cambridge Audio CD6
£300

Richer Sounds

DPA Little Bit 3
£300

DPA Digital Ltd

DPA Enlightenment
£725

OPA Digital Ltd

DPA DX32 DAC
£825

DPA Digital Ltd

Goodmans Delta 800CD

Goodman Industries

£100

One of the cheapest CO players available, this is midi width with no digital
output. A little coloured and oversibilant it still performed creditably in a
budget system. Some loss of resolution, but abold and outgoing sound.

Kenwood DP-7090
£399

Trio-1(enwood Ltd

Linn Mimik
£840

Linn Products Ltd

Marantz CD-17
£800

Marantz Hi-Fi Ltd

Marantz CD63 SE
£350

Marantz Hi -Fi Ltd

•

1 ** :.***

01494 441 736

4

*

**

01494 441 736

The third incarnation of this popular DAC is not cheap but features HDCD.
Once warmed up and run in (and partnered with agood transport) it offered
afluid and precise presentation, combining analysis with natural ease.

**

**

0500 101 112

Beautifully and unusual styling (to match the partnering amplifier) but the
sound quality doesn't quite match, proving lacklustre when used in
combination with other amps. Performed well with the Alto amp, however.

01273 220 511

Open, transparent, with alush midband and the euphony of atriode amplifier,
however, this is abulky design which has some quirks, notably a 100 ohm
electrical input impedance

**

0115 922 4138

Reference class DAC with HDCD facilities. Very pure and transparent sounding
with very little grain and excellent stereo properties. Close to matching the
world's best. Firmly recommended.

***

01453 765 682

A fine-sounding, well-built machine, though the remote offers limited features.
Treble can be alittle sharp, midrange sometimes slightly distant. Not cheap
but it will beat many other players, including afew two-box combinations.

**

0500 101 112

Exceptionally crisp, highly animated, enthusiastic sound from this player.
Its treble can sound atrifle crude but the musical performance remains
fresh and unmuddled.

01222 795 621

Excellent value and performance from this DAC which is capable of elevating
many budget priced players to new heights. Transparent, informative and
well worth auditioning.

**

01222 795 621

Paired with the DX32 DAC this transport provided avery transparent and
analytical sound with tremendous bass clarity and clean, well-defined (if
slightly cold and exposed) treble.

01222 795 621

Matches or possibly even beats the Audio Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine
v3, lacking only ashade of the DDE's bass power. Used with the matching
Enlightenment transport it presents asuperb bass.

01705 673 763

01923 816 444

Highly specified, well-built player featuring advanced digital signal processing.
Offers adeep, spacious sound free from digital graininess, but ultimately
was lacking in in vibrancy and colour.

0141 644 5111

Descended from the Linn Karik, the Linn Mimik performed at its best in the
context of an all-Linn system. This one box player offered powerful, warm
bass.

01753 680 868

Well built and attractively finished, the CD- 17 has abig smooth sound.
Enjoyable providing the music isn't too demanding. Ultimately somewhat
bland and lacking in drama and musical detail.

01753 680 868

Leaner and cleaner, with less bass warmth than the CD52, with an open
and musical midrange that really makes the listener sit up and take notice.
Best matched with warmth in amps or speakers, but aclass winner anyway.

Marantz CD -631I KI Signature &
bran&

Ltd

The Ken Ishiwata signature edition of the 63 has special high grade
components. Bass is richer, midband warmer and stage depth greater. But
improvements are not necessarily worth the £ 150 this costs over the 63SE.

Marantz CD-67
£275

Marantz Hi-fi Ltd

Meridian 500/563
£1200/800

Meridian Audio Ltd

Meridian 508

Meridian Audio Ltd

£1685

New 20 bit version of the 508 with adeparture from Meridian's usual
signature sound. Exceptional performance for aone box CD player. Delivers
excellent tonal neutrality and transparency. Highly recommended.

**

01753 680 868

Light, breezy and colourful in character, the 67 captures music with precision.
Its sound is alittle more upbeat and insistent than the Marantz CD-631I,
which it replaces. Not as silky smooth as the (5500) CD63KI Signature.

**

01480 434 334

Exceptional levels of musical detail are combined with rhythmic expression
in this combination. The 602/606 sounded sterile and rather less explicit in
comparison.
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CD PLAYERS
Maromees UK

Micromega Stage 4
£600

Micromega UK

Micromega Stage 5
£750

Micromega UK

Micromega Stage 6
£950

Micromega UK

NAD Marketing Ltd

Naim CD-2
£1998

Naim Audio Ltd

Onkyo DX-7510
£350

Audio Club

Orelle CD-100
£500

Orelle Electronics

•

•

Key

•

•

•

Key

•

•

•

Key

•

•

•

0181 502 1416

An unmistakable advance in sound quality over the Stage 5, associated with
lower noise and jitter thanks to the special system clock. Purer and cleaner
with more air and delicacy in the treble, clearer bass and superior image.

NAD 514
£370

•

0181 502 1416

Slightly sharper focus, clearly improved stereo depth and greater detail than
the Stage 4. The differential DAC implementation gives superior stereo image
but possibly involved aslight loss in pace and rhythm.

Mission Group

Key

0181 502 1416

A significant improvement on the Stage 1 (indeed, it even surpasses the
Stage 2). Laid-back but elegant sound with plenty of clarity, detail and firm
bass. Better for classical than rock. A good performer in its category.

e

**

**

9

•

Key

**

**

0181 343 3240

•

Key

•

01722 332 266

Best in aNaim system, the CD-2works well with other components of good
rhythm and dynamics. Has no digital output but towers above immediate
competition and rocks very well for CD. A great result at this price.

Key

-1

0181 343 2082

An innovative and feature packed CD player which represents good value
for money. Offers Music File (equivalent to Favourite Track Selection) and
FCPS (similar to Legato Link) and abig bold sound.

Key

10

**
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**

0181 810 9388

A very fine performer regardless of the type of music played. It needs
perhaps atouch more warmth and aslightly less sharp treble. Display can
be turned off.

Orelle XTC CDT-1 LE

Orelle HI-II

£1250

Highly accomplished transport which, in combination with the XTC DAC-1,
had amusically analytical yet clean and smooth sound, with plenty of warmth
and body. Bass was excellent.

Orelle DAC-1
£1000

Orelle Hi-II

Philips CD751
£200

Philips CD751

•

Key

1

***

**

'95

0181 810 9388

Key

•

•

8
96

**

8
96

**

0181 810 9388

Although not quite providing the immediacy of the Audio Alchemy Digital
Decoding Engine v3, this XTC DAC scores by offering ahigher level of
refinement which is well worth the outlay.

0181 689 4444

Perhaps alittle too generous, warm and rounded in the bass, while lacking
asimilar extension and brilliance in the treble. Good at the price. however.
Features the useful FTS (favourite track selection) memory system.

Key

•

**

•

96

0171 703 5498

Pink Triangle finally went digital with aDAC allowing plug-in filters: 18, 20
or 22-bit. This gives various levels of performance and allows athreepronged approach to entice every potential customer.

Triangle Projects

t

01480 451 777

Invigorating and full of zest, the NAD 514 could play acoustic tracks well,
with liveliness and adeep soundstage. However, strings on classical music
could sound insistent and shrill.

Pink Triangle Cardinal/DaCapoPink

e

96

System-dependent, but when well-matched awell-projected, detailed and
immediate sound, subject to some electronic hardness. Adding a PSX to
the DAC improves an otherwise average stereo focus and bass definition.

Pink Triangle

1
.Ne.

e o'
e
o

0181 502 1416

Neat, neutral, tidy sound from this musically enjoyable and involving CD
player. Combines balance and analysis with ahigh standard of replay. Offers
phase inversion, ahigh end feature at abudget price.

Mission Disc/Dacmaster
£1500

•

2
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**

•

6
96

**

•

•
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•

0171 703 5498

£885/£1274

Fine sounding transport and DAC strip away coloration, fuzz and grain.
Perhaps alittle squeaky clean. On the *proprietary 1bit DAC aselection of
libere allow fine tuning (HDCD costs £770).

Pioneer PDS-904
£400

Pioneer High Fidelity (08) Ltd

Gua 77
£850 (£600)

(Wad Electroacoustics Ltd

•

Key

**

01753 789 789

Stable platter mechanism using Legato Link circuitry. Warm and smooth
sound with afairly good, rounded acoustic. But on more complex material
it could grow confused.

Key

**

01480 52561

Two versions available, the more expensive stand-alone unit and the £600
version which can only be used with the partnering Quad amp. A smooth
'easy listening' sound with great rhythm. ideal partner for the 77 amp.

Rotel RCD-970BX
£350

Gamepath Ltd

Sony CDP-561E

Sony UK Ltd

£200

Totally unlike other Sonys, this one doesn't sound like abudget CD player
at all. Delivers otee of musical enjoyment and seldom puts afoot wrong.
Lacking in detall at the frequency extremes but otherwise recommended.

11

**

95

01908 317 707

Features an attention-grabbing midband and abig, confident sound. Slimline,
ruggedly constructed player featuring quality parts, with bare essential
facilities.

Key

•

Key

•

•

11
96

**

01932 816 000

Sony CDP-XE900E

Sony UK

£300

Exquisitely detailed, transparent and 'clean' sound, free of digital harshness,
if alittle understated. Features Sony's new fixed laser' transport mechanism
and atrack selector dial.

Sony CDP-XA2ES
£350

Sony UK Ltd

TEAC P700/D-700

TEAC UK Ltd

£900/£600

Elegant two-box combination. Rounded performance, mellow sound. Handles
the most daunting of instruments well, giving bold earthy dynamics, but
soft on stereo focus.
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Micromega Minium CD
£350

Pink Triangle Ordinal
£790

e
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01932 816 000

Key

•

Key

•

s.

01932 816 000

Deep and powerful sounding, this Sony player is perhaps alittle too precise.
losing some of the spontaneity of amusical performance in pursuit of detail.
Its imagery is especially strong.

01923 819 630

2

Key

•

•

20

**
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TEAC T-1/D-T1
£550/£500

TEAC UK Ltd

TEAC VRDS-10SE
£850

TEAC UK Ltd

Technics SL -PS670A
£200

Technics/Panasonic

Technics SL-PS770A
£250

Panasonic UK

Thorens TCD2000
£900

Portfolio Marketing

Trichord Genesis
£550

Trichord Research

Yamaha CDX-590
£230

Yamaha Electronics UK

Fine sense of rhythm, timing and musicianship from this budget integrated
which performs notably well with vinyl. Sounds and looks more expensive
than its £300 price tag.

Alchemist Nemesis
£650

Otlaton UK

01753 889 949

Audio Synthesis Passion 88

Audio Synthesis

£1695
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01480 52521

Leaning in the direction of euphony and HF sweetness, the power amp
mirrors the pre-amplifier; good detail, control and consistency tempered
with mild restraint. Good value.

5

•

**

01480 52521

Well priced, lively and sophisticated integrated amp, complete with an
advanced and refined remote control. Build quality is very good. The sound
is tautly focused and ruthlessly honest with atouch of solid-state leanness.

6

2

•

* *

0115 922 4138

Improved version of the reference grade Passion 8passive pre-amp, with
remote volume control and one input (5remote selected inputs are available
on the 8M for £300 more). Essentially transparent. Highly recommended.

1

***

0115 922 4138

Matching power amp for the Passion which has substantial virtues, but
doesn't quite measure up to that preamp, or to the Audio Synthesis DAX2in quality. Excellent clarity and fairly good pace and rhythm.
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Key

01480 52521

Classic British integrated, refined over many years. The sound has areal
cleanliness and no lack of detail; ambience and stereo depth are very good.
Now has more rivals, though.

Audio Synthesis

5
96

01494 441 736

with this modular, upgradeable
combo. The remote controlled DLC pre- is detailed and big sounding, the
0M150 power amp natural and transparent, but lacks depth and ambience.

Audiolab

•

01888 748 632

A revealing and musical integrated tube amp. Perhaps not afirst choice for
heavy metal or megabass freaks but heartily recommended to everyone else.
A version with aphono stage is available for about £200 more.

Audlolab 8000S
£650

Key

01223 861 550

Upgrade of the Alpha 5Plus with slightly more power and remote volume
control. Has the warmth and grace of its predecessor but is perhaps alittle
more punchy and dynamic. (*Reviewed in our Systems Supplement.)

Cambridge Systems Technology

**

01753 809 949

Strong on midrange, this amp worked for both rock and classical; transparent
enough to reveal shortcomings of some recordings, but not so analytical
as to make them unlistenable. A good balance of strengths at the price.

Audlolab 8000C/8000P
£550/£750

ii

01923 233 166

£300

Cambridge Systems Technology

•

01684 573 524

Offers rich and characterful vocals, with awarm and unstrained sound. On
classical music it provided atremendous sense of space and was free of
dynamic compression. Excellent build quality; great value.

Audiolab 8000A
£500

•

* *

01494 890 277

A superb CO player which can also serve as an excellent transport. Based
on the Pioneer PD-S504, the Trichord Genesis is well worth the extra money
for the modifications. Something of ahigh-end bargain.

Audio Alchemy DLC/OM150 Path Premier
£450/£1195
Digital specialists Audio Alchemy go analogue

•

0990 357 357

Superb styling and excellent measurements, but disappointing sound from
Thorens' first digital product. A top loader with some unusual features
including aheadphone socket and headphone volume control.

Arlon Acoustics

•

0990 357 357

Other than some weakness and lack of warmth in the bass this player scores
strongly on transparency and detail and compares well with the Marantz
CD63SE. A remarkable achievement in fidelity for alow cost player.

Arion Elektra
£1200

•

e
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Beautifully built and luxuriously equipped player which appears to offer
tremendous value for money. However, this player suffers in terms of sound
quality, sometimes proving restrained and lacking in openness.

A&R Cambridge

e

0990 357 357

Ortolan UK

Audio Synthesis Desire

Key

Noteworthy budget CD player with astrippeddown, finely honed sound
quality, though somewhat lacking in euphony and passion. Poor tracking
on blemished discs but, over all, avery engaging player to listen to.

Arcam Alpha 6Plus
£350

ee ee e

01923 819 630

Alchemist Maxim

£1295

Key

With none of the soft bass once typical of one-bit players, the 10SE has a
vital immediacy and freshness. Both transport and DAC are very good indeed.
Highly recommended, though it may not suit bright, trebly systems.

Panasonic UK

eq,

01923 819 630

This two box player holds nothing back in terms of sound presentation,
every piece of music is attacked with enthusiasm and intensity. Offers great
transparency and apreicse stereo image.

Technics SL-PG570A
£170

ese

1

* *
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Radlett Audio'

Radlett Audio Consultants
9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

Tr 01727 855577

We stock fine equipment from:AVALON * ATC * AUDIO ALCHEMY
AVI * APOGEE * AUDIOLAB * AURA
BOW * B+W * CABLE TALK
CASTLE * CREEK * DENON * EAR
GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
HEYBROOK* HA RMAN-KARDON
IXOS * JBL * KLIPSCH * KONTAK
LFD * LYRA * MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MICROMEGA * MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY * MYRYAD
NOTTS ANALOGUE * KLIPSCH
NAKAMICHI * ORTOFON
PROAC * PROCEED * QUAD
REL * ROTEL * REVOLVER
RUARK * SD ACOUSTICS * SME
SPENDOR * STAX * SUMIKO
TARGET * TEAC * TRICHORD
TUBE TECIINOLOCY * MST * X1.0
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
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Range from the
Alon Petite at
£995 through to
the formidable
Alon V MkII
at £4,995 and
the flagship
Phalanx
at £18,995.
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Alón Loudspeakers

fi`ter de 1230

Boulder Amplifiers
Range from the
102M at £3,200
to the 500M
at £5,000
with matching
pre-amps the
L3AE at £2,100
to the L5M
at £3,800

HERE'S WHAT THE AMERICAN PRESS SAY ABOUT THESE PRODUCTS
FI MAGAZINE
The Alon V Mk11 proved to be an unusually realistic transducer.
...These speakers are all but impossible to audition.
Arthur SPfeffer
STE REOPHI LE
"The Alon provides the potential for sound that is very near the
state of the art." Russell Novak, Stereophile, Vol. 19 No.7 July 1996.
STEREOPH I
LE
"The Petites peform way out of their price class...They are
extraordinarily expressive. Not just articulate and precise—which
they are, in spades—but sublimely capable of communicating."
Wes Philips, Stereophile, Vol. 19 No.1 January 1996.

STEREOPHILE
"The most natural-sounding amplifier I've used." D.A.S.
J.G.H. Feeling the boulder to be the most accurate
amplifier he's heard."
"...the highs being smooth but not sweet...midrange was
nothing short of remarkable...superbly powerful, well-defined,
and extended base...Highly recommended!...LL, SS, and
JGH would all argue for aclass A rating for the 500AE(M)..."
Stereophile Recommended Components, Vol. 19 No.4 April 1996

But please don't take their word for it call us for details of
your nearest dealer, listen and decide for yourselves.
DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME.
IOR

oUM OM« gzr LTD
52 Milton Road
London SW14 8JR
TEL: 0181 255 6868
FAX: 0181 255 6869
DECEMBER 1996
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AVI S2000MP+P

AVI International

£1000

Equipped with asuperb m-cphono stage (m-m too), this pre-amp seeks
to combine the best aspects of passive and active technology. Highly
transparent and neutral in the best sense. Motorised remote volume control.

AVI S2000MI
£800

AVI International

Protessional Monitor Company

Chameleon Ruby

Michael Stevens & Partners

High power delivery from this low profile unit based on adesign for the
pro market. The power and good finish might suggest arecommendation
but no better than average sound quality lets this amp down.

Conrad -Johnson MV -55
£2000

Audiotreaks

Conrad -Johnson PV10AL
£995

Audiofreaks

Copland 301/504
£1250/£2000

•

5

95

•

4

Mid-priced valve/solid-state hybrid integrated from the Danish specialist.
Has Copland's traditional delicate, coherent and powerful sound, if restrained
and polite. Tends to 'soften' at high levels.

Cyrus Pre-/Power
£650/£450

Mission Group

1

3
96

1

3
96

***

10

***

94

•

6

12

2

5

•

93

0181 947 5047

4

**

1

94

0181 361 4133

Modular pre-/power combination which allows upgrading to apre-amp/double
monoblock configuration with optional power supply h,rd,ip module and
mm and mcphono stages. Offers real music and
:
, lue
01480 451 777
Remote controlled, halfwidth, microprocessor governed
ingradeable
through addition of remote power supply. The dry forward
is reined
in by the PSX power supply which achieves abetter bala,.

•

5

5

2

•

2

01480 451 777
These Cyrus separates are well designed. well engineered a! eet exacting
specifications. The sound is crisp and well focused though la(A,ng in rhythm,
depth and ambience. Both have lower than usual input impedances.

Hayden Laboratories

6
95

* **

6
94

**

2

**

96

01753 888 447

UKtweaked integrated with great clarity and precision. It has deep bass
and is capable of reproducing every nuance though the midrange isn't up
there with the best..

Denon PM450SE

Hayden Laboratories

£280

With an accentuated presence region, married to arich, fruity bass, the
sound was dynamic and exciting rather than accurate. Sometimes sharp in
the treble, but always lively and involving.

4

1

•

8

**

95

01753 888 447

Densen Beat B-100

Denson Audio Technology

£600

Particular about the speakers it drives but capable of producing some of
the finest sounds you'll hear at this price. Doesn't allow tape monitoring
during recording. Phono stages available for £ 150 (m-m) and £300 (mc).

Densen DM- 10
£1300

Denson Audio Technology

6

1

5

2

4

2

5

1

•

01582 561 227
***

01582 561 227

This amp makes abig sound with generous. powerful bass. Highly articulate
if slightly laid back through the rest of the audio range. An mm phono
board is available for one of the line stages; mcmay be available later.

DPA Renaissance

DPA Digital

£600

Outstanding clarity with precise image placement slightly let down by
overblown or lumpy bass. Limited current delivery means efficient speakers
are needed to get full dynamic range. Won-invasive' tone controls.

01222 795 6211

Exposure XV

Exposure Electronics

£800

A gutsy and harddriving sound with aforward rather spotlit mid and
astonishing dynamics: exciting and revealing, but it does impose some of
its own character on the music. Drives low impedances well.

Golden Tube Audio SE40
£995

Audidreaks

Harman Kardon HK620
£250

Gamepath

LFD LSO/LFD PAO
£500/£500

LED Audio

01273 423 877

4

•

1

**

1

**

0181 948 4153

Single ended tube power amp at an unusually low price. Delightfully natural,
fluid midband with good timing, lively transients and high transparency.
High sensitivity speakers are necessary to keep distortion at bay.

01908 317 707

The 620 manages to make all types of music interesting, tilting it above run
of the mill Japanese designs. Will show up deficiencies in less well recorded
material but still definitely one for the budget shortlist

6

2

•

01255 422 533

This pre-/power combination's strength is its clarity and openness. It could
render musical instruments with great accuracy but the slightest hint of
brittleness in the source was heightened. Optional phono stages are available.

DECEMBER 1998

**

95

0181 947 5047

Absolute Sounds Ltd

Mission Group

10
95

•

5

Nicely-made valve pre-/power combination from Denmark. The pre-amp has
control and astounding detail, free of glare; the power-amp is beautifully
self-effacing. Less spine-tingling than some perhaps, but also less stressful.

Cyrus Ill
£500

1

0181 948 4153

Conrad-Johnson's 'budget' Sonographe combination features aremote for
the pre-amp and offers 200W per channel. Fast and dynamic, clean and
clear, with anice treble. Unusually good price.

Creek Audio

**

1

0181 948 4153

Line-level tube preamp offering unbeatable combination of dynamic
expression, focus and clarity, rhythm and transparency. and open, natural
tonal balance. Strongly recommended.

Creek P42/A42
£280/£280

**

•

0181 948 4153

£1000

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

•

0181 460 7299

Copland CSA14

Denon PMA250 Ill
£160

5

Exceptionally fine sound quality from this entry level highend power amp.
Apentode valve design, it can be rewired to offer triode connected operation
at 25W One of the world's finest for its price and power level

Absolute Sounds Ltd

(
ze

Z̀se"

01453 765 682

Perhaps lacking in openness. this Canadian combo is very neutral and works
well with all kinds of music. Well crafted, both electronically and mechanically
these amps measure well and promise along, troublefree service life.

Conrad Johnson SC26/S4400 Audiolreaks

ge

e

01453 765 682

£995

£995/£1395

\'et ge;

e.`" •

01453 765 682

Delightfully transparent-sounding integrated offering acoherent performance
both in the midband and at frequency extremes. With extraordinary speakerdriving ablitiies. this is an affordable, high power unit of reference quality.

Bryston BP-5/3B NRB
£890/£1160

e
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Linn Malik-I
£580

Linn Products Ltd

Luxman A-312
£140

Richer Sounds

Marantz PM16
£1700

Marantz

Meridian 551
£695

Meridian Audio Ltd

Michell Argo/Alecto
£730/£1990

Michell Engineering Ltd

Micromega Minium Amp
£350

Micromega

Micromega Tempo 1
£700

Micromega UK

Moth 30 Series 60W
£550

Moth Group

Moth 30 Series 100W
£879

Moth Group

Musical Fidelity A1000
£1500

Musical Fidelity Ltd

Musical Fidelity Elektra E10

Musical Fidelity Ltd

£300

0141 644 5111

Designed to match the Mimik CO player this performs well in an all-Linn
system (with Keilidh speakers), though with atendency towards marginally
hard upper midrange and spiky treble. Phono stages are an extra £60.

2

•

4

2

•

1

•

1

•

01753 680 868

Recommended for rock and jazz, if not classical, the PM16 provides a
generous range of facilities and offers speed and excitement plus very good
build quality. Not fussy about the speakers its matched with.

6

•

01480 434 334

In an-all Meridian system (506 CD player, A500 speakers) this amp
contributed to afine spacious sense of musical detail, though somewhat
lacking in depth and warmth. ('Reviewed in our Systems Supplement.)

5

**

0181 953 0771

Aesthetically stunning pre-/power featuring non-metal casework, upgradeable
pre-amp power supply and low-noise integrated circuitry. Its valve-like,
transparent midrange and treble blends with asolid, powerful bass.

8

•

2

**

0181 502 1416

Transparent, precise, uncoloured and very well controlled, this amp features
awide range of facilities which make it useful for everything from AV to
vinyl replay (mm phono stage). Slightly cold sounding, however.

5

1

•

6

2

•

4

1

4

1

0181 502 1416

Notable transparency plus control that holds the speakers in avice-like grip.
Can be hard and bright at high volumes. Dynamics and bass can be alittle
restrained but the hearthrough transparency is up with the best.

**

01234 741 152

Two-box unit with astereo 60W power amplifier in one and apower supply
in the other. Slim and stylish like the 100W unit (see below) but less
'interesting and alittle strained sounding. Tape connections via DIN sockets.

1
**

**

01234 741 152

Three box power amp (monoblocks plus power supply), elegantly styled in
keeping with the 60W version (above). Light and open but also very potent
and dynamic sounding. One of the most musically capable amps around.

0181 900 2866

Abigger Al with more grunt and highstandard finish. Good imaging, focus,
depth and width. Transparency and detail very good, as was the bass which
had slam and articulation.

4

•

3

5
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1

**

**

***

**

**

**

**

***

0181 900 2866

The budget baby brother of the £100 (see below) this integrated is better
than average with an unfatiguing glare-free midrange, big soundstage and
fine detail. Dynamically lacks some punch.

Musical Fidelity E20/E30
£400/£500

Musical Fidelity Ltd

Myryad M1120/M4120
£530/£450

Myryad Systems

NAD 310

NAD Marketing Ltd

£150

With ahint of valve-like openness, perhaps thanks to its simple yet unusual
circuit design, the 310 will play more loudly than its 20W rating suggests
and will make alot of cost-conscious buyers happy.

NAD 314
£260

NAD Marketing Ltd

Nairn Nalt 3
£550

Nairn Audio

NVA AP30
£370

NVA

NVA AP50
£520

NVA

Onix 0A31
£470

On& Electronics

Pioneer ASOOR Precision
£400

Pioneer High Fidelity

Pro-ject Model 7
£260

Ortolan UK Ltd

110

4

0500 101 112

The Luxman more than held its own as a £200 amp (its original price), with
an open uncomplicated sound. Somewhat out of its depth with very densely
scored material it is nevertheless now abargain from Richer Sounds.

Ltd

c
,se,

5

1

0181 900 2866

Cut price versions of the E200/E300, the E20/E30 compare remarkably well
with them. Deliver enhanced presence and mid while retaining the valvelike treble. Features ahigh class dedicated headphone amp. Great value.

1

•

6

1

•

6

1

•

7

01705 265 508

The MI120 is an integrated which can be bi-amped using the MA120 power
amp. Capable of delivering high listening levels without sounding stressed,
revelling in the dynamics. Add additional power amps for multiroom use.

9
96

0181 343 3240

0181 343 3240

Excellent budget amplifier, best at lower listening levels. The bass warmth
is beguiling and the midrange forwardness exciting. Within its limitations
it offers very rewarding listening.

•

5

2

10

•

01722 332 266

Encapsulates all the famous Naim qualities: vibrant, strong rhythmical and
adry and analytical bass. Less revealing of minute detail and not as precise
in imagery as some rivals.

3
93

5

1

4

1

6

1

6

2

•

**

4

1

•

***

**

01763 272 707

Exceptional 'speed' and alifelike and exciting 'hear-through' transparency
throughout the range, given careful system matching: the 'brightlylit' mid
will expose any source weaknesses. (With phono stage, £440)

is

**

**

01763 272 707

The pre-amp section of this integrated amp is completely passive. Offers
three dimensional soundstaging with asilky overall smoothness to rival
valves. Phono stage available for an extra £70; headphone stage £20.

01273 517 358

Ideally suited to rock and jazz, this amplifier really swings and delivers the
emotional content of the performance. Its big warm sound isn't suited to
classical but makes the most of other music. Optional phono stages available.

01753 789 789

Difficult to fault at the price, the A300R/P takes over where the A400 left
oft Tonally neutral with plenty of deep, mealy rhythmic bass, alovely open,
transparent midrange and aclean, smooth treble. Alittle gem for the money.

01753 889 949

An amp which paints music in broad strokes. Adept at reproducing dynamics
and the richer tonal colours, it has astrong, vibrant lively sound. Features
both mm and m-cphono stages which makes it something of abargain.

6

•

1
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Quad 77
£595

Quad Electroacoustics

01480 52561

Raga Hal/Exon

Rega Research

£1000/£1200

Rega's simplified, straight-fine topology gives avery immediate, punchy
and dynamically realistic sound. Not the most uncoloured or spacioussounding of amps but has an essential synergy with the Rega Xel speakers.

Conveys music well with expressive dynamics and accurate stereo, though
on critical listening it seemed that some very low-level detail was lost. Not
intended for big/loud systems. Best used with Quad remote control.

4

* *

7

**

01702 333 071

Rogers E-20a

Rogers

£1100

Rogers returns to valve amp manufacture with this model and the E-40a
(below). Good value for money and often more refined, controlled and
sweeter than the 40. Works extremely well with the LS3/5A speaker.

0181 683 2101

Rogers E-40a

Rogers

£1900

Like the E-20a, an Audio Note valve design for Rogers. Frequently superior
to that amp in terms of dynamics, bass and depth. Musical and full of
character. Good partner for the LS3/5A plus AB1 subwoofer.

**

0181 683 2101

Rotai RA970BX

Gamepath Ltd

£300

Lively and invigorating amp which works equally well with all types of music.
Controlled and analytical but not as accurate as it might be. Benefits from
long warm-up. Optional phono stage available for £130.

Shearne Phase II

Shearne Audio

£590

Same marble front, redesigned inside with better power supply: retains its
original rich sonic flavour, more musically satisfying and detailed than before.
Bass warmth is adeparture from neutrality, but alikeable one.

Sonneteer Campion

FTM Marketing

£580

Two of the inputs on this integrated are run straight to the volume control
in passive fashion. Transparency is of ahigh order. with excellent three
dimensional depth.

**

01908 317 707

01438 740 953
* *

01372 468 676

Sony TA- F246

Sony UK Ltd

£200

In abudget group this UK designed, Japanese built amp led the others by
aclear margin, working exceptionally well with the budget CO players and
speakers tested.

Sony TA-F446E

Sony UK Ud

£_250

Posseses both m-m and m-cinputs, unusual at any price level these days.
This amp is nice to listen to and provides afair degree of enjoyment but
fails to excite.

Technics SE-A1000/SU-C1000

Panasonic UK

£400 £ 350

Budget pre-amp using Technics' 'virtual battery' technology, which combines
use of mains and battery power, and handsome matching power amp. Too
much deviation from neutrality mars this combination.

Technics SU A900 Mk11

Panasonic UK

£400

With thunderous bass and beautifully smooth treble, the warm 'easy listening'
sound did tend to veil the finest detall rather than sounding transparent.
But its lush sound makes it asafe bet

**

01932 816 000

01932 816 000

0990 357 357

0990 357 357

Thorens TTP2000/TTA2000 Perifollo Marketing
01494 890 277
£500/£550
This is the one with the key operated mains power. Essentially uncoloured,

**

lucid and transparent offers plenty of resolving power on all kinds of music,
even if it lacks the vivid 'being there' quality of valve amps.

Trilogy 900

Trilogy Audio Systems

£500

Affordable all tube pre-amp from this quality British manufacturer. Silky but
not soft and dynamic without any hint of aggression. it sounds as if it should
cost more, Its high gain m-m phono stage will handle some m-ccartridges.

0181 856 2499

Trilogy 901

Trilogy Audio Systems

£750

When used with the partnering power amps the Trilogy tube pre-amp has
aglorious, tactile three-dimensional midband and treble. The bass is just
dry enough to sound well-balanced on most modern recordings.

Trilogy 902

Trilogy Audio Systems

£1595

Well stocked with quality components. In combination with Trilogy's 958
monoblocks it was beyond reproach in its delivery of clear-cut sounds.
Offers great detail. Optional m-cphono stage is £ 100 extra.

0181 856 2499

**
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Acoustic Energy AE100
£200

Acoustic Energy Ltd

Acoustic Energy AE1 II

Acoustic Energy

£795

More civilised and less demanding than the original AEls. these ultra compact
speakers still require apowerful, quality amp and plenty of open space:
£950 for natural wood finish; dedicated stands cost £305 per pair.

Acoustic Energy AE109
£330

Acoustic Energy
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295x180x250

01285 654 432
295x180x255

01285 654 432

Mechanically, the AE109 is highly competent acoustically it can be slightly
cold and hard. If you can manage to control the prodigious bass it offers
astriking, dynamic performance.

1998

I

,ee-

01285 654 432

These bookshelf speakers deliver hard hitting and dynamic music. The build
quality is nothing short of remarkable, comparable to much more expensive
models. However, colorations cause the 100s to lose out to the competition.

DECEMBER

**

0181 856 2499

LOUDSPEAKERS
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Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
Golden Dragon Special Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
£10.50
E81CC-01 Gold Pins low Microphony Low Noise
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amp ifier Tubes
£10.50
E82CC-01 Gold Pins low Microphony Low Noise
£6.95
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81
£9.50
E83CC-01 Gold Pins low Microphony Low Noise NEW
NEW: NEW: NEW
£6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82
£14.50
E88CC-01 Gold Pins low Microphony Low Noise
KT66R £69.95 pr
£6.95
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83
Matched
Matched
£9.95
12BH7A
Golden Dragon Power Tubes
Matched
KT88R £69.95 pr
Quad
Octet
Pair
£10.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88
274B £ 14.50 each
£50.00 £ 100.00
£25.00
EL34 Super
£8.95
6SN7GT/ECC33
£50.00 £ 100.00
£25.00
EL34A4
£25.00 £50.00
£12.50
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
Singles
Per Matched
Per Matched
Golden Dragon Triodes
£150.00 £300.00
£75.00
EL 156 Octal
Pair
Quad
£50.00 £ 100.00
£25.00
6L6WGB
£22.50
£50.00
£
100.00
2A3 4Pin
£52.00 £ 104.00
£25.95
KT66
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£130.00 £260.00
2A3 Octal
£65.00
KT66 Super
£116.00 £232.00
£57.95
£28.50 £60.00 £ 120.00
KT88
211
£136.00 £272.00
£67.95
KT88 Special (Gold Plated)
£11.50 £25.00 £50.00
811A
£130.00 £260.00
£65.00
KT90
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00
845
£150.00 £300.00
£75.00
KT9OLX
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00
805
£60.00 £ 120.00
£29.95
350B
£40.00 £80.00
£19.95
6L6GC
Golden Dragon T300B Range
£86.00 £ 172.00
£42.95
6550A
£320.00
£160.00
300B Super
£79.00
£130.00 £260.00
£64.95
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
£170.00 £340.00
£340.00
£84.95
£170.00
4.300B
£84.00
50CA10
£50.00 £ 100.00
£25.00
£500.00
807
£250.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00
We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly
and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K. £4.00/$7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for a prompt quotation.
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

Clearly better...
Like fashions high-end audio cables have come and gone
with the seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be: ' pick
the colours you like'. You choose acable ' sound' that best
suits your system Instead, how about an interconnect that

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic
or coloured but truly transparent. Transparent cables are
available now and will transform, not colour-up, your system.
Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi
components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components
in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?
The interconnect must act as aphase correct low-pass filter.
So what's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

MusicLink Basic to Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network- -alow pass filter network that makes
these cables act like acomponent nahi-fi system. These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent listening
tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and
minimum resonance. Each cable type and construction

needs it own unique filter with precision audio components
chosen for sound quality.
Because Transparent Audio uses neutrality and clarity as the
sonic starting point of all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent cable regardless of performance
level chosen. All cables use the same high quality materials,
high standard of construction and geometry.
Transparent interconnecting cables from the Basic, Plus,
Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in standardphono and balanced ( XLR) formats; speaker cables are fitted
with gold-plated spades as standard but banana plugs are
also available.
It's time you heard why Transparent Audio cables are clearly
better. Contact Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details
of Transparent Audio dealers.

Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE
Telephone 0181-947 5047
Facsimile 0181-879 7962
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Apogee Ribbon Monitor
£1000
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Path Premier
01494 441 736
Ribbon hybrid with asquare tweeter which can be rotated and repositioned
depending on the siting of the speaker. Sounds like amuch larger speaker.
Deep and controlled bass but not absolutely transparent.

166

ATC SCM10
£1000

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd
01285 760 561
Small but heavy true mini-monitor that offers natural balance, good
integration and atruly three-dimensional image. Needs hefty amplification
but responds with awide dynamic range.

125

8

Both

380x180x255

ATC SCM2OT
£2000

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd
01285 760 561
Exceptionally analytical midband and overall neutral balance allied to stunning
dynamics and remarkably well controlled bass. Needs medium to large room
for aspacious and convincing sonic picture.

165

8

Free

1023x239x333

Aanvil Audio
01359 240 687
Slim, slanted floorstanding version of the Audio Physic Step. A great
loudspeaker, full of detail and energy. Worth checking that its upper mid
emphasis doesn't react adversely with your electronics.

120

Aanvil Audio
01359 240 687
Non-resonant design and rigid stands help give asurprising bass attack for
the size and convincing stereo image (if less crisp and airy than the BBC
LS5/12A). and music flows in an unstressed way.

170

Aanvil Audio
01359 240 687
Designed to work with adigital equaliser; even without it the Tempo sounded
very smooth and well integrated with aseamless blend from mid to treble.
The sound was spacious and detailed: more suited to classical than rock.

170

8

Free

AVI Neutron
£500

AVI International
01453 765 682
Highly recommended miniature speaker which brings all the detail and life
of the performance into your living room. Inevitable losses in bass extension
and power are balanced by stunning midrange detail and clarity.

114

8

Wall

254x135x195

Boston Acoutics CR7
£200

Portfolio Marketing
01494 890 277
J„rsrandingly well voiced, particularly in the bass and midband. the Boston
has unusually fine resolution of tonal colours focused on the lowest octaves.
Also offers extraordinary vivid imagery and notable depth.

165

8

Wall

311x191x232

**

130

8

NW MP

340x210x220

**

Ltd
01903 750 750
Features 65W's '
Prism' baffle. Mid and treble are excellent and transparency
is very good, but positioning is problematical, encouraging resonance in
the lower bass. Well worth considering if it works in your room.

120

3.9

NW

320x183x200

MW Loudspeakers Ltd
01903 750 750
A welcome addition to the range of budget floorstanders and adelight to
the ear. Generous bass, big soundstage. bright treble and clear midband.
though coloured in the lower mid. Highly recommended at its once

178

6

Free

850x236x306

El&W Loudspeakers Ltd
01903 750 750
Impressively neutral, detailed and transparent, with good stereo image lard
out behind the plane of the speakers. Midrange is dry and rather recessed
for rock: bass lacks ultimate precision but is forceful and extended

165

6

Free

810x200x240

116W Loudspeakers Ltd
01903 750 750
Fine transparency and stereo depth from this slim floorstander. Agenerally
clear, clean and uncomplicated sound is marred by response deviations in
the midrange. Well made but lacking in excitement.

165

Canon Audio
01256 841 300
Hi-fi speaker from Canon with its enclosure fashioned from ABS plastic
moulding. Magnetically shielded for use in AV systems. Provides good stereo
over awide area and images well. Clean sounding and easy on the ear.

130

Castle Acoustics Ltd
01756 795 333
Better balanced than the Castle Howard S2. the Harlech puts many
comparable floorstanders to shame with its natural unforced clarity. Midrange
detail is outstanding in adeep, high soundstage. Special finishes £ 150 extra.

130

Castle Acoustics Ltd
01756 795 333
This quarterwave design's indiosyncracies prevent the Howard from
achieving true transparency but it has agenuinely likeable character which
may appeal. A large room is necessary to get the best from it.

165

Castle Acoustics Ltd
01756 795 333
Engaging and tonally accurate enough to suit all types of music. Occasional
colourations reduce the Isis's transparency but the real wood veneer and
matched pair appearance lend this speaker considerable appeal.

130

Castle Acoustics Ltd
01756 795 333
Beautifully finished, this speaker has agood midrange and aslightly bright
treble. Better for classical music than rock. its performance is about average
for the price. The Castle Howard (see above) is well worth the extra money.

130

Celestion International Ltd
01473 322 222
Unbelievably good sound from atiny speaker with plausible bass extension
and alarge soundstage. Less impresive on jazz and rock. the Celestion tos
produced good results on classical music.

110

Celestion International Ltd
01473 322 222
Succeeds over awider range of music than the Impact 10. being refined
enough for classical music yet lively and dynamic on rock and razz. Gives
awide, high soundstage.

180

Audio Physic Spark
£1749
Audio Physic Step
£1300
Audio Physic Tempo
£2000

B&W Blue Room Minipod B&W Loudspeakers Ltd
£400
This moulded plastic speaker combines

£130
B&W DM603
£500
B&W P4
£600
B&W P6
£1000
Canon S-25
£150
Castle Harlech
£800
Castle Howard S2
£1100
Castle Isis
£230
Castle Severn
£500
Celestion Impact 10
£130
Celestion Impact 20
£280
Celestion Impact 30
£430
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330x140x230 11
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94
1100x220x465 10

01903 750 750

superb and highly unusual styling
with surprisingly realistic bass and outstanding midband. Stereo imagery
and resolution of detail are excellent. Fun to look at and listen to.

B&W DM302

6

B&W Loudspeakers

Celestion Impact 30

**

**

95
4

Free

1000x200x300
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310x190x205
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470x272x290

12

* *

95

01473 322 222

Over-emphatic bass but classic, enchantingly clear midrange performance.
Good depth of soundstage and the speakers perform well away from walls
and corners, but the upper bas 'thrum' is always evident

DECEMBER 1996
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Epos ES11

Epos Acoustics

£445

Very low coloration and top-rate clarity and dynamics from aclass- beating
midrange, joined seamlessly to asmooth, sweet treble. Bass can be alittle
soft and slow but has sufficient power.

Epos ES14
£675

Epos Acoustics

Epos ES22
£1185

Epos Acoustics

Gale Reference Monitors
£100

Richer Sounds

GIL Imam° IC100
£170

Goodmans Loudspeakers

GLL Imagio IC110
£300

Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd

Harbeth HL- K6
£975

Harbeth Acoustics Ltd

Harbeth BBC LS3/54
£700

Harbeth Acoustics

Heybrook HB1 Series 3
£270

Heybrook Hi-Fi Ltd

Heybrook Solo
£200

Heybrook HiFi Ltd

Impulse Lail
£1600

Impulse Loudspeakers

KEF Coda 7
£130

KEF Audio

KEF Coda 8
£180

KEF Audio

KEF Coda 9

KEF Audio

£300

Floorstander whose top section is effectively aCoda 8. Speed is the essence
of the 9s, providing afast and detailed presentation. These speakers were
at their best with jazz and rock.

KEF 050

KEF Audio

£530

This two-way co-axial model sounded positive and outgoing. with astrong,
well-defined bass and smooth clear treble. Stereo image explicit and stable.
but the sound needed more solidity to give the real presence.

KEF LS3/5A
£650

KEF Audio

Klipsch La Scala
£2000

Midland Radio Supplies

Klipsch Forte
£1480

Midland Radio Supplies

Magneplanar MG-0.6 SE
£1370

Audionord UK

Micromega MS-1
£300

Micromega

Mission 731LE
£150

II
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01705 407 722
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Wall
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160
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160
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Free
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Free
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Wall
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330x195x230

01705 407 722

The original Epos model, which (perhaps deservedly) has become almost
acult product, produces natural sound through simple, thoughtful design.

01705 407 722

Showing none of the problems common among speakers with low crossover
rates, the 22 has some of the coherence of apanel design. Works well with
all types of music. Admirably transparent.

0171 407 5525

Designed by Pink Triangle and built by JPW this is athoroughly enjoyable
little loudspeaker, with asurprisingly generous sound. Bass and midband
are well voiced. A little brash in the treble, it needs careful positioning.

01705 492 777

Reflexloaded bookshelf speaker using the ICT (Inductive Coupling
Technology) two-way coincident-source system. It is capable well beyond
its price and should be included in any shorflist of speakers under £200.

**

01705 492 777i

Grown up version of the compact 'magi° IC100, using aclosely related ICT
coincident source driver. Considerable finesse, subtlety and good
soundstaging. Excellent all rounder and good value for money.

01444 440 955

A speaker of monitor quality, with realistic vocal rendition, exceptional
imaging and detailed transparency. Somewhat lacking in emotional
expression. though, and if you prefer vibrancy to accuracy, look elsewhere.

01444 440 955

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'. Cheaper from KEF or Spendor.

01579 342 866

Particularly well balanced bass and midband which offers space, depth and
excellent resolution. Pitch and timing are of high order: treble can be slightly
brittle. Needs dedicated stands.

01579 342 866

High resolution and coherent midband offering unusually clear insights into
dense and complex musical events. Treble is not ideally smooth or sweet
and bass needs close wall-mounting and good stands.

0181 766 0474

A successor to Impulse's H6, this is ahorn hybrid but by horn standards
sounds remarkably uncoloured. The midrange is seamless with aparticular
strength in reproducing vocals. Need alarge room.

01622 672 261

Neither coloured nor resonant, this speaker can rock with almost any halfdecent amplifier, no matter how low in power. Trades some loss of finer
ambient and harmonic detail for transparency and afuller bass. Great value.

11
95

**

***

325x200x280

11
95

* *

***

835x200x295

11
95

01622 672 261

One of the best speakers in its price range. Not quite as clean as the Coda
7s when pushed but their overall balance is more suitable to budget
electronics as well as being easier on the ear. Thoroughly recommended.

01622 672 261

01622 672 261

832x190x301 11
94

01622 672 261

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble Srtzlei Also made by Harbeth. Rogers, Spendor.

ak:

0121 430 7817

A three-way horn-loaded system, the La Scala plays with asense of ease,
composure and grandeur. Highly placement-sensitive with very good overall
build quality. Sounds large, open and effortless. Recommended.

0121 430 7817

Horn loading provides 35Hz from adesign dating back to 1947. High
efficiency provides ear-splitting levels. Mid and treble are smooth and clear
but some colorations. Exciting, powerful, dynamic on rock.

01865 883 890

Unlike many panel speakers, capable of operating successfully with everyday
power amplifiers. Reasonably sensitive with limited output at both frequency
extremes. Bold and outgoing quality with neutrality throughout the midband.

0181 502 1416

Designed to go with the Minium system, these little speakers sound very
good indeed, with well extended bass for their size and excellent clarity.
They perform better with awarmer amplifier than the Minium Amp.

Mission Group
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01480 451 777

'Limited Edition' variation on the 731 which features better components and
build (including arevised crossover and bi-wiring facilities) for £20 more.
Gives a'heightened' presentation but is sensitive to room placement.

130

8

Wal

315x175x200
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Mission 752
£500

Mission Group
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01480 451 777

Stunning mid presence, plus bright treble and warm bass (best 30cm from
wall) works very well on rock and vocal music generally, if less good on
classical piano, for example. Will go very loud.

Monitor Audio Studio 2SE Monitor Audio Ltd
£600
Superbly finished top class

01223 242 898

Monitor Audio R700 PMC Monitor Audio Ltd
£500
Given quality equipment these speakers

01223 242 898

Monitor Audio Studio 6
£900

Monitor Audio Ltd

01223 242 898

Monitor Audio 703 PMC
£800

Monitor Apdio Ltd

Mordaunt Short MS201
£200

Mordaunt Short Ltd

Mordaunt Short 860
£1695

Morrison! Short Ltd

Musical Technology Harrier
£400

Musical Technology

Reim SBL
£1692

Rahn Audio

Polk RT8
£380

Polk Audio

Rua Ela
£500

Regs Research

Rep Xel
£1040

Raga Research

Revolver Purdey
£250

RAM UK Ltd

Revolver 250
£250

RAM UK Ltd

miniature. Not as accurate as an LS3/5A, it
nonetheless has excellent transient response, very good integration and
notable levels of detail, smoothness and transparency.
respond magnificently, making a
wide range of music come alive. Don't even consider other COO speakers
without including them in your listening tests.

With the same metal-cone bass unit as the larger Studio 10, the 6has a
drier, more neutral bass. Generally sweet and easy on the ear despite alittle
sibilance. Other finishes include rosewood (VOW) and piano lacquer (L'1200).

170

8

Wall

840x200x255

130

8

Free
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Free
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Free
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Free
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NW

794x191x254
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8

Wall

800x200x300
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6

Wall

750x190x220
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856x215x250
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01223 242 898

Somewhat cold and analytical, these metal domed speakers need careful
system matching. Offer excellent dynamic range and freedom from coloration
with afinely etched soundstage.

01705 492 777

The Tindicates improvement over the original designs and changes include
an anodised aluminium gold dome treble. But the MS20i sounds dull and
uninspiring and only realty qualifies as being suitable for upbeat pop music.

01705 492 777

Built using aspecial cast-resin polymer, this is asurprising find at the price.
Bass, mid and treble were in good proportion with no undue emphasis or
exaggeration. Fine dynamics, excellent focus and deep stereo image.

01494 793 137

Cheap way of buying yourself metal diaphragm technology, which works
superbly well. Low levels of coloration plus good detail retrieval and awell
balanced response. Slightly warm bass and brightness of brass sounds.

01722 332 266

Exceptionally good at leading edge definition and bass and treble
transparency. Some cone-type vocal coloration. Active version brings
tremendous clarity and precision with superb dynamics.

01727 827 311

This floorstander has adeep and full sound but is also crisp and finely
detailed. Consistently appeared more sensitive than the quoted numbers
suggest.

01702 333 071

Light and airy, but the 'spotlit' bright and forward treble needs careful
matching (suits vinyl better than CD); some papercone colorations, but
good dynamics. Floorstanding, place close to wall for good bass

01702 333 071

Designed to produce high levels with plenty of bass, and successful at this.
Can sound hollow and lacking definition with non-Rega electronics. Note:
It is Pegas policy not to quote sensitivity or recommended amplifier power.

0161 973 0505

Immediately likeable budget floorstander, with alively and warm rather than
neutral personality. Bass is limited in extension, but full enough to shake
the floor and tight enough to play along with the mid.

0161 973 0505

One of the cheapest floorstanders around. Offer a 'typically British' sound:
soft, unassuming and tonally satisfying throughout the midrange. Treble is
marginally accentuated and bass somewhat ponderous.

HORN

LOUDSPEAKERS

13SCli

IMMORTAL

SOUND FORESIGHT

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself ja: Avon 01934 520248/01272 686005, Bucks 01296 28790, Cheshire 01925 828900. Cornwall 01209 612260, Hants 01730 895194,
Berta 01923 856497, Kent 01303 256860. London (W1) 0171 486 8262. ( NW3) 0171 431 7423. ( NW6) 0171 794 7848, Middx 0181 892 7613. N. Ireland 01232 403634,
Northants 01604 37871, Notts/Lincs 01777 870372, Oxon 01865 247783. Scotland 01381 620655, Suffolk 01284 724337. Sussex 01903 872288, Wales 01978
364500/01745 343060. W. Mick 0121 429 2811/455 01667/742 01254/354 2311, 01203 525200. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387. UK Distributor 0121 430 7817
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classic HiFil

FREE with
the January issue
will be our second Classic HiFi special

supplement, amouthwatering collection of
'golden age' reviews reprinted from the
1950s, ' 60s and ' 70s pages of HiFi News,
along with athe UK's first review of the
stunning Marantz 7and 9reissues, an
interview with Quad founder Peter
Walker, OBE, and an up-to-date
directory of classic, kit and parts suppliers.
But of course, the January magazine
reviews plenty of new components too.
There are half-a-dozen upmarket one- and
two- box CD players combinations from
Audio Alchemy, Audio Research,
Audiolab, Linn, Meridian and
Nairn, amplifiers ranging from Arion

valves to the latest '
UK designed' budget
Denon integrateds, speakers from
ProAc and others, and much more.
There'll be abumper Record Review
section too, so don't miss the January
issue, on sale Friday, 6 December.

Popworth
Audio Technology

Reintroduced by popular demand! Built to the original
specification.
The relaunched TVA 10 is manufactured to the
uncompromising standards of Quality and Reliability
associated with the Papworth name.
The 50 Watt per channel output from the highly
developed McIntosh circuitry linked with nine section
output transformer, ensures bass control usually
associated with much larger amplifiers.

Papw ort .‘ udio 'tech nob)*
Papw mill Eerard, Cambridge • CB3 8RG
Tel: ( 01.480) 830345 Fax: ( 01-$80) 830781

Yet more
wonderful products...
We are delighted to add - not one or two - but several
really excellent new products to our growing stable:
Audio Synthesis and XTC transports and DACs for some
world-class CD sounds. the acclaimed Classé and XTC
amps. the sensational Totem speakers and the amazing
Tice mains conditioners and cables.
We know from the reactions of others that you will be
surprised and delighted to find real alternatives to the
magazines' favourites. Still unchanged are our A/B home
demonstrations - anywhere. buy-back and guaranteed
satisfaction terms. But perhaps the hest part is the skilful
advice...it's free and may save you from costly mistakes.
CD: Audio Synthesis DAX2 & Transend. Copland.
Enlightened Audio Design. Orelle. RESTEK. XTC
Turntables: Graham. Michell. Morch. Stratosphere. Sumiko
13! ne Point Special. Transfiguration
Amplifiers: CAT. Classé. Copland. Kora. Lumley. Michell.
()relie. RESTEK, Tube Technology. XTC
Loudspeakers: Harbeth. Keswick. Lumley. Mirage. NEAT.
Sequence. Spendor. Totem
Tuners: Magnum Dynalab. RESTEK
Cables: Chord Co.. DNM. SonicLink. Lumley Silver. Tice.
.Ask about our ex-dem and mint used items.
icg TDL Monitors. Proceed OA( •. Audio Inn. 1.1 and other pre's)

The Right Note - Bath
(01225) 874728
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RMS Revelation II
£1887

Reference Music Systems Ltd

Rogers db101

Rogers International
0181 683 2101
Astylishly designed speaker aimed at the lifestyle market, with avariety of
lacquered aluminium finishes. A valve amp and sweet CD player will tame
its aggression and show its finesse in the midband and ability to play loud

110

Rogers LS1
£149

Rogers International
0181 683 2101
Provides atvondertully coherent performace throughout the sonic spectrum
Can't quite shake off the boxy bass of budget speakers but has upper bass
clarity and good timing. Highly musical. Recommended with enthusiasm.

Rogers 1S3/5A
£700

Rogers International

Rogers Studio 5
£700

Rogers International

Rogers Studio 7
£900

Rogers International

Ruark Equinox
£1850

Ruark Acoustics Ltd

Ruark Talisman II
£750

Ruark Acoustics Ltd

Ruark Templar
£500

Ruark Acoustics Ltd

SD Acoustics SD3R
£400

SD Acoustics

Sequence 400
£330

May Audio Marketing

£400

0181 683 2101
Delightfully smooth mid and treble, with free and spacious stereo image.
Very transparent and 'open' with low coloration throughout mid and treble.
Bass firmness depends on stand choice.

01702 601 410

This floorstander sounded superbly open, natural sound and (unlike some
competitors) sounding right at both normal and high volume levels. String
and woodwind tones had anear-electrostatic purity.

Sony UK Ltd

Spendor 2030
£600

Spendor Audio Systems

0181 947 5047
Besides the LS3/5A, no other mini monitor offers si.,
, and
competence at the price. Has aslightly forward top end ••,/ to
medium-powereed or vintage valve amps.

01932 816 000
Good bass for abudget bookshelf speaker, but where the SS-86 re., . • • ,
is in the midband, which is crisp, lively and uncoloured. The boa has
smoothly rounded antidiffraction edges. Exceptional value for money.

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

Tannoy 635
£450

Tannoy Ltd

Tannoy 636
£420

Tannoy Ltd

Tannoy 631
£150

Tenme Ltd
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01323 843 474

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzlei Also made by Harbeth. KEF Rogers.

130

8

Free W

300x190x170

12
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Free W

545x275x330

5 ***
94

Free

V
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Free

V

717x2

6 . 20 Free

V

343x1

01323 843 474

Evolved from the SP2, and thereby from the famed Bd. Spendor's new
version of classic BBC construction has improved on the articulacy of the
SP2. with excellently integrated treble. A big-sounding monitor.

**

01236 420 199

Features asingle drive unit, the latest version of Tannoy's Dual Concentric
driver. Raw, hard-hitting sound with plenty of brilliance. Not accurate, but
definitely exciting.

264

01236 420 199

Coherent both in terms of imagery and across the frequency, this dual
concentric design (with an extra bass unit) is well balanced for all types of
music, though bass can be heavy and ponderous.

01236 420199

Small speaker with agreat singing voice. The sound has aslightly 'cupped'
quality and they need to be listened to on-axis and at fairly close quarters
(2m listening distance) for best results.

DECEMIER Me

x230

01323 843 474

This is arock (or at least non-classical music) lover's speaker. The Mission
752 or Ruark Templar are more even-handed. But with the right kind of
material, the Spendor has exceptional bite, warmth and panache.

Spendor SP2/3
£930

1000x2

0181 567 0260

Further up the frequent),range the transparency of this speaker is stunning,
and combined with such an accurate and open soundstage there is much
to recommend here. Finish is lacquered MDF.

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

Both

01665 830 862

Semi-omni dispersion gives believable images over wide listening area.
Seductive sound comes from asolid, architectural bass which is matched
to an open, dynamic mid/top.

Spendor BBC LS3/5A
£630

5

01535 632 700

Designed to hang on the wall or sit on aspecial tripod floor stand. Elegant
looks and asmooth, open, natural sound. A tendency towards bass and
upper mid excess requires care with amplifier matching.

Sony SS-86
£100

125

0181 399 6308

Ribbon tweeter and rigid PBM resin cabinet help give stunning mid clarity
and clean if bright treble, but needs careful placement. Rather weak bass.
not so 'free' as mid, was improved when placed nearer to back wall.

Absoluto Sounds

e ge

e

01702 601 410

Good looking floorstander with well-controlled bass and above average build
quality. Let down by an upper midrange that lacks musical excitement and
projection though clean and detailed elsewhere. Need careful cable matching.

Sonus Faber Concertino
£590
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01702 601 410

First in anew range of stylish speakers. Fell into set-andforget category.
Real high end at asensible price from aBritish company. Sounds warm.
cuddly, natural and life-like while being smooth, and sweet

Silveredo

•e

0181 683 2101

Refined and smooth. the Studio 5's strongest suit is its imaging. While bass
was well extended, it was less forceful than others. Unobtrusive in size.
build and character, should suit many systems.

Silverado 1
£1995

ee

0181 683 2101

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'. Cheaper from KEF or Spendor.

Pear Audio

b
t

01359 268 282

Steel cabinet speaker with integrated stands and wooden trim. Musically
ver), enganging with no trace of boxiness. Sufficiently revealing to need high
guate,' amps and source equipment.

Shabinian Arc
£1675

e

e
ee
eoei-
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After the outstanding success of this years'
exhibition, we are pleased to confirm that
the 15th annual Hi Fi Show will take place at
The Ramada Hotel, Heathrow, London,
from the 11-14 September 1997.
Sponsored by
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Our Back Issues
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ecan supply single copies of
most issues from 1992 to
1996; simply cut out or photocopy
the coupon, or write to:- Back
Issues Dept, Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, Link House Magazines
Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA,
England. Please make sure that your remittance (sterling
cheque or postal order/international bank draft) is payable to
LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD. We welcome and CAN take credit card
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PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
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AND SAVE
20%!
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next 12 issues — and they will
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'May I
remind him
of the wellknown joke
about it
being aerodynamically
impossible
for
bumblebees
to fly — but
fly they do'
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A RIGHT CLEANING
Dear Sir, Iwas most flattered to
discover, upon reading your August
issue, that Barry Fox had devoted
his whole 'Technology' page to a
discussion of my recently developed
CD cleaner. Ihad not dared to
hope that my product would attract
such attention, nor provoke such
strong feelings. His article,
however, raises anumber of points
which Ifeel require some comment.
First, it must be emphasised that
proper science proceeds from the
phenomenon to the theory. It
would, therefore, be logical to
investigate the phenomenon (that
is, test the product), before entering
into discussion about the validity of
any given explanation for it. Mr
Fox apparently does not think so as
he has clearly never even taken the
product out of its box. Instead, he
turns science on its head by
declaring that an observable
phenomenon cannot exist because
it isn't allowed for, in the theory.
May Iremind him of the wellknown joke about it being
aerodynamically impossible for
bumblebees to fly — but fly they
do.
Unlike Mr Fox, who declares
that, 'What people hear is their own
business. What matters is...', I
believe that what people hear is
exactly the point. Hi-fi is after all
about what we hear not what
technologists can or cannot
measure and explain. Mr Fox may
choose to dismiss the experiences of
hundreds of hi-fi enthusiasts who
are delighted with the
improvements they have gained
from using my CD cleaner, but
surely he cannot so readily dismiss
the testimony of experienced
reviewers and hi-fi industry
practitioners. Alan Sircom has gone
into print substantiating my claims,
and Peter Comeau will do so when
Steve Harris is ready to print it.
At the recent CETI conference
and surround-sound TV exhibition
in Harrogate, Idemonstrated the

CD cleaner to several exhibitors on
their systems. Among these were
Bob Stuart of Meridian, who said
the picture quality and sound
improvements were ' remarkable',
and Dr Roger Driscoll of Mission,
who offered to ' recommend it
highly'. These alumni were not
inhibited by my lack of proven
explanation for the phenomenon,
though they are as intellectually
interested in an explanation as I
am.
Ienvy Mr Fox his unfailing belief
in the perfection of the CD
medium, but question the validity
of it — after all, even Philips have
dropped their initial claim of
`Perfect Sound — Forever'.
In my experience (and that of a
good many others), CD replay
technology, as with any medium,
has its shortcomings. Sixteen years
of extensive R&D work in this area
has lead me to conclude that many
of the musical inadequacies so often
associated with CDs, such as 2dimensionality, overbright, harsh
treble, lack of bass, and ageneral
lack of musicality, can be laid at the
door of CD players, not the CDs
themselves. Ihave striven therefore
to find ways to release the true
potential of the CD, and have
succeeded in developing anumber
of products which help to do just
that — of which the CD cleaner is
the cheapest and easiest.
The fact is that my CD cleaner
(not 'polish') does work. But what
contaminant is it removing from the
surface of the CD? And why does
the removal of this contaminant so
greatly improve the quality of the
audible and visual information
stored on discs? (Benefits have also
been observed on CD-ROM, Laser
discs and DVDs.)
Barry Fox implies that Iam quite
wrong to accuse CD pressing plants
of leaving ' agreasy contamination'
on their discs. However, after first

denying that they use this agent,
Dave Wilson, Marketing Manager
(Bob Lowe's boss) of PDO, has
eventually conceded that silicone
mould release agent is included in
the plastic that discs were pressed
from, and so ' could' migrate to the
surface. If the motild release agent
was not present on the surface of
the CD it could not prevent discs
sticking to the press, so logic
upholds that it does migrate to the
surface.
That this silicone layer does
degrade the sound, there can be no
doubt because cleaning it off
improves the sound; so the question
is how athin layer on the surface
can have any effect on the laser
reading the information off the disc.
Ihave suggested that the silicone
layer changes the refractive index
on the disc surface, bending light
away from the lens and thereby
bringing into operation low-level
error correction that results in the
audible reduction in dynamic range
and 3-dimensionality, flattening of
soundstage, and loss of
information. Mr Fox strenuously
denies that this could possibly be
true. Ibelieve the proof of the
udibility of levels of error
cozrection lies not in theoretical
argument but in whether one can
actually hear it or not.
Itake very seriously the challenge
of discovering and proving the
mechanism by which the cleaner
improves the sound and am
pursuing anumber of interesting
procedures. One involves the use of
ascanning electron microscope to
examine the surface of aCD before
and after cleaning, another is the
examination of the sound changes
using aVisipitch machine.
In the meantime the CD cleaner,
like the bumblebee, continues
working in blissful ignorance of a
scientific explanation for it.
Russ Andrews, RATA
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views too
AND IN THIS CORNER...
Dear Sir, Iwas very interested to
read Barry Fox's ' Technology'
page in the August issue. Ihad just
purchased the Russ Andrews CD
Cleaner — and been greatly
disappointed in finding no
improvement after using it. I
subsequently returned it to Russ
Andrews explaining how Ihad
employed the product on second
copies of three CD titles which I
own. Careful subjective
comparison between the treated
and untreated discs had revealed
no audible differences whatever.
Initially Ihad been attracted by the
claims made with regard to the
alleged ability of this product to
remove silicone mould release
agent from the surface of discs. I
pointed out to Mr Andrews that,
according to Barry Fox's article, he
has himself admitted that he can
find no direct evidence to validate
the claims he has made in the past
about new CDs having a ` thin
coating of silicone mould release
agent on them'. What Ifound
particularly relevant in relation to
this claim was the remark by Bob
Lowe of PDO as cited by Barry
Fox, which intimates that this
agent is not present on the discs
they manufacture at all. How
strange then that Russ Andrews
should now claim in aletter to me
that PDO has admitted to him that
they include mould release agent in
the plastic mix used for CDs. He
appears to believe that this justifies
his current assertion that the agent
'will therefore be present on the
disc surface'.
Iwould certainly value knowing
in what form this agent is supposed
to be present on the disc surface.
Barry Fox describes it — and here
he is clearly following claims made
by Russ Andrews — as a ' greasy
contamination'. It is surely the
existence of such a ' grease' which
is repudiated by PDO in the Fox
article? Now if PDO have indeed
admitted to Mr Andrews that they
include mould release agent in
their plastic mix, then it stands to
reason that this agent will permeate
the molecular structure of the
plastic when cool. If, therefore, it is
the existence of this agent which
affects the error correction of the
CD player, which, in turn, elicits
audible changes in reproduction of
the information on the disc (and
this is what Andrews continues to
claim, at least), then this agent is
not removable at all for the reason
just given. To make out that this,
or any such CD Cleaner can solve
the problem of an agent actually
present within the compound
capable of wreaking such havoc
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'At the core
of Barry's
argument is
the " bits
are bits"
contention,
at least so
far as
digital audio
sound
(gladly is
concerned'

with error correction strikes me as
being ludicrous in the extreme.
W Eadie, Glasgow
Martin Colloms comments:
While Barry's crusades against
industry bullshit,
misrepresentation and
charlatanism are acontinuing and
laudable endeavour, Ifeel that his
tilt at CD cleaners ['Technology',
August] was one windmill too
many!
At the core of Barry's argument
is the 'bits are bits' contention, at
least so far as digital audio sound
quality is concerned. On this point
it is argued, provided that those
audio bits, given the usual level of
effective error correction and
protection, are recovered in full,
then the replay quality of agiven
CD recording must be constant
and inviolable, this assuming use of
the same CD player. Hence
Barry's attack on the value of Russ
Andrews's CD cleaner, which
comes with the usual marketing
hype indicating acleaner disc and
better sound after its use.
Barry freely admits that he isn't
an audio enthusiast, but on this
matter he's firmly entering the
territory of those who can hear and
do value improvements in sound
quality, however small they be.
He has somehow missed or
ignored an entire raft of articles
and reports in many quality
magazines including HFNIRR and
Stereophile by Hawksford,
Atkinson, Harley, and myself on
variations in CD sound quality.
Amongst related matters are some
instances where CDs are found to
sound dissimilar, despite statistical
bit checks showing wholly
corrected errors for all related
tests.
What anil-bit error reading
cannot do is describe the jitter level
accompanying the digital data.
Even the most diehard objectivists
are now fully cognisant of the
detrimental effects of jitter and its
many causes.
Recovered jitter levels vary on
CDs for many reasons, such as
centration, mould accuracy,
reflectivity, pit definition, player
drive jitter, encoding and
mastering jitter (which is at last
being addressed now, in particular
by Sony) and, not least, the
condition of agiven CD: for
example, the distribution of static
charge; its cleanliness; surface
damage if any; whether it has
additional optical absorption
coatings or damping accessories.
Many of these factors can lead to
modulation noise or distortion
appearing on the playback, the

degree depending on the player
design. Extra work is required from
the servo systems when tracking
less than optically perfect discs,
and this may be reflected as
additional power supply demands
and radiated electrical noise. Such
effects are often heard as aloss in
sound quality for the subsequent
digital and analogue processing
sections.
Such matters are common
knowledge among player designers
who can often realise significant
advances in sound quality by
taking measures to combat such
unwanted, jitter-induced
interactions.
Ihave carried out tests on wellused, mildly scratched (but not to
the level of significant high error
rate) discs. If these are compared
with an unused original there are
differences. In many players the
new disc sounds superior (if to a
small degree) to more worn
examples despite perfect error
correction.
However, looking at the problem
from another direction, statistical
analysis of the recovered EFM
waveform does show pit size and
position jitter, while the eye
pattern (which represents the raw
modulation recovered from the
disc) also has avisibly degraded
signal to noise ratio.
The ' bits are bits' argument was
fashionable adecade ago, but now
we know full well that we can't rely
on this source of comfort.
Digital audio engineering is a
matter of great subtlety, the
audible aberrations are different
from analogue but in the end it
must be regarded as just another
form of signal modulation. Jitter is
its greatest enemy; the baldly
stated ' bits are bits' argument
doesn't even admit the concept of
jitter.
Ican't begin to comment on the
claims made for the RATA disc
cleaner until I've tried it, but I
know from related experiences that
cleaning, polishing, removing
static, anti-resonating treatment
and adding optical absorption to
CDs does have abeneficial effect.
How can anyone condemn anew
product without afair trial?
We all know in advance how a
UK CD pressing plant might
comment on this matter; by
inviting such an opinion, Russ
Andrews might legitimately feel
that he's been set up for this
demolition.
Iam now well primed to try out
the Rata CD cleaner and for
audio's sake I'll report my findings,
as soon as possible. For now
though, let's keep an open mind.
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*Dealer List Available

Opening Hours:
10.00am-6.00pm Mon-Sat (By Appointment) 10 Xs)

B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS, HARBETH,
HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL,
ROYO, RUARK, TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.
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Audiolab • Arcam

GREATER LONDON

27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
le 0181-567 8703
AUDIO LAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CANON
CASTLE, CHORD CO., DENON, DUAL, EPOS, EVOLUTION,
HARMON KARDON, JPW, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA,
MISSION, MUSICAL FIDEUTY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX, ONKYO
QUAD, REL, REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET,
THORENS, VAN DEN HUL, YAMAHA & OTHERS.
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.
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the best systems deserve the best advice

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM At lliA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYO
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

sound advice

BADA BONDED DEALER

am

30 years of Excellence
55 Main Street,
Blackrociç Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

Open: TuesSat 10am to 6pm.
ThurFri 10am to 9pm
• Meridian
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CC

TDL • Audtoquest • Marantz

CLONEY

m

echnolo

01509 218254
duke street, loughborough, lel 1 led

GREATER MANCHESTER

AUDIO COUNSEL
HI FI SPECIALISTS

LI NN...Naim...Rega...Arcam...Flotel...Royd
Shahinian...Dynayector...Mission...Marantz
Nakamichi...Celestion...Denon...Micromega

Sae en

•
OLDHAM
&

CHEADLE

ESSEX

de mu, dede

14 Shaw Rd (0161 6332602)
(near MUMPS Staten)

Rd (0161 420 Mr)
(at the end of the HO Street)

14 Stockport

Tuesday- Saturday 10-5.30 (8.00Thursday)

...sounds
outstanding

AKAI • ALPHASON • ARCANE • BANG & OLUFSEN*
B & W • BOSE • CELESTION • DUAL • GRUNDIG
HARMAN KARDON • MARANTZ • MORDAUNT-SHORT • NAD •
NAKAMICHI • PIONEER • QUAD. • RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA
*Epping and Saffron Walden only
148 HIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX • TEL: (01992) 574242
26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • TEL: i017991 523728
70 SOUTH STREET • BISHOP'S STORTFORD • HERTS • TEL: d:I1279 636401
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SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS

*Mail Order Facilities

Tel: (01753) 542761/(0860) 665662
Fax: (01753) 772 532

EXPOSURE MARANTZ

(i)

Distributors & Consultants for the world's
Finest Audio Systems
*Export Facilities
23 LANGLEY BROOM, LANGLEY,
BERKSHIRE, SL3 8NB
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'ILL 0171 624,s5 ,
FAX 0171 624 5315
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INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-Fl RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Now in

our second fruitful year

0171-924 2040
61 / 63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
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ENGLISH

KENT

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

HEREFORDSHIRE

Chantry Audio
"No

ordinary Hi -Fi Dealer"

A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi -Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

audio
****CYRUS CENTRE****

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

Roark, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,

Arcani. A.T.C. Audiolab. Audion. SAW. Castle,
Celestion. Denon. Exposure. Kel. Maranti. Michi.
Nlieroinega, Mission. Musical Technolog). N.A.D..
akainichi. Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Rel. Rotel. Ruark.

EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

much more.

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Twdord, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OW
Telephone 1017771 870372 Facsimile 1017771 870437

John S'Ieurne. SME. Stan. S> stemdek. T.D.L.. Y..

UNMET
Sound & Vision

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
*

Krell, Theta, Epos, Copeland, I-110, Pink à, Audio Research, Micrornego
SME, Meridian, Audion, CR Developments, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA
Sonos Faber, Denon, Celestion, d.p.o. Jamo, Ortolan, Rose

le\

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET,
MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703
Fax: 01622 6/6723

NORFOLK

NORTH LONDON

Iice insiallation. Ci edit tacilities. Set-,ice Der

The Old School

\S ¡Met

9.30

—5.30

i<11.1li. 11,1,101,1101-132*i 355gisi
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School Road, Bracon Ash
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LANCASHIRE

Near Norwich, Norfolk

WI!

Tel: ( 01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

ÉpetAcer
MONITOR
SOUND

ur ti

Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Nakamichi, Nairn,
Denon, Creek, Epos, AudioLab, TDL, Heybrook,
Rotel, Soundstvle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co,
Cable Talk. Talk Electronics, R.E.L.,
T.D.L. Reference and others

• TECHNICS U SONY II PIONEER
• PANASONIC II KENWOOD U DUAL
•AIWA II CASTLE Ill QUAD U B&W

SCOTLAND

•MARANTZU SPENOOR U THORENSU ARCAM U ROTEL
• WHARFEDALE II DENON à YAMAHA à TANNOY

Music Mill

à PHILIPS CDU CELESTION U ROGERS U MORDAUNT SHORT

Specialist hi ti and advice

• MONITOR AUDIO U JPW à TOLl ANO MANY MORE

INCLUDING PRO-AC • ABSOLUVE

BIG DISCOUNT • TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI
EXCELLENT COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
VATE LISTENING ROOM • FREE HOME INSTALLATION

CHORLEY (01257) 271935
54 Chapel Street, Chorley

audio ecellence
WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS

131, Friagate, Preston
Lancashire PR1 2EE
(0772) 253057
Tees -Sat 900am-5.301511
Closed Monday

SUFFOLK

SOUNDS •

DPA -•

MARANTZ •

NAIM

Newhaven

Road

3963

hi-ti equipment in London ( te £500 plus for

asystem).

The prices an the same as anywhere

else, but the quality of service is superior.

Delivery and installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

"One of the five best
Hi Fi shops in the world"
GRAHAMS HI-FI

Grehama
Ltd. Canonbury Yard
:ea Now Nonti Road London NI 786
Tel 0171 226 5500 Fax 0171 358 7620
E-MAIL 10:470 iss•Ownenene wen

2
2
lnatog Audio
Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

1FADINC STOCKISTS OF
RO RI.,
El., 1AM.\ HA AND MARANTZ

Ç
Choose from

Stockist of full rai 14 5

the finest

electronics u3r

•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. P1273) 609431 =1 )
,
:rori
,
EASTBOURNE Green St. (
01323) 731336 =.
--'•4"
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (
01705) 663604

signals

... Grahams is Me hest place to buy quality

SOUTH COAST

e

eee4a4t4-.0,6,

Grahams HiFi

AVI •

Edinburgh ENS SQG

0131 - 555

LONDON VISITORS
GUIDE 1994

AUDIO •

ALCHEMIST
72

utntscre/ KINDomemaskom o.

Excellent Listening Facilities

,pca Ls' I,, and

all maior manufacturers.

Please phone for details.

studio

8

HARPENDEN LTD

HI-Fl & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Hens AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246
Fax: 01582 467022

Bang 81 Olufsen Centre

ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA, AVI, B&O, BOSE,
CASTLE, DENON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, NAD, NAIM
NAKAMICHI, MAD, SENNHEISER
THE MEDIATE IN
SOL NI) AIN IT I
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TDL, ETC

night Wednesday- 8.00 pm • Closed Mondays • free Parkin)g
hi-fl for grown-ups
tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
0 8 0 2
1 7 6 3 19
mobi I e

CORNWALL

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

DECEMBER 1996

Front End Problems?
then contact:

powweicee

cSounl
Perfection

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

WEST SUSSEX

BRIGHTON'S LEADING 1-1I- F1 SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Ratel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft,
Sugden, Thorens, Pentachord Speakers
and Nottingham Analogue,
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565
123

specialist guide
SURREY

SPALDINGS

THE SOUTH EAST 5LEADING HI-FI COMPANY

UNILET

3 DEM ROOMS A.V.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT
FREE INSTALLATION
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK
MON TO SAT 9 00 : 0 o 03

Sound & Vision
*

*
*
*
*

TUE 9 00 to 8 00

1

352.354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD CROYDON. SURREY CRO PAF
Telephone 0181 654 1231/2040 Facsimile: 0181 655 3922

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

YORKSHIRE

Stoehr«. of, ARCMS • CREEK • EPOS
HEYEIROCIE • MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO
NEAT • REGA • ROKSAN • ROTER. • ROYO
TEAC • YAMAHA

3530

SOUTH WEST & WALES

Generous Part Exchange and Second Ham Equipment aveabe

TEAC®

Perletly Balanced Sound

audio exellence
1011791 264975

Gloucester

9High Street
Swansea SAT 1LE
101792) 474608

MS

you like to hear more',

P1RCDJ ECT

IMICAP11.011...EY

0 11 3

11../116.1E

1-1.,0111

2 3 0

L.S6

1100

4 5 6 5

aelunnean°Nm

THE HI-FI

WORCESTERSHIRE

STUDIOS

I'jsJDENA

BARNT GREEN
Meru
ExClusive Midlands Audio Synthesis Consultants
The Fabulous. -EleclrocornpanwE Range
Aanyil Audio - Full range Inc Audio Physic speakers
FD Amplification - DACS Cables Essex Audio
Sequence Design Wall Speakers
4,0 A,cnerry Proceed Polk you oler

Swansea

58 Bristol Road

W ould

spendor
VI

ACOUSTIC ENGINEERS

(01222) 228565

Gloucester GL1 5SD
101452(300046

YORKSHIRE

3
1---ibcHoRpt
,4)

WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS

13416 Crwys Road
Cardin CF2 4NR

GODSTONE 01883 744755

On permanent demonstration exclusively in Yorkshire and the North
East of England—ATC: SCM10, SCM20, SCM20 Tower, SCIA50A and
SCM100A, ATC, AV International, Bryston Amplifiers. Castle York. Chester 8
Howard Concordant Chameleon Amps, Chord SPIA Power Amplifiers,
Equinox, Harbeth Acoustics. JPW. Sequence Loudspeakers, Marentz, Sumo
Gyrodec, Mich. Ortolan premier range, SME. Spendor. Target TEAC
TowaShend Seismic Sink. Q.E.D. van den Hul. The First 8The Second Gabes.
Demonstrations by arrangement in LEEDS. or in your own home without
obligation For further details contact JOHN BLEAKLEY. Phono/Fox
Loads (0113) 2528850 (
evening calls welcome)

7.00sun.

65 Park Street
Bristol BSI 5P8

CATERHAr.

BARSTOW
J8

Audio Reflections

indecently good hi- ti

Cardiff

Home Cinema on Demonstrat on"
AA CAM
ATACAMA STANDS
MUSICAL FIDELITY
AUDIOLAB
YAMAHA
M25
TOE. TANNOY
KEF. DENON
ROGERS
REL
DORKING
DU DOS
PARTINGTON STANDS
THORENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
BEYER HEADPHONES
JPW. CABLE TALK.
SOUNDSTYLE
VAN DEN HULL BOSE

DISCOVER ACCURACY IN FIDELITY

r

Bristol

URREY HIFI

45 High Street, Godstone. Surrey RH9 8LS

n.
laellt y

Open Toes - Set 10.30em

Six demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION

SERVICE DEPT

?
Titi.erw.9"
.4% y
iin eriiii..
/i5Itr i
:
(grei.;

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

M.›

Telephone: 01527 - 873766 Daytime
Telefax: 0121 - 445-5057 Eves

. " S;i: RUARK. ALCHEMIST. AUDIO ALCHEMY. ElECTROCOMPANIF AMPS.
EXPC'Suf,E AUD,C. NOTE. HOLFI. TEAC. IMPULSE HORNS, APOGEE, CASTLE ACOUSTICS.
STEMFOORT TPICHORD RESEARCH. HEYBROOK. MONITOR AUDIO HAABETH. KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS, MICHELL ENGINEERING IFULL RANGEI SME. UNISON
VALVES STAX ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES CR DEVELOPMENTS IVALVESi. ART AUDIO
,./Aurpn

OO,^

riV.r.,pi

nr:rFON .

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387

Open

Tue - Thur 10-8 Fri 8, Sat 10-6 Closed all

day

Monday

WEST MIDLANDS

IC

A

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

Tel: 01922 493499/473499
ARCAM
AUDIO LAB
CELESTION
SPA
EPOS
QUAD ROKSAN ROGERS

I—I

3

HiFifor those with
H-F
an eye for Quality

Sharing the ASDA Carpark
with ample free parking.
Off High Street, Blenterich,

CHORD
NAIM
KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH
ALSO,APOLLO
A,
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO OUEST
BAW
BOSE
BEYER
CABLE TALK
CHORD COMPANY
CYRUS
EXPOSURE CEE REFERENCE
KENWOOD MARANTZ MICHELL
MOROAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN MICROMEGA MISSION MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI ORTOFON PROJECT
ROTEL SENNHEISER SONY SUMIKO SYSTEMDEK TARGET TDL TUBE TECHNOLOGY VAN DEN rgn. YAMAHA

I—F1

351 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 817 8DL
Tel: 0121-429 2811
Fax: 0121-434 3298
93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD.
SOLIHULL. WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
Tel: 0121-742 0254
Fax: 0121-742 3471
I2I

•3HiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
•Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

Z\/1 iLJO
t\/111 AT"'"W" E

Nr. Walsall, West Midlands
Open 6 Day.. 9am • 6prn
lAte Night Friday

120

Ar

_ddiÉ5:::iil
—

S

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

for the most exciting range of equipment available in the
Midlands which includes:

156-157 LOWER HIGH STREET
STOURBRIDGE. WEST MIDLANDS
Tel: 01384-444184 Fax: 01384-444968

Apollo. Arcam. Audio Alchemy, Audiolab. Audioquest. Audio- Research. Audio-Technica. B&W. Beyer.
Canon. Celestion, Chord, Cyrus. Denon. DPA. Dual. Dynaudio. Epos. Exposure. Harman Kardon,
Heybrook. Jamo. KEF. ( rell. Marantz. Martin Logan. Meridian. Michell, Micromega. Mission. Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity. NAD. Nakamichi. Panasonic TV + Video. Pioneer. Pink Triangle.
Polk Audio. Pro-Ac. Quad. REL. Rogers. Roksan. Rotel. Royd. Ruark. Sennheiser. Shure. SME.
Sonos Faber, Systemdek. Tannoy, Target. Technics. Theta. Thorens, Wharfdale. Wilson, Yamaha etc.
Wide range of classical CDs in stock. Full servicing facilities available

DECEMBER 1996

OPENING TINES:
Closed Soodosillooday Op.. 11-5.31 Ibursday II- 1.N
Saban I11.111 Damitstratioat LI 4ppoilitm«
INTEREST FREE
dot limited Pined) BPS M. Writtoo
oo must licoissad Crodd Brew.
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specialist guide
MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH
CLASS AUDIO
Fine tonearms from £425 to £ 1,600.
Loudspeakers from £580 to £ 1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM101.
STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity
wired phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of
electronics to come onto the market for adecade. Also our
World Wide Web site should be fully constructed by the time
this magazine reaches the news stands. Product information
and general HiFi fact sheets. E-mail enquiries welcome.
Telephone for addresses.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products
I
urntable service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Input Design, JBE.
Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.
Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.
CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP
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s\ stems matching

for music and film at home.

Beautiful real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990.

Krell KMA 100 monoblocks
Audio Research 0125 (balanced)
Meridian 605 monoblocks
Gryphon S100
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
Trilogy 958 monoblocks
Jadis JA 80 monoblocks
Mission Cyrus Pre/Power
Mark Levinson 331
Beard 506/M70 Mk11 Pre/Power
Audio Innovations S500
Yves Cochet AL3 (valve 75wpc)
Mark Levinson ML2 monoblocks
Linn Kaber Active Cards
LFD PA1/LS1 Pre/Power
Krell KSA 100 Mk11
Krell KSA 250
Rowland Model 3monoblocks
Linn Kairn ( phono) pre-amp
Jadis JP80 mc
Tube Technology Prophet
Gryphon Bel Canto
Michell Argon/Hera
Krell KRC 2
McCormack ALD-1 Line/phono
Exposure 14 + 9pre + psu
Exposure 11 + 12 pre + psu
Exposure 19 pre-amp
Tessarac TALA
Musical Fidelity Chronos
Musical Fidelity MVX
Audio Research LS3
Adyton Modus pre-amp
Mark Levinson No 38S
McCormack TLC- I
Audio Research BL1
Audiolab 8000C Mk11
Naim NAP 52
CAT SLI
Krell KSL pre-amp
Audio Research LS 5Mk11
Audio Synthesis Passion
Apogee Mini Grand + DAX
Alon V
KEF 103.4
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stds
Pink Triangle Ventrical
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Scintila
Thiel CS 1.2
Alon 0.5
Meridian MI

\Hsi, Room

Jack Lawson, Ii under
offers insider experience on

Rel Stentor active subwoofer
Duntech Crown Princess
Linn Kabers
Ensemble PAI reference
Castle Howard rosewood
Heybrook Heystack
SD Acoustic SD1E
Thiel C5i
Triangle Comete E.
Sonus Faber Minima Amators
Magnaplanar SMG= black/oak
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Apogee Dueta Signatures
Apogee Diva + Dax
Marlin Logan Aerius
Theta Data transport
Micromega Stage 3
EAD T7000/D7000 Transp/DAC
Accuphase DP80 transport
Micromega Micro Drive/DAC
Orelle DA180
P.S. Audio Ultralink
Denon DCD Si
McCormack DAC 1
Kenwood DP-X9010 transport
Theta Data II Gen III AT+T/bal
Linn Karik Numerik
Mission Cyrus Discmaster
Pink Triangle Da Capo 22 bit
Roksan DPI transport
Teac TI (audio synthesis Transcend)
Wadia 8transport
Wadia 15 Dac
Accuphase DP70
Audio Synthesis D.S.M. duc
Piere Lume J1/SL5
VPI TNT MkIrriplanar Ill
Linn LP12 / ARO Avondale
Linn LP12 / ITTOK / Lingo
Linn LP12 / ITTOK
Dynavector XXI Low o/p
Koetsu Red K. Sig
Monster Sigma Genesis 2000
Ortofon MC 10 Supreme
Lynx Tuner
Audio Note AN-S1
Tesserac Taha phono stage
Pink Triangle Anniversary/SME IV
gold/battery PSU/Lyra Claws dic
Basis Ovation
Naim Nat 01
Lyra Clavis

The following highly selected equipment is available . irr\
or delivered and installed. Inspiring products to enthuse (
Proceed PDT3 CD Transport and PDP3 Processor These are the affordable Mark
Levinson 31 30 models scaled down, thus offering three-dimensional digital sound
at outstanding value. Ex-review models. details on request. Nothing comes so close
to the master tape for £2,500. To hear is to believe!
Harman/kardon AVP-2 Ex-dent. This is definitely the outstanding bargain (£799)
in home cinema processors. Based on the amazing Fosgate Nlodel 3TI IX decoder
the AVP-2 is manufactured by hkin VS.\ on alarge scale for economy. Fosgates
"THX rival - statement circuit really works, and his straight ProLogic ((line right) is
so much more lifelike than the compressed ( 6 channels equals undersamplingli
Dolby Digital. Truly the heart of asuper Home Cinema for avery affordable £499.
Phone for details and reviews.
Marantz VP-500 high resolution video projector, remarkably simple to use. so bring
it out fo:- movie nights spent in ( more authentic cinema atmosphere than aTV).
Incredibly cheap, it isn't state of the art but will give you two or three years fun until
LCD projectors are more advanced and down in price. User-replaceable bulb. List
price is £
499. ex- dent model only £350.
Infinity RSIb This is the scaled down version of the magisterial IRS. the ultimate
speaker of the eighties. arguably unsurpassed, now ridiculously cheap even after we
silver hi-wire and upgrade components. We import two or three pairs ayear to the
UK because they combine electrostatic transparency and soundstage with the room
pressure and presence of horn designs. The cost of the exercise is between £6-600
and the lead tinte is about 6weeks after locating asuitable second-hand pair in I
The x-Cables \Ve can custom make premium quality leads by return of post s,
fancy packing. no re\ ie \\ endorsement but the best cables, solder, plugs resulting in
aproduct which looks, feels and sounds up there with very expensi‘e alternative ,
Now you can afford to avoid the good advice of spending lo • of your system price
Now you can afford to enhance your secondary sources or systems ( such as
multiple wiring, bi-amping, home cinema etc). Our specialities include single-ended
phono, balanced XLR, digital and video "5ohms. S-video. speaker cables. etc. For
standard lengths we can offer ano-quibble trial or refund over lo days.

Phone Jack Lawson on 0141-339 2432
or fax on 0141-339 9762.
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more

CHOICE
We are delighted to announce our
success in obtaining the following
carefully selected agencies
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, SME, VPI,
ROCKPORT, GAMMA, TRILOGY,
Van den Hul, XL0, STRAIGHT WIRE,
SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom Idem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
Credit card facilities
Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST.
heel ato wur new !actor,
ano smead, turning out la on too soda. such is life d amarket where 'aide parts of the speciahst hti industry
an hard times especely the high power • low efficiency crowd what can Isay Ocould not happen to more deserving peopiell Audio Note is finding Mal
. -a-yet is growing more rapidly than we can reasonably deal with or supply so as with most things good you sometimes have to wait. which is not what any
L are particularly good at having been brought opina society Mal layouts instant gratification" above all else.
fii this society context ilos theretore very gratifying lo see how many st you out there are educating yourselves to the benefits ol clod-yourself amplifiers
mi .!ahers eIC rust another example of how society is changing in this case definitely for the better rather than passively buying or exchanging the latest greatest
th m numbers of our customers are now bulldog better amplifiers themselves learning to understand and appreciate the simple troth that
stage rules supreme where music repToduction is concerned
"-egame and Au0. Note is happy to provide awide range of complete kits output and mains transformers chokes paper in oil. eu.,'
egnal cacao itort Black Gate Ceraline or standard electrolytic capacitors tantalum carbon and metal him resistors silver wires.
, ; h,
svatcheS balance controlS pOtentorneters attenuators. chassis sand fittings for the quality oriented DIVOT whether you are
beginner or 'hardened experimenter male of female we hare the best land not always most expensivel Pens Mt most Men.
Ihave commented on this betore d is most interesting to watch the scramble taking place amongst the existing valve amplifier manufacturers most of whom have
espoused the virtues ol high power land who still mainly make then Wong selling them, tor how long Is agood question» valve emulate's as many of them now
embrace the low power single-ended node ampldier as 11 they had never said anything to the opposite or even more interestingly as one valve manufacturer.
famous for the stainless steel chassis and very high poorer amplifiers says " we only Make SE amplifiers because people want them we do not believe this is the
best soiution " Interesting statement is it not , This s what happens when all the manufacturers do IS 10110w the lead 01 the market instead et taking the lead them.
selves whet is key the SO Called High Ene revery American term tor something that cannot reproduce music, but also quite sad fOrtunatery MIS IS not an
etusation that can De thrown at Audio Note as 're were first to introduce ht and fiers into the wOrldwale commercial specialist market and we still lead the way
Inc , irtual flood of SE amplifiers that has appeared on tne market oar the past 3.
,
ears sno doubt confusing to most of you it certainly seems to nie beaddered most of the press and their reviewers agreat rnan, Of whom have yet tonca ry understand what is happening especially the fact tnat Me gassroat SuPPOR
for SE !rode amplifiers is so deep rooted and strong. seems to have bypassed ne men in their ivory towers most of who sh Ibeieve that nit is fad Iflat ,w1I oie
away as soon as the next great " achievement or the tradltional " High End has been released. Oh how ale do they comprehend that the move away tnom the
traditionally favoured high power inefftment speaker technologies most of hein have supported land In many ways helped bring about remember the rave
reviews of the Apogee Scintilla or latest high power ML. ARC or Krell?) are now serious unwell and may well die over the next live years already now the second
hand values of the products thal contain these technologies are seriously low and still failing consider that if any of you stil one of these dinoSaurs. unless 01
cowse you like Collection historical artifacts'
Xffe - cls to Make SE technology conform to Current technological measurement dogma nave so far failed thanks in no small part to many of , Clu brave and per.
extffe out there wh0 pas. Tot , OeSelveS exoeneoced what happens to the sound of aOW SE amp tien when 'Au Stick 248 or more feedback across
-.
tand interesting not to mentor entghterling experience that clearly demonstrates that low static estortioo snot the cure ail that the transistor and
:awe ,brigade would have us believer and ' ii st attempts are being made to " upgrade semi Conductor Circuitry web aSingle- Ended flavour ihOw hull enonended this tealtY is is highly ClUeStionable once the transistor can only emptily one half of the waveform and needs aPartner in crime? it certainly sounds
that way!) to wholly amplify the signal, semi conductor means what he says HALF and that is what you gel, half the signal . half the Sound' Some people are salts.
tied ,tnth pseudo-solutons. the current ' Mph End -is no exceptIon!
Bul as ISaid. this is all changing tor the better. and 0we can do anything to help ive cenainly shalt which is why we are Introducing anumber of new parts on the
InI which will colude the much wanted very soon to be available preamplifier kn but equally importantly, aloudspeaker kit sorry no parts foi the cabinet, only
the drawing. and Me indnedual tested drivers with either copper or silver voice coils. the speaker Mt is modelled on our AN- Espeakers which rate at about 93
94dB effirrenC, we a or heragn ge tee iCe Me, a'e developed on SE triode amplifiers and are highly Suited TO the low- power SE triode ample ers Mat
,.'• .•

have ver, large capacitance or storage also not correct you w
' ' 3gesso -,
', power supply as you can get so aSmall agile potver supply
sounds much better than abig slow one. valve rectificallon is arr,,..•
,., sare ULT.,'
mandatory. if cost IS aproblem a large resistor will do It is most
important lo remember Mahn ano-feedback single-ended amp her tre rarCurt and plu e' eUpply musl have the same lime constants to function correctly so ern.
Pie and small n beautdul
AnoMer interestng aspect of the SE revolution Is Me attempt to incorporate tenets of current technological dogma and bags into the SE performance envelope.
ore are already seeing low distortion SE self-cancelling SE transistor SE soon to be mined by " high current SE -and ' hi high power SE" dont be duped by these
slogans clams that you can get 55 warts SE Class Afrom one ftiaL 211 are utter nonsense likewise 15 watts from asinge 3008 tnese kinds of power specifications are no good un ess the, are accompanied by adstortion figure at the rated power TO give you in illustrate^ of this at 55 , ans Class ASE aOtt has
about 50'i harmonic distortion one lus to question the sonic quad ol an, signe at that distortion level if onl, the magazines Sent as muon time and energi on
exposing the charlatans whose undistbable claims are pressed on an unsuspecting public as they do tr,ing to explain the benefits of OCC and whatever other new
nonsense technology is being pressed into service as amusic carrier we would have acleaner and more lust market where being correct and truthful would not
be amarkehng disadvantage.
Back to the sobbed tmatter all this talk about iuslice and correctness would be vandy if not backed by action so in Order to enhance your ability to design and man.
',facture your own special version ol any of the single-ended circuits bong discussed whether old OF new we will continue to expand on what is already the mosl
extenswe range of ultra high chatty components that the discerning do-d-yourselt valve amplifier enthusiast can use to construct any single- ended or Ishame on
you» push pull amplifier whether node or pentode All of these pads are used in various models of the manufactured line ol the RUE110 MOTE amplifiers these
components include mostly specially made items like ceramic vibre bases nth either silver or gold plated pins paper in oil aluminium 1011 Signal CapaCeOrS Copper 8. silver to signal capacitors. Black Gate graphite electrolytic capacitors acid corrosivefree silver solder copper and silver .
..wed audo output transformers
nonmagnetic tantalum resistors nonmagnetic RCA and speaker terminals valves and Many other useful bits and pieces for upgrading old or constructing nee,
valve ampfildrs
AUDIO NOTE LOUDSPEAKER DRIVERS 8. KITS
We shall be offertng the speaker driven that we use in our own loudspeakers tor general sale from now on you can buy Me drivers indwidualhi or together with a
package that shows the crossover configuraton and cabinet drawings together wrth apair 0h pens
We have spent tar more time looking at the efficiency speaker lOad issues in relationship to the low power SE mooe amplifiers than anyone ese. and lbelieve that
Our Solutions are both on dine and effeCtiae unfortunately nature IS as cruel as she is kind when it comes to efficiency bandradth size anct price
We orter out drive units 11th both copper and sildr speechcoils Me measured difference is negligible but the Oderence in sound between tire two is very great
indeed who again begs the Cuestor what ut s we measure in relation to Cat we near
the above prices are pen single MiveT

ir ode amplifiers is not solved with the speaker kit so we have SOMething else up Our sleeve for

'n rinoreaSe • rin'ereS" hai ' ,raga singe -eh:Pry, especial, tie triode non feedback variety. 5now so great that even the mainstream valve manufacturers are
moot to fol ow suit so if you are looking for asingle ended product beware (tithe !else prophet who speaks of things he does not believe in ON it becomes
financially expedient or downtigM necessary to have asingle- ended aMphher in hein product program So whether you are bulging asingle-ended angler yoursell or looking to tunr amanufactura single-ended prOduct please remember that il was AUDIO NOTE. who in the lace of the usual industry hype about continual progress". brought this technology to the attention of press public and general audio industry alike not because it would lend aquick buck to the purse but
because we firmly believe that it is asuperior way of amplifying any music signal and therefore deserves to be resurrected as the preferred technology tot anyone
Ano want the genuine aestheteS and beauty of rear music reproduced in their home
Now Mat we Stand on the boundary of this the brave new world Ot 1920 sCanary we note with interest the number of manufacturers who have manufactured
.alae amplifiers tor man, yearS but who only ntris have discovered -the benefits of the engleended stage and who in ne past 20 dam or so have been the
strongest proponents of the high power high quality valve amplifier watch them as the, now tor commercial gain embrace the world of ', oh loudspeaker eft5enCy and smoteended node amplificaton and then draw your own conclusions about their sincerity. their commitment, market strategy and general competence
noverall knohaledge of the technology of Audio AUDIO NOTE were the first and will remain the last word in sonic mule/ if you appreciate music properly reproduced
As expected land predicted in the above paragraphs) we are now seeing aHood ol single-ended amplihers appearing on the market some ate good, many are not'
ais important to remember that the hardest thing 10 aChieve is simplicity man is acomplicating being (lust look al out tax systemth and some World War Two
have been led to believe that complication equals technology not true espemath,not in music reproduction equipment here simplicity is adistinct virtue
5,ngie-ended amplematie rectums an understand ng of tie neheSSita for secant, bat is -dry rare another common fallacy IS that the SE pOwer supply needs 10
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Work is gong on on elui range dual cone diner fot teeter or hen wave horn applications so keep your eyes sut ter
future announcements

Order Code

D,in.o Type

Cf0KRovs, Rohde

Cone Melee,

SOSA 031

1Inch dome tweeter cooper cod

2. 3Ella

Imprpneted cloth

SOSO 032

1Indo dome sweet« dyer cod

2 - 3 Khla

inneogneerd doe

51.36

SPKR 002

8 inch woofer, comer cod

no to 3 KHz

Pepe, coated centre

47.75

SPKR.003

5 inch wearer. elver coil

sis to 3KHz

Pepe, coated centre

98.75

We also use nly aminnal emu tof wadding and it has to be aspecific type preferably well cleaned sheeps wool pos tiomng is critical and here experimentai
ton is recommended if you build the speakers Autsett

r

We will sell ou abasic kit of ores over parts acabinet drawing and apon tu e and then you can copen ment with the cabinet itself to your hearts delIght. Oleo
natively we offer acomp etc tested kit of « DOS and CrOSSOfier aCabinet did r. rig and ne port tube which if you folie the directions carefully will make agenuine Audio Note speaker
er Code

Descretion

We arcee Piliallgargioljawkii101.11141.8.1111L to pa, Mrs to t we an need your address card no wen
Dan an aprry dates please note Mat. are no longer eoweel to snis goods to an address Mat Is different horn ne
cerworders acreas es is ro erect you horn frauduient use cl your card et hou ran amo pay by bankers drab
Euro cheque or cheques drawn on aUK bank account
Del iv ery ,snone, abo ut,' days tnom receipt of ciored funds but please allow up to 60 days Ian some ens il not
Rock at the we or order
TENS 5 WS ,
s, reading me " we possess on or ah, bows eran contain internee o , • • ••
Demon and unae.n ce,ld be use, snare , ce emus please let us know orner or
aro of E20 JO ,cu rable in ral.es or orner flits postleeei to anybody vary Sends us , • • •
reormation nee valve ample. design or theory

Km of cm...or pen., drawings, detections end pon Pin

100.00

Tested end oallbreted croesover with rnotchoo COPPER COIL drivers, drewInge.
deecrigolon. P0,1nee

376.00

LMTEME8 MASEZINE

likewise ian rape, lor onumber of old valves lo experrment with sc if you have re, hi, ir.•
Dr an, errhe CaP Modes Iwill be happy to ba Or smap at 4000d Prrce lenise reran • f hr --o Ora ' TT Due tace refire, STUDER TELEFUNKEN or AMPf RE Xor mn an MCMY lui ng ecrang preeess,eg ° tyres, ra
•
,emhet er ea.e nemrs
nIrrmatbn abOur ', wend rn.cropnene, oToroing renn,o ueen•rnencram am Men
u• a
,
. , grateful, nie na AUDIO. NOTE has the intenTon n.m inn nee 2. 3oars IT •set ', ores and rem ,:
rmanulaCure and a.m., erready nave Mule arot of . nformaaan rmren more ,Sneeded

•a.atlae ,
tin Lary Adventure
Anolner good emcee to thv Dlobbshel mogonnra still do loping sod not Wo.d lo
oweevers.' Mono sos
two of my tam. miters on Meer stoff ADM Astor end Doyno 8thv tai Pussy so get acom ond see for ,.,,en
COMPLETE KITS

A. hoe alarge numbiu st,on to- ma eeeiem yme AUDIO NOTE Lande amplIters late OTO Phono SE MI
eirmno MEISHU SOPO etc and son.. lie.. the nurearly el nor talented compete's'« not have any secrets rn
thi, *penmen, andaleooionn99adwd.osiandnheonosp,snasscaçoinmoh Sqyao4
shag he happy to send you a +
re...Teed o mot/mane compete« one or more ogre Rectums 'hey coal 15 00
gr h Ire
ha' lor exam>, Pnonoienteuraled ameldeen tor E30 00450 00i oi al tineinlegrated amplders
•. 25 90
Co anent , rr I¡C, 1515
ne rime r
omplele [metal pea loel 50 00 MO 001 Allano.
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fir : ,,, r
2,13 Mt 51.1lG coos SAP1 ELIO 611C ,50000 ,
mk , EIS1 ELOWAC Nan Amon send slempee
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tern sternOS ci toutwit Me UK another US SI5 00 will sullme
eonrno male mysls Men gno.sa reasonable backbend to Ike supecl ol valve ample. ,mule «Togo OW
II
reeve written and assembled anumber ot auks and egtracli from old books womb owe some WM
rthe subect do not enect to become an raven, enert hart vell sere as à ',seta rem. tot the begén.
m el ail« more adianeed ce have eypanded n,, nforaack ro rnclude even more useful informnicn so if you
•me woe, Mug'', the oe pea lust send [2Oa or US S5 00 for me full peck asmall charge rs '<need th, time
It in sman genortmatren clamps man astamped sell addreSserl emelope or ono« Me Urt please seod US
501 00
We do accept aUK cheque or hankers OM Pounl Sewn qfor the above charges as weri ins, conven the 155
uniconrciool.rImaanbi 70 to the Pound otter eu have ended uo to nearest S500
li

$111R19 PRACTICES.
li , ou are SerMosly tnteresled rn the submit of valve amplifier &man without Me usuar precomerved notions of what
, pod. ampfiler 'moon an let 000100, idle Outlaw, e,e,r, vine has brought or Inn blesongs el trie trans,stor
amerret haS CO.Oula+ eso.P.ed inert WM monumental', then SOUSE! PRaCT iCES is Me magazine to read here
.ou :nitro aneres about der on parameters DO anrcieslor amones and speakers ', moo of new and old In oth•
nerds the on. sine. Mal nOne Of the Selserong advenistwo no traditional press el touch as they do nO1
.nflani,mo buimess Mar normal adrenners VIM eau buy SOUND PRACTICES from us at 500 per mor Mee
age cuggentt, 5sites dada*, ,,rhi SublInplron from SOUND PRACTICES P 0 Bo, 180562 Austin TX 787t8
USA Aregular modern world bargain and Mere age penmen,' none 01 those in Aram today With enough Subscnbi
Inn see. SOUND PRACTICES may Ota bong about the fend prectees. Mal the MI «airy hes alb...deed lor
ko Iwo So get subsCriptionlr Our Mend Joe Roberts nnow able to lake VISA and PAC so commence rs at hand al
tong taslt Call Joe on ST2 339 6229 with your card lb il eou went adefect suturophon
B. the hme . cu read des SOUND PRACTICES mue r ,., mn HUE in IMS SnOuld keep , ou off the street 0.er Pm
hed : Gem
neekendsr Elu, aeon. tor Y5on • postage et sra adareSSed emelOpe ellr order it ecru Me In Me UK
menhir, Me Mimi, ohm, CIS Repon .rath a', MI Ture „ our table Morten,. motors 1,0 arteres on pre ,
',Mfrs one of ranch 1,11tout nanstormer chuplece State or aft 19351 Maureen loaner horn budded promo To
Be Or Not no Be lanear km Hodgson on out. transformers Cane Reaches by Nee Peened and nun morel
Muth good and Mormative reading às usual again 500 • ill A4 sue stamped sat arkbessed envelope dyou lwe
lbe UK or US SIO DO and usell addressed envelope il you Me Monad
Kamm Tibe Vallry
Now ion
ha.e nocr 'wed at Mt, one bet, 1m demonslratrng the strength of Ine re.nal , ne.ermdung Mal has
lode can , on eerier meow •nded push pul, or lust ad and good VaMturn tube Calle ris aDarter', mph oue.
r, man and read each msue 'causes on aUS brand of oster.oar rn the rune, rue IsSue 2Volume One Hearin
is wail wen extensiory Theo is along article by Eric Barb:aeon, Ole 0E34 IMP afavorer,. of none am liege Mal
,ery mug., valve nonetheless and an rnleresttng overview re meek ano vintage Ives The Audio Test Bench
looksut tools and moment kw DIY anueleation Dream very pre.' and uela Cathode bus . gree analo
about how to bus the VV5211 and Wong and tube« In «ere' tube matcrung Iverye making lo us 'MDR end
man more It nme to se ameant lhat takes àhislormel oespectwe Weren't', aread evadable from us at C
50 àTop or entry from VC ' 095 I Duane Ake Sutte 106 Surntvale CA 9a086 USA S35 at tor foreign sewribers 4Isles non lailable

wended ... an, C. A sere° ChaSSO Non. es' P449 30 ',yearn; oires ed cat ohs
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singlevended trade bias or rock and moi a, 0u prefer Etpected averable

CnamOmo general nme tn 'median, to understand me SP6.ifited name ot me design ano manutacture on trans for am:110 esmprnent el most ,there app mations rho main criteria are cost weight or longekey an ono
marsoansfonner also hate to hake good regineton under red must run cce and generate no mechanical nose of
nation produce no excesswe stray magnetic tees etc etc apetty tan order Men one considers Mat the cost
aine has to Pe reasonable So no meter venre you order your mains trenslormer remember maid should 000151m to
Me above coterie so specify ibis when yOu order As ageneral IS. we do not recommend potted lranslormers, as all
our Odeon') lests have moon these lo sound less neat Man impelled equivalent. Inow rt dom not look as good.
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ransformer. 01e-arneler from SOurra Prances we en be u mg it In Me forthcoming 103 prevarnef rSever
'ones ierSIOnS mth nickel cores are under preparation as are more Interstage and mput transformers

A9 Economy range where the >merman, gelalmnen es carelulry retulated lo ensure audio duality 00 compact
Package tnerelry se MI onry he off errng 3singlerended output transformers in Mrs range push-pull outputs are under
development as u', 01

1165< handmade signal cape...togs are sonecalry superior to any of the plaster or other paper types we have come
across It yen have never experienced the edletence that amalty good paperer, capacitor can nub in avalve ample,
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56ne 200 voll
Suitable Ion solid state amps we have also added some veues 000060101 RIAA egmtleng «eons and Me odd
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;us is 2for pre- amplifier or power
a, ter cse me cm - r-fr m as - pas
Ten ce cr me top cover ne power amplifier ha
many more ventilator noies lop and side it you want aPCB with the input SOcKets included
with the pre-amplifier cover add £ 19 75 to the cost of the chassis and remember to specify
this when you order Please note that no copper pre.ampfitter lid is currenlly available for
Chassis 2
From time to orne we will have more damaged or scralched chess's's it you are not bothered
about the finish or general appearance or you intend to refinish the chess's anyway you can
have one of these for 50'- St the above prices lust thought you should know so inquire it this
iS Or interest
AUDIO NOTE COMPLETE KITS.
As mentioned earlier, we are developing arange of complete kits to give those of you who
have the ability. W Ido not have the time to develop aprotect from the igrOund. SO lo speak
loader to be able lo oller lye best possible quality price relationship the kits we otter will be
g000 basic circuits with no- frills power suPPlieS and Components all kits have input volume
coMro ,to allow use of asin Ole source. + he CD- player direct in
The AUDIO NOTE KIT ONE.
Based around the Joey famous 3008 directly heated rode, we see this kit as the introduction
to real Audio Amplification. as it covers all Ihe important aspects of design necessary. SingleEnded. No- Feedback. Class A. DIreclly Heated Toode. to become amember of this exclusion
club of amplifiers
Kit One has one 3008 per channel running at 420 volts with 75mA Current giving 910 watts of
the cleanest power you will ever hear the inputSlage consists of aESN7GT with a5687 double node driver stage running in SRPP The powers upply is aoapacitor-choxeiCapacitor with
a5U4G HT rectifier the heaters are AC heated Componerc quality s similar 10 Our Leve 2
finished products. AUDIO NOTE paper in oil signal capacitors, Beyscniag 1watt 11ymelvltilm
resistors, good quality electrolybos ( sorry NO Black Gates') and asimple, allractve stereo
chassis in grey paintwork Protecting cover is extra We have several upgrade hits available
for Kit One ask for details
Price E799 00 inci Vat which includes all valves nres also the 2 3008 needed, bur not
postage packing which to UK customers is E 12 00 , opcover £ 99 00 extra Kit One is also
available we apolished chrome cnassis and chromed transformer toemends this makes the
Kit One a real ' stunned' Add f200 DO to total £ 999 00 The Kit One is available now
KIT ONE ORDER CODE AN-KIT- del
TIi
,Kr0^e
, waiyeil the title the Greatest Audio Bargain of the Twentieth
C, • • • T. • • • • ", m • , ^ areview on the Internet not bad!
The AUDIO NOTE KIT TWO
Kt Two features asingle 6550 n
.
t ngle-Ended mode. yielding some 17 watts
of pure Class A. valve rectified HT • ', age, stereo chassis. and 6SN7GT input
and 5814a/ECC82 SRPP driver stage comprentry and chassis as Kil One. KIT Two is cuf.
rently only available without valves tor £ 570 00 not UK Vat II used with Chinese 6550's no
claims for faults in powersuppty or output transformers will be accepted'
Price £ 599 00 . nci Vat mciudes vanes but not postagepacking cover is extra at £ 99 00
With polished chrome chassis and chromed bell- ends on the transformers. £ 799 00
KIT TWO ORDER CODE AN- KIT-002
The AUDIO NOTE KIT THREE
Kit Three features 2e 3008 per < manner running in single-ended paratlel yielding 16 17 watts
in Pure Class A this kit is on two mono chassis with valve rectified HT SuPPlieS re signal
feedback it uses a6SN7GT double mode as input valve and apair or 5687 double triodes
running in SRPP as drivers The KIT THREE is essentially amono version of use KIT ONE
with double the power the same component choices and on two chassis instead of one
The KIT THREE costs £ 1550 00 and is available now. Cover is £ 99 00 extra per chassis IT
198 00 for two) Polished chrome chassis and bell- ends is also available al £ 400 00 extra
Several upgrade yes are available for Kit Three as well ask for details
KIT THREE ORDER CODE AN- KIT- 003
The AUDIO NOTE KIT FOUR.
The KIT FOUR is really our introduction lo valve ampfifier kit building. erCuil and power supply
mounted on one single printed Cdellit board with two OTO lype puss-pull output tianslonners, all mounted oasmall PI SE type chassis, covenng evelythIng. so nobody will be able to
see that you have succumb to the lure ol the valve amplifier which is sweeping the woad The
circuit consists of two 5V6GT tetrOdes running in Push- Pull class A y.elding about 10 watts
driven by a6SN7GT and aECC83 input stage Easy to build even for the beginner
The KIT FOUR costs E249 00 as ol March Ist 1996
KIT FOUR ORDER CODE AN- KIT-004
The AUDIO NOTE Pr - Arnpfifier KIl
A hit ioOseiy based on the AUDIO NOTE M7Tube preamplifier Fr., . 4 row avalIabIe•inirially
we otter 1m 3versions with the basic version Version One consisting of only the instruction
manual the trackless PC boards for hardwiring the circut. the mains transformer and the
choke costing £ 99 00 inclusive ol UK Vat The trackless PC Boards are available at£49 95
Version Two, includes version one with the addition of asel 01 basic components, Beyschlag
resistors, Roederstem Polyester signal caps, standard electront.s, standard valve bases bol
no valves. Noble Ir ame volume and balance controls w411 PCB. input sockets with PCB, out pu' sockets with PCB but no chassic at acost of £ 199 00

VERY RARE BLACK ASO MINT
£ 1495
SOTA COSMOS TJRNTABLE VACUUM PLATTER MINT
01 995
SONY 337 ESD CD PLAYER MIN'
£295
CAMBROGE : 10. PAPER HELJ y MO: 055 MN'
t." 250
-A
- LON ' a % NE: AMER CAN OR O, , so
t' 95
0-ALLENGER N'EGRrE.: + MP aL'."
0099
%LARK _
ELNSC,'L ..1.'2A PREAMP dP.5'2+ SAPP. ,
£995
PINK "R1ANGLE PIP 0K2 PREALLIP VESAT OSOX MINT
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RUSER ACT'VE SLBWOOPER WAs\sT MINT
MERIDIAN ARGENT 3SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE3 SPEAKERS& STANDS BLACK MINT
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HUNGARY pieuse contact M din Audio 54 U Raoay Iscd 2 H.1092 Budapest HUNGARY
Tei Fax 01 215-2612
HOLLAND please contact. d- Jong ComponenIs Langdonkenslraal It NL • 5605 LV
Eindhoven, Holland. Tel 040 257 4744. Fax 040 257 4984
USA please contact Angel. Insburnents 10830 Guilford Road. Suite 309 Annapolis Juncfion.
MD 20701
Tel 301 725 0451 Fax 301 725 8823

FRANCE please contact Tende 8 C.. 23 - 25, Boulevard de
4574 6930, Far 14574 6940

F • 75017 Pans Tel 1

BELGIUM please contact Tube Audio FmiosoPhy RODA Kortichsesteeneag 101 2630
Aanseaar. Beigium Tel 03 458 4848 Fax 03 457 8520
CANADA ONTARIO please contact Bury F.Icon. Ftcon Audio Electronk.. 7723 Yonge Street.
Olde Thornhill, On, Canada. L3T 3N1 Tel 905 881 5290, Fax 905 731 9708.
AUSTRALIA. contact AUDIO NOTE ( Australia) PTY Ltd. Tel 03 9819 6678. Fan 03 9819
4299
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PRIMARE 201P PHONE LINE PREAMP 2. PAIR OF 202 MONO POWER MAPS
ALL IN STAINLESS SUPERB RARE OPPORTUNITY INCLUDING FULL
WARRANTY MINT
07 500 eademo [13.800
£35C
MARANTZ CD 65 MK 2SE CD PLAYER MINT
£ 175
Shand
Gavp.o% r RPEAMP RLJ MC
02 495 shar: aL LLLEG:RC/COMPARE' DArO DM8 SA. AMP
or 295 Oar:
ALFLHAsoN sypHohe huPNTABLE & ARM SUPPLY 6111,0
LA1 295 sha,
MER DIAN Sf.6 AGO CD PLAYER MINT
RUDO RESEARCH SP9 PREAMP SILVER MINT
NARK LEVINSON N020 5MONO AMPS BAL MINT

£ 725
1895
f5995

AUDIO PLAN KONCEPT SPEAKERS BLACK ASH MINT
THRESHOLD PET 10E LINE BOAT 15 PHONO BALANCED MINT
ALSO RESEARCH SP ,4RPEAMP MY'

0795
22 095
AZ 59a

RROAC RESPONSE ASPEAKERS VARIOUS WOODS 11-i"
AERIAL tOT SPEAKERS 8STANDS BLACK mie
eLpHAsE DP65 MMB CD PLAYER DIGI VOLLME BAL
MISSION DADS CD PLAYER 8DAC 5MINT
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CARVER AMAZING LOUDSPEAKERS FAUNO BLACK
AUD10 RESEARCH CDT 1CD TRANSPORT MINT
PIERRE LURNE JIM1(2 TURNTABLE 0.5 ARM A
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ORACLE DEsPhe MKS TJPNTASS5 liiv
RASSLDN RASS.VP PPPAMP
,
1ARK LEWSON '
L
L
0265 RaLLY SaLF'.:E:
E•MP a"."
AUDIO RESEARCH 0115 LeK2 vALVE AMP MIN'

0995
03 500
£ 3995
1325

APOGEE DAX ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER MINT
MARK LEVINSON IALIDA MAMA NAT
ROWLAND MODELS POWEA AMP BALANCED VGC
MARL LEVNSOM 5020 REFERENCE MONO Ates BAL
MERIDIAN 502 MU 606 RUS TRANSPORT 2. JAC MN'
MEPIDIAN 603 MU 2PREAMP DEC REMOTE MINT

Si 595
At 250
22 500
61 995
£ 1495
0995
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stow £1,51
shard £12.506
shard 01 750
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share f3 296
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MEMO LEVINSON MLR POWER AMP SINT
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mAGNEP-AMAR SIR SPEAKERS FOUNDATION STANDS MINT
0995
OTC SON. 5.041ACTmE SPEAKERS ESTANDS WA.NJ" MINT
02" ,
CELLO STRINGS 4 7METRE LE \ GHTS
SPEAKEA CABLE
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£ 1500
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«
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PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO
ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW AND BOXED WITH FULL ILL
GUARANTEES. NO EX DEM. EQUIPMENT. NO GREY IMPORTS. GOODS
NOT SUPPI/ED ON APPROVAL POSTAGE á PACKING; CARTRIDGES.
TEST CASSFITES á cos: FREE ALL OTHER PRODUCTS; £ 00
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM: IAN II 1RRISON HI FI,

KFEk. KR,SBR-EFER'Ef.CE FOL. ,'BALA \ CED YBOx PRE.Ahe
WORTH THIS JUST TO LOOK AT. MINT
CAT Sli SLGNATURE VALVE PRE.AMF dPHONO La NT
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---- "
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£1500 shard
[2795 stand
£495 share
01500 rear-.
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OSAI shard
0795
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-ROME SINT
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Stal 802 03 SPEaKERS BLACK ASH MNT
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AND ARE NEARLY NEVI MINT BERGEN
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sha,
share
share
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Shand
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RING FOR DETAILS

ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT • 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS
WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

7 MILL HILL. REFTON, DERR). 111 69 5C4
TF.L 0128.3 7028 - 5

saa.
Ac err.
£ 895
0,430

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
ITALY please contact AUDIO NOTE ITALIA Sri 7AVia F CasalL 20014 Nevi., 1MIL Tel
0331 415 430 Fax 0331 587 661

1111

\ I \\ II

il

res
£995 eigern
£I 265 ex den

Vstawn

RUSSIAN Federation please contacI ESOTERICA Ltd Tel 095 917 4385. Fax 095 917
8762

IS

1

1.11.143 II

Write tc
AUDIO NOTE ( UK Ltd Unit C. Peacock Industrial Estate, Lyon Close. 125.127. Davigdor
Road. Hove 8N3 ISO East SusseitEnglandTelephone01273220511161inesi.
fax 01273731498 Efirectlinelosales 01273770778

1 / ILI \ Ill \ I \ n'I 1121 I(

111 11 145 1,1'S

Version Three adds the valves iva ECC83 12AX7WXT 2eECC82 and 1xEXAFIf and the
chassis and upgrades the veurne and balance pots to Noble encapsulated types ACOMpiele
pre- amplifier kit ot the highest quality at £299 00 inclusive of UK Val at 17 5.ri.
Versions °Hering more sophisticated components will be introduced when we have enough
pans In Mock to support them. the most obvious upgrade would be lo replace the Roederstein
polyester with Audio Note paper- H-0 ,1 caps . eithef aluminium ICA or copper foil and comb,ne
that with Audio Not tantalum film resistors Audio Note silver wiring wire, change the RIAA
valves to 60726 12807 sor use 6SN7WGTA Syiyania iPhilips ECG) instead of the ECC82 s
ipease note that you need aefferent rne board for this, further improvements can be intm[Arced vo r" Ceratmes cr BIack Gates aive ,srai caps copper chassis etc
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SUMO ARA PANLEL SPE h•
E '
APOGEE STAGE SPEFKEP: •
KE r32 2SPEAKERS RA LE..

NEW TIM 11011111
ORSE. AIR REFERENCE LT0E0171,1 -.RN

TEST CASSETTES/
TEST CD'S/TEST RECORDS

SALE OF EX DEMO (x) PIE EQUIPMENT
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PRE • FI5 POWER ( SILVER(
MUSICAL FIDELITY FCC CD PLAYER ' SILVER(
IMPULSE H2 SPEAKERS 1MAHOGANY?) i
IDEAL FOR VALVESJ
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 0LINE STAGE PRE IGOLDI
MERIDIAN 201 PRE INC PHOTO STAGE ( MM)
MERIDIAN 605 MONOBLOCKS
¡DL STUDIO 0.5 SPEAKERS ( BLACK).
la STUDIO 1.0 SPEAKERS ( BLACK)
ROKSAN SERVES . SME 3009 • 1042 CART [ ROSEWOOD)
ATC SCM20 SPEAKERS • STANDS IBLACKI
ATC SCM10 SPEAKERS ( TEAK OR BLACK1
SPICA TCSO SPEAKERS mAlICE
QUAD 66 PRE • CONTROL EL .'
R 67 CD L60611
SPENSOR BCI SPEAKERS
GARRARD 301
MICROMEGA ST47,7
OKINSHAVV PRE:EL "
xKINSHAW PRE:E , A
oTRIANGLE COMETE E ' BSA:.
xOPERA CALLAS ( LIGHT ASH( A,/ '- t
oCHORD SPOA800 150W/CH POVVEF AMA
CADENCE 70W VALVE MONOBLOCKS oPRE

AT £ 1600
£000
AT
AT
01200
AT .£600
AT
1300
AT .01100
AT .. 0250
AT . 1350
AT
9550
AT
0900
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

0600
£350
11800
OFFERS
OFFERS
.1500
140E
£400
f300
.0650
£I400
012E0

V' Audio Fax/Tel: 01179 686005

YUGOSLAVIA contact KORATO Systems Kurnanovska lb 11000 Belgrade Yugoslavia
Te:Fax 011 439976
PO 12 08 1996
DECEMBER 1996
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classified.
PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
Linn LPI 2. black. Basik plus arm. K9. £350: Denon DCD 820 £ 140: Denon
DRR730 £ 125: Denon TU280 £85: Wharfedale 510.2 black. f150: All vgc. original boxes, will split or £800 the lot. to include free Apollo rack and speaker stands.
I.inn cable. spare Basik plus cartridge. Tel: 016011 716769 eses, Monmouth) or
Email IMeharga4AOL.com. 1110353)
.1TC SCM20 Loudspeakers. ro,ewood. boxed. four month, old. a, new condition.
t1.100 Tel: 01355 264586 r110354
Meridian 605 Monoblock Power amp,. excellent condition. boxed. highly recommended 1MC) t
33 marks r £ 1.350ono Tel: 01903 261931 ( eves) Worthing. Sussex
aner 7pm 1110192)
Accuphase Transport and Dac DP80 DC8I. both gold dream machine, excellent
condition with boxes £3,500ono Tel: 0181 311 8685 r
H0314)
Meridian 605 Monoblock power amps. excellent condition, boxed. highly recommended1MCI (
33 marks) f1.350ono Tel: 01903 261931 ( eves after 7pm) Wonhing.
Sussex t110320
Meridian 501 preamp with \VC phonoboard £525: 1.FD MCI phonostage £525:
Audio Synthesis Passion Passise preamp £350: Audio Sy nthesis Passion 85 £750:
KEF 105 speakers, old. but superb £350 Tel: 01621 860630 ( Essex 1H0319)
Ariston Audio RD80 Transcription turntable with ADC. ALTI, arm and AKG
carudige: B&W DM!? speakers: Sansui R7 Stereo receiver. 45 uattslchannel:
Aiwa AD3200K stereo cassette deck £ 328 Tel: 0161 793 1378 ( Manchester)
rH0318)
Pioneer DAT D-07, boxed, little used. £600: Teac P700 CD Transpon, new. boxed.
£600: Genuine reason for sale. Tel: 01453 822914 ( eves) 1H0317 I
EER 519 Power amplifier, new £6.000 special balanced version. sell for £2.5013:
Chronos power amp. new £6.030. sell for £2.500 p/ex plus adjustment with interesting product considered Tel: 0121 449 5616 r
H0316)
Bryston 12B pre-amplifier. mint condition. wry low hours. £325 Tel: Alastair.
01276 451704 r
Surrey) I
H03211
Audio Synthesis DAN2DAC fully balanced with HDCD decoding. under 12
months old and absolutely mint condition with all packaging and matched Yilser
blue digital cable £ 1.650 :
Tel: 01744 883856 r
H0322)
Mark Levinson NIL1 preamp with circuit diagram. Garrard 301 1
grey grease
bearing. mint. Fisher Valve Monoblocks 80AZ. FM200B. Quad II x2. 22. FM2.
AM2. manuals. Leak TL12/1. Troughlines II. Ill Tel: 01642 559543 r
H0328)
Naim NAC72. NAC12. NAC32. NAPI10. NAP120. Radford SC22 valve preamp
with P.S.U. Leak point one Istereo) preamp. Stereo Twenty, Lowther Acoustas
P5-16.A. Grado Signature XTZ. Fidelity Research FR702. SIC201 Tel: 01642
559543 11-10329)
Monitor Audio Studio 50 SE piano. black, immaculate, all boxed must sell, open
to offers. cost £4.900. Tel: 0181 572 5020 or 0973 561474 1H0327)
Arram Delta 290 integrated amp. as new. only 20 hours use. 2years warranty from
supplier. £400ovno Tel: Nick. 0181 462 3768 ( Bromles. Kent r ( H0326)
Pink Triangle LPT turntable G.T.I power supply: Ittok arm. MCI5 super
carchridge. superb sound. easily out perfrom aLinn Sondek. as
inyl bargain at
£575 Tel: 0151 677 73861Merseysidel 11103251
Two Naim NAP 250 power amps. excellent condition, old style. £550 each Tel:
0121 3603823 ( H03241
Oracle Turntable N1K2 with air tangent ann, very good condition. includes
Mandrake Phono leads, £500: Separate Onix power supply for aboie £20. Tel:
01923 823112 eves r
H03231
Radfortl STA IS. qc. £450: Quad 22/11 Power's, mint. £400: Magneplanar
SNIG.A's new oak, mint, deep open sound. £330: John Sheame Integrated amp. rich
sound. £325: other vintage equipment. Tel: Paul. 01895 446713 ( 110269)
Tuners. Maranta 10B £2,500: McIntosh M74 £750: Maranta 115B £450: Preamps.
PT Pip. £ 1,350: Exposure VIII/Audiophile PSU £285: McIntosh C28. £750: CD
Technics SLIOlmeridian 203. £375: WANTED: Nakamichi Dragon Fax/Tel:
01747 853372 ( Dorset H0330)
Musical Fidelity FIS power amp, serviced April 1996. £ 1.195: Linn Kan MKII
speakers plus wall brackets. £ 175: Denon AVR 1(XX) surround sound receiver.
boxed and unused £ 350: Tel: 01737 761207 reses) or e-mail
peterelion dial.p.pex.com 11103311
SDAcoustics SINE loudspeakers. £995: Meridian 201 preamplifier. £350: Quad
FM4 £250: Levinson MLI2A preamplifier £995: Thiel CS2.2 loudspeakers f1.495:
Quad 405-2 £200: Musical Fidelity pre3A. £ 195: Audio Innovations first
audios/pre-amp £995: Audion Sterling valve amplifier £395: Tel: 01403 251587
1110333 r
Meridian 206 Delta Sigma. CD player. cost £ 1.000. sell for £400: H.D Audio
monoblocks. pair, sell for £4110: separation forces sale. Tel: Ian at work on. 01256
841300 ext. 248 ( H0332)
Sugden CD Transpon SDD1 with coaxial output,. CDM9 mechanism and remote
control. in perfect condition £400. please tel: 01159 258581 1H0334)
Wilson Benesch Carbon Fibre ACT One Loudspeakers in perfect condition, priced
for an early sale at £3.300: Alphas% HiFi equipment rack. 5large rosewood finished sties les £ 11X). please tel: 01159 258581 11103351
Pink Triangle Export £450: SME IV £450: Audio Technica ART1 mc cartridge
£395 ( light use). superb sound, excellent condition: Moth record cleaning machine
£195 Tel: 01705 487511 daytime. 01705 261585 eves/weekends ( 110339
Orelle DA180 £350 ( Marlin Colloms recommended DAC under £2.0001: Sons
CDP333-ESD £ 150 rexcellent transponr boxes, very good condition. Tel: 01705
487511 daytime. 01705 261585 eves/weekends 11103401
Mirage MA bipolar speakers. latest model, as new. £ 1.900 1£3.300): VPI TNT
mark three turntable. perfect £3.400 0.000). Graham arm. 1.511 £ 1.6001£2.750i
all boxed, all immaculate Tel: 0181 325 2585 I
H0337)
ProAc Response Two's, black, mint condition. upgraded to Two 5's £990ono:
Conrad Johnson premier eleven with two sets spare. new. GE6550A's and fuses.
mint, upgrading to Audio Note set £2.150ono: 4x3 meter lenths Van Den Hul
Reselation, reference carbon speaker cable. £480 Tel: 01706 813987 86 0336)
SME IV Tone arm. one year old. HiFi World recommended. ':SME's hest value
product - New: £850. agist away at £495: Trilogs 958 two 100 watt valve power
amplifiers, under ayear old. excellent sound, loved by Ken Kessler. new: £3.500
bargain at £ 1.895: for more info. call Keith. 01276 621142 ( after 7pm) ( 110352)
Bang & Olufsen Beosound Century music system. CD cassette. radio. 2integrated speakers. aerial RC. unwanted prize, still boned, rrp. £ 1.250 accept £9(10ono Tel:
01582 769347 r
Harpendon) I
H03511
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Theta Data Basic Transpon. mint. £900: Audio Synthesis DSM-X ( equisalent to
DAX ) with ultra-analog D20400A module. £500: Modsquad Wonderlink digital
interconnect. £ 125: the lot for £ 1.250 Tel: 00 3531 4591432 (
H0349)
Tear ABXIO amplifier with Phono Stage included. new, unused, toyed, unwanted
present.r£1.150 retail price) will accept ,VROUN offer, willing to deliver. Tel: 0171
625 1744 rLondon) (
H0348)
Chord SPM800 Amp. £975: AVI S2000MP Pre amp. £395: Pink Triangle Dace
(1307 filter) DAC £975 and DC Battery pack, £975: all boxed, perfect. Tel: 01787
882038 Ida 13715391ex es r(
H0347
Roksan DPA/DAI Transpon & Dac. CD player. boxed mint condition and sound.
Linn Keilidh speakers + plinths. boxed in excellent condition: Linn speaker cable
K20 4x5meters. In-wired. Tel: 01293 883730
Audion Silser Nights 30013 salve monoblock power amplifiers. 18wpc class A.
satiable gain, stunning sound. £ 1.200ono: Sonus Faber Electa speakers. excellent
condition, superb sound. £800ono Tel: 0117 973 6586 ( H0344)
Heybrook Sextets, walnut. mint. £590: Wanted - B&W CM1/CM2 speakers or
Acoustitune sub-woofer. Tel: 01892 5369191W. Kent IH0343
Garrard 410 plus SME 3009 Senes III. two anTIS with SHURE V15 Type Ill and Gokking
GVIIDIGC earnidges: 78 & £45(kmo Tel: Panty:L(11451 830686 110)742)
Mission Cyrus 11 PSX amp Denon DC910 Cl) and DRM12HR tape creek TS40
tuner Nlordaunt short N1S45i or Musical fidelity N1C2 speaker, both with stands.
£695 Tel: 01252 5138471Famborough. Hants r ( H0259)
Apogee Caliper Signature Ribbon panel speakers, colour anthracite, with boxes.
£1.100 Tel: Ole 39835 ( H0270)
LFD PA2 Silver wired power amp. £600: Pioneer PD 5901 Cl) player. £250: Linn
LK280 £300 Tel: Day. 01480 351781 eves. 01763 260473 ( H0273)
Krell KSP-7B pre-amp. balanced. separate PSL'. KSA200 poweramp. £3.250
(£10.000 new): Wadia WT-2000 CD Transpon. 1994 spec. separate PSU £ 1.950
(£7.300 new ) all mint, boxed, may p/x Tel: 01449 676335 II-10276)
Alen 11 Reference Monitors 3-Xs ay floontanding Santos rosewood Bi-wireable
rave, stereophile res iews Wilson Watt/Puppy performance 1/1/2 year's old, genuine
sale £ 1.2501£3.000 new ) no offers/time-wasters Tel: 01449 676335 r
H0275)
Revox Record Deck: Revox amplifier. Res ox speakers: Heybrook quartets and
matching stands: Audion PP salve monoblocks: Audio Innovations 500. Wanted.
Totem speakers. offers to. 01179 5593421Bristol) ( I-10290r
Audio Synthesis DAX Iultra analog D204000A reference grade. crystal locked.
DLA cons ener with optional Coaxl. AES. balanced XLR output,. rrp £ 1.995 brand
new. unopened in box. £ 1.00)) tel: 01375 677332 ( F10288)
Meridian 208 CD and pre-amp. mint. cost £ 1.550 £750ono Tel: 01344 886037
'please lease message if answerphone on rH0296 r
Musical Fidelity F22 preamp. phono stage. remote, immaculate condition. boxed
(£1.100) £6511 Tel: 0181 800 5840 ri102991
Quad 34 pre-amp and matching 606 power amplifier. hardly used, superb condition, interconnects. manuals £450 Tel: 0181 908 0395 ( 110300
Meridian DSP 6000's Digital Active Loudspeakers Immaculate condition. boxed.
14 months old. £4.800ono: Meridian 565 Dolby Pro-logic Decoder immaculate
condition. £ 1.600ono Tel: 0181 423 3949 leves) ( H0302)

IHI

Harman Kardon PA 2200 Power amplifier. boxed as new. £4110ono: Harman
Kardon PA 2100 power amplifier, boxed. as new £200ono: Harman Kardon AVP2
Pro-logic Decoder/Preamp. boxed as new. £400ono Tel: 1)181 423 3949 ( eyes)
1H0303)
Meridian DSP 5000's Digital Acuse loudspeakers, superb condition, Just over I
sear old. £2,200ono: Meridian DSP 5000C superb condition, just oser 1year old.
É1.100ono: Meridian 500 Cl) Transpon £650ono: Meridian A500 loudspeakers.
superb condition £300ono Tel: 0370 223223 ( 110304
Linn LPI 2 ( black) Lingo. Ekos. Arkin. Kaisers ( Black all latest le Nairn 135's.
Hi-Cap. 72 £4.950 will split) Tel: 0181 657 0981 ( H0306)
Quad 44 pre-amp and FM4 tuner, both in perfect condition with original boxes,
manual,, leads etc. selling due to upgrade. £525 for the pair but would consider
splitting. Tel: 01371 873 837 1110308)
DynaYector DV XXIL Cartridge. new, stereophile class Arating. low-output moi ing coil. bargain at £350 ( less than 1/2 price) Tel: Dase Bunon, 0118 920 % 11
I
work) 01734 5917% (
home). 0850 5121121mobiler rH03091
Linn LP12, Lingo. Cirkus, Ekos. Antis. Naim CD1, Naim 52 pre-amp with Supercap. Naim SNAXO crossover with Hi-cap. Two Naim 250 power-amps. Naim
speaker cable. Naim SBUs r
with Naim bass mod. r. all new style cases. Serious
callers only please. £ 12.000. Tel: 01704 5518961H03111

TRADE
REL Studio subwoofer. black. %boxed. £ 1.995 ( full retail. £2.995) ROL Stentor II
perfect on demo, £ 1.395 r£1.795k Lumley Reference M250 mono blocks, perfect
ex demo. £4.995 (£7300): Lumles Reference 11 speakers. rosewood £ 1.000
£2.250k Magnum A200 SE 250 watt mono blocks. ex demo. £ 1,995 r£2.995k
Micromega DUo Pro. £2.750 (£4.250): Tel: Hertford Music. 01992 471110: fax.
01992 448387 (TI ( H0350)
Quad ESL's black, £
4011 Aron 1speakers £750 (£ 1.600): Lumley 120 monoblocks
£1.500) Metake Ikarus integrated £500 1£1.350): Rock Turntable £300: Croft
super micro £ 195 ( black): Lumley Valve preamp £300: Annstrong A10 verses £350
part exchange welcome Tel: 0121 784 8765 ( H0261)

WANTED
Win•Fet-I0 cartridge: SDA-Toneann: Onofon 12 - tonearm: Maranta 10B-tuner:
Sell: Macintosh: MC-40's: £ 1.500: C-22 £ 1.500: MR-74 toptuner £700: Spectral
reference cartridge new £700: Kiseki blackhean. new £ 1.000: Tel: 01435 882702
daytime) Fax. 883017 ( F10301)
lama beginner in collecting old tube amplifiers and looking for tube amps of the
511', 60's and 70's. offers ( lists) to HLohner Jun. Neuhaugasse 4. 3462 Absdorf.
Austna or by fax. 0043 160103 3179 Atten: Mr Lohner H0315)
Wanted. Nàamichi Dragon please. fax/tel: 01747 853372 ( H0330 r
Wanted. Musical Fidelity CDT. preferably chrome. but not essential, mint and
hosed preferred but any reasonable condition considered Tel: 01554 820851
(Wales) 1H03381
Wanted. ATuner Section for aMeridian Component Integrated Amplifier, workins! condition, immaterial preferably working. Tel: 01773 715911 1H0341)
Wanted, Audio Research, Krell. Les'inson. Rowland. Jadis, Musical Fidelity,
Quad. Meridian. SME Sonus Faber. Wilson, in fact, all high end Audio Products.
is Ds %olc,. last tor hest prices Tel: 01-01i 71-103s
H0145 1

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

1

Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra.

I

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word leg Pioneer A400 = two words).

II

I

imam
IPlease publtsh the above advertisement for
I

FOR SALE

IBox

insenions' under the heading:

Name

WANTED
Address

number required = yes =_". no.

I Cheque postal order enclosed for

(
pounds sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines plc.

I OR Please charge my Access ' Visa ' Diners Amex' Card Number
Dal'IlMe

1

telephone number

Cut out your advertisement (or photocopy) and
I Expires (date)
I Please indicate which

send to: Classified Advertising, HiFi News

&grieve
'No reimbursements will be duc fotancellation of subsequent insertions

Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2T.A.

L.
129

I

for sale trade
HEA1HERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
APOGEE Caliper Loudspeakers

£ 950

SUGDEN AU51 Power amplifie ,

Sale of Manufacturers Ex-Dem and Discontinued Stocks

£650

AUDIO ALCHEMY DLC Pre amp. Power Station 3 £395

PRO-AC Response One S (ex demo)

£995

STUDER A807 Pro, tape recorder MINT

PRO-AC Tablette 50 (rosewood)

£615

£3750

SOLSTICE AAD speakers with stands.
SEOUEFIRA FM1 Reference tuner
PINK TRIANGLE OeCapo DAC

£650

CLEARAUDIO Turntable/arm List £4000. Only ..... .£2750

£4000

LINN LP12/Ittok LVIII/Armageddon £895

£995

THETA Data Basic CD Transport

£1295

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Line Valve Pre-amp

£995

LENTEN XMonitor speakers
TRILOGY Mono power amps model 958
CAT SL1 Reference

pre-amp .... ....

£295
£1795
£1695

AUDIO TECHNICA ART 1MC Cartridge Boxed £495

HAFLER XL600 power amplifier

LINN Arkiv MC cartridge

£495

MUSICAL FIDELITY 2A pre-amp with phono

MARANTZ Ouadradial 4receiver

£295

NAKAMICHI 600 Cassette deck ( serviced) £395

£995
£
250

AIWA Scan Sound Loudspeakers.......... .................... £49

LUXMAN CL32 pre-amp with phono stage

910 Type 5Speaker Cable 1.5mtr set

£295

LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifier £1295

APOGEE Centaur Minor Loudspeakers £595

MERIDIAN 203 DAC (mint/boxed) £295

REVOX G36 tape recorder (ex conch

£350

MARK LEVINSON ML6b dual mono Pre-amp. rare £2495

McINTOSH C28 Pre amp (mint)

£795

TRANSPARENT Ref interconnect 15'st pair

£1595

MARK LEVINSON ML3 200 watt stereo amp
REVOX A76 Tuner/A78 amp. boxed mint

£595

£3195
£500

TRANSPARENT Ref interconnect Imtr pair .,..,.,,,£ 1295

REVOX 242 power amp ( marked) .... .

TRANSPARENT Ultra bi-wire sp. cable 12
.set £2195

REVOX

TRANSPARENT Phono cable 2.5 mtrs

ROGERS LS7T speakers Black ash

£350
£100

£395

8760

Tuner 0
00 d =bon

..£600
£495

ACCUPHASE E203 Integrated Amp

£495

FOUNDATION Speaker classic stands 18"

GENESIS Model Ill speakers. mint

£2495

BOXED set 100 RCA Classical CD's with books .£395

JAWS Defy 7stereo amp. mint

£3695

DON'T MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!

AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 30 amplifier £1295
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1 ..... . . £995
ORACLE Alexandria turntable
KRELL KSA 50S (ex demo)

For an-up-to-the-minute list:
hhto

-embers.aol.com/heatherdal/heatherd.htm

£595
£2395

All used cartrldges are checked under a
microscope before being offered for sale.

VISA

OUAD MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK
e-marl.heatherdal aol.com
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 680001, FAX 01903 872234

-) I
NNOVATIVE AUDIO SERVICES
As a leading dealer in mail order quality hi-fi equipment we have
acquired alimited number of superb products at very special prices.

LOUDSPEAKERS in pairs
Spendor 2010 Centre Speaker ( single)
Spendor 2020 Bookshelf Speaker
Spendor 2030 Floor Stander
Spendor 2040 Floor Stander
Spendor S20 Walnut
Spendor SP3/1 Black
Spendor SP3/1 Rosewood
Spendor SP2/3 Rosewood
Spendor LE2/3 Walnut
Spendor LE2/3 Rosewood
Spendor SP100 Walnut
Spendor SP100 Walnut
Spendor SP7/1 Walnut
Spendor SP9/1 Dark Cherry
Spendor BC1/69 Ltd Edition Lt & Dk Cherry
Spendor SA250 100w active 2-way monitor
Spendor SA350 100w active version of SP2/3
Spendor SA1200 fully active version of SP100
Professional Monitor Company LB1 Black
Kef Coda 7
Rogers LS1

SALE

LIST

169
279
399
599
349
449
459
649
699
799
1,099
1,299
1,399
2,399
725
975
1,199
2,995
599
119
129

249
399
599
899
700
795
830
1,195
1,050
1,195
2,030
2,030
1,990
3,450
1,245
1,400
1,800
4,300
1,099
129
149

449
399
449
295
499

835
769
995
595
679

AMPLIFIERS
Chameleon 900S 200wpc ( level control)
Chameleon 900S 200wpc ( no level control)
Chameleon Ruby 200wpc
Quad 240 power amp ( professional slave amp)
Quad 520f power amp ( stereo 100w - professional)

All of the above items come complete with full manufacturers
(.1
warranty. Prices include UK mainland carriage and VAT. Access and
Visa credit cards accepted.
Tel: 01634 852185 Fax: 01634 827285

SERIOUS KIT NORTH
PRO- AC
SUGDEN
IMPULSE
AUDIONOTE
HARBETH
HEYBROOK
l;

NEAT
TARGET
ETC
ETC

VAST
SELECTION
OF
EX DEM
AND
S/HAND
GOODS

Well the " Season" is upon us yet again and Serious Kit are in the
thick of it as usual. For those of you experiencing delays on your
home demo Iapologise but Audio Notes OTO SE, Meishu as well
as most of Sugdens range are proving as popular as ever. For
those of you thinking of taking the valve route to musical nirvana
the OTO SE is without doubt the finest direction to take. Sugdens
range of amplifiers and cd players prove that the finest products
are still manufactured on these shores, having just heard
Sugdens new prototype cd player and class ' A' amplifier Ican
honestly say the fuddy duddys have done it yet again. Matched
up with Pro- Ac speakers it's most rewarding sound.
To book your demo simply phone or visit our new premises at:
273 Bury New Road
Whitefield Greater Manchester
0161 796 6656
Till next month may the music be with you
Philip Donaldson
VISA/ACCESS. INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Projectors
amic
ston
Cabletalk
Canon
Carver
Castle
Celestion
Cerwin Vega
Chord
Citation
Cyrus
Dali
Definitive
Denon
DPA
EPOS
Exposure
Goldring
Grundig
Harbeth
Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Infinity
Jamo
IBL
IVC
KU.
Kenwood
Lexicon
Uno
Loewe
M&K
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Micromega
Mission
MIT
Mitsubishi
Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity
NAD

NHT
Onkyo
Ortofon
Orelle
Panasonic
Philips
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Polk
Proac
ProjectTientables
QED
Quad
Quadraspire
RCF Projectors
REL
Rogers
Roban
Rotel
Royd
Ruark
Samsung
Seleco Projectors
Sennheiser
Sharp
Shure
SME
Sony
Soundstyle
Spender
Stands Unique
Sumo
Sys-temdek
Tannoy Prestige
Target
TDL
TEAC
Technics
Thmens
Toshiba
Trichord
Tube Technology
Van den Hit
Wadia
Wharfedale
XLO
XTC
Yamaha
and Many More

2dedicated home cinema lounges
1dedicated single speaker room
Multi room system on permanent demo
Design consultancy 8z installation service
Home trial facilities
Interest-free credit facilities*
Open Sundays
FREE PARKING
MAIN AUTHORISED DEALER FOR OVER
100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS

126 High Street
Beckenham
Kent BR3 1ED
0181 663 3777

Branches also at:
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB. Tel: 0171 497 1346
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1RH. Tel: 0181 569 5802
173 Station Road, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7JX. Td: 0181 952 5535
*Subject to status.

classified
e.

Analogue
Productions.
CBS/ Sony
Mast er sound: Mobile
Fidelity: Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab.
\Alesky. Proprius; East Wind
S
,iree Blind Mice: Concord; RCA Livinti
-itereo (Classic Records); DMP; Delos.
Decca Original & Reissues: CMP; M & K
Telarc: Waterbly, EMI; Klavier: Hyperion
I
iyko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings
Opus 3. Chandos; Blue Note, Audioquest: Cardas. DCC
Clarity: Columbia: Discovery: Fantasy: Hearts Of Space
Mercury Living Presence: OJC: Steeplechase; Super
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics: Vital; Wilson; Alligator
BIS; Capri, Delmark, Denon: Dorian: ECM: Elektra, EMI.
EPIC: Harmonia Mond,. In & Out, Island; London; Linn,
Lynta; Mapleshade; MCA; North Star Records. Polygran'
Polydor; Gemini; Quartet: GRP: Hungaroton: Jeton; Klimo
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History 01
Recorded Sound; Blind Pig; Minor: Gecko; Gift Hors,
Catalogue $5,
Kamei. Rhino ' i•i
Information/ Order.
(913) 825-8609
Fax (913)825-0156
Box 20-13 SaI ,na, KS 67402-20-13 LI
A

THE

EMPORIUM

NEW CD PLAYER UPGRADE
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0111111014011105.11
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•
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Music Mill

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

Absolute Tune.ups
Absolute Sounds qualitsed engineers tan

repair,

modify or re-align any high end equipment We can
undertake rebuiljs o ith wits fed audiophile grade
component'. and ,in also

r

r

matching wry ice. 1‘pecf only the .best

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

Valve Amplifier Kits
Tx
Seleit tint

gd

IINI mliv lin

mir i:1,1'elk.

NurAl .19 \ Scrlx cli

. ins) Ist Ilits p/

F & STransformers. Head Office. 31 Brooks Road,
Sutton Coldfield, West Midlamls, 8'2 HIP.
nitr'd Kingdom. Tel/Fax (+44) 0121 321-335'

M ADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
1.1,Urr-PARIJI

_

S

Solen Inductors
Cfiateaurouxpoly

e ;- eeN'‘
s
Skaaning
Loudspeakers

seas
elk ECLIPSE'

0131 - 555 3963
ALCHEMIST FORSET INTEGRATED AMP
£650
ALCHEMIST FORSET PRE/POWER AMPS £ 1299
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 MONOBLOCKS £850
COPLAND CSA-1 4
£900
SOUND FABER MINUETTO
£700
TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISIS
£899
£799
DPA 2005 PRE/PWR
DPA RENAISSANCE AMP
£400
ESL 63 BLACK
£950
ESL 63
£ 1200
PINK TRIANGLE DA- CAPO
£650
lOom-6pm • MON SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EHO 5CIG

Buy-Sell-Trade
Clean, Tested, Guaranteed
High End & Vintage Audio
products from: Accuphase, Accurus,

AR, Adcom, Air Tight, Altec, Apogee, Aragon,
Audio Alchemy, Audio Control, AudioQuest, Audio

DMIFILIEM

Research,

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Cary,

B&K,

Classe,

B&W,

CAL,

Cardas,

conrad-johnson,

Carver,

Counterpoint,

Crown, dbx, Dahiquist, Denon, Dunlavy, Duntech,
Dynaco,

SLEDGEHAMMER

Hafler,
Audio,

Fairchild,
Heath,

KEF,

Klipsch,

Magnepan,

morar

Krell,

Tube,

Jensen,

HK,

Joseph

Levinson,

Magnum-Dynalab,

Linear,

Platinum,

Quad,

Rotel,

SOTA,

PS Audio,

Rowland,

Lexicon,
Marantz,

Proac,

Proceed,

Sequerra,

Spectral,

Soundcraftsman,

Sound- Lab,

Stax:

Sunf ire, Tandberg, Tannoy, Theta, Thiel,
VTL,

VPI,

Vandersteen,

Western- Electric.

SEND $5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

Velodyne,

Wilson &

VAC,

Wadia,

many

AUDIO CLASSICS
Limit/Ai
FREE condensed catalogue!
8.\ 11-SPNI rr

I.1‘

I
Al

86 3- - 22 2

www.audioclassics.com
.9-t Gardiner Place. Post Office Box 1
— (i HI ,N,
\Valli in. N1' 138=t6

ED

LVER

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required
for high profile, well reviewed
British loudspeaker range.
For further details. contact David O'Malley.
REVOLVER UK LTD
Telephone 0044 161 973 0505
Fax 0044 161 905 1965

L

LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITAVOX, GARRARD,
TNORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.
ALSO WANTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:
DULLARD, OSRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.

CLASSIQUE SOUNDS
CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,
LEICESTER LE2 8CIE TEL/FAX: 0116 2835821
OR 0802 213740 MOBILE- ANYTIME

RIVERSIDE HIFI

Ex Demonstration + part exchange equipment to clear

ARCAM DELTA 290
AUDIO ALCHEMY V.1 1
KOETSU RED ( 6MONTHS USE)
MICHELL GYRODEC ( BRONZE)
MICHELL ISO
.
MICROMEGA VARIO DAC
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20SE ( A/WOOD)
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 12 BLK
MONITOR AUDIO MA 208
MONITOR AUDIO 900 PMC ( CHERRY)
PROJECT 6INC ORTOFON
OED DIGIT PLUS DAC
QUAD 34. FM4 I. 306 ySTAND
REL STUDIO ( OAK)
ROTEL RIP ADD 980
SME IV
SONY MD5 302 MINI DISC
TDL STUDIO 1M 1STAND ( BLACK,
THORENS TO 316
......
P PART EXCHANGED 0 DEMO STOCK
TEL (01811892 7613

.WAS
500
400
1550
905
429
699
2400
1000
799
899
450
139
1295 .
3000 •
900
939
499
999
250

NOW
399
349
1299 .
729
329
299
2100
875
475
549
389
85

¡ 95
325 ,
875 .
175

422 RICHMOND ROAD
EAST TWICKENHAM FAX 10181) 892 774
MIDDLESEX, TW1 2EB

more.

607-865-7200

.:• MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

I12

Golden

JBL,

Martin-Logan, McIntosh, Mesa, Perreaux, Phase

LEFIP

P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisoundOitis.corn
Web Page: httplanweitis.comimadisound

Fisher,

Infinity,

REV

TO INCLUDE:

Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £ 12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2per order
Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge CB1 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

Featuring

0171 473 5502

E-mail: tsys@globalnelco.uk.

WANTED
& FOR SALE
EARLY VINTAGE/VALVE
HIFI

Equipment, Manuals, Parts - Since 1979

IWNAUDIO

TAURUS SYSTEMS
44 Boultwood Road, London E6 400

HiFi iulxice that\ alma» morth keening to.

SOLID SILVER

litre manual.

From the developer of the acclaimed series of CD
player modifications formerly sold by Covent Garden
Records. This new modification involves fitting a
socket to the rear of the CD player in order to connect
the TOS state of the art power supply designed to run
the decoder, digital filter and master clock generator,
eliminating jitter and greatly improving sound by
upgrading the performance of the entire transport
section. Upgrade package consists of the TDS, the
necessary connectors and the modifiaction. A
supplied shorting plug enables immediate before/after
comparison. All of this for just £250l
For more details contact:

Audio- Research LS5 mark II
Fully balanced line amplifier
Ex our MD's Music Room
Boxed as new £2,600
SME Ltd Steyning Sussex BN44 3GY
Phone 01903 814321

DECEMBER 1996

Fax 01903 814269

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

classified
SELECT
AUDIO
(LONDON)
0181
986
8788
EX DEMONSTIUTION

PRE USED

FULL 11A It ANTY

BARGAINS

PROCEED- TRANSPORT, GAG, PRE. POWER

£5,000 £ 8.500

AUDIO PHYSICS - STEPS AND STANDS

£ 750 £ 1,300

PLATINUM - SOLO AND STANDS

£ 1,500 £ 2.300

MIRAGE - 1090 BI POLAR

£900 £ 1,300

ARION - TYCHO 50 WPC VALVE AMP

£850 £ 1,650

VPI - JUNIOR PLUS. TABRIZ. ATOC9

£ 1,200 £2.200

VPI - JUNIOR PLUS • PLUS. MANTICORE
£ 1.500 £3.000

RESTEK CONCEPT CD PLAYER

£ 1,500 £2,050

RESTEK REMOTE PREAMP

£ 1,350 £ 1,850

RESTEK 180 W MONOBLOCKS

£ 1.750 £2,450

RESTEK PHONO STAGE

£ 500

£750

HOFIsfj.klilitil
F> I
SUPPLIERS OF FINE AUDIO EQUIPMENT
PRE.011

F

FQ1

irmE5r15511\ICONDITIO\
11 1.1

111111
s,1
0,1 11
11,. , I1 111 111 11111 1 RI . N1,115111 11
go No oil ... gm Ido. 051 ,1 NA, 1,5 1.1,oe it,
NI N1.51
V.
gi• 261,51 I Ioel 1151.1
Ni No.51 1.1 ‘ 1.(551t.
1,51 1 I01 11514 N1,1 14 ,
101 • 11 Moo o I1,s5 5N1155105 1IN1 I01 1151 .1 NA,
1N5501 1 111
1111 12 15i 11 IItUllI5II5IkII Ion 0,1 Ski. Ko.
N11141111, Zol 141
oo511011 rill • NNW , 1111
oNoo•I Nod

26.5
25110
oPoole
WM,

5,11
I 9.
1.>5
1395
.1`e
35»

..Y.5

511 51, ool I101 111
Nil .‘ 511 . oN NI1 NIN1 1
,11050 51 se.I
.1511
N1,111% II i5ss Is Nil 1, N 1
,11I
NNW , 1111 511 ,N1N1 1•11050
1No.1 ....

1oi5

11,10,5 1. ‘ 141 ,115, 11,11 , 151 11NI
1,0 , 511 .
NI irio, . 11 Hi 1N, 51No.1 I I51110,1 NI \\ Will UR
Nio 1,14 II Si It o.VOI
Il plc, pour. NI I,
110,1 II 010 11,1001- ‘ 1‘1 5.41141.114
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151e
3oe
z5o

4511

215

1
11111 , 1 1141
NNW 1•io .. 1•Hoeliel
vi
2 141111 11 52111 11 11 It

1
.1

OUI REG POWER IV

£ 1,200 £2.800

APOGEE STAGES

551/

NIRN 51'1 I 1N1..

£ 850 £ 1.750

NRG PA201. PHONO BALANCED

YETI .PlIONF 1/1411) 2515)47 oR 0831.118619

51115.5

1.105 51.71.51

1/1 0 1 .1 55, N‘ • 011 .5 0 NNi. 11 15 151 55 15.
•vioo.511 ,1t5,10 • to Moo
• 11,11 , •olOolo , .000r •. un,•,t
111,15•Oloe .
51111011 e..51 • 1‘5151‘1•
.510.1.11,11, Nil I.11,i • 1111111i0o55•i shoroll/51
vor110.• ‘ 11111111111,1. t•1‘. • 111•51,111•

£ 1,950 £6,600
£2,500 £6.500

BURMISTER 846 PREAMP

£550 £ 1.650

GRANT 0200 AMS 200W VALVE MONOS

£1.250

U FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 50.

£3.750

MARK LEVINSON 37 TRANSPORT

£2,700 £4.000

MARK LEVINSON 30.5 CONVERTER

£7,500....E16,000

• 48 brands, 238 cable products

II FREE

sugden

HANNAH

unison research

ukd-opera
slate audio

AUDIO

stemfoort
m lab

01922 640300

Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
•Service &

atv 1

LOUDSPEAKER FEET
Isolation/damping feet optimized for the weight of
your

speakers

give

reduced

distortion from the floor.

colouration

and

Lintone Audio
SELECTED LSED EMINENT \ DSPECIAL OFFERS
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01372 456921

radios
•HiFi VCR's
•Valves tested

'USS ANDREWS SOLU 7

http //www ljusdal.se/ed/

Audiolah 800(IC Pre- Amplifier
Arcam Delta 110 Pre- Amplifier inc DAC.
Areal), Alpha 6 Updated 5+) CI) Player
Audio Irmo) aeons 700 Amplifier.
Acoustic Encres AEI Speakers/ Stands
Acoustic Energy AEGIS 2loudspeaker
Creek CAS-40411/2 Amplifier
Creek CAS 3040 Tuner
Cyrus 2/PSX Amplifier
Grant P1011/G 1110NIC/G I
1111PX Xahe Amps
Infinity Emit K Speaker. Inc stand. I
white s
Jamo 7000 THX Speakers Ss stem
Krell )( SA WO Power Amplifier
Lumley REF IN IPre Amplifier
Lumley REF PP70 Passisc Pre Amplifier
Lumley REF ST70 Power Amplifier
Meridian 501 Pre- Amplifier
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DA('
Meridian 201 Pre Amplifier line resume s
Meridian 203 DAC 5
Meridian 563 Delta Shinn DA('
Meridian 508 CD Plaser
Mark Levinson ML IÍPower Amplifier
icroinega Stage One CD Pia% er
Micromega Stage Two CD Phis er
Musical Eidetic> SIVT Pre Amplifier
Nakamichi LX3 Cassette Deck
Naim 32/90 Pre- Power Amplifier
Naim Nait 3Amplifier
Naim NAC 32/5 Pre Amplifier
Quantum Minsiel Amplifier
Quad 66 Tuner
Quad 66 Pre Amplifier
Quad FM4 Tuner
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
Quad 66 Pre Amplifier
Quad 44/306 Amplifier
Reyox A76 FM Tuner
RCE 40001 Wide Screen Projector
Sony MDS501 Mini Disc Recorder
Technics SI.P2000 (' I) Player
Teat: V7000 Cassette Deck .
Yamaha CT7000 Tuner

LEATHERHEAD

Fed up with ' NEW model' hype ?

PL 2448, S-820 41, Fárila, Sweden
e-mail sd@ljusdal se

ATV SERVICES

Information from:

5M Sonic Designe

of all US taxes

neat

STEVE

"
1
WALSALL

Careless cable choices can strangle
your excellent system. The Cable
Company database, based on feedback from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

£ 1.100 £3.000

COPLAND CTA501

AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 REV. A

MAGICIAN. KOETSU BLACK K

OFFF It IHE / 1 / 1111111 \ 1,15.11E51 \

EXPOSURE. PRE VII. PRO SUPPLY IX.

400.00
299.00
425.00
699.00
700.00
599.00
150.00
120.00
395.00
700.00
450.00
1500.00
1600.110
600.00
201100
150000
475.00
495.011
39500
250.00
595.00
1100.00
1000.00
449.00
549.00
35000
29500
450.00
420.00
295.00
699.00
395.00
595.00
309.95
259.95
629.95
350.181
220.110
3995.00
495.041
6410.00
295.00
400011

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear \ Di 3,11‘.
Tel 0191 477 4167 Fax 0191 4772771

Durit Ch‘ingE2 It • upgrade ill
By improving the quality of crucial components :
wiring in your equipment you an achieve results th.i.
.and for a fraction of the cost
buy, • .

'Lockwood Audio
THE

Our Catalogue contains the definitive ‘election of Inc
Hi- F, components

AUTHORISED

Our Upgrade Guides and Kits provide instructicns or
OUI a WM range of upgrades
Our unique after- sales technical support ensures
. .
acc CO to our expertise should you
any queries
We

vieNar

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

guarantee:

Callers welcome by appointment

no hype. just great sound!

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Hens WD6 IWE
pm Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472 •1111.
Fax: +41(0)181-207 5283 nui_ni

Russ Andrews Ltd., Edge Bank House
Kendal,
Westmorland. LA139AS England
Tel: 01539 823247
Faut 01539 823317

AUDIO CID LINKS

1997
SPECIALIST
COMPONENTS
CATALOGUE

OUT NOW - £2.00
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe,
North Lincolnshire. DNI6 lEl.

Tel/Fax. 01724 870432

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS

1

•

I •. I1)rder Sex ice • Export Fa, ¡ 1)11,', •

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in both performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker, solid slate,
supremely rigid and totally stable.

11

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News AIR. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate. " Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News A/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi FI Choice. "The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking. " Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers: highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY:
MI
Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with a
thoroughbred you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the
transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper.
Thanks for sending me the plinth for my Garrard .t0 l. Imust confess. that Iwas a
bit sceptical about it. when Iordered one - after all. Ibought it. without the
possibility of listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is
no rumbling. instead deep. deep bass and an authority. Inever heard belbre from
my recc Irds. nd believe me. Itried some of the best turntables around ( Linn LP 12.
Ri ksan Xerxes).Xi ny I'm waiting for the ti mue tilling power-supply. The day Iplace
my order for it. Iwill do so without being a bit sceptical. Thanks again for a
marvelktus piece of art.
MR THUNGER - ' STRIA

'gate«, euwes eilee

dieuuteerd

THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.

14

The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301, - 101 T1)12iANI) " NIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY.
THE TABLESTROBE QIARTZ REFERENCE!) S77?0BE GIN DESK all) SPECIFICALII" FOR 171E GAM- 1111).W! AND 401
pR( )171 )IN(;pERI :
E c7.
spid .
J
Al) 11 7
u c y). ‘.7 7,
e()L.
THE HANDSTROBE Hl ARIZ REFERENCED I1.1.\71 HEW STROBE GI :V SI "TABLE MK .4.\'}' STROBE!) TI N.\ -7ABLE WI771 FINE

//) I/ )// / 1// \ I.
THE GREEN MONSTER SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® FOR THE THORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME/GARRARD 301 AND 401 CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE
GOLD PHONOS ( PAIR) • GOLD BANANA PLUGS ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE BIG FEET ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE CD FEET ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE SHEET ( 6"x6")
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • SME GOLD PHONO TO PHONO CONVERSION KIT 3009 ETC

FOR INFORMATION, SALES OR DEMONSTRATIONS, SPEAK TO PETER SOPER

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0421 624429

AUDIOPHILE INTERNATIONAL LTD
RO. Box 303, Chobham,
Surrey, GU24 8YP
Tel: 0'276 855578, 855530
Fax: 01276 855580

Analogue Productions and RTI have acquired the spectacular Wilson Audio Custom Tube Mastering facility.
The lacquer for each Analogue Productions Revival
Series LP was cut by Stan Ricker using the new
'AcousTech' mastering system, recently installed at
RTI's production facility in Camarillo, California. With one of the world's finest plating and pressing facilities located in-house, the lacquer was processed within minutes of being cut, before any degradation to the delicate grooves could occur. Test
pressings, gernerated immediately following the plating process, were meticulously
inspected visually, and carefully auditioned, before the stamper was approved for use in
a limited production run of records. Each LP is mastered from the original mastertapes onto
HO 150gm Virgin Vinyl, and are only £ 17.50 each!!!

Acous lurh

For our huge catalogue and gloss monthly updates send us £3 and you will join
our world wide database and receive a
£3 refund coupon off of you first order.
For the UK's best selection
call Audiophile International Ltd.

Revival Serie<

sit- to
805 1
2 SETE 5

tour de

ART PEPPER

te

So In Love
NEW
YORN
ALBUM

ART PEPPER:

New York Album.

Sidney Maiden.

Songs include: "A Night In Tunisia",
"Lover Man", "Straight", " No Chaser
(alternate take)", "Duo Blues", and "My
Friend John". An exceptional quartet
date from '79, with Pepper having jut
established what became a regular
working relationship with pianist George
Cables, who plays with passion and conviction. He hadn't yet hired abassist and
drummer, so for the occasion Cherie
Haden and Billy Higgins were used.
Pepper was certainly inspired by what
they contributed; his alto sax solos are
intense and often jubilant.
HO 150gm LP AAPR 3012 £ 17.50
HQ CD
CAPR 3012 £ 15.00

Trouble An Blues
HO LP AAPR 3011

Of the new releases issued
under Art Pepper's name in
1980, 'So In Love' was overall
the finest. The altoist stretches out here on a program of
standards and blues, backed
by alternating rhythm sections from the East
and West Coasts. Pianist Hank Jones is all one
ould ask for in accompanist, and his aching
solo on "Diane" sustains perfectly the restive
mood of Pepper's opening choruses. Overall
he West Coast team (pianist George Cables
whose great rapport with Pepper is unmatched,
along with jazz legends Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins) powers the music along with great
care and economy. Pepper had climbed to such
a plateau of individuality that he seems often
here to be drawing his unconscious influerces
into the light and remembering what is was he
loved about them in the first place. On aleiseely "Stardust", he daffodils his sentiments with
the grace and cunning of a Lester
Young. The title track, a Cole
Porter waltz that agitates into a
collective improvisation by its
climax, offers the best illustration of the wondrous use
Pepper makes of Coltrane. It
isn't in this case a matter of piling up chords or of playing more
notes, but rather of drawing on
extreme registers of the horn to
express more conflicting emotions, to reach deeper and higher recesses of
the viscera and the psyche.
HO 1509m LP AAPR 3013
£ 17.50
HQ CD
CAPR 3013
£ 15.00

ELLA FITZGERALD & JOE

Fizgerald ed
Pass... Again.

PASS:

With just the bare-strings as
accompaniment, Ella performs
aseries of intimate duets with
Joe Pass.
HQ 150gm LP AAPR 3007
£17.50

Clark Terry, Freddie
Hubbard, Dizzy Gilespie
+Oscar Peterson' The
Alt ernate

Blues •
HQ LP AAPR 3010

e

The Tony Bennett & Bill
Evans Album.
HQ LP AAPR 3004

RI PEPPER

The Intimate Art Pepper.
In 1979, Art Pepper was recorded at two
seasons that, up until now, have yielded
two line albums, 'So In Love' and 'The
New York Album'. There was more f
irstrate material recorded in those two sessions than would fit on two LPs, so difficult choices had to be made as to what
material not to include in the albums
released at the time. Those
choices were not necessarily
made on the basis of the quality
of the performances, but with
respect to such considerations
as length and congruence of
repertoire within an album
These rare recordings, which
feature
primarily
material
recorded in connection with
the 'So In Love' session, but
which also include a beautiful
rendition of Jerone Kern's "Yesterdays",
with Hank Jones, Ron Carter and Al
Foster, showcase Art in solo and trio
(clariret, bass and drums) treatments of
jazz standards. There are also qukeet
performances (with George Cabigs,
Charlie Haden
and
Billy
Higgirs)
of
material from
Pepper's
repertoire.
Analogue
Productions
has been able
to
ielease
this material
for the first time in album
form, and much of it, for :he first time in
any form.
HO 150gm LP AAPR 3014 £ 17.50
HO CD
CAPR 3014 £ 15.00
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Thelonious Monk:
Thelonious In Action
HQ LP AAPR 3002

Also Available Exclusively From Audiophile International Ltd.
JIMMY ROGERS: Blue Bird.

NANCY BRYAN: Lay Me Down.
Jimmy Rogers, one of the three founders of
Muddy Waters' first and greatest band and
also a Chicago blues giant in his own right,
performs the finest marriage of blues and
audiophile sonics ever! Mastered by Doug
Sax, this is a blues classic, if you are going
to buy ablues LP this year this is the one to
have.
Accolades include;

AAPO 2001 (180gm HO LP)
CAPO 2001 (HO Aluminium CD)

£25
£15

'Hall Of Fame Inductee', ' Living Blues
Magazine 1995 Blues Artist Of The Year',
'W.C. Handy Award Winner 1995
Traditional Blues Album Of The Year'.

Analogue Productions proudly brings you "Lay
Me Down". Alternative rock/folk/pop diva Nancy
Bryan's stunning debut album of original songs
touching on a variety of emotions from apocalyptic visions and the st•uggle of inner soul to
sensitively spun tales of love spinning out of
control. Nancy has been ' ikened to Joni Mitchell
and Sarah McLachlan - but with and edge.
Lay Me Down features an all-star group of
musicians who have played with some of this AAPO 2002
centuries
greatest.
Artists
include CAPO 2002 (11-180°AgrinumHiOniuLmP)CD)
producer/guitarist John Koening, bassist Dan

£25
£15

Schwartz, (Tuesday Music Club, Linda Perry, Sheryl Crow and
more), Jimmy Johnson (James Taylor and more) Jerry Scheff ( Elvis Costello, Roy
Orbison, Elvis Presley and more), drummers Burleigh Drummond (Ambrosia) and Peter
Erskine (Weather Report, Steely Dan and More).

Hi-fi Specialists
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THE CHOICE I
S TRULY YOU RS
We carry the finest range of HiFi in London, you can also be
sure that any of the products you see advertised here are on display and
available for audition. Our helpful experienced staff are always on hand to
help explore the possibilities open to you. This month, wicked savings on
featured systems and buy any two individual components for £600+ and
claim a Chord Siren interconnect worth £65 absolutely FREE! or 9 months
Interest Free Credit - ( call or write for details) - a devil of a deal!

NEW ARRIVALS

THE PRODUCTS

ed FIRM FAVOURITES
complete - SYSTEMS
Denon DC1 Micro Inc Spks
Denon D-F07 System

SOUND
AUDIO TECHNICA

SYSTEMS

248 LEE HI GH RD ,LONDON ,SE13 5PL
0181-318 5755/852 1321 FAX-318 0909
Email : sales@billyvee.demon.co.uk
OPEN: 10AM - 6.30PM MON - SAT ( CLOSED THURS)

B&W
CHORD COMPANY

5CUMLIP) \\I/XLME

Denon FlOCD/TunerAmp/Cass £899.00
source- COMPONENTS
Arcam Alpha 7 CD ( NEW!)

£319.00

Arcam Alpha 8 CD ( NEW!)
£519.00
Unn Karik Player
£1750.00
Unn Numerlk DAC
£1400.00
Marantz CD63se Signature £499.00
Marantz CD17 Player
Naim CD 3 Player

£ 799.00
£977.00

Nairn CDS Player
£3751.00
Rega Planet CD Player ( NEW!) .. £399.00
Rega Planar 3 Inc arm
£274.00
Unn LP12 - combinations from £1488.00
selected - AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Alpha 8 ( NEW!)

linv both and save over £ 65

DENON

MARANTZ CD 67 PLAYER

EPOS

K.E.F CODA 7SPEAKERS

KEF

PienM5

£379.00
£649.00

•idd any any) over £ 149 and claim
your siren interconnect ( RRPE65)

£333

for Free. - while stocks last

MARANTZ CD 63sel2 CD

£650.00

Linn Kalrn Preamp
£1750.00
Unn Klout Power Amp
£2000.00
Marantz PM66se amplifier
£229.00
Naim Nait 3 Amplifier

£ 549.00

Naim NAC 82 Preamp

£2058.00

Naim NAP 180 Power Amp
£1016.00
Pioneer A30OR Precision ( NEW!)£399.00
Rotel RA 930x Amplifier

£149.00

Rega Brio Amplifier

£229.00

am/fm - TUNERS
Arcam Alpha 7 Tuner
Unn Kremlin FM Tuner

MARANTZ PM66se AMP
B&W 601 SPEAKERS
or KEE coda 8 or Vission

£349.00

Unn Majik ( line level)

32

MARANTZ

£229.00
£2600.00

N.A.D. 412 Tuner

£189.00

Naim NAT 03 FM Tuner
Rega Radio Tuner£229.00

£566.00

selected - RECORDERS
Denon DRM 550 Cassette
£159.00
Pioneer CT-830S Cassette £499.00
Pioneer PDR-05 CD Recorder .. £1299.00

MORDAUNT SHORT

Nakamichl DR3 Cassette
Yamaha KX390 Cassette
Yamaha KX580 Cassette

MISSION
N.A.D.

£449.00
£149.00
£249.00

loud- SPEAKERS
B&W DM 302

£129.00

B&W DM 601

£199.00

B&W CDM 2

£400.00

B&W AS6 Active Subwoofer £499.00
Blue Room Mini Pod
£399.00

Recordable Ctrs Only £ 7.99 >

Epos E512 ( NEW!)

NAKAMICHI

£499.00

Unn Tukan Mini Monitor

£500.00

Linn Keilidh ( Inc stands)
Mission 751 Freedom ( NEW!)

£835.00
£348.00

Mission 752 Freedom ( NEW!)

£ 578.00

Morduant Short MS0.5 ( NEW!) ... £99.00
Mordaunt Short MS101
£139.00

ProAC

You choose-The Deposit- Time & Amount

II

REGA
ROTEL
SENNHEISER
SOUNDSTYLE
TANNOY
TARGET
YAMAHA

MIN LOAN £350 - MIN DEP 10% PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS
GOODS PRICE
DEPOSIT
BALANCE

£1000
f100
£900

GOODS PRICE
DEPOSIT
BALANCE

12 MTHS @

£75

20 MTH S@

£2500
£500
£2000

GOODS PRICE
DEPOSIT
BALANCE

£5000
£1400
£3600

£100

24 MTHS @

£150

Naim INTRO ( NEW!)
£ 596.00
Nalm CREDO ( NEW!)
£987.00
ProAc Response 2.5
£2700.00
Rega Kyte speakers

£198.00

audio - VISUAL
Pioneer CLD515-1 Laser ( NEW!) £ 549.00
Arcam Xeta2 processor
Yamaha DSP-E390 processor

£649.00
£245.00

Arcam Xeta 2 Amplifier

£999.00

REF AV System ( C9/90/70s)

£849.00

REF 30B SubWoofer

£499.00

Mission AV-2 System

£349.00

audio- ESSENTIALS
Chord Chrysalis intercon

£25.00

CableTalk Monitor 2 Int

£49.00

Talk 3 Speaker Lead/mtr
Chord Rumour Spkr Lead/mtr

£2.25
£8.00

& large selection of tables & stands from:
TARGET- STANDS UNIQUE - SOUNDSTYLE
ALL PRICES CORRECT AT PRESS E&OE

FROM SILVER TO GOLD !

ANOTHER MUSICAL PERFORMANCE FROM EUROPE'S
LEADING PURVEYORS OF MUSIC AMPLIFIERS
Audion Golden Night Monoblock hand engineered for your pleasure a sound investment from only £4,000 inc.
Alema U.K. Ltd 25 Montefiore Road Hove BN3 1RD 01273 202637 / 722250 fax

AVAILABLE EARLY NOVEMBER 1996

DAC
"THE ULTIMATE FRONT END"
THE DIGITAL ANALOGUE COMPANY
RESEARCH HOUSE
106 Godwin Road - Hove - BN3 7FT - England
Now distributed by Alema UK 01273-202637
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Creative Improvised Music
Projects is anew audiophile
label for jazz

C

reative Improvised Music Projects:
the full name of this innovative New
York label sounds challenging,
maybe even alittle daunting. However, the
people behind it pronounce the acronym
%imp'. It fits. Real musicians playing in
real time, recorded with startling fidelity.
So simple it hurts.
Label owner Bob Rusch is scathing
about the way the music business has
treated jazz: ' The large labels are in the
business of reproducing art of an earlier
period. I see no point in trying to
reproduce what Sonny Rollins did 30 years
ago. He did it better than they're going to
do it today.'
Albums on CIMP by violinist Billy Bang
and saxophonist Frank Lowe could be
described as Bop — there are blues and
ballads — but the playing has a nonstandardised, expressive poignancy that is
far from the muscular predictability of the
Neo -Classical mainstream. The first
release,
The Redwood Session by
Parker/Guy/Lytton, would be categorised
as ' free improvisation' here in England,
1
-..it as part of the CIMP catalogue, the
dazzling musicianship invites comparison
with the hot- jazz sizzle of Billy Bang's
violin.
Along with the bright, bold, naive- art
covers by Susan Rusch — which Bob
hopes will make the label ` collectable' —
the striking thing about CIMP records is
the clarity of the sound. The focus and
detail make most recent jazz recording
seem cushioned and veiled. Such
unabashed nakedness could only come
from producers who don't doubt for a
minute that live interaction is the essence
of jazz. Academic conformism, commercial
hype and political posturing have all served
to clog this vital artery.
A ' statement of purpose' on each release
declares: ' CIMP records are recorded live
to digital 2- tracks. There is no
compression, homogenisation, EQ-ing,
post- recording splicing, mixing or
electronic fiddling'. Recording engineer is
Rusch's son Marc. He records with two
mics, and without a mixing board. No
compression means that volume highs and
lows are not levelled at all. According to
critic John Corbett, the ECM label,

138

celebrated for the dream-like ' perfection'
of its sound, uses so much compression
and echo it effaces the physical presence of
the musicians ( ushering in the ethereal
anonymity of New Age). At CIMP, the
musicians are in-your-face. Marc explains:
'Dynamics are integral to the music.
Compressing them would be changing the
artists' interpretation, and it's our
intention to limit the amount of
editorializing we do. Compression makes
things more palatable to the listening
audience — radioplay, the car stereo,
beatboxes, that kind of thing. No
compression lets the music breathe. A lot
of the music we record is complex and
dense — by recording this way the listener
can unravel it, get back to the artists'
intentions. They played it this way, they
expect it to come back like that. If you
process that, you change it, make the
music harder to follow.
'The other ideas — no EQ-ing or
splicing — are an effort to hold our
ground. It's aslippery slope. People say, a
little EQ would help, but it's avery fine
line. EQ or re- sampling get
us further away from
the live event.

CIMP's latest release

(
top)

and the Frank Lowe Quartet

I thought it'd be interesting to have
recordings where the listener could know
that this is areal take: real music played by
real musicians in real time.'
Jazz is meant to be alive music, but live
recordings can suffer from noisy audiences
and bad sound. CIMP has an informal
audience on hand, but essentially the
session is run by the musicians. Bob
comments: 'The musicians are free to start
and stop when they want, and we
encourage them to take breaks, maybe eat,
go out and take some fresh air, talk or
whatever. Itold one musician Ithought his
previous records were abit boring, and he
said, "Well you know they put restrictions
on us". Isaid, " The only restrictions here
are between your ears!"'

Purism might seem to entail the
'objectivity' of classical cross-mic
recording, where the engineer reproduces
the ear-positions of an imaginary listener.
However, as Marc details on each disc's
'engineer's notes', he places his mics
wherever necessary to catch the full impact
of the instruments.
'With classic cross-mic recording, you
end up with the way the hall sounded.
What Ithink we're trying to do is bring
musicians into the listener's room, not the
listener into the musicians' room. Our
sound tends to be very present.'
This breaks with a convention that,
however logical and ' realistic', dullsounding records can result. Marc cites
Rudy Van Gelder — the legendary musicoriented, mic-positioning engineer — as
his primary inspiration.
'We listen back on a speaker system
made by Brenkworth Sound Labs in
England. It's unique, no crossover, not coaxial. It's a single- driver with a very
complex cabinet. We use it because it's
completely phase- coherent. The way we
record is too. This allows us to listen back
to a completely phase-coherent recording,
which is very rare.
'Musicians waste time and energy
haggling over mixes and takes, hours in the
studio arguing. This way they can sit and
play and listen to each other in a live
setting, and play off each other — which is
difficult to do in sound-proofed booths.'
Rusch Senior adds: ' We've really had to
uncondition the musicians, have them
unlearn. They walk home when the
session's over, and often they don't get the
idea of what we're doing. Then
they hear the result and say,
It's great! Why can't everybody
do it this way!'
CIMP's arguments will not
convince everyone. Quite apart
from the labels which push
their
musicians
towards
multitrack production for that
radio hit, there is a critical
school that declares the very
concept of recorded ' truth'
antiquated and metaphysical.
After all, Postmodernism has
provided the perfect ideology for
musicians who cannot cut it live: they can
hie home and concoct 'post-jazz' Ambient
ethno-forgeries with their samplers. Marc
is careful to point out that CIMP's method
isn't for everyone, and this writer, for one,
is not about to ditch his highly- prized
Channel One, Paisley Park and Utility
Muffin Research Kitchen artifices.
Strangely enough, though, CIMP's
militant purism gives to improvised jazz
some of the presence and punch of those
studios' multitrack masterpieces. Maybe
jazz is ill-served by the current compromise
between pop production and classical
venté. If jazz has been rocking in its cradle
of compression and EQ-ed homogeneity
too long, CIMP's turn to recorded truth is
just the bucket of iced water the somnolent
form requires.
Ben Watson

DECEMBER 1998
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•High sensitivity - 92dB

•Fully shielded for AV and multimedia use :

•High power handling - 125 watts RMS

•High Definition Aerogel bass/mid driver and

•Wide frequency response 75-21kHz

•Rogers ferrofluid cooled 'floating' tweeter
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Rogers International, Sales & Marketing Cedtre,
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Bath House Road, Beddington Lane, Croydon, -Surrey CRO.fra
Tel 018t 6f4 2101 Fax 0181 684 6469

internet: http://vyww.uk-rogers.com
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e-mail: rogers@uk-rogers.com • .

-.•.....; ." Pictured above: ' I."anzante Custom' dbl 01 limited edition in blue/yellow. Standard finishes from £399 a pair.
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Studio Series
STUDIO 2SE *****

STUDIO 20SE *****

WHAT HIFFIT July 95

WHAT Men, Awards ' 96

"These speakers are a
perfect object lesson for those
who think you need big boxes
for abig sound."

"Highly recommended in the
'96 Awards, and we use it in our
Reference system. Need we
c
RO
say more!"

STUDIO 12 *****

STUDIO 50 *****

WHAT Hum May 95
"Gorgeous looks and breathtaking clarity, detail and punch,
if used with agood partnering
system. These are really rather
fabulous speakers."

WHAT WM' August 96
"A once in alifetime buy. They
sound gorgeous, look fantastic
and cost asmall fortune, but
don't let that put you off."

PMC Series

PMC 700

=

Eri

*****

August 96
"Combine big and substantial bass with
crisp, well defined mid range and treble"
"Another highly accomplished design
from the Monitor Audio stable."

PMC 702

*****

II== October 96
"Exceptional clarity and clout: the usual
Monito- Audio build and finish."

PMC 703

*****

E=IrEa
July
"Fast and powerful sounding speakers,
the PMC ; C3s look luscious and sound
gorgeous The PMC 703s now enter the
territory of gobsrnackingness"

Now Listen to the New STUDIO 60

PMC 705
Er=rm

MONITOR AUDIO LIMITED
Unit 34, Clifton Road, Cambridge CB1 4ZW, England
Tel: 01223 246344 Fax: 01223 214532

*****

September 96
"705s are excellent value Authoritative
with class.cal music, they can also rock
and rock hard. As with other models in
the PMC range, this is adesign that
sounds as good as it looks."

